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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The	Power	of	the	Highest	Court	in	an		

Authoritarian	Legal	Setting	

 

 

THE AIM OF this book is to offer a distinctive perspective on the power 
of the highest national court in an authoritarian legal setting by proposing 
an empirical inquiry into how the judicial power operates and interacts 
within a specific political and legal context. In recognizing that the highest 
court does not function in a vacuum, it is virtually impossible to discuss 
judicial power without referring to its environment. With this in mind, this 
study places the highest court in the specific context of political and 
constitutional dynamics and views this as a departure point for an up-to-
date understanding of the power of the highest court and its evolving roles. 
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Little has been published in this regard, and comparative studies do not 
automatically create meaningful analyses because political logic and 
institutional structure are not always commensurable.  

Recognizing that the content, format, specificity, and pace of legal 
development vary significantly in different jurisdictions gives rise to a set 
of questions. How can one assess the power of the highest court in an 
authoritarian legal setting? Is it true that authoritarian regimes are 
incompatible with constitutional theories and principles commonly 
recognized in the West? Do the highest courts play similar or distinctly 
different roles compared to those of their counterparts in well-established 
liberal democracies? In what aspects and to what extent do extralegal 
factors contribute to the exercise of judicial power? This book attempts to 
reflect on these concerns and tease out the complexities by reference to 
the case of China and its highest national court, the Supreme People’s 
Court (the Court).  

The research aim of this study was to conduct an in-depth analysis of the 
power of the Court based upon its recent development and emerging 
trends, reconceptualizing the judicial power in China and offering a 
rethinking and reinterpretation of how the highest court exercises its 
power in a context beyond that of the core Western liberal democracies. 
Moreover, this book is also a multidisciplinary contribution to the broader 
constitutional discussion on the separation of powers doctrine, offering a 
distinctive perspective on the legitimacy of the highest court’s power 
under authoritarian leadership and especially on how it casts light on the 
understanding of the exercise of judicial power in a nondemocratic form 
of separation of powers. Against this backdrop, the remaining parts of the 
first chapter expand the background to this study and describe a coherent 
framework for analysis, the research methodology, and the structure of 
the remainder of the book. 



CHAPTER   I 3 

1.1. The Power of the Highest Courts beyond 
the West: An Incomplete Picture 

In the wake of the global expansion of judicial power,1 increased attention 
is being paid to the highest national courts from a comparative perspective. 
Since Shapiro’s first call for comparative scholarship on the power of the 
highest courts, 2  legal scholars and political scientists have made 
considerable progress in exploring and comparing the development of the 
highest courts among a variety of jurisdictions. It has been suggested that 
the Western supreme and constitutional courts have increasingly exerted 
a profound influence on political decision-making and steadily redrawn 
power boundaries relative to other powerful state actors.3 The growing 
significance of the highest courts invites inquiry into the inherent political 
logic of the judicial power, with a primary concern for identifying the key 
political and legal factors that are conducive to the development of such 
power.4  

Several recent academic works suggest that a reasonably independent 
judiciary, armed with a well-respected and active apex court, is vital for 
enforcing constitutional norms and facilitating the expansion of judicial 

                                                             
1 Neal Tate and Torbjorn Vallinder, eds., The Global Expansion of Judicial Power (New 

York: New York University Press, 1997), chap. 1. 
2  Martin Shapiro, Courts: A Comparative and Political Analysis (Chicago, The 

University of Chicago Press, 1981). 
3 See Ran Hirschl, "The Judicialization of Politics," in The Oxford Handbook of Law and 

Politics, eds. Gregory Caldeira, Daniel Kelemen, and Keith Whittington (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008); Carlo Guarnieri and Patrizia Pederzoli, The Power of 
Judges: A Comparative Study of Courts and Democracy, ed. Cheryl Thomas (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2002); Nick Huls, Jacco Bomhoff, and Maurice Adams, eds., 
The Legitimacy of Highest Courts' Ruling: Judicial Deliberations and Beyond (The 
Hague: TMC Asser Press, 2009); Elaine Mak, Judicial Decision-making in a 
Globalised World: A Comparative Analysis of the Changing Practices of Western 
Highest Courts (Oxford: Hart Publishing 2013). 

4 Tate and Vallinder, Global Expansion of Judicial Power. 
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power in most constitutional democracies.5 Indeed, emerging evidence 
confirms that the highest national courts have spared no effort to enhance 
their authority, autonomy, and impact vis-à-vis the other political actors 
over the past few decades, and the power of judicial review has emerged 
as a vital means for the highest courts to achieve this goal.6 As for Western 
scholars, especially American observers, the judicial review power, 
whether in the form of prior or posterior, abstract or concrete review, is 
considered key to creating a meaningful check on the other powerful 
government actors and ensuring some form of separation of powers 
among them.7 

Nevertheless, this analytical lens of judicial power is somewhat 
incomplete and far from convincing. Not only does it hardly cover the 
breadth of all the constitutional development in Western democracies, it 
is also incapable of providing a full explanation of judicial empowerment 
in transformative democracies and authoritarian regimes. As to the 
Western types of democracies, in the United Kingdom, for example, 
where the judiciary is strongly linked to the notion of parliamentary 
sovereignty, courts seem to play a relatively limited role considering they 
have no capacity for judicial review of primary legislation made by 
Parliament although the integration of the United Kingdom into the 
Council of Europe and the European Union empowered courts to review 
the legislation for compatibility with international obligations under the 
European Convention on Human Rights and under EU law respectively.8 

                                                             
5 Martin Shapiro and Alec Stone Sweet, On Law, Politics, and Judicialization (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2002). 
6 Karen Alter, Establishing the Supremacy of European Law (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2003). 
7  Christopher Wolfe, The Rise of Modern Judicial Review: From Constitutional 

Interpretation to Judge-made Law (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 1994); 
Martin Shapiro, "The Success of Judicial Review," in Constitutional Dialogues in 
Comparative Perspective, ed. Sally Kenney, William Reisinger, and John Reitz 
(Basingstoke: MacMillan, 1999). 

8 Michael Gordon, Parliamentary Sovereignty in the UK Constitution: Process, Politics 
and Democracy (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2015). 
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The Dutch Constitution does not allow the judicial review of acts of 
parliament against the provisions of the Constitution either, but it provides 
Dutch courts with the power of reviewing parliamentary legislation on the 
basis of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms and other directly effective treaty provisions.9  

Meanwhile, in the context of emergent constitutional systems such as 
Japan, the Japanese Supreme Court is well known for its conservatism and 
judicial restraint in the sense that it has only occasionally engaged in 
judicial review. 10  As for Indonesia, which has been recognized as a 
transformative democracy, the newly established Constitutional Court has 
been emerging as an independent judicial body that has actively asserted 
its authority since 2001, yet there is little sign of a meaningful increase in 
the degree of judicialization in postcolonial Indonesia considering the 
Indonesian government has frequently claimed the authority to ignore the 
court’s rulings. 11  In addition, the practice of judicial review in 
authoritarian systems such as that of China is particularly rare and inactive. 
The absence of judicial review power seems to indicate that Chinese 
courts are weak and incompetent in pushing forward their influence on 
law or on other powerful state actors. At first glance, this impression 
might be true in the sense that the judicial power is relatively restricted 
under China’s one-party setting, but this does not necessarily suggest that 
Chinese courts are incompetent and are unimportant actors in the exercise 

                                                             
9 Jerfi Uzman, Tom Barkhuysen, and Michiel Emmerik, "The Dutch Supreme Court: A 

Reluctant Positive Legislator?" Electronic Journal of Comparative Law 14, no. 3 
(2010): 1-35. 

10 The Supreme Court has intervened to declare statutes unconstitutional on only eight 
occasions in over sixty years since its establishment in 1947. See Norikazu Kawagishi, 
"Japanese Supreme Court: An Introduction," National Taiwan University Law Review 
8, no. 1 (March 2013): 231. 

11 Simon Butt and Timothy Lindsey, "Economic Reform When the Constitution Matters: 
Indonesia’s Constitutional Court and the Article 33 of the Constitution," Bulletin of 
Indonesian Economic Studies 44, no. 2 (2008): 239–262. 
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of power, or that they are irrelevant to the norm of Western separation of 
powers as has been claimed in some existing literature.12  

The mainstream view in the West may have overlooked the evolving 
nature of the judicial power in an authoritarian legal setting. From an 
empirical point of view, however, the practice is far more complicated 
than is often recognized. In the case of China, it is a common practice for 
criticisms to use the benchmark derived from Western constitutional 
theories to assess the legal development in China despite a dramatic 
divergence between the East and the West, and between the democratic 
and nondemocratic legal settings, especially in terms of institutional 
structures and political dynamics. Likewise, the limitation of research 
resources and the lack of transparency in authoritarian states are likely to 
make such an assessment difficult, insufficient, and overly simplistic. 
Consequently, the uniqueness of nondemocratic forms of legal 
development has often been ignored, exaggerated, or misread. This 
research gap then is likely the result of a long-standing presumption 
among Western observers, who tend to view authoritarian legal settings 
as lacking separation of power; assume that authoritarian judiciaries 
remain constrained, serving as mere pawns of their rulers; or contend that 
their highest courts do not concern themselves with the true development 
of judicial independence.13  

                                                             
12 See Randall Peerenboom, "A Government of Laws: Democracy, Rule of Law and 

Administrative Reform in the PRC," Journal of Contemporary China 12, no. 34 (2003): 
45–67; Tom Ginsburg and Tamir Moustafa, eds., Rule by Law: The Politics of Courts 
in Authoritarian Regimes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Ronald 
Keith, Zhiqiu Lin, and Shumei Hou, China's Supreme Court (London: Routledge, 
2014); Ronald Keith and Zhiqiu Lin, “Judicial Interpretation of China's Supreme 
People's Court as ‘Secondary Law’ with Special Reference to Criminal Law,” China 
Information 23, no. 2 (2009): 223–255.  

13 Stanley Lubman, Bird in a Cage: Legal Reform in China after Mao (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2000); Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law; Keith and Lin, "Judicial 
Interpretation.” 
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Conversely, scholars and the legal profession in China have made serious 
efforts to define the uniqueness of China’s approach to legal development. 
An emerging line of legal scholars and judicial and political officials claim 
that it is important, indeed necessary, for China to firmly adhere to the 
“socialist rule of law” (shehui zhuyi fazhi ) with Chinese 
characteristics and to develop a distinctive mode of legal development as 
clearly distinguished from that in the West.14 The most striking example 
is the recent shift in the attitude toward judicial independence, which is 
regarded as a necessary condition for the Western concept of the rule of 
law but has been “giv[en] a death sentence” by Chinese top leadership in 
recent years.15 In January 2015, a politburo member, Zhang Chunxian, 
attacked the notion of judicial independence in the People’s Daily: 

Our nation’s rule of law is different from the Western 
constitutionalism… Given the fact that the Western-style rule of 
law and separation of powers doctrine are incompatible with our 
rule of law, we shall not take the same road as the “judicial 
independence” and “judicial neutrality” in the West.16  

In early 2017, the current President of the Court, Zhou Qiang, further 
criticized judicial independence in a speech to judicial officials, 

                                                             
14 This principle was first endorsed by the Chinese Communist Party at the 15th Party 

Congress in 1997. Since then, it has been described as a fundamental governing 
strategy of the ruling authority and incorporated in the revised Constitution in 1998. 
See Randall Peerenboom, China's Long March toward Rule of Law (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), chap. 3; Ling Li, "Chinese Characteristics of the 
'Socialist Rule of Law': Will the Fourth Plenum Cure the Problems of the Chinese 
Judicial System?" Asia Policy 20 (July 2015): 17–22. 

15 David Bandurski, “Who Gave ‘Judicial Independence’ A Death Sentence?” China 
Media Project, last modified January 14, 2015,  

   http://chinamediaproject.org/2015/01/14/who-gave-judicial-independence-the-death-
penalty/. 

16 Chunxian Zhang, "Comprehensively Carrying Forward the Reform of Rule of Law in 
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region (quanmian tuxing yifa zhijiang)," People's Daily, 
January 7, 2015. 
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encouraging courts at various levels to combat the erroneous Western 
ideologies that undermine legal development in China: 

We should resolutely resist the erroneous influence of Western 
legal principles such as “constitutional democracy,” “separation of 
powers” and “judicial independence.” Courts and judges need to 
take a clear-cut stand and dare to show the sword against Western 
ideologies… One must not fall into the “trap” of erroneous 
Western ideologies and of judicial independence, but instead 
unswervingly follow the road of “Socialist Rule of Law” with 
Chinese characteristics.17 

Zhou’s statements prompted an immediate and strong reaction in and 
outside China. While some legal scholars viewed it as a bow to the strict 
political climate in the Xi Jinping era that is arguably an “enormous 
ideological setback for a professional judiciary,”18 others identified the 
Court’s compromise of striking a balance between its judicial innovations 
and political tasks without questioning the authority of the ruling party.19  

The debates on how Chinese courts play their expected role and their 
actual role are likely to continue. Nevertheless, the logic underlying the 
conclusions from both sides is questionable. One should no longer take 
for granted that the judicial power has remained weak and at a significant 

                                                             
17 Qiang Zhou, "People's Courts Must Dare to Show the Sword against the Erroneous 

Western Ideologies such as 'Judicial Independence' (Yao Ganyu xiang Xifang Sifa Duli 
deng Cuowu Sixiang Liangjian)," China News, January 17, 2017, 
http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2017/01-14/8124300.shtml.  

18  Michael Forsythe, "China’s Chief Justice Rejects an Independent Judiciary, and 
Reformers Wince," The New York Times, January 18, 2017; Jerome Cohen, "China’s 
Chief Justice’s Extraordinary Statement: The Most Enormous Ideological Setback for 
a Professional Judiciary," Jerome A. Cohen (blog), January 17, 2017, 
http://www.jeromecohen.net/jerrys-blog/chinas-chief-justices-extraordinary-
statement. 

19 Josh Chin, "Don’t Call It Western: China’s Top Court Unveils Version for Reform," 
Wall Street Journal, February 26, 2015, 
http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/2015/02/26/dont-call-it-western-chinas-top-court-
unveils-vision-for-reform/. 
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distance from competence while China has been experiencing 
unprecedented socioeconomic transformations and in-depth legal reforms 
in the past decades. In fact, several academic studies generally agree that 
the Chinese judiciary seems to be slowly advancing toward greater 
professionalization, independence, and perhaps even a ray of light in 
terms of constitutional review and human rights protection in the face of 
an ambiguous but generally evolving legal environment.20 What remains 
unclear, however, is in what ways the Court at the top of the judicial 
hierarchy has contributed to this positive trend, and to what extent the 
Court’s experience is distinctive compared to the power of the highest 
courts in other legal settings. Yet the claims of a distinctive Chinese mode 
are also unsatisfying. As Liebman insightfully points out, efforts to 
explore the Chinese mode of legal development would be unlikely to 
succeed if they rely only on the mode designed from the top, with 
insufficient attention to the experience of everyday law in practice.21  

Given these arguments, this book aims to provide insight into the world’s 
largest highest court, which demonstrates unique value but has so far 
remained largely obscure, with an effort to see how the Court exercises 
power in law and in practice when officially it is claimed that separation 
of powers does not exist. Instead of simply accepting that the political and 
constitutional arrangements in a nondemocratic separation of powers 
context are deemed to contribute to an incompetent highest court with 

                                                             
20 The 2001 Qi Yuling case and the 2003 Sun Zhigang incident are widely viewed as 

milestones in the development of right defense in China. For a detailed discussion on 
these two cases, see Robert J. Morris, "China's Marbury: Qi Yuling v. Chen Xiaoqi—
The Once and Future Trial of Both Education and Constitutionalization" Tsinghua 
China Law Review 2, no. 2 (2010): 273; Keith Hand, "Using Law for a Righteous 
Purpose: The Sun Zhigang Incident and Evolving Forms of Citizen Action in the 
People's Republic of China," Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 45, no. 106 
(2006): 114–195.  

21 Benjamin Liebman, "Authoritarian Justice in China: Is There a Chinese Model?" in 
The Beijing Consensus? How China Has Changed the Western Ideas of Law and 
Economic Development, ed. Weisteng Chen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 
2016): 225. 
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weak judicial authority, this study builds its arguments on the most recent 
developments of the Court, seeking to answer the following two main 
research questions:  

1. How does the Supreme People’s Court exercise its power in theory 
and in practice in China’s present political and constitutional 
context?  

2. How does the power of the Supreme People’s Court contribute to 
the understanding of the highest courts’ power in a nondemocratic 
form of separation of powers? 

Recognizing that the Court’s approach to exercising judicial power has to 
a great extent challenged the Western understanding of judicial power in 
both democratic and nondemocratic legal settings, these two questions 
reflect a crucial subject that deserves to be well studied, thoroughly 
understood, and properly respected.  

1.2. How is Judicial Power Exercised in an 
Authoritarian Legal Setting? 

The Court is a highest national court that seems to be unique in its kind. 
Staffed with four hundred professional judges and more than six hundred 
administrative officers, court clerks, bailiffs, and other court personnel,22 
its size, role, and impact as the highest national court in China are difficult 
to ignore. In view of the phenomenon that China has been frequently 
labeled as a potent developing nation with speedy economic growth but 
that has yet to establish a strong, well-entrenched judiciary, 23  most 

                                                             
22 According to official statistics released by the Court, it had 1,169 staff members in 

2013. See Xianming Zhang, "President Zhou's Speech on May 4th to All the Court 
Police (Zhou Qiang zai zuigao fayuan wusi qingnianjie zuotan huishang jiyu qingnian 
ganjing)," People's Court Daily, May 10, 2013.  

23 Taisu Zhang, "The Pragmatic Court: Reinterpreting the Supreme People’s Court of 
China," Columbia Journal of Asian Law 25, no. 1 (Winter 2012): 1–61. 
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Western scholars remain skeptical about the possibility of the rule of law 
taking root in China. Existing scholarship indicates that the perception of 
the judiciary as a separate power loses any real significance while it 
continues to operate under enormous political and institutional 
constraints.24 The emphasis on the Court’s subordinate role under the 
single party’s leadership seems to indicate that in many respects the Court 
fulfills similar functions as its counterparts in other nondemocratic 
jurisdictions, in which law and the courts are deployed mainly as 
instruments of governance rather than as an impartial and independent 
judicial institution.25  

In contrast, most Mainland Chinese scholars have chosen to avoid 
discussing the Court’s relation to the party-state at all. There is an 
unspoken understanding that while the supreme authority of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP; the Party) remains exclusive, any discussion of 
the judicial power occurs without questioning the Leninist approach to 
constitutionalism “with Chinese characteristics.” In other words, the 
judiciary has to ultimately answer to the Party’s unconstrained leadership, 
which has been widely accepted as the “living constitution in China.”26 
For that reason, the Chinese literature has paid only limited attention to 
the roles and functions of the Court through normative analysis, and 
scholars have tended to create a positive assessment of the judicial power 

                                                             
24 See Peerenboom, China's Long March, chap. 7; Keith, Lin, and Hou, China's Supreme 

Court; Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law; Tamir Moustafa, "Law and Courts in 
Authoritarian Regimes," Annual Review of Law and Social Science 10 (November 
2014): 281–299. 

25 Moustafa and Ginsburg summarize five primary functions of courts in authoritarian 
states: they are deployed to (1) establish social control and sideline political opponents, 
(2) bolster a regime’s claim to “legal” legitimacy, (3) strengthen administrative 
compliance with the state’s own bureaucratic machinery and solve coordination 
problems among competing factions within the regime, (4) facilitate trade and 
investment, and (5) implement controversial policies to allow political distance from 
core elements of the regime. See Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law, 4.  

26 Xin He, "The Party's Leadership as a Living Constitution in China" Hong Kong Law 
Journal 42, no. 73 (2012): 73–93. 
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with a focus on the significant efforts of the Court to construct and 
advance legal development in the reform era.27  

Discussions in both China and the West, however, remain primarily 
formalistic and thus tell us little about the roles the Court actually plays. 
Not to mention that far less attention has been devoted to exploring the 
views of judges and how their experiences contribute to the evolution of 
the Court. Unlike most existing academic work, this study departs from 
the Western analytical lens of judicial power, searching for a workable 
analytical framework that can enable a more sophisticated understanding 
of the Court from both theoretical and empirical perspectives. It also 
intends to capture the essence of the Court by identifying a variety of 
approaches the Court adopts to fit into China’s current political and 
constitutional structures, with a special focus on exploring how the Court 
fulfills its primary roles in the context of reform-era China, which is 
characterized by tremendous legal development and social advancement. 

Existing comparative studies have shown great diversity between 
different legal settings, and each legal system presents its own political 
and legal context within which the highest court can exercise its power. 
Consequently, the nature and extent of the highest courts’ power and the 
institutional arrangements for realizing their primary functions vary 
greatly from one country to another. Despite the similarities and 
differences, some common features have arisen to make an accurate 
examination of the highest courts’ power possible. In Lasser’s 
comparative work on the three highest courts in Western liberal 
democracies, that is, the French Cour de Cassation, US Supreme Court, 
and the European Court of Justice, he suggests that the highest courts draw 

                                                             
27 See Weidong Ji, "Supreme People's Court's Roles and Its Evolution (zuigao renmin 

fayuan de juese jiqi yanhua)" Tsinghua China Law Review 7 (2005): 11–27; Weimin 
Zuo, "Comparative Study on the Highest Courts: Perspective on the Functions of the 
Highest Courts in China and Japan (zuigao fayuan bijiao yanjiu: yi zhongri zuigao 
fayuan de gongneng wei shijiao)" Social Science Research 6 (2003): 73–78. 
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their legitimacy mainly from two dimensions: the institutional and 
discursive spheres. While the institutional sphere requires legitimacy 
regarding the external institutional arrangements of the courts, the 
discursive sphere is internal to the judiciary, presenting the legitimacy of 
argumentative practice that informs judges’ interpretations and 
reasoning.28  

Expanding Lasser’s theory, Loth adds the functional dimension to the 
existing analytical lens of judicial power, which highlights the practical 
role played by the highest courts in a certain legal order and in society.29 
Loth distinguishes the “input” and “output” factors that together 
contribute to the legitimacy of the courts and shape their primary roles in 
theory and in practice. More specifically, while on the one hand the 
institutional choices embedded in the specific political and constitutional 
context can be regarded as the input factors that initially shape the power 
of the highest courts, on the other hand, the functional roles played by the 
highest courts contribute to the output factors that eventually determine 
their capacity and how they fulfill their roles in practice.  

It is clear that these theories would be valuable in providing us with 
rationales for systematically assessing the input and output factors that 
together contribute to the highest courts’ power from two dimensions, that 
is, (1) the allocation of the judicial power in the specific political and legal 
context, and (2) its operation and interaction with other powerful actors in 
accordance with such power arrangement. Consistent with this analytical 
framework, this study explores the power of the Court from both 
institutional and functional perspectives, arguing that regardless of the 
deep-seated institutional and political constraints, Chinese courts, 

                                                             
28  Mitchel Lasser, Judicial Deliberations: A Comparative Analysis of Judicial 

Transparency and Legitimacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
29  Marc Loth, "Courts in Quest for Legitimacy: A Comparative Approach" in The 

Legitimacy of Highest Courts' Rulings: Judicial Deliberations and Beyond, eds. Nick 
Huls, Maurice Adams, and Jacco Bomhoff (The Hague: TMC Asser Press, 2009). 
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especially the Court at the top of the judicial hierarchy, should no longer 
be viewed as merely an instrument of governmental control. Rather, the 
Court has demonstrated a self-initiated and highly pragmatic interest in 
the exercise of judicial power by various means.  

With a view to keeping the study within manageable proportions, the 
research relies, to a great extent, on official statistics, unstudied legal 
documents, speeches delivered by and perceptions of the supreme court 
judges, and most importantly, empirical evidence gained from two 
fieldwork studies. Thus, the Court presents us with an interesting case and 
a distinctive test ground for the further development of traditional 
constitutional theories in the West, to see whether and to what extent it 
can shed light on assessing the power of the highest courts beyond the 
core Western jurisdictions. 

1.3. Learning from the Court’s Everyday 
Practice 

The methodology applied in this study combines constitutional legal 
theories, normative and case studies, and socio-legal research methods. 
Through its concern with the roles and functions of the highest national 
courts from comparative judicial politics, this study departs from the 
Western analytical lens of judicial power to seek a coherent analytical 
framework for assessing the power of the Court. The main part of this 
study thus builds on this framework and provides insight into the power 
of the Court through a combination of theoretical and empirical research. 
On the one hand, the analyses of the laws and regulations, academic work, 
and case studies are used to present a comprehensive picture of the Court 
concerning its power distribution and power interaction. On the other hand, 
through the in-depth participative observations within the Court and a 
series of semi-structured interviews with judges, clerks, and other judicial 
personnel, this book offers an insightful reflection on how the Court 
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operates on a day-to-day basis and especially benefits from the 
perceptions and experience of the supreme court judges. Further, the 
developing power and transformative roles of the Court demonstrate 
another academic motivation of this study: to echo the decade-old debate 
and contribute to the existing empirical base of the separation of powers 
doctrine, with an effort to see how the highest court fulfills its role in a 
nondemocratic separation of powers context. 

Recognizing the lack of general knowledge on the practical functioning 
of the Court, the application of qualitative research methodology is 
particularly prominent in this book while examining the everyday 
practices of the Court. The empirical insights of the Court are obtained 
mainly through three socio-legal approaches: participant observation, 
informal interviews, and semi-structured interviews. More specifically, 
participant observation included, but was not limited to, attending court 
hearings, court deliberations, and internal meetings and reviewing judicial 
and policy documents with the aim to acquire insightful information on 
the practical role of the Court through a diversity of judicial and 
nonjudicial activities. Informal interviews with supreme court judges, 
court clerks, other court staff, legal scholars, and lawyers were conducted 
along with observations, serving to clarify doubts when it was either 
difficult to find answers in the existing academic work or the observation 
was inconsistent with explanations specified in the official documents. In 
addition to these two vital approaches, the fieldwork study also relied on 
the semi-structured interview technique to develop a better understanding 
of the background, processes, and motivation behind individual judges’ 
decision-making. Because the legal reasoning in court judgments may not 
address the most urgent concerns that have influenced judges’ 
deliberations, and fellow judges do not always hold the same opinions, 
positions, and legal values when making crucial decisions, it is of great 
practical significance to learning from supreme court judges who have 
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shown divergent legal and political backgrounds, areas of expertise, and 
work experiences.  

In line with the research schedule, a pilot study was conducted at the 
Intellectual Property Division of the Court in 2012 (July 2012–September 
2012). Subsequently, a formal fieldwork study took place at the Judicial 
Reform Leading Office of the Court in 2014 (June 2014–October 2014). 
During the fieldwork research, a list of questions for interviews with the 
supreme court judges was formulated on the basis of the existing 
knowledge, official documents, and previous empirical findings from the 
field. Interview questions ranged from the expertise and personal 
experiences of individual judges to their perceptions of their everyday 
work in terms of a number of judicial and nonjudicial activities, and 
toward the evolution of the Court (see Appendix I). 

Considerable firsthand data and useful research materials were collected 
and used in the latter stages of the research, which ultimately not only 
bridged the gap between theory and practice but also helped to present a 
more nuanced picture of the Court’s actual practice. This research 
particularly benefitted from the input of those who are directly involved 
in the Court’s everyday practice and those who take a lead in advancing 
essential reform initiatives in the reform era. Through a series of semi-
structured interviews with supreme court judges from different divisions, 
this work goes beyond the existing scholarship by drawing explicitly on 
judges’ work and unique perspectives. Finally, the arguments in this book 
have been formed and developed through the impact and integration of 
both theoretical and empirical results, and most of the empirical findings 
shed light on achieving a richer and more in-depth understanding of the 
practical role of the Court. 
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1.4. Structure of the Book 

The book is structured into five main chapters. Chapter 2 provides an in-
depth analysis of the Court through the lens of its institutional design. 
Building on the work of constitutional theorists and comparative legal 
researchers, this chapter introduces three layers of power allocation that 
help to explain how the Court has been organized and empowered. The 
first layer addresses the organizational and institutional features the Court 
adopted to fulfill its role in accordance with the constitutional 
arrangements. After all, the Court does not operate in an institutional 
vacuum, and the exercise of judicial power cannot be understood 
separately from its institutional and constitutional environment. The 
second involves the profile and management of individual judges from a 
micro perspective. It has been proven that the study of judicial behavior 
is of particular relevance to identify the specific characteristics and 
preferences of a court.30 Therefore, a thorough discussion of the profile of 
the supreme court judges, focusing on their recruitment and training, 
decision-making, career identity, and especially their pressing concerns, 
is included in this chapter. Finally, the third layer encompasses the 
political determinants that frame and define the power boundaries of the 
Court. In recognizing that the discussion of the power of the Court would 
be incomplete without referring to the Party’s oversight, the Court’s 
relationship to the ruling authority and how it responds to the Party’s 
ideological control, policy guidance, and adjudicative supervision are 
highlighted in this chapter. The investigation into the initial structure of 
the Court alongside its administrative management, judges’ status, and 
inherent political logic was revealed to be the key to understanding how 
the Court shapes its most important power through a wide variety of input 
factors. More significantly, this chapter sheds light on the mysteries of the 

                                                             
30 Hirschl, "The Judicialization of Politics"; Tom Ginsburg, Judicial Review in New 

Democracies: Constitutional Courts in Asian Cases (Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, 2003), 75–76. 
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Court’s concrete choices, institutional interests, and strategic 
considerations in terms of the exercise of power.  

Chapters 3 and 4 examine the power of the Court from a functionalist 
standpoint. For the purpose of this analysis, a distinction between the 
judicial and nonjudicial functions is made at the beginning of chapter 3. 
Unsurprisingly, judges in many jurisdictions engage in multiple 
nonjudicial functions in addition to their adjudicative power, ranging from 
playing management roles to serving as public intellectuals.31 As for the 
Court, its involvement in judicial and nonjudicial functions are both 
crucial in the sense that the Court has been entrusted with important posts 
and that it exerts a profound impact in practice. In particular, chapter 3 
investigates the most notable judicial functions of the Court to see how it 
serves as an impartial adjudicator and the guardian of the law while 
performing as the court of last resort. It was found that the decisions of 
the Court have a limited impact beyond individual cases, which has 
generated an in-depth discussion on two other crucial judicial functions 
related to the Court’s adjudicative power: promulgating authoritative 
interpretations of law and releasing a selection of representative effective 
judgments to guide the adjudication work of courts at all levels. Empirical 
evidence from this chapter suggests that despite the enormous political 
and institutional constraints, the Court has demonstrated self-initiated and 
highly pragmatic interests in developing and advancing its most crucial 
judicial functions.  

Two major forms of nonjudicial functions are considered in the analysis 
in chapter 4, namely, the executive functions of strengthening judicial 
compliance within the judicial hierarchy, and the political functions of 
facilitating and safeguarding the ruling authorities’ primary concerns. One 
crucial observation to note in this chapter is that in many respects the 

                                                             
31  Nuno Garoupa and Tom Ginsburg, "Judicial Roles in Nonjudicial Functions," 

Washington University Global Studies Law Review 12 (2013): 755–782. 
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Court operates in a manner consistent with how the rest of the bureaucracy 
is run, which suggests that the Court serves more functions outside the 
courtroom and that supreme court judges have more roles to play than 
simply adjudicators in practice. In fact, a series of nonjudicial roles of the 
Court can be glimpsed from the approaches it takes when it supervises, 
manages, and evaluates its subordinate courts and from a wide range of 
political tasks it shoulders, for example, fighting judicial corruption and 
appeasing litigation-related petitions. In recognizing the inherent tension 
and practical conflicts between the judicial and nonjudicial functions of 
the Court, an urgent concern before the Court and the legal profession 
rests upon how to strike a balance between legal rationality and political 
missions in the development of the Court in an authoritarian political and 
legal context. 

In chapter 5, the concluding chapter, the study complements the existing 
scholarship by shedding light on the institutional and functional power of 
the Court through attempting to identify the implications that can be 
drawn from the previous discussions of the Court to further develop the 
understanding of the highest courts’ power in a nondemocratic form of 
separation of powers. Through the lens of the separation of power doctrine 
that originated in the West and its implementation in and beyond the core 
Western democracies, three central sets of elements emerged from the 
comparative study on the selected highest courts in and beyond the West, 
which then served as the basis for broader applications: (1) normative 
versus functional analysis of the doctrine, (2) judicial independence 
versus judicial interdependence as manifested in the power distribution 
and power dynamics, and (3) political-centered versus legal-centered 
modes of operation for the highest court to fulfill its roles in the specific 
political and legal context. These three core aspects served as the basis for 
reconceptualizing judicial power in China and reinterpreting the path to 
legal development in the Chinese model of separation of powers in a 
broader analytical context. Specifically, an up-to-date understanding of 
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the power of the Court provided a source of inspiration for rethinking the 
internal logic of a distinct category of judicial power in the nondemocratic 
forms of separation of powers. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE POWER OF THE COURT 
FROM AN INSTITUTIONAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

 

 

2.1. Introduction 

AS FIRST STATED in the 1954 Constitution, and later reaffirmed in the 
1982 Constitution, the Supreme People’s Court of China (the Court) 
enjoys the highest status as the head of judicial organs in the Chinese 
judicial system.1 It is a distinctive judicial institution, heavily influenced 
by the integration of China’s legal traditions, Leninist notions of tutelage, 
and the Western constitutional experience and undergoing tremendous 

                                                             
1 CH Const. amend 1982, art. 127. 
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changes in line with the development of contemporary China.2 In terms of 
present constitutional arrangements, 3  the Court is subject to the 
supervision of the National People’s Congress (NPC) and its Standing 
Committee (i.e., the legislative body and its permanent organ), which 
creates the Court. Correspondingly, local courts at various levels are 
subject to the dual leadership that comes from the same level of legislative 
power that created them and from their direct superior courts.4 Unlike the 
highest courts in many other jurisdictions that enjoy considerable equality 
in the division of state powers, existing legal arrangements have explicitly 
placed the Court within state structures as a subset of the NPC rather than 
allowing it to perform separately and independently. In addition, the 
emphasis on “division of labor” and “mutual coordination” among state 
organs5 further suggests that with respect to the Court’s relation to its 
sister agencies, cooperation and coordination are considerably more 
important than the checks and balances within the Chinese governance 
structure.  

Based on these legal realities, it is conceivable that Western media and 
academia remain skeptical about the judicial power in China, especially 
in terms of the competence, prestige, and independent status of the Court 
under the single Party’s oversight. However, these perceptions are 

                                                             
2  After its initial development in the 1950s, the Court went through a period of 

deterioration and stagnation during the 1960s and 1970s. Recovering from the Cultural 
Revolution and the economic reforms and the opening up of the mid-1980s played a 
key role in the expansion and development of the Court. See Yancheng Hu, "Study on 
the Functions of the Supreme People’s Court (woguo zuigao fayuan gongneng yanjiu),” 
(PhD diss., Jilin University, 2008). 

3 The Constitution currently in effect in China was adopted in 1982 by the National 
People’s Congress, and it is commonly known as the 1982 Constitution; further 
revisions were implemented in 1988, 1993, 1999, and 2004, respectively. Three 
previous versions of the Constitution were declared in 1954, 1975, and 1978, 
respectively.  

4 CH Const. amend 1982, art. 128. 
5Article 135 of the 1982 Constitution states that the judiciary, along with people’s 

procuratorates and public security organs, shall operate on the basis of the principle of 
“division of labor, mutual coordination, and mutual restriction” (fengong fuze, huxiang 
peihe, huxiang zhiyue ) in handling criminal cases.  
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outdated and must be updated by not merely concentrating on the 
formalistic roles of the Court as stated in the Constitution but rather on a 
thorough mapping of the institutional choices embedded in China’s 
political and constitutional environment that together define and shape the 
power spectrum of the Court. 

As Guarnieri and Pederzoli argue in their book The Power of Judges, three 
sets of elements may directly affect the growth of judicial power, namely, 
the status of judges, the organizational structure of the judicial system, 
and the characteristics of the political system.6 Likewise, Hirschl offers a 
thorough comparative analysis of the judicialization of politics through 
three main factors of formation: institutional features, judicial behavior, 
and political determinants.7 Despite Guarnieri and Hirschl’s focus only on 
several liberal democratic regimes instead of nondemocratic contexts, 
their analytical frameworks appear to be of great value in identifying the 
general trends and particular features that combine to shape and determine 
the power spectrum of the highest courts. To understand the specific 
rationales behind the institutional choices that initially shape and 
determine the power of the highest court in an authoritarian legal setting, 
an institutional approach with three layers of power allocation can be 
highlighted to reflect the essential input factors that contribute to the 
power structure of the Court, namely, (1) the organizational framework 
concerning the court structure and personnel; (2) the profile and 
management of individual judges from a micro perspective, particularly 
their recruitment and training, decision-making means and career identity; 
and, finally, (3) the political determinants of the Court’s exercise of power 
from a macro-level perspective, which in many respects reflect on its 
relationship to the Party. The remainder of this chapter launches an 

                                                             
6 Guarnieri and Pederzoli, The Power of Judges, chap. 1. 
7 Hirschl, "The Judicialization of Politics." 
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institutional analysis from these three crucial aspects and makes a careful 
study of each layer.  

2.2. Organizational Framework 

In 1993, Susan Finder noted at the beginning of her study on the Court, 
“Although the Court has become less secretive than before, its workings 
still remain largely unknown to the foreign or Chinese public.”8 Despite 
that a growing body of academic work has emerged investigating this 
highly-secretive judicial organ since then, our understanding of this 
mysterious entity remains rudimentary. Most of the existing studies on the 
Court concentrated on its historical development, 9  documentary 
analysis,10 and specific working mechanisms11 but overlooked one of its 
fundamental institutional features, the organizational framework of the 
Court, which is a crucial dimension for understanding how the Court has 
been organized and composed and for determining its underlying 
rationales in the exercise of power. Therefore, a descriptive sketch of the 
real-life Court is important in this regard, to provide insight into the 
organizational framework of the Court concerning its structure and 
personnel. 

                                                             
8  Susan Finder, "The Supreme People's Court of the People's Republic of China," 

Columbia Journal of Chinese Law 7, no. 2 (1993): 145–223. 
9 For instance, see Carl Minzner, "Judicial Disciplinary System for Incorrectly Decided 

Cases: The Imperial Chinese Heritage Lives On," in Chinese Justice: Civil Dispute 
Resolution in Contemporary China, eds. Margaret Woo and Mary Gallagher 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2011) 58. 

10 For instance, see Zhong Yu, "The Political Functions of the Supreme People's Court: 
Based on the Annual Working Reports of the Supreme People's Court (lun zhongguo 
zuigao fayuan shiji chengdan de zhengzhi gongneng),” Tsinghua Law Review 7 (2006): 
35–54. 

11 For instance, see Keith and Lin, "Judicial Interpretation"; Xin He, "Black Hole of 
Responsibility: The Adjudication Committee’s Role in the Chinese Court," Law and 
Society Review 46 (2012): 681–712.  
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2.2.1.   Court Structure: From Form to 
Composition 

Comparative studies show that a court organization can take various forms 
at the highest level. The supreme court in particular has been recognized 
as one of the most common forms adopted by the highest courts in many 
liberal-democratic states. This form of the highest judicial organization 
represents the supreme judicial organ that oversees the final ruling on 
questions of law in general types of cases.12 As Bell notes, the principle of 
the supreme court is to give an authoritative ruling on the law, and as such 
it fulfills a national role rather than the regional role of appeal courts.13 A 
notable example of this type is the Supreme Court of the United States.  

The constitutional court, at the other extreme, operates outside the 
ordinary court system for the main purpose of safeguarding the 
fundamental meanings of the constitution. To accomplish this goal, the 
highest national courts of this form, such as the German Federal 
Constitutional Court (Bundesyerfassungsgericht) and the French 
Constitutional Council (Conseil Constitutionnel), are commonly entrusted 
with judicial review power and solving constitutional disputes that fall 
within their jurisdiction. It is generally accepted that the constitutional 
courts play a notable role in justice and politics, and attempt to achieve a 
balance between the legislative, administrative, and judicial powers.14  

In addition, another form of the highest national courts specifically 
concentrates on resolving certain categories of disputes besides 

                                                             
12 Elaine Mak, "Justice at a New Scale: Introducing a Conceptual Framework for the 

Analysis of Highest Courts' Role in a Globalised Context" (The Hague Institute for the 
Internationalisation of Law [HiiL] Law of the Future Conference, October 23–24, 
2008). 

13 John Bell, "Reflections on Continental European Supreme Courts," Legal Studies 24, 
no. 1–2 (2004): 156–168. 

14 Yves Mény and Andrew Knapp, Government and Politics in Western Europe: Britain, 
France, Italy, Germany, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998). 
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constitutional matters. In a telling example, both of France and the 
Netherlands have adopted the Council of State (i.e., Conseil de Etat and 
Raad van State, respectively) as their supreme administrative law 
authorities, which serve as the highest courts of appeal for citizens against 
governmental decisions. It is noteworthy that the Council of States in both 
France and the Netherlands cannot be recognized as pure judicial bodies 
in the strict sense, but they have the full power to adjudicate the legality 
of executive acts in addition to having an advisory function to the 
executive in particular regarding legislative acts, and thus perform crucial 
roles in their respective jurisdictions. 

In the case of China, the Court is the only highest authority at the top of 
the judicial hierarchy. It not only acts as the final appellate court but also 
as the major judicial policy-making organ within the Chinese court system. 
According to the Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 1979 (as amended 
in 2006), the Chinese court system functions under the name of “people’s 
court” and is vertically divided into four levels: the Court, the High 
People’s Courts at provincial level, the Intermediate People’s Courts of 
municipalities and prefectures, and the Basic People’s Courts, established 
in urban districts or rural counties and that cover most local societies.15 In 
addition, several specialized courts are established based on the 
authorization of the Court in charge of specific types of cases related to 
military, maritime, and intellectual property disputes, aiming to deliver 
more consistent decisions through a group of specialized judges, 
especially on legal issues involving complicated technological matters.16 
According to official statistics the Court disclosed in 2013, there were in 
total 3,658 courts at various levels operating across the country, with the 

                                                             
15 Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 1979 (as amended in 2016), art. 3. 
16 Ibid. 
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Court being the largest, equipped with over 190,000 judicial and 
nonjudicial staff17 (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Judicial Hierarchy in China (until 2013) 

LEVEL	 COURT	 NUMBER		

NATIONAL	 Supreme	People’s	Court	 1	

PROVINCIAL	 High	People’s	Court	 31	

MUNICIPALITIES/PREFECTURES	 Intermediate	People’s	Court	 409	

URBAN	DISTRICT/RURAL/	
COUNTY	 Basic	People’s	Court	 3,117	

SPECIALIZED	COURT	
	

Military	Court	 12	

Railway	Transportation	Court	 75	

Maritime	Court	 10	

Intellectual	Property	Court	 3	

Staffed with approximately four hundred professional judges and more 
than six hundred administrative officers, court clerks, bailiffs, and other 
court personnel, 18  the Court is enormous compared to most of its 
counterparts in Western legal systems. Internally, several institutional 
bodies were created to separate the substantive and administrative 
functions of the Court.19 Substantive divisions are designed to fulfill the 
major judicial tasks of the Court on the basis of different stages of the 
cases, including case filing, trial, enforcement, and supervision. As of 
2018, the Court has nineteen substantive divisions, including one case-
filing division, four civil divisions, five criminal divisions, and one 

                                                             
17 See the “Introduction,” The Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic of China, 

updated July 16, 2015, http://english.court.gov.cn/2015-07/16/content_21299713.htm. 
18 Official statistics the Court disclosed in 2013 showed that the number of permanent 

staff members was 1,169, with an average age of forty. See Zhang, "President Zhou's 
Speech."  

19 See the “Organization Chart,” The Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic 
of China, updated November 3, 2015, http://english.court.gov.cn/organization.html. 
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administrative division. Six circuit tribunals of the Court were established 
between 2015 and 2016 to resolve administrative, civil, and commercial 
cases that cross administrative districts but originally fall within the 
jurisdiction of the Court.20 Administrative divisions, designed to facilitate 
the operation and management of the Court, consist of twelve inner organs, 
including the general office department, enforcement division, research 
office, information office, planning and finance section, political 
department, and the bureau of foreign affairs.  

Notwithstanding the fact that the internal structure of the Court has 
gradually evolved during the past decades, relevant regulations on the 
duties of each division and staffing arrangements are generally vague. For 
instance, the substantive divisions are responsible mainly for establishing 
judicial policies in relevant fields on the basis of their expertise, but the 
same obligation could also be delegated to or shared with, for example, 
the Judicial Reform Leading Office, Trial Supervision Office, or 
Adjudication Committee of the Court in various circumstances. More 
recently, the impression of the Court as “a mysterious black box”21 has 
gradually changed, with a strong pledge to expanding judicial openness 
and a commitment to pursue transparency within the judicial system. In 
particular, a list of the heads of its various departments and judges of 
substantive divisions was released by the Court in 2014 on its official 
website.22 Since then, statistics regarding the distribution of the supreme 
court judges were no longer seen as “confidential information” for 
outsiders (see Figure 1).  

                                                             
20 For more discussion on the jurisdictions, functions, and impact of the circuit tribunals 

of the Court, see chap. 3, sec. 3.2.  
21 Keith, Lin, and Hou, China's Supreme Court, 179. 
22 See “Inner Structure of the Supreme People’s Court,” The Supreme People’s Court of 

the People’s Republic of China, accessed August 30, 2017, 
http://www.court.gov.cn/jigou-fayuanbumen.html. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of the Supreme People’s Court Judges in Substantive 
Divisions 

Although the list is far from complete and lacks basic forms of contact 
information, it could still be regarded as a positive sign that the Court is 
urging itself to move toward a more transparent and accountable judicial 
institution.  

2.2.2.   Court Personnel: From Composition to 
Ranks 

Beneath the surface, the Court is bureaucratically organized through a 
finely differentiated hierarchy of ranks, which shares considerable 
similarities with its sister government institutions at the national level. The 
Court is headed by a president and nine vice presidents, each dedicated to 
one part of either the substantive or administrative matters of the Court. 
In addition, each division comes with one division chief and several 
deputy chiefs. Within each division, the judicial personnel are divided into 
judges and assistant judges, while the administrative personnel include 
judges who are assigned to administrative work, court clerks, and 
administrative officers. Typically, cases before the Court are handled by 
a collegial panel (heyi ting ) of three judges, one of whom is 
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assigned as the presiding judge and the other two as regular judges. 
Despite that members of the collegial panel are given equal status and 
required to handle cases on majority decisions, the judge with the highest 
administrative rank is more commonly appointed as the presiding judge 
and plays a role in making crucial decisions in the trial process.  

For example, the Third Civil Division of the Court, which specializes in 
handling intellectual property cases, is composed of four sections, with 
five to six judges in each section. While two sections are entitled to hear 
patent, unfair competition, and antimonopoly cases, the other two are 
designed to hear copyright and trademark disputes. For every new 
intellectual property case assigned to the division, a collegial panel is 
formed with three judges from the same section to hear the case. During 
the trial, if there is significant disagreement on issues of law among 
members of the collegial panel, or the court leaders (e.g., division chiefs, 
the vice president, members of the adjudication committee) have 
reasonable reasons to disagree with the collective opinions generated by 
the collegial panel, the case is brought to the Adjudication Committee of 
the Court for further examination before the final verdict is reached. The 
committee members first hear an oral report from the presiding judge in 
charge of the case, then discuss the case on the basis of the case materials, 
oral report, and follow-up inquiry, and finally, each member casts an equal 
vote to reach a majority decision. It is a customary practice for deciding 
judges to follow the majority opinions or comments of the adjudication 
committee to make final rulings on cases. 

It is worth noting that the adjudication committee, which is the central 
decision-making body consisting of judicial officials with the highest 
administrative ranking that exists in every court, has been entrusted with 
ultimate power and wields enormous influence on the adjudication work 
of the Court. Despite existing rulings making it clear that the principal 
task of the adjudication committee is to review and rule on complicated, 
controversial, and difficult cases and to summarize adjudicative 
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experiences,23 their decisions and relevant reasons are seldom disclosed to 
outsiders in practice. In an empirical inquiry into the adjudicative 
committee of a basic-level court, He argues that the bureaucratized 
decision-making process of the adjudicative committee creates a black 
hole of responsibility between the committee and adjudicating judges, and 
fundamentally, the latter are by and large sacrificed by the former in terms 
of their decision-making authority.24 In the case of the Court, although the 
adjudicative committee is tasked with discussing and determining cases 
according to relevant rules and provisions,25 in practice, Court leadership 
has been found heavily controlling the progression and outcome of 
committee meetings.26 In fact, the strict hierarchy of ranks of committee 
members is likely to blur the respective responsibilities of judges and their 
superiors in the decision-making process, and it makes judges 
increasingly dependent on their supervisors to reach final judgments.  

The existing composition of court personnel raises further concerns 
regarding the distribution of the judicial and nonjudicial staff throughout 
the Court, which is another crucial feature contributing to the 
understanding of the Court’s organizational framework. Yet this remains 
a missing piece of the puzzle. One likely cause of the missing data may 
lie in the ambiguous definition of judges in the Chinese context. In 
accordance with the definition of the European Commission for the 
Efficiency of Justice, a judge is a person who “decides, according to the 
law and following organized proceedings, on any issue within his/her 

                                                             
23 See Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 1979 (as amended in 2016), art. 10.  
24 He, "Black Hole of Responsibility." 
25 See Code of Practice of the Adjudicative Committee of the Supreme People’s Court, 

Fa Fa no. 23 (1993); Implementation Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on 
Reforming and Improving the Administrative Committees of People’s Courts, Fa Fa no. 
3 (2010); Implementation Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Judicial 
Responsibilities, Fa Fa no. 20 (2017). 

26 Interviews SPC20140724, July 24, 2014; SPC20140805, August 5, 2014; 
SPC20140826, August 26, 2014. 
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jurisdiction.”27 Unlike this common practice, however, the definition of 
judge is considerably looser in China, with judicial and nonjudicial staff 
members adopting the title as soon as they pass the National Judicial 
Examination and achieve the qualification of judge. As a result, a problem 
within the judiciary is that only a limited number of judges actually 
perform as adjudicators and decide cases in different fields of law, leaving 
a considerable body of nonprofessional “judges” to assume work in the 
fields of judicial administration, legal research, and judicial policymaking.  

In response to the problematic definition of judge and its negative impact 
in judicial practice, a new quota system for judicial and nonjudicial staff 
was promoted by the Court in the Fourth Five-Year Reform Outline for 
the People’s Courts (2014–2018)28 to make a clear distinction between 
professional judges and other supporting personnel in the court system. 
The Court proposed that court personnel be divided into three categories, 
namely, professional judges, judicial assistants, and judicial 
administrative staff with respective scopes of duties. Nevertheless, 
matters that remained unclear in the reform outline include how to split 
the quota between the three categories and what criteria should be 
considered for making significant personnel reallocations. Although the 
proportion of each category of court personnel has not been determined 
with certainty yet,29 according to He Xiaorong, the former director of the 

                                                             
27  European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice, European Judicial Systems, 

Edition 2012 (2010 Data): Efficiency and Quality of Justice (Strasburg: Council of 
Europe Publishing, 2012). 

28 The Court issued its first Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (1999–
2004) in October 1999. Since then, it has released reform outline every five years, in 
which it addresses a number of broad areas of reform and sets out specific timelines 
for completing the tasks. The full text of the Court’s latest reform outline—The Fourth 
Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (2014–2018)—is available at 
http://www.court.gov.cn/zixun-xiangqing-13520.html. 

29 In a regional pilot reform project initiated in 2014, eight pilot courts in Shanghai 
attempted to limit the proportion of judges to 33% within five years, with supporting 
and administrative staff constituting 55% and 15% respectively. But this experimental 
quota system has not yet been rolled out nationwide, considering the vast territory of 
China and the regional differences. See Weiyang Meng, "Shanghai Launched the Pilot 
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Judicial Reform Leading Office of the Court, the personnel reform within 
the judiciary conveys essential messages of enhancing the role of 
professional judges and assuring their concentration on carrying out 
adjudication work.30 

A close examination of the Court’s institutional features and personnel 
arrangement has revealed that the Court is not merely an appellate court 
of final resort that makes determinate rulings only in the courtroom but 
rather that the Court fulfills a broad combination of judicial and 
nonjudicial functions and operates like no other supreme court of its kind. 
In recognizing that the Chinese judiciary operates in an authoritarian legal 
setting where the Party authority retains a dominant and leading role in 
the state’s governing structure, it is almost impossible for the Court to 
adopt institutional arrangements that could be exempt from bureaucratic 
control. In fact, its bureaucratic nature continues to be a defining feature 
of the Court, and this aspect has not yet been subject to real opportunities 
of meaningful reform. Whereas some recent efforts have been made to 
separate the administrative functions from adjudicative functions within 
the Court,31 the rigid administrative rankings of judges and the highly 
centralized adjudication committee within the Court suggest that under 
the “collective wisdom” of a strict, unwieldly court leadership and 
bureaucracies that are resistant to change, doubts remain about when and 
to what extent judges can independently and impartially “decide, 
according to the law and following organized proceedings, on any issue 
within [their] jurisdiction.” 

                                                             
Reform on Adjusting Specified Number of Judicial and Procuratorate Personnel 
(shanghai qidong sifa gaige shidian, jiang shixing faguan jianchaguan yuan'e zhi)," 
Legal Daily, July 14, 2014. 

30 Xiaorong He, "Theory, Logic and Implementation Path of the Fourth Reform Outline 
for the People's Courts (siwu gaige gangyao de lilun jidian, luoji jiegou he shixian 
lujing)," People's Court Daily, July 16, 2014. 

31 See The Fourth Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (2014–2018). 
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2.3. A Profile of the Supreme Court 
Justices 

Political science literature suggests that the exercise of judicial power can 
be better understood not merely through the lens of its institutional 
features but also from the preferences and approaches that individual 
judges may make use of and aggregate into institutional choices.32 As 
Posner points out in his notable book How Judges Think, achieving a 
sound understanding of judicial behavior is the key to legal reform, in 
recognizing that the analysis of judges’ motivations, capacities, mode of 
selection, professional norms, and psychology may all contribute to in-
depth insights into the court system and its future path.33 Indeed, judges 
are fundamental components of the machinery of justice and have 
assumed a central and decisive role in numerous judicial activities and 
reforms,34 and this is especially true for judges that work in high positions 
in the highest courts.  In view of the fact that the Court is a large judicial 
institution equipped with more than four hundred judges, a thorough 
discussion that focuses on the supreme court judges contributes to a rich 
understanding of the background, process, and motivation behind crucial 
decisions of the Court and of individual judges from the micro perspective. 
Specifically, generating an up-to-date profile of the supreme court judges 
on the basis of some crucial empirical findings achieved in this research 
is vital, and indeed necessary, to portray more complex characteristics and 
roles of individual judges while addressing their most pressing concerns 
regarding recruitment, decision-making, and career identity.  

                                                             
32 See Lawrence Baum, The Puzzle of Judicial Behavior (Ann Arbor: University of 

Michigan Press, 1997); David Funder, "On the Accuracy of Personality Judgment: A 
Realistic Approach," Psychological Review 102, no. 4 (1995): 652–670; Ginsburg, 
Judicial Review in New Democracies, chap. 3.  

33 Richard Posner, How Judges Think (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 2010), 8–9. 
34 Guarnieri and Pederzoli, The Power of Judges. 
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2.3.1.   Recruitment 

Comparative studies indicate that for most countries, the highest courts 
rarely serve as full authorities regarding the recruitment of their own 
judges.35 For instance, a cooperative appointing approach can be found in 
the United States, where Supreme Court justices are nominated by the 
president and approved by the Senate. The Italian judicial system indicates 
a representative appointing mode, which grants the High Council of the 
Judiciary (Consiglio superiore della magistratura) to appoint two-thirds 
of magistrates to the Supreme Court of Cassation (Corte Suprema di 
Cassazione), while the remaining one-third is elected by Parliament. The 
Supreme Court of the Netherlands in the fields of civil, criminal, and tax 
law (Hoge Raad der Nederlanden), on the other hand, suggests a system 
of co-optation in judge selection. Supreme Court justices are appointed by 
royal decree, chosen from a list of three, nominated by the House of 
Representatives (Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal) on the basis of the 
Supreme Court’s proposal.  

In the case of the Court, Article 11 of the Judges Law states that except 
for the president of the Court, who is appointed and removed by the NPC, 
the other judicial positions of the Court, including the vice presidents, 
members of the adjudication committee, and judges of substantive 
divisions, are all appointed and removed by the NPC’s Standing 
Committee upon the recommendation of the President of the Court. At 
first glance, the Court seems to enjoy the considerable privilege of 
appointing the most suitable professionals for court positions. But a close 
look at the educational background of supreme court judges and their 
levels of expertise may present a different story. One cannot take it for 
granted that at a senior and high-ranking level in the Court a candidate 

                                                             
35  Dennis Mueller, "Fundamental Issues in Constitutional Reform: With Special 

Reference to Latin America and the United States," Constitutional Political Economy 
10, no. 2 (1999): 119. 
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necessarily needs to meet higher professional standards to qualify as a 
supreme court judge. As Li points out in her empirical study on the 
Chinese judicial system, “the higher the position of authority, the more 
political the appointment would be.”36 This point was reaffirmed by an 
interviewed judge who had worked in both government agencies and 
academia before being appointed as a supreme court judge: “My job can 
be frustrating sometimes in view of the fact that a highly professionalized 
institution such as the Court cannot totally avoid being governed by 
laypeople.”37 

There is nothing new about the above-mentioned observations and claims 
in view of the fact that the Court has had a long history of being criticized 
as “dominated by laymen” in post-Mao China.38 Prior to the 1995 Judicial 
Law, there were barely any substantive requirements to become judges.39 
Most of the Court’s first batch of judges were neither educated in law nor 
had received sufficient specialized legal training. Particularly during the 
1970s and 1980s, a number of supreme court judges were chosen from 
bureaucrats in sister government agencies, communist revolutionaries, 
and demobilized military servicemen. As one of the pioneer legal scholars 
in China, Professor He Weifang boldly criticized the trend of drawing 
demobilized servicemen into the judiciary and making them the main 
source of judges without any formal legal training. In particular, he 
compared this group of judges to lame doctors, arguing,  

                                                             
36 Yuwen Li, The Judicial System and Reform in Post-Mao China: Stumbling Towards 

Justice (Farnham, UK: Ashgate Publishing Limited 2014), 67. 
37 Interview SPC20140728, July 28, 2014. 
38 Weifang He, In the Name of Justice: Striving for the Rule of Law in China (Brookings 

Institution Press, 2012), 14. 
39 It was not until the implementation of the 1995 Judges Law that a requirement was 

introduced that “the selection of junior judges shall meet the substantive requirements 
of possessing both professional competence and political integrity (decai jianbei 

); the appointment of the court and divisions’ leading cadres shall be mainly 
determined on the basis of their working experience.” 
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Despite that the decisions made by medical quacks do bring severe 
damage to individual patients and their families, the decisions of 
unqualified judges are likely to bring more profound and 
unfavorable consequences to the society as a whole, which would 
inevitably undermine the process of judicial professionalism in 
China.40  

The Court became aware of the seriousness of the problem and the 
undesirable consequences of incompetent judges on the bench, and in the 
late 1990s, implemented a set of new rules to enhance the competence and 
professionalization of judges. In terms of these rules, candidates must 
meet more stringent qualification requirements and pass relevant 
qualification examinations before being appointed as judges.41 Since then, 
law graduates and legal professionals who are interested in becoming 
judges must have at least two years’ working experience in the relevant 
legal areas or hold a master’s or doctoral degree in law. In addition, they 
must pass the civil servant examinations and the National Judicial 
Examination to be eligible for appointment as judges and assistant judges. 
Meanwhile, judicial officers who have already held positions in the 
judicial hierarchy for years, passing the National Judicial Examination has 
become an essential condition for career advancement. If they fail to pass 
this examination, they could be transferred to administrative positions or 
demoted within the same court.42 

                                                             
40 Weifang He, "Demobilized Servicemen of the People’s Liberation Army Now Serving 

at Courts (fuzhuan junren jin fayuan)," South Weekend, January 2, 1998. 
41 See the Judges Law of 1995 (as amended in 2001); Measures for the Implementation 

of the National Judicial Examination of 2002 (amended in 2008), Si Fa no. 11 (2008). 
42 Mingshan Zhu, "Speech at the National Presidential Conference of the High People’s 

Courts (zai quanguo gaoji fayuan yuanzhang huiyi shangde jianghua)" (speech, 
Beijing, December 17, 2001), 
http://gongbao.court.gov.cn/Details/a01840166a45e74ac486b5826b599a.html. 
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With the Court’s intensified efforts to reform judicial recruitment and 
strengthen the professional backgrounds of supreme court judges,43 the 
Court has gradually moved along the path to judicial professionalism and 
enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy in attracting, selecting, and 
promoting competent and experienced judges to the bench. In light of the 
First Reform Outline of the People’s Court (1999–2003), the Court made 
it clear that it, along with the High Peoples’ Courts at the provincial level, 
mainly draws its judicial personnel from outstanding judges of the lower 
level courts, experienced lawyers, and other high-level legal professionals. 
It would be not at all surprising to see this group of judges becoming the 
backbone of the Court, mainly because their professional competence and 
rich legal experience make them stand out as the best-qualified candidates 
for posts of various substantive divisions of the Court. As argued by a 
judge interviewed for the study, who has rich work experience at different 
levels of lower level courts and the Court, working at the Court would be 
difficult and beyond his abilities without having gained any work 
experience in the local courts or with a lack of empathy and understanding 
for lower court judges.44  

For instance, in response to China’s accession to the WTO and the 
litigation explosion of intellectual property cases since 2000, the Court 
decided to establish a separate Intellectual Property Division to deal with 
intellectual property disputes and to ensure improved protection of 
intellectual property rights. Consequently, a great number of experienced 
judges of the lower-level courts who had expertise in intellectual property 
disputes were promoted to the Court and became supreme court judges.45 

                                                             
43  See Several Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Strengthening the 

Professional Constructions of Chinese Judges, Fa Fa no. 10 (2013). 
44 Interview SPC20140818, August 18, 2014. 
45 Xue Li, "Witness the Evolution in a Decade: An Interview with Jiang Zhipei, the Chief 

Justice of the Intellectual Property Division of the Supreme People's Court (jianzheng 
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Similarly, when the Court retrieved the full authority of death penalty 
review in 2007, it split its criminal divisions into five and recruited 
hundreds of judges from the high and intermediate people’s courts to cope 
with thousands of death penalty review cases submitted to the Court every 
year.46 More recently, the Court has also made efforts to attract reputable 
law professors, senior legal researchers, and practicing lawyers, as well as 
experienced elites from other fields, to enrich the personnel structure. 
Although recruiting supreme court judges directly from the ranks of the 
legal profession remains limited,47 this group of supreme court judges may 
have unique advantages in view of their experience and insights from the 
other side of the bench. For most of them, becoming a judge, especially a 
supreme court judge, is nothing but “the highest ideal and the ultimate 
pursuit of the legal profession.”48  

Based on experience, an appointment to the Court can also be drawn from 
law school graduates and bureaucrats from other government institutions 
and Party organs. Unlike in the lower-level courts, where there is a high 
demand for law school graduates every year, positions in the Court are 
limited and highly competitive in essence, which allows few law school 
graduates, mostly those with master’s and doctoral degrees, to survive 

                                                             
46 Although accurate statistics concerning judges working in five criminal divisions of 

the Court were unavailable, an in-depth investigation conducted by South Weekend 
suggests that currently there are approximately 330 judicial staff, including judges, 
assistant judges, and clerks, concentrating on handling death penalty review cases in 
the Court, and seventy judges worked in criminal divisions of the Court in 2006. See 
Zhongyuan Ren, "Regained Death Penalty Review for Eight Years: How the Supreme 
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daoxia liuren)," South Weekend, October 16, 2014. 
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2007. 

48 Lina Wang, "Becoming a Supreme Court Judge (chengwei zuigao renmin fayuan 
faguan)," Chinese Finance, April 8, 2014. 
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through aggressive competition and being admitted to the Court. In 
contrast, it is a common practice for government officials and bureaucrats 
from Party organs to flow to the Court and take crucial positions in both 
substantive and administrative divisions. 49  For this group of recruits, 
despite that they may have little adjudication work experience or expertise 
in law, extensive opportunities remain for them to fill certain high-level 
posts in the Court. Thus, the selection and appointment of the top 
leadership positions of the Court largely depend on the political quality 
and consciousness of candidates instead of their competence and expertise 
in law, which reaffirms the perception of several of the judges interviewed 
that the Court cannot completely avoid being governed by laypeople, with 
key decisions being made behind closed doors.50  

2.3.2.   Decision-making 

Sociologists suggest that different types of educational backgrounds and 
professionalization influence the way in which the bureaucracy carries out 
its work.51 This seems to be especially true in the highest courts, where 
crucial judicial decisions are strongly shaped and influenced by judges’ 
policy preferences, professional experience, and personal characteristics.52 
One telling example is the US Supreme Court, where the Supreme Court 
Justices build their reputations on the great wisdom in a list of landmark 
rulings that have shaped the historical outlook and have a profound impact 
on developing the law. In the context of China, however, supreme court 
judges are commonly less known for their trenchant rulings or wisdom as 

                                                             
49 In fact, it is a two-way process of making administrative transfers and exchanging 

posts between the Court and other bureaucratic organizations in the Chinese political 
and legal system. See Meng Hou, Study on the Supreme People's Court: Perspective 
on the Judicial Impacts (zhongguo zuigao renmin fayuan yanjiu: yi sifa de yingxiangli 
qieru) (Law Press China, 2007). 

50 Interview SPC20140805, August 5, 2014. 
51 James Wilson, Bureaucracy: What Government Agencies Do and Why They Do It 

(New York: Basic Books, 1989), 73. 
52 Posner, How Judges Think, 8. 
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reflected in judicial decision making. One plausible reason for that is the 
lack of personal independence in the process of decision-making. As 
explained previously, Chinese judges are not expected to decide cases 
independently but rather to rely on the three-person collegial panel for the 
ruling. Although the existing rules state that all the members of the 
collegial panel must participate in the trial process equally and express 
their legal opinions freely,53 in practice the opinions and legal arguments 
of judges carry different weight with respect to their expertise, seniority, 
and most importantly, the hierarchy of ranks.  

A judge interviewee with experience in both the basic-level court and the 
Court admitted that the court leadership or the adjudication committee 
members exert influence on pending cases in several ways, legally and 
illegally, in either explicit or implicit forms.54 In practice, not only can 
high-ranking judicial officials express their dissenting opinions on 
specific cases at different stages of the trial, but they can also give 
instructions or make informal phone calls to deliver their concerns. 
Despite that most of these instructions tell judges who are in charge of 
specific cases to “emphasize” the cases or handle them “according to the 
law” rather than substantially encroaching upon the legal issues of such 
cases or dictating the outcome,55 this practice has been criticized by legal 
commentators for imposing unnecessary obstacles on the adjudicating 
judges and their authority in the decision-making process.56 

To safeguard the decision-making authority of the adjudicating judges, 
the Court issued a judicial document in 2009, Five Strict Prohibitions (

 wuge yanjin), in which it highlights that exerting undue influence 

                                                             
53 See Several Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court concerning Further 

Strengthening the Function of Collegial Panel, art. 1, Fa Shi no. 1 (2010). 
54 Interview SPC20140813, August 13, 2014. 
55 Interviews SPC20140813, August 13, 2014; SPC20140828, August 28, 2014; and 

SPC20140905, September 5, 2014. 
56 Hu, "Functions of the Supreme People’s Court; He, "Black Hole of Responsibility." 
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on pending cases of fellow judges is strictly prohibited in courts at all 
levels. 57 Likewise, in another judicial document released in 2015, the 
Court reaffirmed the need for eliminating the interference of leading 
cadres, emphasizing that judicial officials should not involve themselves 
in the decision-making process regarding cases that have not been 
assigned to them.58 It is noteworthy that the increased level of judicial 
professionalization also becomes a key factor for judges to strategically 
respond to undue interference on the basis of their own pragmatic 
concerns and professional competence.59  

As Liebman notes in his empirical study of the Chinese court system, 
because of the increased awareness of the law and the appointment of a 
group of better-trained judges, judges have become more aware of the 
need to balance legal requirements with powerful interests and to acquire 
practical techniques to do so.60 Indeed, it seems more likely that supreme 
court judges will be empowered through their own efforts to improve their 
technical competence and through a healthy institutional environment, 
which the Court provides, for judicial decision-making. Nevertheless, 
although several judge interviewees agreed that there are fewer “hidden 
rules” and that the trial procedures are generally more formalized and 

                                                             
57 The rules of Five Strict Prohibitions are composed of a prohibition on (1) accepting 

gifts or hospitality from parties to cases and other related parties; (2) having unlawful 
association with lawyers in violation of relevant provisions; (3) interfering with or 
inquiring into cases being handled by fellow judges; (4) participating in bribery and 
fraud during entrusted assessments, auctions, and related activities; and (5) disclosing 
secret information involved in the trial work. See the Provisions of the Supreme 
People’s Court on Five Prohibitions, Fa Fa no. 2 (2009). 

58 See Implementing Measures for People’s Court Carrying Out the “Provisions on 
Recording, Reporting and Pursuing Responsibility of Leading Cadres Interfering with 
Judicial Activities or Tampering with the Handling of Specific Cases,” Fa Fa no. 10 
(2015); Implementing Measures on Pursuing Responsibility in Cases of Internal 
Judicial Personnel Prying into Cases, Fa Fa no. 11 (2015). 

59 Interviews SPC20140724, July 24, 2014; SPC20140829, August 29, 2014; and 
SPC20140905-2, September 5, 2014. 

60 Benjamin L. Liebman, "China's Courts: Restricted Reform" The China Quarterly 191 
(2007): 638. 
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standardized for judges to follow at the Court’s level, 61 they also raised 
concerns about the existence of a grey area where undue interference in 
the adjudication work seems less perceptible and somewhat unavoidable 
despite their professional expertise and legal rationality.62  

2.3.3.   Career Identity  

It is a widespread practice for different legal systems to employ a variety 
of management approaches to strengthen the career identity of judges and 
keep them in line. While some systems grant long tenure, or life tenure, 
for experienced judges, others choose to guarantee judges sufficient 
financial support and high social status.63 The career identity of judges, as 
that of other professions, is considered key to generating judicial 
reputation, safeguarding the role of judges as neutral adjudicators, and 
preventing them from engaging in misconduct and corruption. In the 
Chinese context, however, the limitation of self-realization of individual 
judges in terms of judicial decision-making and their inherent insecurity 
over a series of “hidden rules” in adjudication work has largely 
undermined the already fragile career identity of judges.  

In fact, many judges of courts at various levels have expressed their 
frustration at work for a variety of reasons, including the heavy caseloads, 
harsh discipline standards, excessive personal liabilities, insufficient 
salaries and welfare support, and more significantly, a restrictive 
institutional environment.64 These factors have combined to produce a 
severe “judicial syndrome” increasingly highlighted by the media and 
legal commentators to explain why a growing number of judges decided 

                                                             
61 Interviews SPC20140724, July 24, 2014; SPC20140829, August 29, 2014; and 

SPC20140905-2, September 5, 2014. 
62 Interview SPC20140813, August 13, 2014. 
63 Peerenboom, China's Long March, 300. 
64 See Lei Chen, "Fleeing Judges (Faguan Zai Liushi)," Legal Weekend, September 24, 

2013; see also interviews SPC20140805, August 5, 2014; SPC20140829, August 29, 
2014; and SPC20140905-2, September 5, 2014. 
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to resign in recent years.65 A conservative estimate by a supreme court 
official suggested that more than a thousand judges of courts at various 
levels had left the judicial system in 2015, including several supreme court 
judges. This group of judges, the mainstay of courts, aged on average 
between thirty-five and forty-five, accounted for roughly 0.35% of the 
judicial personnel nationwide.66 The statistics, though incomplete, reflect 
the insurmountable gap between the ideal and reality Chinese judges face. 
Regardless of how specific and perfect the detailed rulings stated in the 
Judges Law with respect to judges’ awards, sanctions, promotions, 
welfare, and so forth may seem, these provisions alone cannot promote 
the career identity of judges in practice or serve as the reassurance needed 
to win back the hearts of judges who have quit.  

In the case of the Court, it is hardly news that many supreme court judges, 
ranging from junior assistant judges struggling to attain promotions to 
senior judicial officials with rich work experience and profound prestige 
in their fields, submit their resignations every year. While some judges are 
appointed to Party and government organs to work as senior government 
officials after leaving the court system, most continue practicing law as 
experienced lawyers and legal counsels in similar fields. One telling 
example is the former press secretary of the Court, Judge Sun Jungong, 
who joined one of the domestic technology giants as vice chairman in 
2016 after working at the Court for more than fifteen years.67 When asked 
during the interviews what judges viewed as their top concerns as supreme 
court judges, surprisingly, they provided similar answers: uncompetitive 

                                                             
65 Yiwei Zhang, "Judges on the Run," Global Times, February 11, 2014; Susan Finder, 

"Why are Chinese Judges Resigning?" Supreme People's Court Monitor (blog), August 
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66 Qunfeng Zhou, "Stories behind the Quitting Judges (faguan lizhi chao beihou: naxie 
xiahai de faguanmen)," Weekly News of China, July 24, 2016. 

67 Jie Zhang, "Why Does the Alibaba Group Want Judge Sun Jungong? (ali weihe wa 
sun jungong?)," China Times, July 9, 2016. 
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salaries and benefits, the intense workload and pressure, and the 
bureaucratic nature of judicial management.68  

Uncompetitive salaries and benefits 

Based on the empirical findings of this research, the most significant 
factor the decreases job satisfaction, and even drives judges away from 
the judiciary, is the uncompetitive salary and benefits package. As one 
supreme court judge noted, with a sense of self-mockery, “The primary 
roles of Chinese judges are Party cadres and civil servants, and only then 
would they be judges.” 69  This remark in many respects reflects the 
frustration and helplessness of judges regarding the salaries and benefits 
they receive and the administrative ranks they deserve.  

Judges are paid as civil servants and enjoy similar administrative ranks in 
accordance with a strictly hierarchical scale. Courts largely depend on 
local governments at the same level for financial support, including for 
judges’ salaries and bonuses, office supplies, vehicles, court buildings, 
and so forth, and the limited budget of courts and their reliance on local 
governments for funding is a significant obstacle for independent 
operation and providing competitive remuneration for judicial staff. As Li 
suggests in her empirical study on judicial corruption within the Chinese 
court system, these financial arrangements not only facilitate corruption 
in courts in the face of local protectionism but also largely undermine 
judges’ initiative and enthusiasm for their work. 70  Consequently, the 
widening income gap between experienced lawyers and judges has 
intensified the differentiation within the legal profession, eventually 
driving judges away from the judiciary. For instance, a former judge in a 
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SPC20140829, August 29, 2014.  
69 Interview SPC20140818, August 18, 2014. 
70 Ling Li, "The 'Production' of Corruption in China's Courts: Judicial Politics and 
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Beijing local court with more than twenty years of trial experience could 
earn 1 million RMB (USD 144,625) a year as a legal counsel for a large 
trust company—more than eight times his salary at a basic-level court in 
Beijing (USD 17,355). According to this judge, “Becoming a people’s 
judge is undoubtedly the noblest task to which I’d like to devote myself 
with all my heart, but the ideal can be cruelly shattered by reality.”71  

Thus, junior and assistant judges work under constant pressure yet have 
difficulty bearing the cost of living, housing, and child rearing.72 It is then 
no surprise that in 2014, less than one-fifth of law school graduates (with 
bachelor’s degrees) were reported to work as junior or assistant judges 
after graduation, while most of their fellow graduates became practicing 
lawyers or in-house counsels, or worked in a different sector.73 For most 
new graduates, engaging in income-driven work “has nothing to do with 
professional ambitions but rather is a practical compromise to the reality 
[of life].”74  

Intense workload and pressure 

The judges interviewed also frequently mentioned an intense workload 
accompanied by extreme pressure when discussing the primary factors 
that undermine the career identity of judges and result in the wave of 
resignations. With the amendment of the Administrative Procedure Law 
in 2014 and the adoption of new requirements for the case registration 
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went to work in Beijing courts was RMB 3,700 (USD 535) during the first-year 
internship. Subsequently, after passing a series of examinations and becoming formal 
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system in 2015,75 the caseload of courts at all levels increased dramatically. 
The increased caseload has led to significant pressure on individual judges, 
who frequently have to work overtime to conclude cases and complete 
various judicial and nonjudicial tasks.  

According to the 2017 Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court,76 
cases accepted by the Court surged by 42.3% during 2016 compared with 
the previous year, totaling 22,742 cases. Correspondingly, cases accepted 
by the lower-level courts rose by 18% in comparison to 2015, with cases 
totaling 23 million. Even after the judgments have been delivered, legally 
effective decisions go through retrials or reexamination of litigation-
related petitions based on the existing legal provisions in several 
circumstances. 77  In practice, the lack of finality of judgment and the 
overemphasis on error correction have substantially increased judges’ 
workload and strained their ability to confront their superiors, procurators, 
government and Party officials, the media, and so forth. 

Bureaucratized judicial management 

The prevailing hierarchical approaches to judicial management in the 
Chinese judiciary is another important source of judges’ dissatisfaction. 
In many respects, Chinese judges are appointed, evaluated, ranked, and 
managed in similar ways as government officials. For instance, the system 
of court performance management can be viewed as an administrative 
means of bureaucratic control that the Court has adapted to evaluate the 
performance of courts and individual judges, and to control them during 

                                                             
75  See Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Promoting the Reform of the 

Registration System for Case-filing by the People’s Courts, Fa Fa no. 6 (2015). 
76  See “Publication of the Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court and its 

Appendixes”, updated March 19, 2017, http://www.court.gov.cn/zixun-xiangqing-
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77 Articles 177, 179, and 185 of the Civil Procedure Law specify the circumstances for 
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a detailed discussion on how the Court handles retrial cases and litigation-related 
petitions, see chap. 3, sec. 3.2 and chap. 4, sec. 4.3. 
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everyday operation.78 Likewise, the lifetime responsibility system for case 
quality and the wrongful cases accountability system set out by the 
Decision of Fourth Plenary Session of the Communist Party in 2014 
highlighted a set of internal disciplinary codes and corresponding 
responsibilities for judges to strictly follow.79 Nevertheless, these two 
mechanisms generated controversy after they were introduced, and legal 
commentators asserted that while the overemphasis on judicial 
accountability could perhaps succeed in addressing a number of unjust, 
false, and wrongfully decided cases, it is unlikely to be the prime 
mechanism protecting judges against peremptoriness. As Professor Fu 
insightfully points out, “it does not make any sense to talk about taking 
independent responsibility without referring to an independent exercise of 
judicial power, which has not been fully embraced by Chinese courts 
yet.”80  

Because the results of performance assessments and rankings are 
commonly used as the basis of judges’ performance bonuses, promotions, 
and adjustments in ranks and salaries, it is unsurprising that judges found 
themselves increasingly performing a tightrope act when conducting their 
daily work. As on judge interviewee pointed out, the severe imbalances 
of their workload and salary, of growth space and promotion opportunities, 
of judicial accountability and autonomy, all make him and his colleagues 
feel they are “carrying a burden like drug dealers but earning a salary like 
vegetable growers.”81  

In the information-led age, Chinese judges are increasingly looking into 
the roles judges play in other countries as they seek to define their own 
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positions and identities.82 For most Chinese judges, especially those in top 
posts, their career identity is not solidly built on their roles of safeguarding 
and developing the law, as is the case for most of their counterparts in 
Western jurisdictions. Rather, the remuneration, bureaucratic ranking 
system, and workload become determining factors in shaping the career 
identity of Chinese judges. Despite supreme court judges enjoying 
relatively high administrative ranks and superior remuneration compared 
to their counterparts in lower-level courts, they shoulder a greater 
responsibility for strengthening the judicial authority and building up the 
accountability of the judicial system as a whole. In this respect, as 
insightfully pointed out by an interviewed supreme court judge:  

Supreme court judges always seem to have the interest of all 
judges in mind, sparing no efforts to safeguard their professional 
pursuit, benefits and welfare, cultivation, and training, especially 
to stimulate judges’ strong sense of honor and their belongingness 
to the legal profession. However, this wish is not promising under 
the current system.83 

This remark is thought-provoking due to its incisive highlighting of the 
deep-rooted bureaucratic nature and flawed personnel management of 
judicial administration. In recognizing that it is generally difficult for 
individual judges, especially supreme court judges, to build a reputation 
through meaningful rulings and sophisticated decision-making—which 
have a limited impact beyond individual cases—judges choose to build 
their career identity through the roles of political actors and cadres rather 
than by paying due attention to their roles as neutral adjudicators and law 
developers. This, in turn, has intensified the bureaucratic nature of 
managing judicial institutions and their personnel, and how judges lay 
particular emphasis on different roles to achieve self-actualization. 
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2.4. People’s Courts or Party’s Courts? 

The Court does not operate in an institutional vacuum; hence, the exercise 
of judicial power cannot be understood separately from its political and 
constitutional environment, especially the extent to which the Court can 
function with autonomy under the ruling authorities’ oversight. After all, 
for a single-party socialist state such as China, the relationship between 
the Party and the judiciary is considered complex and profound, which is 
reflected in different respects and through various channels in the areas of 
ideology, policy, personnel matters, and even the trial process.84 To critics, 
perhaps more to the point is the fact that Chinese courts act as the “Party’s 
courts” rather than as the “people’s courts” under the overall control of 
the Party authorities, which is generally referred to as the “living 
constitution” in China. 85  Nevertheless, it would be problematic to 
conclude that the Court aligns with the Party’s view in every aspect or that 
there is no substantive room for the judicial power to develop and advance 
toward a more capable actor. The Court has made solid progress in 
promoting judicial professionalization and standardizing trial procedures 
in the reform era, especially in imposing strict limits on the Party’s undue 
interference in the judicial decision-making process. Therefore, it is 
necessary to re-examine the relationship between the Court and the Party, 
especially through the various aspects of the latter’s involvement in the 
former’s everyday practice.  

This section sheds light on the political determinants of the Court’s 
exercise of power from a macro-level perspective, with a careful 
examination of how the Party affects judicial ideology, policy-making, 
court personnel management, and judicial decision-making, making 
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distinctions between the Party’s direct and indirect influence, abstract and 
concrete instructions, and their impacts in practice. 

2.4.1.   The Party’s Impact on Ideology and 
Policymaking 

On the ideological front, the judiciary is obliged to conduct adjudication 
work in line with the Party’s latest policies. Party-led or Party-inspired 
policies are usually initiated by the Party’s Central Committee 
(zhonggong zhongyang weiyuanhui ) or the Central 
Political-Legal Committee (zhongyang zhengfa wei , or 
CPLC) in abstract forms, focusing on advancing a series of political tasks, 
including promoting the Party’s ideological education, fighting against 
corruption, maintaining social stability, and so forth. Officially, the CPLC 
is a powerful political actor at the top of the political-legal system, focused 
on overseeing the operation of the political-legal system, including the 
judiciary, the procuracy, and public security organs.86 The Court plays a 
role in transmitting and incorporating the Party’s latest policies and the 
reform directions it defines into its working plans, and more significantly, 
setting up detailed regulations and guidelines for the lower-level courts to 
follow. In a sense, it is no exaggeration to assert that the Party’s leadership 
has set the tone of the major functions of the judiciary and decided the 
path for legal development in China. 
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Based on 35 annual working reports of the Court from 1950 to 2004,87 Yu 
identifies three major transformations of the Court’s major functions in 
accordance with the Party’s leadership since the founding of the nation.88 
Before 1983, the primary function of the Court was to strike down 
“antirevolutionaries,” deal with political struggles, and lead political 
movements. The Court actively served the needs of politician, aiming to 
promote the unity of the people and convict those who undermined the 
social order. Given that resolving disputes, especially civil disputes, was 
not the priority of the judiciary at the time, the Court attached more weight 
to judges’ political consciousness than judicial professionalism during the 
early years under Mao.  

After recovering from the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) and 
recognizing the importance of law, the Court reverted to its function and 
began to concentrate on developing and improving its adjudication work. 
Based on a series of Work Reports of the Supreme People’s Courts the 
Court released in the late 1990s, promoting judicial professionalism and 
systematically launching judicial reforms were the primary tasks of the 
Court as a response to the Party’s call for building a socialist country ruled 
by law. 89  More recently, following the Party’s latest instructions on 
advancing economic development and maintaining social stability, the 
Court has taken on more political tasks than ever before, highlighting the 
call for “provid[ing] strong judicial protection and qualified judicial 
service” to ensure the promotion of stable and rapid economic 
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development90 and implementing the idea of “justice for the people” (sifa 
weimin ) to satisfy the masses in terms of case filing, trial 
processes and execution, litigation-related petitions, and so forth.91 

For the judiciary in any liberal democratic regime, it seems at odds to 
surrender judicial autonomy under the flag of political ideological 
education in any way. But a closer examination of the political slogans the 
Court advanced over the past few decades helps to identify the key 
difference in terms of the exercise of judicial power between liberal 
democracies and nondemocratic regimes. As Ginsburg notes in his 
comparative study, for most Western democracies characterized by the 
diffusion of political forces, a high degree of tolerance of a strong 
judiciary can be expected to assure the ideas of separation of powers and 
a government with limited power. 92  Under such circumstances, as 
Shaprio’s work indicates, the primary roles of the highest courts may be 
to provide uniform interpretation and application of legal rules. 93 
Conversely, the power and autonomy of courts are rather limited and 
easily undermined in authoritarian regimes, within which the judiciary 
attempts to build a consensus on its major initiatives under the oversight 
of the single dominant party or military force. Against this backdrop, the 
highest courts of authoritarian regimes have, by and large, to serve the 
interests and needs of the ruling authorities, as prominently reflected in 
their primary functions of promoting political ideologies and 
incorporating major social policies.  

In the case of China, Article 78 of the 1954 Constitution stated that “the 
people’s courts shall exercise judicial power independently, subject only 
to the law,” but this provision later changed to “the people’s courts at 
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various levels shall exercise judicial power independently in accordance 
with the provisions of law, and are not yet subject to inference by any 
administrative organ, public organization or individuals” in the 1982 
Constitution. 94  Interpreted literally, the revised Constitution explicitly 
excludes interference from several external institutions but chooses to 
remain silent about the influence of Party organs. The judiciary cannot 
free itself from the political influence of the Party in terms of the exercise 
of power, which leads to a more crucial question that has not yet been 
comprehensively answered in the literature on China’s judicial system: 
Can the Court achieve meaningful progress in the pursuit of its own 
version of legal development while adhering to the Party’s overall 
ideological oversight, and to what extent can it do so?  

Despite the Party’s continued heavy influence on the judiciary on the 
ideological front, the endorsement of the socialist ideas of rule of law in 
many respects reveals the Party’s urgent need to enhance its governing 
legitimacy in the era of social transformation. This trend is likely to 
complicate the Court’s relationship with the Party, mainly from two 
aspects. While on the one hand the ruling party shows a higher degree of 
tolerance toward judicial empowerment and provides the Court with 
meaningful scope for maneuvering in a variety of adjudicative work, on 
the other hand, it does not expect, and cannot allow, a strong and 
independent judicial power to emerge that challenges and checks political 
power. In this respect, it is conceivable that the Party attempts to keep the 
judiciary fettered through political ideology and general policy guidance, 
while at the same time selectively engages in specific judicial 
policymaking and adjudicative activities upon its own initiative and 
demand.  

Regardless of the contradiction between the law and political concerns, 
the Court has shown a marked departure from its previous practice and 
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made significant efforts to balance legal requirements with its 
responsiveness to political tasks, especially exploring innovative solutions 
to fulfill its own version of judicial empowerment. For instance, Hou’s 
and Ip’s studies both suggest that the Court has increasingly transformed 
Party-led policies into detailed and feasible judicial policies on the basis 
of its judicial beliefs and practical needs, rather than relying solely on the 
Party’s ideological instructions when implementing Party-led policies.95 
This observation was further confirmed by a supreme court judge who 
participated in this study and noted that currently, in most of the Court’s 
instructions and judicial documents that are channeled to the lower-level 
courts, judges are no longer told to blindly follow the Party’s political 
ideologies in adjudicative work.96 Instead, judges of lower-level courts are 
exhorted to adhere to the law in the handling of individual cases and to 
resort to abstract legal norms and political policies when reaching their 
verdicts only when the law and regulations are not clear enough and the 
Court’s instructions are insufficient in guiding the adjudication work.  

For example, in a judicial policy, released in 2015 and updated in 2017, 
on how the courts should provide convenient and effective judicial service 
to the “One Belt One Road Initiative” (OBOR; yidai yilu ),97 the 
Court highlighted a number of controversial cross-border legal issues and 
provided some proposed approaches to resolving disputes arising along 
the construction of the land-based and Maritime Silk Roads, 98 
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accompanied by two batches of model cases99 relating to cross-border 
contract disputes, maritime, and free-zone-related disputes, the 
recognition and enforcement of foreign civil judgments and arbitrations, 
and so forth.100 This confirms that the Court has become increasingly 
involved in the nation’s political governance rather than demonstrating 
unquestioning obedience to the political agenda of the ruling authorities. 
Although the Court in many respects still reflects and serves the nation’s 
primary strategies, a significantly increased degree of professional 
competence in the reform era is likely to result in greater functional 
autonomy and an enhanced capacity to transmit Party-led policies in 
accordance with its own pragmatic needs and professional ideologies.  

2.4.2.   The Party’s Impact on Personnel Matters 

Apart from ideological education and policymaking, the Party also plays 
a role in the process of selecting and promoting supreme court judges. As 
previously discussed in this chapter, although the existing law provides 
the Court with considerable leeway in determining its own professional 
staff, the selection and appointment of the supreme court judges for top 
leadership positions are political choices, with key decisions being made 
behind closed doors by the political force. In practice, the appointment 
and promotion of supreme court judges to top positions involve strict 
political evaluations led by the Central Party Committee based on 
candidates’ previous posts, work achievements, seniority, professional 
competence, political consciousness, and so forth. The Political 
Department of the Court—the main overseer of the personnel matters of 
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the Court—relies largely upon the Party’s definitive opinions to decide on 
high-ranking appointments.  

One noticeable example to illustrate this point is the appointment of Wang 
Shengjun, a former CPLC secretariat member, as the president of the 
Court in 2008. During his presidency, between 2008 and 2013, Wang’s 
bureaucratic leadership style in terms of both judicial work and the 
judicial reform agenda has been widely criticized by judges, academics, 
and lawyers, particularly for curtailing the liberal tendencies of the Court 
compared with the legacy of his predecessors.101 Unlike President Xiao 
Yang, who made great efforts to advance judicial professionalism and trial 
independence during his tenure (1998–2008), Wang kept emphasizing the 
political role of the courts in preserving social stability and strengthening 
hierarchical control within the judiciary. In particular, a strong emphasis 
on the “Three Supremes” (sange zhishang ) principle, that is, 
the supremacy of the Party, the supremacy of popular interests, and the 
supremacy of the Constitution and the law, under Wang’s leadership 
seems to indicate that if a conflict occurs between the Party’s interests and 
the law, the latter would probably be sacrificed to comply with the broad 
vision of the nation’s political governance. Critics claim that it makes little 
sense for a legal professional to rank the law third in view of the “Three 
Supremes,” which reflects the bureaucratic approach of Party cadres to 
directing the operation of the Court and the Chinese court system.102 Given 
that Wang was the only president in the Court’s history that took office 
without having any legal educational background or working experience 
in the judiciary,103 it is conceivable that the appointment of Wang as the 
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president of the Court was nothing but a demonstration of the Party’s 
deep-rooted fear of judicial professionalism and independence.104  

Since Zhou Qiang’s accession to the position of president of the Court in 
2013, the development of the judiciary seems to slowly be returning to the 
track of strengthening judicial authority and deepening judicial reform, as 
is shown by the slogans Zhou circulated when he became president, such 
as “striving to make the people feel fairness and justice in every case,” 
advancing adjudication reform “with the trial at the center” (yi shenpan 
wei zhongxin ), and so forth. 105 Although it would be 
premature to conclude that Zhou’s Court will perform more independently 
and consistent with the law and legal principles, there seems to be signs 
of a renewed focus on the adjudicative power of courts that are by and 
large essential and unique to them, as shown by Zhou’s full endorsement 
of institutional transformation and optimizing the allocation of judicial 
personnel, and his promotion of judicial openness in many aspects, 
including open recruitment for some senior Court posts in recent years. It 
has been reported that five candidates—one senior lawyer, two law 
professors, and two senior procurators—stood out from the 195 
candidates and secured senior posts at the Court in 2014. Although it was 
not the first time the Court recruited professional talent through open 
channels, the vacancies it provided were among the most high-ranking 
posts available, including deputy chief of the criminal division, presiding 
judges in the criminal and civil divisions, and chief of the Judicial Reform 
Office.106 
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Despite the Party’s continued input in controlling the Court’s leadership, 
its impact on the appointment of ordinary supreme court judges seems to 
be less obvious, with a generally limited scope. From a practical 
perspective, the level of political consciousness of a judge and his title as 
a Party member have been ascribed less weight in determining whether a 
candidate judge is competent for the position. To date, there are more than 
73 million Party members in China, with more than 90% of judges being 
Party members.107 Clearly, it is easy to overstate the importance of the 
Party’s ideological impact and its substantive control of individual judges 
if one fails to consider the pragmatic concerns behind judges’ choice. As 
suggested by Peerenboom, 

being a Party member tells us little about a judge’s political or 
legal view: one could be a reformer or conservative, in favor of 
rule of law or against it. It is possible that Party members may be 
more likely to follow the Party line more readily than non–Party 
members simply to avoid jeopardizing their career. But most cases 
turn on legal issues for which there is no Party line or no clear 
Party line.108  

Indeed, for many supreme court judges, being Party members may simply 
be an opportunistic choice in terms of securing their career 
development.109 In a sense, it can be difficult to tell exactly to what extent 
judges’ political beliefs influence their decision-making processes and 
whether judges tend to handle cases in line with the Party’s ideological 
instructions. Nevertheless, with a constant pursuit of greater 
professionalization within the judicial hierarchy in the reform era, it seems 
to be the case that the Party’s role in the Court’s personnel matters has 
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been gradually reduced, with an increasing emphasis on the competence 
and professionalism of individual judges. 

2.4.3.   The Party’s Impact on Handling Cases 

The growing autonomy of the Court in implementing Party-led policies 
and determining most of its judicial personnel raises questions about the 
Party’s involvement in judicial decision-making. For veteran observers of 
the Chinese judicial system, the interference of Party organs or individual 
Party members in court cases has been a long-standing practice. 110 
Recently, scholars have begun to shed light on this touchy subject and to 
investigate how the Party has been involved in the judicial decision-
making process and how courts’ relationships to Party authorities 
influence courts’ day-to-day performance. 111  Officially, the Party may 
involve itself in specific cases through political-legal committees at 
various levels in the forms of trial coordination and trial supervision, most 
of which currently remains tolerated and even accepted. For instance, in a 
judicial document the Court issued in 2016, it highlighted the importance 
of “firmly uphold[ing] the Party’s leadership” while providing judicial 
service to promote regional development of the Beijing–Tianjin-Hebei 
districts, requiring lower-level courts to seek support from various parties 
especially to “closely rely on the local political-legal committees and 
government institutions to coordinate and resolve policy-oriented and 
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sensitive cases.”112 According to several judges interviewed for this study, 
it is common practice for them to turn to political-legal committees for 
coordination with related government and other parties, because 

in specific types of cases, little progress would have been made 
without the participation of the Party organs in effectively solving 
such disputes. Under these circumstances, [judges] will actively 
seek support and advice from them… Whereas we know deep 
down inside that it is important to cooperate with the political-
legal committees with a distinct boundary while keeping in mind 
of the bottom line of the law.113  

In the wake of the socialist concept of the rule of law in modern China, 
the Party’s interference in individual cases has become more strictly 
defined in accordance with a set of recent judicial documents,114 at least 
explicitly. But it may be too idealistic to expect a complete elimination of 
the Party’s involvement in specific types of cases, at least currently. As 
Chinese courts handle millions of cases every year,115 it is important to 
distinguish between different types of cases before engaging in discussion 
on the forms of influence, the risks associated with this influence, and the 
extent of the influence the Party exerts in specific types of cases.  
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In light of Fu and Peerenboom’s search for a new analytical framework 
for understanding judicial independence in China, a distinction has been 
made between purely political cases, politically sensitive cases, and 
routine cases. 116  These three categories may include diverse forms of 
criminal, civil, and administrative cases. In particular, political cases are 
narrowly restricted to those that already violate or pose a direct threat to 
the authority of the regime, for example, cases concerning heretical 
organizations, corruption involving senior government officials, national 
security, and so forth. Politically sensitive cases, on the other hand, cover 
a wide range of cases including those that may affect sociopolitical 
stability, economic development, and the broad public interests. Cases 
falling in this category range from labor and environmental disputes, land 
expropriation, and compensation disputes to controversial, eye-catching 
cases such as death penalty cases. Finally, the third category of cases 
makes up the majority of cases handled by courts of various levels on a 
day-to-day basis, that is, routine cases. Based on this classification, we 
can now examine each case type and discuss how and to what extent the 
Party exerts influence on them.  

Purely political cases 

Existing literature suggests that the Party’s influence on this category of 
cases is generally systemic and consistent, which is primarily formalized 
through the Party’s policies and discipline rather than its involvement in 
particular cases. 117  In line with the Party’s regulations and specific 
instructions, many political cases are resolved secretly through political 
channels before reaching the courts. For the remainder, although they 
would be submitted to judges within the courtroom and go through 
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ordinary trials in accordance with due process, the outcomes of such cases 
are likely to be heavily influenced by the Party beforehand. One notable 
example of this is the Bo Xilai Case (2013). Bo is a former Chinese 
politician who served as the Party secretary of Chongqing before his fall. 
As a top-level Party cadre, Bo was first investigated by the Central 
Commission for Discipline Inspection—the highest internal-control 
institution of the Party, in charge of toppling undisciplined senior Party 
cadres—for his “serious disciplinary violations” in 2012. After ten months 
of internal Party investigations and being expelled from the Party, Bo’s 
case was handed over to the procuratorate at the local level. He was 
charged with corruption, bribery, and abuse of power in 2013, and 
eventually found guilty on all charges and sentenced to life imprisonment 
by Jinan Intermediate People’s Court. To Western observers, this outcome 
was easily predicted in advance in view of the fact that Bo’s case is a 
political case in essence and the judiciary was unlikely and unable to make 
key decisions or challenge aspects of it without the Party’s approval.118 

Politically sensitive cases 

Compared to the Party’s approach to dealing with purely political cases, 
its influence on politically sensitive cases tends to be much more 
complicated and diversified in practice. In terms of format, for instance, 
while sometimes Party leaders or Party members would provide direct 
oral instructions to presiding judges in charge of the specific cases, others 
use written instructions that can be channeled through the courts’ 
leadership to reach presiding judges’ desks. As to the content, while the 
Party sometimes only instructs judges to “emphasize” specific cases or 
“prudently” handle certain types of cases in accordance with law, Party 
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officials also look for opportunities to recommend certain solutions to 
particular cases to cover their own interests in such cases.119  

Nevertheless, as Professor He Haibo points out, the line between 
“coordination and supervision in accordance with the law” and 
“interference with adjudicative activities” is a fine one in practice, which 
makes the Party’s interference ambiguous and indistinct, leaving plenty 
of room for discretionary interpretation. 120  Consequently, a pattern of 
dualism can be found in the Party’s exercise of “supervisory power” over 
judicial decision-making, depending on whether a given case or specific 
types of cases have been flagged as politically sensitive cases by Party 
authorities. This may largely explain why the judges from different fields 
interviewed in this study have distinctly different perceptions of the 
Party’s interference in the handling of different types of cases. While 
some judges found themselves rarely affected by Party organs in handling 
intellectual property cases, marriage and family cases, and minor criminal 
cases that barely touch upon core political concerns and public interests;121 
some others admitted that they have been frequently put in a tough 
position during administrative and commercial cases involving high-
profile companies, state-owned enterprises, or a large group of potential 
plaintiffs.122 Confronting politically sensitive cases, judges are more likely 
to make their rulings with caution while under enormous pressure from 
the Party authorities and court leadership, local governments, the media, 
public trust, and so forth. 
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Routine cases 

It has become increasingly accepted that courts are generally competent, 
consistent, and efficient in handling routine cases.123 Regardless of the low 
risk of being subject to the Party’s interference, in practice, the line 
between politically sensitive cases and routine cases is often blurred. 
Unlike the pure political cases that are markedly different from the other 
categories of court cases, routine cases may turn into politically sensitive 
ones if they involve elements such as multiple plaintiffs, government 
authorities, a large sum of money, new and difficult legal issues, and flaws 
during the trial process. Conversely, politically sensitive cases may also 
transform into routine cases if the Court or other government authorities 
have made efforts to fill in the gaps and provided further interpretations 
regarding key legal issues in specific types of cases. In a sense, it is 
inaccurate to assume that all court cases are listed as vulnerable to the 
external interference of the Party or to overstate the extent of the Party’s 
interventions in judicial decision-making.  

Moreover, as Peerenboom argues in his study, the Party’s involvement in 
specific cases does not necessarily mean that justice is sacrificed.124 Rather, 
as a judge interviewee points out, in view of the courts’ rather weak 
authority within the current political and legal structure, Party organs 
sometimes play a positive and even crucial role to ensure that certain 
complicated and influential cases can be settled smoothly among all 
parties and that cases are eventually enforceable, with the necessary 
support from government authorities and other institutions.125 According 
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to the interviewee, any discussion of the Party’s impact on specific cases 
should be subject to concrete analysis through three layers: 

First, it is important to think about the ways as well as the degree 
of the Party’s interference. Second, one should take into account 
how individual judges deal with such interference and work under 
stress. Third, what matters most is how the Party’s influence is 
eventually reflected in the outcome of a given case.126  

Through reforming the Court into a more pragmatic institution equipped 
with expert judges, it has become common practice for supreme court 
judges to form their own approaches to legal thinking in the course of 
adjudication, which enables judges to incorporate professional values, 
judicial beliefs, and political and social concerns into their preferences 
instead of rigidly following the Party line to adhere to the latest Party 
policies. Following the Fourth Plenum of the 18th Communist Party 
Central Committee in 2014, despite that the Court remains in many 
respects responding to and serving the nation’s primary strategies and 
political concerns, recent efforts of the Court reflect its strong intention to 
rationalize vague political principles and bring them in line with legal 
principles, judicial beliefs, and its own professional pursuits. More 
importantly, with increasing emphasis on the role of the law and an up-to-
date understanding of the Court’s relationship to the Party, it is evident 
that the Court has taken pragmatic steps in pushing forward the core 
functions of the courts while at the same time integrating certain aspects 
of diversity and flexibility into the legal system.  

2.5. Concluding Analysis 

The institutional environment in which the judiciary is embedded is 
undoubtedly an overriding factor in understanding the highest court’s 
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primary roles and functions in the exercise of judicial power, and the 
Court is not an exception. Indeed, the investigation into the Court’s 
organizational framework, personnel, and administrative management of 
individual judges, as well as political determinants, is the key to 
understanding how the Court shapes its most important power through 
varying input factors. The theoretical and empirical evidence presented in 
this chapter suggest that the Court has made significant progress in the 
direction of a more effective, efficient, and predictable legal institution in 
the era of transformation. A noticeable trend to this end is the 
professionalization of the Court and the increased competence of supreme 
court judges over the past decade. A constant pursuit of greater 
professionalization in many respects reflects the Court’s pragmatic 
initiatives to enhance its institutional capacities in pursuit of greater 
judicial autonomy and authority under the Party’s oversight. In fact, this 
particular vision of the Court has been supported by Party authorities 
through their increased tolerance of the empowerment of the Court.  

Nevertheless, the extent to which the Court can exercise power 
independently and without interference does not automatically increase, 
as the Court continues performing under deep-seated institutional and 
political constraints. In fact, the bureaucratic management approach in the 
judicial institution and to its personnel carry a high risk for the Court in 
the exercise of power and inevitably make it vulnerable to enormous 
external and internal pressures, including from Party organs and high-
ranking Party members, sister government agencies, court leadership, and 
the adjudicative committee of the court, which are further addressed in the 
subsequent chapters. More importantly, because judges are subject to the 
dual leadership of both the professional adjudicative body and the strict 
bureaucratic control within the court hierarchy, the long-term damage 
resulting from the limitation of self-realization in adjudication work and 
individual judges’ frustration with their career identity should not be 
underestimated. 
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Despite the strenuous efforts the Court has made to promote its 
institutional capacities and judicial autonomy, one should remain aware 
of the significant challenges the Court continues to face, struggle with, 
and resolve, including the search for more space to develop from the Party, 
the lack of power to counterbalance other government actors, and the 
substantial steps toward a more authoritative and independent judicial 
institution. As He notes in his empirical study, as all the current efforts 
and achievements of the Court can occur only under the umbrella of the 
Party’s leadership, under China’s present circumstances, identifying the 
patterns of the courts’ struggles and compromises in reality is significantly 
more important than studying the textbooks concerning the courts. 127 
Indeed, from the standpoint of legal and sociological scholars, the 
reassessment of the Court’s institutional power is an effort of this kind 
that aim to bridge the knowledge gap regarding the institutional 
motivations that drive the Court’s judicial and nonjudicial activities, the 
types of institutional flexibility available to the Court so it can be better 
positioned to resist external influence, and drawing a line between 
bureaucracy and leadership, between principles and capricious. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE JUDICIAL PRACTICE OF THE 
COURT 

 

 

3.1. Introduction 

IN CHAPTER 2, we investigated three layers of power allocation in 
China’s Supreme People’s Court (the Court) to obtain an institutional 
perspective and determine how the Court has been organized and 
empowered. However, this alone is of little interest to functionalists 
without reference to how the Court operates and fulfills its roles in 
everyday practice. From the discussion in chapter 2, it seems judicial 
power is relatively restricted in China’s one-party setting, and the absence 
of the power of judicial review has reinforced the impression that the 
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Court has been left with little substantive room to advance toward 
becoming a more capable and independent actor.  

Nevertheless, it would be an oversimplification to conclude that the Court 
is an incompetent actor or enjoys no functional autonomy at all in the 
exercise of power. Rather, existing scholarship has begun to recognize 
that through engaging in an extensive range of judicial and nonjudicial 
activities, from resolving disputes and making abstract judicial 
interpretations to serving the promotion of economic development and 
ensuring social stability, the Court has shown increased pragmatic 
incentives and autonomy in advancing legal development and promoting 
judicial reform. 1  Although scholars have thoroughly studied several 
specific mechanisms of the Court and examined how they work in 
practice,2 little systematic study has been conducted thus far concerning 
how the judicial and nonjudicial functions together shape and contribute 
to the evolution of the Court’s power. As the contents, methods, and 
technical means the Court adopted to push forward its impact on and 
beyond the legal fields significantly differ from those of its Western 
counterparts, and the motivations behind its decision-making remain 
largely unknown, this chapter, along with chapter 4, explores the practical 
roles of the Court through various output factors that work and interact 
with the judicial and nonjudicial fronts.  

Existing scholarship suggests that understanding the development of the 
highest courts can be achieved by examining two aspects of their judicial 
roles: first, their function as guardians of the law, including the guarantee 
of the uniform application of the law and the protection of fundamental 
rights, and second, their contribution to the development of the law 
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through clarifying the law and filling in gaps between the law and 
practice.3 In light of this classification, the primary judicial functions of 
the Court can also be derived from its most important roles as adjudicator 
and impartial interpreter of the law, roles closely associated with the 
adjudicative activities exercised by judges inside the courtroom. Yet in 
addition to fulfilling a series of judicial functions, judges in many 
jurisdictions also engage in activities outside the courtroom, dedicating 
themselves to semi-judicial functions and nonadjudicative functions, 
including advising legal reformers and politicians, serving as public 
intellectuals or interim executives, and responding to public opinions and 
concerns. 4  In particular, Moustafa identifies a number of nonjudicial 
functions that are commonly shared among courts in authoritarian states, 
including advancing administrative discipline within state institutions, 
maintaining cohesion among various factions within the ruling coalition, 
facilitating market transitions, and bolstering regime legitimacy.5  

For the purpose of our analysis, a rough distinction between the judicial 
and nonjudicial practice of the Court is made on the basis of the following 
framework: judicial practice includes judicial functions that are 
adjudicative in nature and semijudicial functions that are closely 
associated with the adjudicative activities, while nonjudicial practice is 
further divided into functions that advance administrative management 
within the judicial hierarchy and functions that reflect the ruling state’s 
political and social concerns. This chapter focuses on the most significant 
judicial practices of the Court, whereas the next chapter examines the 
Court’s nonjudicial practice. Together these two chapters seek rational 
explanations for the pragmatic choices and practical compromises of the 
Court with a view to fulfilling its own version of judicial empowerment.  

                                                             
3 Elaine Mak, Judicial Decision-making in a Globalized World: A Comparative Analysis 

of the Changing Practices of Western Highest Courts (Hart Publishing, 2013), chap. 4. 
4 Garoupa and Ginsburg, "Judicial Roles in Nonjudicial Functions." 
5 Moustafa, "Law and Courts."  
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3.2. Is the Court a Court of Last Resort? 

Among all its judicial activities, one essential task of the Court is to 
perform as the highest-level adjudicative institution and hear cases that 
fall within its jurisdiction. In line with the Organic Law of the People’s 
Courts and three major procedure laws that govern civil, criminal, and 
administrative cases respectively, the Court is entitled to take or review:  

(i) cases of first instance either assigned by laws that decree to its 
jurisdiction or decided by the Court itself that it deems shall be tried;  

(ii) cases of appeals and of protests lodged against decisions of high 
people’s courts and special people’s courts;  

(iii) all death sentences; and  
(iv) cases of retrial from legal effective judgments with definite errors as 

stated in the relative laws.  

Despite that the Court enjoys a broad jurisdiction over first-instance cases, 
evidence suggests that it rarely acts as the court of first instance in 
practice.6 The Court’s choice to rarely hear first-instance cases can be 
viewed as a consistent approach to ensuring the implementation of the 
right of appeal in every case. According to the principle of “second 
instance being the final instance” (er’shen zhongshen zhi ),7 
only one appeal is allowed to be made to the next level superior court in 
the four-level court hierarchy, and the case must undergo an examination 
in both factual and legal aspects before an effective decision is reached. 
With few exceptions, the trial process is initiated in basic-level courts or 
one level above, depending on the type, significance, complexity, and 

                                                             
6 Hu’s study on the historical development of the Court suggests that there were only a 

few cases where the Court was given original jurisdiction, for instance, the trial of John 
Tomas, who stood accused of jeopardizing national security (1954); the trial of Keiko 
Suzuki, who was charged with war crimes (1956); and the trial of the “Gang of Four,” 
accused of being counterrevolutionary criminals (1980). See Hu, "Functions of the 
Supreme People’s Court.” 

7 Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 1979 (as amended in 2016), art. 12. 
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amount of the claim, for cases under various governing procedure laws.8 
Technically, decisions made by the Court are final and non-appealable,9 
so the Court tends to act as the court of appeal or retrial.  

Through this initial design of power allocation within the judicial 
hierarchy, the judiciary intends to ensure that most cases are heard and 
resolved below the provincial high court levels, which in turn leaves the 
Court with sufficient time and energy to concentrate on other important 
tasks, including unifying the application of law, conducting adjudication 
supervision, and dealing with judicial administration matters. However, 
being exempt from taking first-instance cases has not relieved the Court 
of the tremendous burden of handling cases on a day-to-day basis. Official 
statistics suggest that the Court has borne a fast-growing caseload of 
appeals, retrials, and death penalty review cases in the past two decades 
(see Figure 2), which distinguishes it from many of its counterparts in the 
West.10 

                                                             
8 China has three major procedural laws that stipulate a systematic set of rules in terms 

of civil, criminal, and administrative litigation procedures respectively: the Civil 
Procedure Law of 1991 (as amended in 2012), the Criminal Procedure Law of 1979 
(as amended in 2012), and the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 (as amended in 
2014).  

9 Organic Law of the People’s Courts of 1979 (as amended in 2006), art. 12. 
10 For instance, the Supreme Court of the United States accepts approximately 7,000–

8,000 cases every year, according to 
   https://www.supremecourt.gov/about/justicecaseload.aspx, accessed March 28, 2017. 
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Figure 2: Caseload of the Supreme People’s Court (1998–2016) 

Few official statistics on the caseload of the Court is available for public 
access, except a limited amount of judicial statistics the Court disclosed 
in its annual work reports to the NPC and its Standing Committee. 
Although it is difficult, or even impossible, for outsiders to verify the 
authenticity of the official statistics, it is certain that the data does provide 
a distinct impression of, and several persistent observations on, the 
adjudication work of the Court, which remains largely carried out behind 
a veil of secrecy. In view of the absence of more detailed figures on the 
distribution of cases heard by the Court, Figure 2 at least indicates some 
crucial features regarding the Court’s recent adjudication work and its 
trend of development. It appears from Figure 2 that the Court has been 
under growing pressure from the adjudication work, with two sharp rises 
in its caseload in 2008 and 2014, which raises questions about the types 
of cases that reach the Court for trial or review, the factors that contributed 
to the sharp increases in the Court’s caseload, and, more significantly, 
considering the number cases heard by the Court every year, the value 
these cases add to, and their impact on, legal development in China. 
Consequently, this section sheds light on some of the distinctive features 
of the Court concerning its adjudicative activities and provides some 
answers to the above questions. 
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3.2.1.   Case Types, Distribution, and Caseload 

As previously noted, despite that the Court has made sustained efforts to 
disclose key judicial statistics through its annual work reports to the NPC, 
existing reports of the Court seem to primarily contain summaries of the 
major achievements of the judicial system as a whole rather than 
information about its own adjudicative practice. For instance, the 2017 
Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court sets out the statistical 
distribution of cases heard by the Chinese courts at various levels in 2016, 
as reflected in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Cases Heard by the Chinese Courts at Various Levels (2016) 

However, the same report fails to reveal specific numbers related to the 
distribution of cases heard by the Court over the same period. In fact, with 
a few exceptions regarding certain types of cases,11  the Court has failed to 
disclose any specific statistics concerning its own adjudication work to 

                                                             
11 For instance, the Court has steadily released a series of white papers concerning the 

protection of intellectual property rights since 2010, in which it has disclosed the 
caseload of different types of intellectual property–related cases heard by the Court in 
the previous year. For instance, see the White Paper of Intellectual Property Protection 
by Chinese Courts (2016), The Supreme People’s Court of the People’s Republic of 
China, updated April 27, 2017, http://www.court.gov.cn/zixun-xiangqing-42362.html. 
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the public in over ten years. Yet the Court’s annual work report from 2008, 
the last report the Court published, reveals that between 2003 and 2007, 
the Court heard 3,196 civil appellate cases, 4,802 criminal appellate cases, 
and 1,556 administrative appellate and state compensation cases, and it 
reviewed 9,860 applications for retrial reviews of all types, with 
approximately 33% resulting in retrials (see Figure 4). In addition, the 
same report highlights the Court’s heavy workload in terms of nonjudicial 
activities, including coordinating and supervising 1,038 transregional 
civil enforcement cases and handling 719,000 litigation-related petitions.  

 

Figure 4: Case Distribution of the Supreme People’s Court (2003–2007) 

Although the older data may no longer represent the current state of the 
Court’s judicial practice, the distribution of cases heard by the Court, as 
shown in Figure 4, might provide historical reference for its current 
judicial practice. Undoubtedly, these statistics, along with several 
empirical findings of this research, can be contributed to a thorough 
understanding of the Court’s adjudication work.  
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Retrial cases 

The most notable observation from Figure 4 is that more than half the 
Court’s workload involved conducting adjudication supervision through 
reviewing legally effective judgments of the lower-level courts in all 
fields, including civil, criminal, and administrative fields. In fact, the 
sharp rise in the Court’s caseload around 2008 can be partly attributed to 
the reform of the Civil Procedure Law of 1991 in the same period, which 
significantly extended the scope of applying for retrial reviews and 
ultimately resulted in a flood of retrial cases accepted and conducted by 
the Court. Legally effective judgments may come before the supreme 
court judges for reexamination through three principal channels. The 
Court can 

(i) launch a review [of] a legally effective judgment of the lower courts 
on its own initiative;  

(ii) accept the protests that come from the Supreme People’s 
Procuratorate to lodge an appeal; [or]  

(iii) use discretionary supervisory power to decide on whether to 
reconsider the petition requests presented by interested parties 
through the “letters and visits” (xinfang ) system.12  

According to a judicial opinion the Court released in 2009, supreme court 
judges commonly reach their decisions on the basis of the original trial 
files, materials submitted by the relevant parties, and their written 
opinions. The parties or people concerned were questioned and hearings 
were organized only when judges felt the need to do so.13 In practice, few 

                                                             
12 The “letters and visits” system, also known as the petition system, serves as an 

important extrajudicial channel for Chinese citizens to file complaints and seek redress 
for grievances. The Court’s role in the petition system is further elaborated in chapter 
4 while studying the nonjudicial practice of the Court; see chap. 4, sec. 4.3. 

13 Several Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Accepting Applying for Civil 
Retrial Review Cases, art. 13, 17, and 18, Fa Fa no. 26 (2009). 
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cases the Court reexamines result in retrials, 14  with the Court either 
hearing matters itself or directing lower courts to conduct retrials. 
Although the available statistics do not provide the ratio of reviews to 
retrials heard by the Court as well as that of the lower courts, it is clear 
that the Court, along with the provincial high people’s courts, was the 
main review body for most retrial review applications across the country. 
According to Gong Ming, the director of the Trial Supervision Division 
of the Court, the Court, together with the provincial high people’s courts, 
reviewed 136,286 applications for retrial review cases in 2008,15 which 
slightly declined to 116,000 in 2013, as suggested by the Court’s 2014 
work report. 

The significant caseload related to retrial review applications suggests that 
the Court has been under an enormous burden of receiving and processing 
retrial reviews for some time. Despite the Court’s remarkable 
achievements in correcting numerous judicial errors through retrial 
procedures,16 its extensive adjudication supervision power has attracted 
wide criticism. Critics question whether a putatively final judgment can 
be defined as “final,” as it is still subject to the Court’s reexamination and 
open to challenge at any time.17 In fact, this concern to a large extent 
consolidates the prevalence of the traditional ideas of “substantive justice 
outweighs procedure” (zhong shiti, qing chengxu ) 

                                                             
14 According to a judge interviewee, around 10–20% of legally effective judgments are 

reopened for retrial, depending on the types of cases; see interview SPC20140813, 
August 13, 2014. 

15 Ming Gong, "The Amended Civil Procedure Law and Its Impact on Retrial Practice 
(Minshi Susong Fa Xiugai dui Zaishen Shiwu de Yingxiang), CCCL (blog), December 
19, 2011, http://old.civillaw.com.cn/article/default.asp?id=54521. 

16 One of the most striking examples is the Nie Shubin case, which was reheard by the 
Second Circuit Tribunal of the Court in 2016. The Court overturned the original 
conviction because Nie’s original trial did not include sufficient objective evidence. 
See Katie Hunt, Serenitie Wang, and Steven Jiang, "'My Son is Innocent': Chinese Man 
Exonerated 21 years after Execution," CNN, updated December 2, 2016, 
edition.cnn.com/2016/12/01/asia/china-executed-man-found-innocent-nie-shubin/.  

17 Keith, Lin, and Hou, China's Supreme Court, 104; Peerenboom, China's Long March, 
287.  
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within the Chinese judiciary, despite modest progress being made toward 
procedural justice and rule of law concepts in recent years. As a supreme 
court judge interviewed for the study noted: 

Whether an effective judgment can reach the courtroom for retrial 
review before the supreme court judges; whether the Court would 
decide to initiate the retrial procedures and; whether the Court 
would eventually decide to overrule the original judgment and 
reach a new verdict all depend on specific circumstances. 
Therefore, in some circumstances, there may be a requirement for 
the due process or other legal factors to give way to political and 
social factors in determining the outcome of a given case.18 

In the face of an increasing number of petitions and a startling rate of 
retrials, the Court operates in the shadow of the ruling party’s political 
slogan of “striving to make the people feel fairness and justice in every 
case”19 and its urgent need to maintain social stability. This partly explains 
why the Court at times places more weight on achieving substantive 
justice at the expense of due process and the finality of court decisions. 
To some extent, that can also be understood as one of the reasons the Court 
has increasingly highlighted the correctness of erroneous judgments in its 
annual work report while selectively disclosing the numbers and ratios of 
its retrial cases. 

Appellate cases 

In addition to the Court’s crucial role in trial supervision, it fulfills the key 
role of highest-level appellate court. In practice, the Court has jurisdiction 
over a wide range of civil, administrative, and criminal cases as the court 
of appeals. With the fast-paced economic development that has taken 
place in China over the past few decades, the rapid growth in the number 

                                                             
18 Interview SPC20140805, August 5, 2014. 
19 Zhou, "Advancing the Establishment." 
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of commercial appellate cases is as an inevitable consequence of the 
litigation explosion in the same period. Against this backdrop, the Court 
has been actively involved in establishing and standardizing a healthy 
market economy through deciding numerous civil appeals, especially 
cases involving technical complexity, significant social impact, 
innovation, foreign entities or influence, and considerable monetary value.  

In a 2005 judicial interpretative document, for example, the Court placed 
great emphasis on fulfilling the function of civil adjudication, pointing out 
that courts at all levels will “effectively adjust property, credit and 
contractual relations between equal entities, and strictly apply sanctions 
against acts of infringement of intellectual property rights, fraud 
management and malicious evasion of debts,” 20  which highlights the 
Court’s subordinate role in providing an efficient and direct response to 
the central government’s call for accelerating economic development. 
Similar requirements can be found in another judicial document the Court 
released in 2014, 21  in which it emphasized the importance of 
“strengthen[ing] the function of adjudicating civil cases and safeguard[ing] 
an open and fair trading order of the economic market.” In particular, four 
types of civil disputes have been highlighted in this document, namely, 
contract disputes, labor disputes, bankruptcy and liquidation disputes, and 
intellectual property–related disputes, with a primary purpose of 
providing a healthy economic environment for the diversity of market 
entities.  

Another remarkable trend observed in the Court’s handling of civil 
appeals is the solid growth of intellectual property cases in recent years. 
In response to China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 and the nation’s 

                                                             
20 The Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Fulfilling the Function of Adjudication 

through Actively Participating in Rectifying and Standardizing the Market Economic 
Order, Fa Fa no. 58 (2005).  

21 The Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Providing Equal Protection of Law 
of Non-Public Economy and Promoting a Healthy Economic Growth, Fa Fa no. 27 
(2014).  
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increased attention to the protection of intellectual property rights, the 
Court intensified efforts to provide better protection of intellectual 
property rights in the past decade. According to a judge interviewee who 
has worked in the Intellectual Property Division of the Court for more 
than eight years, their rulings on civil appeals, although limited in number, 
have a profound impact on guiding the trial practice of lower-level courts 
and on providing practical guidelines for a wide range of audiences.22 
According to the White Paper on Intellectual Property Protection by the 
Chinese Court (2015), in 2015 the Intellectual Property Division of the 
Court accepted and processed thirty-seven civil and administrative 
appeals,23 with an annual per judge rate of four cases.24 Among them, nine 
cases were designated and published as the “Top 50 Intellectual Property 
Model Cases of 2015,”25 which to a large extent reflected the Court’s trial 
strategies and innovative methods of concentrating on new, difficult, and 
complex intellectual property cases.  

In terms of administrative appeals, although the Court deals with fewer 
administrative cases compared to its thriving adjudicative activities in 
other fields, the trend is worthy of mention in view of the general lack of 
judicial review power of the Court. For most legal scholars in Western 
democracies, especially American observers, the power of exerting 
judicial review over primary legislation and administrative acts is 
recognized as the core of the highest national courts that creates a key 

                                                             
22 Interview SPC20140813, August 13, 2014. 
23 This calculation includes appeal cases that originally fell under the jurisdiction of the 

high people’s courts but that the Court decided to add to its docket.  
24 This calculation is based on the understanding that appellate cases are generally 

decided by a collegial panel of three judges and twenty-seven judges officially work in 
the Intellectual Property Division of the Court, as disclosed in the official statistics. 

25 Since 1985, the Court has designated certain effective cases where judgments are made 
by itself or the lower level courts as “model cases (dianxing anli )” and 
published them in the Supreme People’s Court Gazette. These cases serve as an 
important reference for courts at all levels when they try similar cases in the future. For 
more discussion on model cases and the Guiding Cases System of the Court, see chap. 
3, sec. 3.4.  
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check on the other two branches of government.26 In the case of China, 
however, the Court seems relatively weak in recognizing that it can 
neither strike down the law nor interpret the Constitution in the process of 
adjudication.27 Although the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 (as 
amended in 2014) was set with the primary purpose of “restricting the 
executive power in the cage” (ba quanli guanjin longzi li 

), it has demonstrated to have a rather limited scope of review 
jurisdiction by providing that only “concrete” administrative acts that 
have specific targets and cannot be recurrently performed could be 
challenged by citizens, legal persons, and other organizations.28 In other 
words, existing laws and abstract administrative regulations are beyond 
administrative judges’ power of examination. In the last few years, the 
Court has taken tentative and modest steps to drive its power in advancing 
administrative and constitutional jurisprudence,29 but most achievements 
have been channeled mainly through the Court’s abstract judicial 
interpretations and its instructions regarding the lower-level courts’ 
requests on specific cases 30  rather than drawing directly from the 
administrative cases it deals with in everyday practice. 

It is plain to many that the limited access to legal remedies and the 
difficulties in reaching final decisions in administrative cases could be 

                                                             
26 Wolfe, The Rise of Modern Judicial Review, 8. 
27 Ip, "The Supreme Court." 
28 Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 (as amended in 2014), art. 12 and 13. 
29 For instance, in terms of article 53 of the Administrative Procedure Law of 1989 (as 

amended in 2014), courts may for the first time review the legality of a normative 
document when reviewing an administrative act, to determine whether it is compatible 
with existing laws and regulations. A subsequent judicial interpretation of the Court, 
The Interpretation of the Application of the Administrative Procedure Law (Fa Shi no. 
9, 2015), in article 21 adds that a judge shall set out his reasoning in the judgment when 
considering a normative document incompatible with law or regulation, and the 
corresponding court of the effective judgment shall formulate a proposal with regard 
to this normative document to its enacting authority. 

30 For a detailed discussion on the abstract judicial interpretative power of the Court and 
the judicial mechanism of request for instructions, see chap. 3, sec. 3.3 and chap. 4, 
sec. 4.2.  
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contributed to the Court’s artificial restrictions to meet practical needs.31 
As Judge Li Guangyu, the Deputy Chief of the Administrative Division 
of the Court, previously pointed out, the problem of “difficulty in filing 
cases” (li’an nan ) tends to occur in administrative disputes that 
are more likely to develop into political conflicts or to involve multi-
stakeholders.32 A judge interviewee, with more than fifteen years of work 
experience dealing with administrative cases, suggested that the following 
reasons may contribute to judges’ refusal to docket administrative cases 
in practice:  

(i) fear of offending powerful governmental authorities;  
(ii) a perception that accepting cases might trigger new political 

conflicts or bring instability to the society; and 
(iii) awareness of the difficulty of carrying out rulings even with 

effective judgments.33  

Considering that the case filing divisions are designed in many other 
judicial systems primarily to weed out nonmeritorious suits before they 
progress very far,34 such power is generally exercised on the basis of 
arguments and evidence from both sides of disputes. Contrary to common 
practice, the case filing divisions of Chinese courts have been entrusted 
with the broad power to make the initial determination of the merits of 
cases and to deny parties the opportunity to present their cases before a 
trial judge.35 Whereas such refusals seem to have prevailed among the 

                                                             
31 Haibo He, "Litigations without a Ruling: The Predicament of the Administrative Law 

in China," Tsinghua China Law Review 3 (2011): 258–281. 
32 Supreme People's Court, "Supreme People's Court Released The Interpretation of the 

Application of the Administrative Procedure Law (zuigao renmin fayuan fabu 
xingzheng susong fa sifa jieshi)," April 27, 2015, http://www.court.gov.cn/zixun-
xiangqing-14295.html. 

33 Interview SPC20140724, July 24, 2014. 
34 Donald Clarke, "Case Acceptance in Chinese Courts," Chinese Law Prof Blog (blog), 

March 24, 2012,  
   http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/china_law_prof_blog/2012/03/case-acceptance-in-

chinese-courts.html. 
35 Liu and Liu, "Justice without Judges." 
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basic- and imtermediate-levels people’s courts, it is no surprise that the 
vast majority of significant, controversial, and complicated administrative 
cases do not reach the courtroom for trial before a supreme court judge. 
Arguably, this limited access to administrative adjudication decelerates 
the Court’s opportunity for self-empowerment through judicial review 
and jeopardizes its efforts to address limitations in administrative 
jurisprudence.  

Death penalty review cases 

Social and economic development alone would not be sufficient to explain 
the significant increase in the caseload of the Court, especially over the 
past decade. In fact, two significant surges of the Court’s caseload, as 
reflected in Figure 2, are closely linked to the Court’s reform on death 
penalty review in 2007, when the Court regained exclusive jurisdiction of 
the final review and approval of death penalty cases. Since then, the Court 
began dealing with an enormous volume of death penalty review cases 
every year. In the 1980s, Article 13 of the Organic Law of the People’s 
Courts required the Court to delegate its authority to review certain types 
of death penalty cases, that is, murder, rape, robbery, the criminal use of 
explosives, and any other severe crimes that would undermine social 
security and public order, to the provincial-level high people’s courts 
when necessary. Although this provision was established in response to 
the increased workload resulting from the nationwide campaigns to “take 
severe measures against criminal activities” (yanda ) in practice, 
inconsistent review standards and the lack of due process had given rise 
to a considerable number of wrongful convictions for capital offenses and 
related executions for a long time. For instance, in a widely publicized 
case of wrongful conviction, the Nie Shubin Case, a twenty-year-old 
farmer in Hubei Province was sentenced to death and executed in 1995 
for raping and killing a woman. A decade later, another defendant 
confessed to Nie’s crime, which eventually triggered the Hebei High 
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People’s Court to reexamine the case.36 In 2016, the case was reheard by 
the Second Circuit Tribunal of the Court, which overruled the original 
sentence on the basis of the reasoning that Nie’s original trial did not 
obtain sufficient objective evidence. 37  Thus, Nie was cleared of the 
crime—more than twenty years after his execution. The Nie Shubin Case 
is an example of the abuse of death penalty power in the Chinese criminal 
justice system, which has drawn considerable criticism in and outside of 
China. 38 Against this backdrop, the Court reconsidered the necessity of 
restricting the use of the death penalty and eventually decided to reinstate 
full death penalty review power in 2007. 

In response to the profound shift in death penalty reform with an 
unprecedented surge in the criminal caseload, the Court expanded its 
criminal jurisdiction in 2007 by adding three new criminal divisions to the 
existing two. The Court expanded its staff base by appointing experienced 
lawyers, legal scholars, and criminal judges of the lower-level courts to 
guarantee the quality of review.39 One of the few empirical studies on the 
Court’s death penalty power indicates that currently more than three 
hundred supreme court judges work in the five criminal divisions and 
annually handle thousands of death penalty cases for final review. 40 
Considering that the Court’s final review of death penalty cases is indeed 
a life-and-death decision, a major functional adjustment was made within 
the criminal divisions of the Court by shifting the emphasis from a 
combination of handling criminal appeals, determining criminal judicial 
policies, and providing guidance to lower-level courts to exclusively 

                                                             
36 Steven Jiang, "Mother's Fight to Exonerate Executed Son Galvanizes China," CNN, 

updated October 20, 2011, http://edition.cnn.com/2011/10/19/world/china-mother-
executed-son/. 

37 See Hunt, Wang, and Jiang, "'My Son is Innocent.'"  
38 For further discussion of the legality of the death penalty, see Taochen Wang, "Power 

of Death Penalty Reviews in the Last 20 Years: A Return to Respect for Life (sixing 
fuhe quan 20 nian de fangyushou)," Morning Post in Law, November 19, 2006; Keith, 
Lin, and Hou, China's Supreme Court, chap. 4. 

39 Interview SPC20140825, August 25, 2014. 
40 Ren, "Regained Death Penalty Review."  
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exerting its mandatory review power.41 Since then, a growing number of 
reports on overturned death penalty verdicts seems to indicate a 
significant reduction in death penalty sentences, with the Court’s initiative 
of keeping to the principle of “kill[ing] less and mak[ing] decisions more 
cautiously” (shaosha, shensha ).”42 However, these are only 
projections, as statistics relating to the Court’s practice of reviewing death 
penalty cases have been excluded from the Court’s annual work reports to 
date, and little has thus far been known about the behind-the-scenes 
activities of the Court’s death penalty review practice. In a sense, the 
overall lack of openness, consistency, and predictability in the Court’s 
dealing with death penalty review cases suggests that stricter lines on 
criminal procedures should be promoted until justice is served and due 
process is achieved.  

In summary, the Court generally lacks discretionary power in selecting 
and accepting cases that fall within its jurisdiction. Not only has it been 
under the burden of reviewing a significant number of applications for 
retrial review, but it has also taken over almost every appeal in thirty-one 
high people’s courts that originally tried cases as first-instance courts and 
acted as the exclusive authority in reviewing death penalty cases. Unlike 
judicial practice in the United States, where the appellate courts accept the 
trial court’s findings of fact and hear only disputes on legal concerns, 
supreme court judges in China are entitled to conduct a de novo review of 
both facts and law in every case at hand. This likely results in an ever-
increasing workload related to reviewing relevant facts and the application 
of the law, which is time and energy intensive. In view of this, some 

                                                             
41 According to a judge in the criminal division of the Court, the other crucial judicial 

functions related to the field of criminal law have been assigned to other substantive 
departments of the Court; see interview SPC20140825, August 25, 2014. 

42 This principle was established in 2007 by the former President of the Court, Chief 
Justice Xiao Yang, to ensure that the death penalty applies to only a handful of 
extremely serious criminal offenses. See Lei Zhao and Yang Xiao, "President Xiao 
Yang: The Last Time inside the Supreme People's Court (xiao yang: zai dongjiao 
minxiang 27 hao de zuihou shiguang)," South Weekend, March 5, 2008. 
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supreme court judges who were interviewed self-deprecatingly indicated 
that they do manual labor while hearing most routine cases, despite the 
highly technical nature of their job.43  

Moreover, the Court has shown a considerable amount of leeway in 
deciding whether to accept and docket specific cases, especially in terms 
of administrative disputes or when such cases involve political and social 
concerns. The limitation of access to justice in China, especially at the 
highest level, reflects a dilemma facing the Court, which has to choose 
between legal rationality and political concerns, between principles and 
capricious. With the reform of the case filing system initiated in 2015, the 
Court announced that within the first five months since new docketing 
procedures went into effect, there was a 58.39% jump in the number of 
cases it accepted.44 Through this reform, the Court intends to provide an 
effective approach to resolving, or at least largely relieving, some serious 
conflicts related to the difficulty of filing cases and the difficulty of 
seeking legal remedies in court cases, but it also seems to suggest that the 
Court has gained more initiative in the handling of cases while having to 
deal with the ever-growing caseload and increasing stress to meet the 
needs of the public. 

3.2.2.   The Court’s Impact beyond Individual 
Cases  

For the highest courts, the power of applying the law to resolve disputes 
and protect individual rights as the last line of defense is central to their 
nature, and this has been regarded as the core function of the highest 
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national courts in most societies.45 Considering that the highest courts are 
commonly engaged in the final resolution of disputes by either quashing 
or reexamining cases where the law has been applied incorrectly by the 
lower courts,46 their power of providing authoritative interpretations of the 
law and definitive rulings based on individual cases is nothing but 
extraordinary. Consequently, the decisions of the highest courts generally 
constitute the last word in the application of the law and have a significant 
impact within the judicial systems. Even for some European continental 
law countries where the highest courts’ rulings do not create precedents 
for future court decisions, decisions made by their highest courts are more 
likely to be followed by lower-level courts in judicial practice.47  

The three layers identified in Shapiro’s study on the US Supreme Court 
have been adapted in this study to assess the impact of the supreme court 
from the micro to macro levels. These layers are the impact of (1) a single 
Supreme Court decision on the parties, (2) the whole pattern of the 
Supreme Court’s decision-making on the political and social spheres, and 
(3) the Supreme Court’s opinions on developing legal doctrines and public 
policies.48 Since its establishment, the US Supreme Court has participated 
in deciding a list of milestone cases, including Marbury v. Madison (1803), 
Brown v. Board of Education (1954), Miranda v. Arizona (1966), and Roe 
v. Wade (1973), which have not only shaped the historical and political 
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outlook of the United States but also have had a notable impact on 
developing the law and establishing new legal principles.  

In marked contrast to US practice, decisions of the Court carry far less 
weight for future reference, not to mention the limited role of these 
decisions in developing the law in the Chinese legal system. In extreme 
cases, the Court’s final rulings could be rather short-lived, especially 
when cases involve power conflicts with other government authorities or 
substantial obstacles are encountered in the enforcement of the judgments. 
This then raises further criticisms of the Court, as it frequently “decide[s] 
without eventually solving problems” (pan’er bujue ) and 
“reach[es] final judgments without drawing disputes to a close” 
(zhongshen buzhong ). Worse still, this specific feature of the 
Court’s effective judgments also contributes to the root cause of the 
massive number of repeated appeals, applications for retrials, complaints, 
and petitions in practice. 49  Arguably, the lack of autonomy and 
consistency in the handling of retrial cases, administrative appeals, and 
death penalty review cases can be seen as a major contributor to the 
limited impact of the Court beyond individual cases, as it participates in 
solving only a restricted selection of disputes assigned to it instead of 
developing the law in a series of representative decisions upon its own 
initiative and demand.  

In aware of the the necessity to strengthen its judicial authority and make 
an impact on and beyond the courts, the Court has attempted to promote 
its adjudicatory impact through two main strategies. 
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Procedural Reforms and Institutional Restructuring 

The Court has implemented a series of procedural reforms to enhance 
efficiency and justice in trials. In response to the fast-growing caseload, 
in 2015 the Court formulated new measurements for ranking jurisdiction 
based on the economic growth level of different regions, with a view to 
narrowing the scope of civil appeals and retrial cases that fall within its 
own jurisdiction.50 For instance, prior to reform, the Beijing High People’s 
Court had jurisdiction over civil cases of the first instance with an amount 
in dispute not less than RMB 200 million.51 Since 2015, a substantial 
increase of the amount to RMB 500 million has been adopted to meet the 
acceptance criteria of the same high people’s court.52  

Furthermore, in 2015, the Court implemented institutional restructuring. 
In particular, two experimental circuit tribunals of the Court were 
established in Liaoning and Guangdong Provinces in 2015, with four more 
being added a year later, aiming to share part of the Court’s caseload, 
especially administrative, civil, and commercial cases crossing 
administrative districts but originally falling within the Court’s 
jurisdiction, with these circuit tribunals. Given that circuit tribunals are 
simply inner branches of the Court instead of a new layer of the judicial 
organ within the existing judicial hierarchy, their decisions are equivalent 
to final judgments of the Court.53 In fact, the president of the Court, Chief 
Justice Zhou Qiang, set a high expectation for these circuit tribunals in his 
report to the NPC on the annual work of the people’s courts in 2015:  
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The Circuit Tribunals of the Supreme People’s Court serve as 
“experimental plots” and “pioneers” in the deepened judicial 
reform. In many respects, they represent the intensified efforts of 
the Court to facilitate a better access to justice at the grassroots 
level and the urgent need to fight against judicial localization. 
Meanwhile, they also reflect a shift of emphasis of the 
headquarters of the Court to concentrate on making judicial 
policies and handling cases that have profound significance in 
unifying the application of the law.54 

After a period of experimental trials, the procedural reforms and the 
institutional restructuring of the Court appear to have effectively reduced 
the workload of the Court. Reallocating its limited adjudicative resources 
and judicial personnel on demand, while strengthening its adjudicatory 
authority, was a practical decision that has led to the improved delivery of 
justice.  

Mechanisms that Complement Court Functions 

In addition, the Court has devoted itself to developing two crucial, 
complementary judicial functions to strengthen its adjudicative authorities: 
promulgating abstract judicial interpretations and regularly releasing a 
selection of typical or representative judgments originally rendered by the 
Court or in lower courts. In the face of a fast-changing society and the 
constant need for legal innovation, abstract judicial interpretations are in 
wide use to provide unified and definite rulings on the application of the 
law. This could be seen as a normative interpretative power of the Court 
that has a general binding effect and can be cited by judges of courts at 
various levels in their judgments. Furthermore, the system of publishing 
guiding cases is designed to provide guidance on dealing with subsequent 
similar cases and to further unify the application of the law over time. 
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Unlike judicial interpretations, guiding cases have only advisory value for 
the lower-level courts instead of being explicitly binding in terms of 
specific legal issues. In view of the fact that the Chinese legal system does 
not adhere to case law traditions, and most supreme court decisions have 
a relatively limited impact, and thus lack significance, these two 
approaches provide the Court with attractive alternatives to facilitate its 
adjudicatory competence, consistency, and authority. To achieve a 
complex understanding of the judicial practice of the Court, the following 
two sections investigate each mechanism respectively.  

3.3. Does the Court Interpret or Establish 
Law? 

The findings of comparative studies indicate that, in addition to applying 
the law and resolving disputes, the fundamental roles of the highest courts 
also extend to developing the law and promoting social development and 
historical progress. 55 It is generally recognized that judicial power to 
develop the law differs significantly from that of the legislature, as the 
judiciary clarifies the law and fills the gaps in law through decisions in 
particular cases. Through judicial interpretation on a case-to-case basis, 
the progressive concept of the highest courts’ supplementary and 
interstitial lawmaking has been generally acknowledged in both common 
law and civil law traditions.56 Whether the highest courts should act as 
judicial policymakers and what strategies should be implemented to 
establish the boundary between the courts as interpreters and makers of 
law in terms of the exercise of power57 remain controversial, yet the 
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practice of lawmaking is likely to continue, although in varying forms in 
different countries.  

Unlike the common practice of interpreting laws on a case-to-case basis, 
in the context of China, the Court has been entrusted with exclusive 
authority to issue abstract rulings known as “judicial interpretations” (sifa 
jieshi ), and it is actively engaged in creating new legal norms 
that are not always consistent with the law.58 Article 32 of the Organic 
Law of the People’s Courts stipulates that the Court is entitled to provide 
authoritative interpretations on questions concerning the specific 
application of the law and of decrees in trials. In practice, however, in 
responding to the gaps in law and to meet the demands of China’s 
dramatic economic and social changes, the Court has been found 
frequently expanding its power of judicial interpretation to supplement 
and extend incomplete or imperfect provisions in the existing law. For 
instance, following the NPC’s promulgation of the revised Criminal 
Procedure Law in 2012, the Court handed down a set of comprehensive 
judicial interpretations in the same year.59 Observers point out that on the 
basis of 290 provisions of the Criminal Procedure Law, the Court 
provided almost twice the number of interpretative provisions, that is, 548 
in total, to detail, exceed, and even offer new grounds for replacing the 
original intentions in the primary legislation.60  

This is but one example of the kind of action the Court takes to publish 
judicial interpretations in the face of a wide range of concrete legal 
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issues,61 which raises critical questions concerning the role the Court plays 
regarding its distinctive normative interpretative power and whether this 
“quasi-legislative” power is exercised at the expense of the traditional 
understanding of judicial power. To address these questions, several 
distinguishing features of judicial interpretation in the Chinese context are 
examined before investigating the essence of the Court’s normative 
interpretative power and how it should be evaluated in practice.  

3.3.1.   Distinguishing Features  

Classifying the interpretative power of the Court into any existing 
categories of judicial power in comparative work seems difficult. In 
common law systems, judges play an active role in sustaining and 
developing law through their extensive discretion in individual cases. 
Accordingly, judgments made by the highest courts have been ascribed 
immense value and should be cited as binding precedents when courts 
decide subsequent cases with similar issues.62 In contrast, civil law judges 
are restricted to rulings based on strict application and interpretation of 
the law, as their decisions are applicable only to specific cases and binding 
between the parties. In a sense, there has never been a formal system of 
stare decisis in civil law traditions because decisions of the highest courts 
are not binding on future application of the law. 63  Following the 
continental legal traditions, the Chinese legal system does not adhere to 
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the doctrine of stare decisis, and court decisions do not have any binding 
effects on future cases.  

Unlike in most common law and civil law systems, however, the Court’s 
abstract interpretative power reveals its unique features. In fact, this 
distinct form of the Court’s authoritative interpretations is not necessarily 
triggered by the need for judicial discretion in individual cases supreme 
court judges encounter. Rather, the practice of judicial interpretation 
commonly occurs at the initiation of the Court and serves as general rules 
to fill in the gaps in laws, establishing clear and detailed definitions of 
vague provisions when the Court feels the need or pressure to do so.64  

Format 

Judicial interpretations of the Court can be presented in various formats, 
including: 
  
• Interpretation (jieshi )  
• Provision (guiding )  
• Decision (jueding )  
• Reply (pifu )  
• Opinion (yijian )  
• Notice (tongzhi )  
• Report (gonggao )  
• Measure (banfa )  
• Official letter (gonghan )  
• Conference summary (jiyao )  
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These titles and their varying effects have often caused confusion and 
controversy in practice.65 In 1997, to restore order to these formats, the 
Court implemented a set of rules to formalize the practice of judicial 
interpretation, 66  in which it highlighted three formats for judicial 
interpretations: interpretation, provision, and reply. In the Provisions of 
the Supreme People’s Court on the Work Concerning Judicial 
Interpretation,67 also known as the 2007 Provisions of the Court, the Court 
further unified the proceedings of exerting judicial interpretative power 
and adopted “decision” as the fourth officially recognized format of 
judicial interpretations. Table 2 clarifies the distinctions between the four 
authorized formats of judicial interpretations as set out in the existing rules. 
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Table 2: Different Forms of Judicial Interpretations 

FORM	 MAIN	FUNCTION	 EFFECT	 EXAMPLE	

INTERPRETAT
ION	

(JIESHI	 )	

To	clarify	how	to	
implement	a	piece	
of	law	or	particular	
rules	in	certain	types	
of	cases	or	general	
issues	that	arise	in	
adjudication	work	

Binding	effect	
and	eligible	to	
be	cited	in	
judgments	

The	Interpretations	on	
the	Application	of	the	
Law	in	the	Handling	of	
Civil	Environmental	

Public	Interest	
Litigations	(2015)	

PROVISION	
GUIDING	

	

To	provide	
procedural	rules	with	

general	
enforceability	
concerning	
adjudicative	
proceedings	

Binding	effect	
and	eligible	to	
be	cited	in	
judgments	

The	Provisions	on	
Several	Issues	

Concerning	Case	Filing	
(2015)	

REPLY	
PIFU	

	

To	respond	to	
inquiries	raised	by	
the	high	people’s	
courts	and	military	
courts	concerning	

the	application	of	the	
law	in	specific	cases	

Triggered	by	
specific	cases	
and	achieved	
with	general	

effect	on	future	
similar	issues;	
cannot	be	cited	
in	judgments	

The	Official	Reply	of	
the	Supreme	People’s	

Court	on	Issues	
concerning	the	

Application	of	Article	
64	of	the	Criminal	Law	

(2013)	

DECISION	
JUEDING	

	

To	amend	or	abolish	
existing	judicial	
interpretations	

With	general	
applicability,	
but	cannot	be	

cited	in	
judgments	

The	Decision	of	the	
Supreme	People’s	

Court	on	Amending	the	
Provisions	on	Several	
Issues	concerning	the	
Application	of	the	

Company	Law	(2013)	

As reflected in Table 2, each type of judicial interpretation has unique 
features to fulfill distinct functions. In particular, interpretations can be 
further divided into two categories—comprehensive interpretations 
regarding the implementation of law, and interpretations regarding the 
application of rules to specific legal issues that arise in adjudication work. 
While the first category of interpretations generally are released shortly 
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after the NPC’s promulgation of major legislation, the second category 
only comes into force when the Court feels it necessary to provide an 
interpretation of specific legal issues associated with legal rules or certain 
types of cases. For instance, the 2015 Interpretations on the Application 
of the Law Concerning Civil Procedure Law 68  can be viewed as 
comprehensive interpretations of the Court, released three years after the 
amendment of the Civil Procedure Law in 2012. It comprises 552 
provisions to cover twenty-three categories of issues that arise in the Civil 
Procedure Law, including jurisdiction of the courts, evidence, first- and 
second-instance procedures, and enforcement measures. Accordingly, the 
2015 Interpretations of Several Issues on the Application of the Law in 
the Trial of Environmental Civil Public Interest Litigations 69  is a 
particular interpretation provoked by the Court to govern adjudication 
work, especially in environmental civil public interest litigation.  

Provisions tend to provide detailed procedural rules concerning judicial 
operations rather than interpretations on statutes or legal rules. An 
example of this kind of judicial interpretation is the 2001 Several 
Provisions on Evidence in Civil Procedures, 70  which arose from the 
original 1991 Civil Procedure Law, setting forth essential procedural rules 
of evidence in civil litigation. Since its promulgation, this set of provisions 
has performed as a vital supplement in guiding the adjudicative process 
of evidence collection, evidence production, the exchange and cross-
examination of evidence, and examination of the effect of evidence.  

In contrast to the wide use of interpretations and provisions that cover the 
vast majority of judicial interpretations in practice, replies and decisions 
have a relatively limited scope of application based on their applicable 
conditions. Replies intend to respond to inquiries raised by lower-level 
courts in specific cases, for example, the 2013 Reply on Whether Maritime 
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Courts May Apply Small Claims Procedures;71 in contrast, decisions are 
designed to announce the amendment or abolition of judicial 
interpretations, for example, the 2015 Decision on the Amendment of 
Several Provisions on the Application of the Law Concerning Patent 
Disputes.72  

In practice, however, the Court’s interpretative power is not limited to 
these four formal forms. Rather, it also encompasses “judicial 
interpretative documents” (sifa jieshi xing wenjian ), 
including opinions, notices, measures, official letters, and conference 
summaries that have similar legal effects as formal judicial interpretations 
but a more widespread application among courts of various levels. 
Although these normative documents do not fit the strict legal definition 
of formal judicial interpretations because they do not interpret statutes or 
legal rules, they act as a major supplement to formal judicial 
interpretations by setting up detailed instructions and guidance for lower 
courts in specific fields regarding both judicial and nonjudicial activities. 
For instance, the Court frequently transmits the latest Party policies as 
judicial policies through opinions and notices, for example, the 2014 
Opinion on Further Strengthen Ideological and Political Education of the 
People’s Courts73 and the 2010 Notice on Issuing Several Opinions on 
Providing Judicial Guarantee and Services for Accelerating the 
Transformation of the Economic Development. 74  Moreover, measures 
tend to provide procedural rules relating to the operation of courts, such 
as the 2012 Measures for the Handling of Judicial Documents of the 
People’s Courts,75 while conference summaries summarize and highlight 
the latest judicial policies for subsequent adjudication work, for example, 
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the 2015 Conference Summary of the Adjudication Work of the People’s 
Courts Concerning Drug Crimes.76  

Legal effect 

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of China (the PRC) in 1949, 
the Court has released more than 4,800 judicial interpretations and judicial 
interpretative documents compared to the 239 laws enacted by the NPC 
and its Standing Committee. 77  Despite their distinctive features and 
varying applications, it is clear that judicial interpretations and judicial 
interpretative documents constitute two important legal resources for 
Chinese courts, judges, and legal professionals. Empirical evidence 
suggests that in practice, judges of courts at various levels have been 
found to rely heavily on these two categories of legal sources when 
deciding cases. 78  While formal judicial interpretations have legally 
binding force, in terms of the 2007 Provisions of the Court,79 the legal 
effect of judicial interpretative documents is rather vague and undefined, 
although the latter has frequently been compared to the former and bears 
similar implausible effects in practice. In fact, the strong persuasive 
authority reflected in judicial interpretative documents such as opinions 
and conference summaries makes it almost impossible for judges to avoid 
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applying them while seeking legal grounds for rulings.80 However, unlike 
judicial interpretations that are required to be made public and are eligible 
to be cited as the basis of judgments, 81  most judicial interpretative 
documents remain internal regulations within the court system and are not 
available to the public and other participants in legislation. 82  The 
imbalance of information between adjudicators and litigation participants 
is likely to result in distrust of and dissatisfaction with the judiciary, as 
some litigants find themselves excluded from crucial legal resources that 
although not official still play a role in shaping judges’ decisions. 
According to observers who pay close attention to legal development in 
China, this concern is more likely to appear in new types of cases and 
politically sensitive ones, in which the governing law seems vague and 
courts might rely on some “secret legal grounds” provided by higher 
authorities in deciding cases.83 

Formulation process 

It is generally accepted that the NPC has delegated part of its interpretative 
authority to the Court in the face of China’s socioeconomic transition and 
the practical need for the Court to enrich the content of the law.84 However, 
the NPC has rarely exercised its interpretative power in practice, which 
leaves the Court with sufficient room to drive its normative interpretative 
power as a crucial supplement to the existing laws and regulations. In 
general practice, judicial interpretations of the Court have been widely 
accepted as the “official documents with red titles” (hongtou wenjian 

) within the court system, which indicate that they bear the same 
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formats as those administrative documents widely used among 
legislatures, administrative agencies, and Party organs.85 Likewise, the 
process of producing judicial interpretations has for decades followed a 
similar track of that of legislation. For a long time, the Court was 
frequently criticized for making judicial interpretations without careful 
examination of the existing law or legal foundations for such 
interpretation.86 It was not until 1997, when the Court reformed its judicial 
interpretation practice, that many important procedural requirements were 
introduced to standardize the judicial interpretation process.87 In 2007, the 
Court produced a revised version of governing rules to replace the old 
ones.88 Under the new arrangement, the Court identifies five essential 
stages, with at least twenty interpretive strategies, in the judicial 
interpretation process, ranging from initiating, drafting, consultation, and 
deliberation to the promulgation of judicial interpretations.  

It is noteworthy that the Court has not specified consistent methods in the 
creation of judicial interpretations but rather pragmatically employed 
varying standards of interpreting the law in different forms. Specifically, 
the formulation of judicial interpretations could be either initiated directly 
by the Adjudication Committee of the Court or launched at the proposals 
of a number of initiating agents, including the substantive divisions of the 
Court, the provincial-level high people’s courts and military courts, the 
NPC, various state ministries and departments, social organizations, and 
individual citizens.89 In practice, the substantive divisions of the Court 
shoulder the major responsibility of drafting judicial interpretations and 
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promoting their implementation. For instance, specialized judicial 
interpretations, such as the interpretations on trademark disputes, are 
generally produced by the Intellectual Property Division of the Court.90 In 
contrast, for integrated judicial interpretations on primary legislation, such 
as the Interpretations on the Application of the Law concerning Civil 
Procedure Law91, multiple drafting authorities might have participated in 
the drafting process, including various civil divisions, case filing divisions, 
the adjudication supervision organ, the executing bureau, and the 
Research Office of the Court.92  

A vital role of the Research Office of the Court is to coordinate with 
various divisions and other relevant departments to draft integrated 
judicial interpretations, which requires collective input from all parties 
and an accurate division of labor based on specialization, and to manage 
the drafting process. Once the draft has been fully validated by the 
Research Office and the Adjudication Committee of the Court, which 
perform as gatekeepers and closely examine the drafts before they are 
finalized, the judicial interpretations come into force from the day of 
promulgation. A notable change in accordance with the 2007 Provisions 
is that the decisions of the Adjudication Committee might vary depending 
on the overall quality of the draft and other special considerations as 
specified in the new standards. After full consideration, the draft would 
be either (i) fully adopted, (ii) adopted but requiring further revision, or 

                                                             
90 For examples, see The Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court Concerning the 

Application of the Law in the Trial of Civil Cases regarding Trademarks, Fa Shi no. 
32 (2002); The Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues 
Concerning the Application of the Law regarding Well-known Trademark Cases, Fa 
Shi no. 3 (2009). 

91 Fa Shi no. 5 (2015). 
92 According to Sun Youhai, the director of the Special Leading Office in charge of 

drafting The Interpretation on the Application of the Law concerning Civil Procedure 
Law, seventeen departments of the Court and more than a hundred supreme court 
judges were engaged in drafting this integrated judicial interpretation. See Weigang 
Zhang, "Supreme People's Court Issued Judicial Interpretation on Civil Procedure Law 
(zuigao renmin fayuan fabu minshi susong fa sifa jieshi)," People's Court Daily, 
February 5, 2015. 
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(iii) classified as holding, suspending, or withdrawing the proposal.93 An 
excellent example of this is a recently promulgated judicial document, 
Interpretations on the Application of the Law concerning Civil Procedure 
Law, which has been approved by the Adjudication Committee of the 
Court only after five rounds of discussions and comprehensive 
consultations.94 

With respect to the Court’s reform of its practice of judicial interpretations, 
the drafting process has become more specialized, transparent, and 
democratic than in the past. Previously, judicial interpretations were 
commonly produced behind closed doors, but the Court has now begun 
drawing on diverse sources and allowing different opinions to be 
presented before launching new judicial interpretations. In particular, the 
Court has widely solicited input from lower level courts, legislatures, 
associate government departments, and professional scholars at the 
consultation stage, and increasingly released late-stage drafts of judicial 
interpretations to the public for comments before their official 
promulgation. For instance, the Court released an announcement on 
People’s Court Daily and sought opinions on an exposure draft of the 
Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues concerning 
the Application of the Company Law (IV) in April 2016:  

To identify the possible defects in the exposure draft and to further 
improve the quality of the judicial interpretation; to be more 
consistent with the original designs of the legislation and to find 
appropriate solutions for practical legal issues in the application of 
the Company Law; to effectively protect the legal rights and 
interests of companies, shareholders and other relative parties and 
to steadily promote the social and economic development, the 
Supreme People’s Court hereby seeks for comments through the 

                                                             
93  Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on the Work Concerning Judicial 

Interpretation, art. 24, Fa Fa no. 12 (2007). 
94 Zhang, "Supreme People's Court." 
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associated press. We are open to comments and suggestions of any 
kind, especially welcoming legal scholars from law schools and 
legal research institutions nationwide to put forward their views 
and provide collective comments on specific issues regarding the 
judicial interpretation.95 

3.3.2.   Do Abstract Interpretations Lead to 
Judicial Activism or Judicialization? 

Increasing evidence shows that the Court has become more receptive and 
transparent than ever before in the exercise of normative interpretative 
power, actively engaging in advancing the legal landscape and creating 
new legal norms through a growing number of judicial interpretations. 
Nevertheless, the Court’s widespread use of judicial interpretations has 
led to concerns over the boundaries between judicial and legislative 
powers. On the one hand, critics question the quasi-legislative character 
of judicial interpretations in terms of their format, production processes, 
and legal effect, raising particular concerns about the risk of the Court’s 
growing judicial activism as a de facto lawmaker. On the other hand, 
supporters seek rationality for judicial interpretations on the grounds that 
the exercise of normative interpretative power reflects the necessity that 
the Court respond to incompetent legislation in a timely manner and keep 
the judiciary up to date with international practice. As Keith and Lin note 
in their study on the judicial interpretations of the Court, despite that 
problems in law can be readily resolved through timely judicial 
interpretations, there has always been tension over where the law stops 
and interpretations begin.96 In addition to numerous examples that can be 
cited to demonstrate how the Court’s interpretative power has at times 

                                                             
95 The Supreme People's Court of China, "The Announcement on Seeking for Comments 

on the Exposure Draft of the Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on Several 
Issues Concerning the Application of the Company Law (IV)," People's Court Daily, 
April 12, 2016. 

96 Keith and Lin, "Judicial Interpretation." 
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moved beyond technical matters to supplement the law itself, 97 observers 
also note that the Court’s judicial empowerment as reflected in abstract 
judicial interpretations sometimes fails to conform to the principles and 
original intentions of the legislation. This observation has further been 
confirmed by several judge interviewees, who agreed that the Court’s 
exercise of normative interpretative power has given rise to new 
controversies rather than providing satisfactory solutions to existing 
problems in a number of cases.98  

For instance, a 2003 interpretation on how to handle personal injury 
compensation cases issued by the Court99 provides that compensation in 
case of death should be twenty times the urban per capita disposable 
income or twenty times the rural per capita net income, depending on 
which district the victim comes from. This interpretation admitted that 
different types of people should be compensated differently, even for 
victims from different districts who died in the same accident. Moreover, 
the wide gap in compensation between urban and rural residents promptly 
sparked hot debates on whether it was consistent with constitutional 
principles by “tagging life with different prices” (tongming butong jia 

).100  

In another telling example, a series of judicial interpretations associated 
with the 2001 Marriage Law have provoked controversy because of the 

                                                             
97 For instance, the Court drafted an expanded interpretation regarding drug possession, 

divorce standards, security pledges, shareholder liability in company operation, and so 
forth. See Ibid; Liu, "Judicial Interpretations." 

98  Interviews SPC20140724, July 24, 2014; SPC20140808, August 8, 2014; and 
SPC20140825, August 25, 2014. 

99  The Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Issues concerning the 
Application of the Law for the Trials of Personal Injury Compensation Cases, Fa Shi 
no. 20 (2003). 

100 Statistics show that the average annual disposable income of urban residents was 
RMB 11,759 (USD 1,878) in 2006, while the average annual per capita net income of 
rural residents was RMB 3,587 (USD 573), resulting in a gap of RMB 160,000 (USD 
25,564) for death compensation. See Xinhua, "China to Change Controversial Death 
Compensation Rule," China Daily, March 14, 2007. 
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date of entry into force. Against the backdrop of China’s fast-paced 
economic development, soaring housing prices have not only exacerbated 
commercial disputes but also accelerated the pace of divorce. As a result, 
the courts at all levels have faced enormous social pressure in handling 
marriage and family disputes, especially those involving the division of 
marital property.101 In an effort to clarify the varying applications of the 
Marriage Law and to provide a strong legal basis for courts to resolve 
marriage and family disputes, three significant judicial interpretations 
associated with the Marriage Law came into force between 2001 and 
2011.102 However, this set of judicial interpretations, especially the third, 
released in 2011, drew fierce criticism from the academic and legal circle.  

The most controversial aspect, according to critics, is that the Court placed 
considerable restrictions on the scope of marital property instead of 
safeguarding community property and joint benefit within families. In 
particular, the Court set a rule on the appreciation of individual property, 
providing that any appreciation in value of the individual property should 
be considered as individual property rather than jointly owned property 
after marriage.103 Another provision stipulates that if one spouse purchases 
real estate with a down payment prior to marriage, the real estate should 

                                                             
101 According to Sun Jungong, the former press secretary of the Court, 1,374,136 first-

instance cases concerning marriage and family disputes were accepted by courts 
throughout the country in 2010, an increase compared to 2009 (1,231,029 cases) and 
2008 (1,286,437 cases). In particular, the 2010 statistics included 1,164,521 divorce 
cases, 50,499 family law cases, 24,020 child-rearing related cases, and 24,676 marital 
contract property cases. See Supreme People's Court, "The Supreme People's Court 
Released the Third Judicial Interpretation on the Marriage Law (zuigao renmin fayuan 
fabu hunyin fa zuixin sifa jieshi)," Zhengyi Net, August 12, 2011, 
http://news.jcrb.com/jxsw/201108/t20110812_591106.html.  

102 See Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues concerning the 
Application of the Marriage Law (I), Fa Shi no. 30 (2001); Interpretations of the 
Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues concerning the Application of the Marriage 
Law (II), Fa Shi no. 19 (2003); Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on 
Several Issues concerning the Application of the Marriage Law (III), Fa Shi no. 18 
(2011). 

103 Interpretations of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues concerning the 
Application of the Marriage Law (III), art. 3, Fa Shi no. 18 (2011). 
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be considered individual property in divorce proceedings. If the other 
spouse contributes to mortgage payments after marriage, he or she may 
recover those payments at a fair and reasonable ratio from the owner of 
the real estate but has no claim to the title of such property.104 Professors 
of marriage law immediately expressed their concerns about the legal and 
socioeconomic effects of such judicial interpretations, arguing that not 
only do the provisions fail to comply with the general principles of the 
Marriage Law, they also conflict with Chinese historical and cultural 
customs that generally recognize marital property as a “biding force” 
within families.105 As Professor Qiang Shigong, a leading legal scholar 
from Peking University Law School, boldly states,  

While the major function of the legislature is to provide guidance 
to the public through presetting certain behavioral expectations, 
the major function of the judiciary should be designed to solve the 
known problems associated with the law. Therefore, according to 
the ways of how the Court leads the public through its judicial 
interpretations on the application of the Marriage Law, one can 
expect a changing mode of marriage and family in the near future, 
i.e. the re-feudalization of marriage.106 

Because judicial activism has at times replaced judicial restraint in 
regulating social and economic orders, which has had a profound impact 
on people’s lives, any form of judicial empowerment should be taken 
seriously. Whether existing judicial interpretations associated with the 
Marriage Law could succeed in helping judges sort through complicated 
legal issues in marriage disputes or prove to be an undue step of 

                                                             
104 Ibid., art 10. 
105 Zhang, "The Pragmatic Court." 
106  Shigong Qiang, "Chinese Families under Judicial Activism: Discussion on the 

Judicial Interpretations of the Supreme People's Court Concerning Marriage Law (sifa 
nengdong xia de zhongguo jiating: cong zuigaofa guanyu hunyinfa de sifa jieshi 
tanqi)," Beijing Culture Review 2 (2011). 
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oversimplifying family values and underrating the complexity of the 
family bond as the basis for decisions is food for thought. 

Regardless of the advantages and disadvantages, the Court’s practice of 
circulating judicial interpretations is likely to continue. The Court’s 
interpretative authority undeniably reflects a positive interaction between 
the judiciary and legislature by directly responding to deep social changes 
and actively participating in legal affairs. Judicial interpretations provide 
the Court with a crucial means to sequentially participate in the process of 
judicialization, and a growing number of interpretations have laid the 
foundations for future legislation or acceptance into subsequent legislative 
amendments. 107  Nevertheless, it is worth debating whether the Court 
resorting to prolonged judicial activism in the drafting of judicial 
interpretations will inevitably come at the expense of legislative power. 
In an authoritarian regime where courts are notable for their limited power 
in judicial review and their inability to develop significant constitutional 
jurisprudence, it is crucial that the Court continues to explore innovative 
and meaningful approaches to fulfilling its own version of judicial 
empowerment. The exercise of authoritative interpretative power can be 
regarded as an effort of this kind through providing sound and detailed 
instructions to patch leaks in existing law while awaiting further 
legislative development. 

                                                             
107 For instance, the legislation on the Contract Law of 1999 and the Tort Law of 2009 

both drew on previous trial experience and incorporated judicial interpretations into 
their drafts. See Angran Gu, "Explanations on Drafting the Contract Law of the P. R. 
China (guanyu zhonghua renmin gongheguo hetong fa caoan de shuoming)," Bulletins 
of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress 2 (1999); Shishi Li, 
"Report on the Main Issues Concerning the Draft of the Tort Law of the P. R. China 
(guanyu zhonghua renmin gongheguo qinquan zeren fa caoan zhuyao wenti de 
huibao)," Bulletins of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress 1 
(2010). 
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3.4. Are Guiding Cases Guidance or 
Compulsory Instructions? 

Because decisions of the Court generally carry limited weight for future 
reference, the Court has developed another judicial mechanism alongside 
abstract judicial interpretations to complement and strengthen its 
adjudicative authority: regularly releasing a selection of representative 
judgments as an important reference to courts nationwide. Whereas 
abstract judicial interpretations provide mandatory instructions with 
general applicability that are legally binding on courts at various levels, 
the adoption of prior decisions as a convincing guide to subsequent cases 
suggests a seemingly stare decisis approach to providing case-based 
interpretations on the application of the law. From a practical perspective, 
the case-based approach to improving general consistency in trial work 
seems appealing to the Court due to the numerous similar cases of 
ascribing different price tags to life and the common practice of failing to 
treat like cases alike, as previously discussed.  

As part of its response, in the 1980s, the Court began to identify distinct 
cases as “model cases” (dianxing anli ) and to publish them in 
the Gazette of the Supreme People’s Court (Zuigao Renmin Fayuan 
Gongbao ). Model cases selected by the Court, which 
could come from effective cases of any level court, serve as a nonbinding 
but persuasive reference on which judges can draw in framing their legal 
reasoning, and as an educational tool for training inexperienced legal 
participators and enlightening the public. For several decades, despite that 
the issuance of model cases has not been officially codified in any existing 
regulations, in practice, they have been widely applied among courts as a 
vital supplement to legislation.  
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In the light of objectives set out in the Second Five-Year Reform Outline 
for the People’s Courts (2004–2008), 108  a nationwide Guiding Cases 
System (zhidaoxing anli ) was launched in 2010. The 
promotion of the Guiding Cases System aims at incorporating valuable 
cases to “fill substantive gaps in judicial doctrines and standardize the 
exercise of judicial discretion.”109  At no point has the Court declared 
guiding cases to be case precedent or adhere to the Western stare decisis 
doctrine, so the promotion of guiding cases should be viewed as a 
pragmatic strategy of the Court to flexibly react to ambiguities and gaps 
in existing law without openly challenging the relationship between the 
judiciary and legislative power.  

The distinction between guiding and model cases is not self-evident, or at 
least not intuitively obvious. Since the launch of the Guiding Cases 
System, the Court has managed to transform fifteen of 319 model cases 
published between 2005 and 2010 into guiding cases in line with relevant 
provisions.110 A convincing example is Guiding Case No. 45111 regarding 
an unfair competition dispute, which was transformed from one of the 
“Top 10 Significant Intellectual Property Model Cases of 2010” and 
selected to serve as a guiding case in early 2015 (see Appendices II and 
III). To clarify the differences between guiding cases and model cases, we 
examine their distinguishing features, specifically their formats, 
authorizing bodies, and legal effect. 

                                                             
108 For an overview of the English translation of the Second Five-Year Reform Outline 

for the People’s Courts (2004-2008), see http://cecc.gov/resources/legal-
provisions/second-five-year-reform-program-for-the-peoples-courts-2004-2008-cecc, 
accessed January 18, 2018. 

109 Shuzhen Luo, "The Supreme People's Court Released Detailed Rules on Guiding 
Cases (zuigao renmin fayuan chutai anli zhidao gongzuo shishi xize)," People's Court 
Daily, June 3, 2015. 

110 Provisions Concerning Work on Guiding Cases, art. 9, Fa Fa no. 51 (2010). 
111  Guiding Case No. 45, Beijing Baidu Technology Company Limited v. Qingdao 

Aoshang Network Technology Co., Ltd. et al., An Unfair Competition Dispute. 
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3.4.1.   Distinguishing Features 

Format 

It is evident that the Court adopts different formats in producing guiding 
and model cases. A guiding case commonly comprises six parts: (i) 
keywords, (ii) major points of the judgment, (iii) related legal provision(s), 
(iv) basic facts of the case, (v) results of the judgment, and (vi) reasons 
for the judgment. In comparison, a model case does not set out the original 
judgment or incorporate detailed case analysis, but rather includes two 
brief parts: (i) case summary and (ii) typical significance. The differences 
in formats may be used to explain why the Case Guidance Work Office 
of the Court, the internal organ of the Court in charge of selecting, 
examining, and submitting guiding cases for approval, has placed greater 
weight on guiding cases by requiring the recommended courts to fully 
prepare and explain the guiding character of candidate guiding cases. 
According to an empirical study conducted by the Stanford Law School 
China Guiding Cases Project, an examination of eighty-seven guiding 
cases 112  suggests that the basic facts of the case and reasons for the 
judgment on average account for 80% of the total content of a guiding 
case.113 For instance, in Guiding Case No. 30,114 the basic facts and the 
reasons sections account for 33% and 53% of the total, while in Guiding 
Case No. 33,115 the same parts account for 42% and 44%. It is clear that 

                                                             
112 Statistics until March 2017 indicates that since 2011, the Court has released sixteen 

batches of fifty-six guiding cases that cover a wide range of civil, criminal, and 
administrative disputes. 

113 Mei Gechlik, “Guiding Cases Analytics,” Stanford Law School China Guiding Cases 
Project 4 (May 2015), http://cgc.law.stanford.edu/guiding-cases-
analyticshttps://cgc.law.stanford.edu/guiding-cases-analytics/issue-4/?lang=en. 

114 Guiding Case No. 30, Lan Jianjun and Hangzhou Suremoov Automotive Technology 
Company Limited v. Tianjin Xiaomuzhi Automobile Maintenance and Repair Services 
Co., Ltd. et al., A Trademark Infringement and Unfair Competition Dispute. 

115  Guiding Case No. 33, Cargill International S.A. v. Fujian Jinshi Vegetable Oil 
Producing Co., Ltd. et al., A Foreign-related Dispute over Contracts Affirmed to be 
Invalid. 
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the distinctive value of guiding cases can be reflected in the detailed and 
well-summarized facts, which allow judges to better distinguish similar 
facts or legal issues in subsequent cases, and in providing convincing 
explanations of reasons for the judgments, which encourages judges to 
take the initiative in developing and framing their own legal reasoning on 
the basis of applicable guiding cases. 

Authorizing body 

Guiding cases can also be distinguished from model cases through their 
authorizing bodies. Existing rules make it clear that the Court is the 
exclusive authorizing body entitled to provide guidance on adjudication 
work through guiding cases.116 In other words, any court other than the 
Court has no authority to issue guiding cases, which enables the Court to 
exercise centralized power to promote the uniform application of the law 
within the judicial hierarchy. Conversely, the Court shares the authority 
of issuing model cases with its inferior courts. According to a 2010 
regulation concerning the work relations between superior and inferior 
courts, the Court authorized provincial high people’s courts to issue model 
cases for reference within their respective jurisdictions.117 Although this 
regulation remains silent on whether intermediate- and basic-level 
people’s courts are entitled to the same power, it was reported that in 
practice, some of them have been actively involved in devising and 
experimenting with their own model cases systems in recent years.118  

                                                             
116 Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing the Several Opinions on Regulating 

the Adjudicative Relations between the People’s Courts at Various Levels, art. 1, Fa 
Fa no. 61 (2010). 

117 Ibid., art. 9. 
118 Yunteng Hu, "Study on Certain Controversial Issues Concerning Guiding Cases 

System (anli zhidao zhidu ruogan zhongda yinan zhengyi wenti yanjiu)," Chinese 
Journal of Law 6 (2008): 3–24; Susan Finder, "Using Model Cases to Guide the 
Chinese Courts," China Policy Institute, University of Nottingham (blog), April 7, 2014, 
https://blogs.nottingham.ac.uk/chinapolicyinstitute/2014/04/07/using-model-cases-to-
guide-the-chinese-courts/. 
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Legal effect 

Regardless of the similarities and functional overlap between these two 
categories of leading cases, in practice, the Court has repeatedly 
emphasized that guiding cases are substantially different from model 
cases or any kind of legal precedent in common law jurisdictions.119 The 
most prominent feature of guiding cases relates to their legal effect, as 
judges are obligated to use guiding cases for reference and explicitly cite 
them in their legal reasoning while deciding later similar cases. 120 
Conversely, model cases do not have a clear binding force, and judges do 
not need to state convincing reasons or bear any legal liability when 
deciding not to follow applicable model cases.121  

Although guiding cases cannot acquire the status of a formal source of law 
or be endowed with the same quasi-legislative effect as that of judicial 
interpretations, they have a de facto binding effect in practice. As Zhang 
points out in his study on China’s Guiding Cases System, the de facto 
binding force of guiding cases suggests that when lower-court judges are 
reluctant to follow applicable guiding cases and eventually reach results 
that conflict with applicable guiding cases, their next-level superior courts 
will likely reverse these decisions in the appellate or retrial stages.122 From 
this perspective, it is conceivable that guiding cases take the top spot on 
the ranking list with regard to which Chinese cases are most persuasive, 
as lower courts are generally reluctant to take the risk of having judgments 

                                                             
119 See Jianwei Zhang, "Major Functions of Guiding Cases and Their Ligitimized Future 

(zhidaoxing anli de gongneng dingwei yu panlihua qianjing)," Guangming Daily, 
January 29, 2014. 

120 Provisions Concerning Work on Guiding Cases, art. 9, Fa Fa No. 51 (2010). 
121 Wei Zhou, "Several Concrete Issues on the Creation of the Guiding Cases System 

(tongguo anli jieshi falu: zuigao renmin fayuan anli zhidao zhidu de fazhan)," 
Contemporary Law Review 3 (2009): 139-146. 

122 Zhang, "Major Functions of Guiding Cases." 
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overturned by their superiors unless they have convincing reasons to reach 
conflicting decisions. 

3.4.2.   Limited Role and Impact of Guiding Cases 

The introduction of guiding cases has in many respects reflected the 
Court’s ambition in driving its authority and impact as the highest 
adjudication institution in China. Nevertheless, it may be too optimistic to 
expect the existing Guiding Cases System to play a key role in 
safeguarding and developing the law in the Chinese context. In light of 
existing study and debate among judges, legal scholars, and other legal 
professionals, it seems that the Court’s hard work has been ineffective due 
to several intrinsic defects of the Guiding Cases System.  

It is clear that a limited number of guiding cases is insufficient to satisfy 
the practical reference needs of courts at various levels. Although in 
practice the lower courts have increasingly turned to guiding cases for 
solid and convincing reasons for judgments,123 the low number of guiding 
cases (i.e., eighty-seven guiding cases had been published by March 2017) 
selected throughout the country would hardly be able to serve as guidance 
in every field of the law. Scrutiny of the existing guiding cases has 
revealed that the Court primarily uses guiding cases to promote its 
innovative judicial policies, especially in the fields of contract law,124 

                                                             
123 Interview SPC20140826, August 26, 2014. 
124 For instance, Guiding Case No. 1, Shanghai Centaline Property Consultants Limited 

v. Tao Dehua, An Intermediation Contract Dispute; Guiding Case No. 9, Shanghai 
Cunliang Trade Co., Ltd. v. Jiang Zhidong, Wang Weiming et al., A Sale and Purchase 
Contract Dispute. 
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patent law,125 competition law,126 and food safety law,127 and to highlight 
fighting specific types of crimes such as corruption, 128  bribery, 129  and 
particular violent crimes.130 The increase in the number of guiding cases 
is neither statistically significant nor extends to every crucial legal field. 
Worse still, judges infrequently refer to guiding cases, despite instructions 
from the Court, issued in 2015) to explicitly quote the major points of the 
judgments in guiding cases as part of the explanations for their legal 
reasoning. 131  A study conducted by the Legal Information Center of 
Peking University in 2015 (the 2015 PKU study) identifies 241 cases in 
which judges quoted guiding cases in their legal opinions. In particular, 
twenty-five of fifty-six guiding cases (until November 2015) had been 
applied to subsequent cases, with the highest citation rate of 103 (Guiding 
Case No. 24),132 leaving almost half the guiding cases with a zero rate of 
reference.133  

Furthermore, the process of formulating guiding cases is generally time-
consuming and lacking systematic consistency. As an empirical study 
conducted by the Stanford Law School Guiding Cases Project discloses, 

                                                             
125 For instance, Guiding Case No. 29, Shenzhen Siruiman Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd. v. 

Shenzhen Kengzi Water Supply Co., Ltd. and Shenzhen Kangtailan Water Treatment 
Equipment Co., Ltd., An Invention Patent Infringement Dispute.  

126 For instance, Guiding Case No. 45, Beijing Baidu Technology Company Limited v. 
Qingdao Aoshang Network Technology Co., Ltd. et al., An Unfair Competition Dispute. 

127 For instance, Guiding Case No. 23, Sun Yinshan v. Nanjing Auchan Hypermarket Co., 
Ltd. Jiangning Store, A Sale and Purchase Contract Dispute.  

128 For instance, Guiding Case No. 11, Yang Yanhu et al., A Corruption Case. 
129 For instance, Guiding Case No. 3, Pan Yumei and Chen Ning, A Bribe-Accepting Case. 
130 For instance, Guiding Case No. 12, Li Fei, An International Homicide Case; Guiding 

Case No. 13, Wang Zhaocheng et al., An Illegal Trading and Storage of Hazardous 
Substances Case. 

131 Rules for the Implementation of Provisions Concerning Work on Guiding Cases, art. 
19, Fa Fa no. 130 (2015). 

132 Guiding Case No. 24, Rong Baoying v. Wang Yang and Alltrust Insurance Co., Ltd. 
Jiangyin Branch, A Motor Vehicle Traffic Accident Liability Dispute.  

133 The Annual Report of the Application of Guiding Cases of the Supreme People’s 
Court, available at  

   http://www.chinalawinfo.com/AdHtml/20151224/fulltext.html#_ftnref5, accessed 
March 10, 2017. 
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the average time that elapsed between original rulings and the issuance of 
guiding cases is two years. In extreme cases, more than a decade may be 
spent on selecting, examining, and releasing guiding cases. 134  This is 
likely to raise concerns about whether and to what extent the Court is can 
use guiding cases to supplement ineffectual legislation and respond to 
unprecedented economic and social changes, and in a timely manner. 
Although the Court has encouraged broad participation in the 
recommendation stage and made significant efforts to diversify its sources 
of guiding cases,135 it has been found to be relying on a strictly hierarchical 
approach in terms of case selection and approval.136 The Court has allowed 
more candidate cases with guiding characteristics to be considered, yet the 
2015 PKU study suggests that in practice, the Court fails to adopt a 
consistent selection method subject to a set of sound and workable criteria 
on the basis of case types, jurisdictions, court hierarchy, and so forth. 
Technically, any effective case that meets at least one of the following 
screening criteria could be considered by a variety of recommendation 
authorities and be recommended to the Case Guidance Work Office of the 
Court for selection.137 A case should be considered if it 

(i) has aroused widespread concern in society;  

                                                             
134 For instance, for Guiding Case No. 38 and Guiding Case No. 41, sixteen and eleven 

years have passed, respectively. See Gechlik, “Guiding Cases Analytics.” 
135 Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court Concerning Work on Guiding Cases, 

articles 4 and 5 (Fa Fa no. 51 [2010]) stipulate that while intermediate- and basic-level 
courts may recommend their effective decisions via their next level superior courts all 
the way up to the Case Guidance Work Office of the Court, related interested parties 
may either submit their recommendations to the courts that rendered the effective 
decisions or refer to the Case Guidance Work Office of the Court directly. 

136 According to a judge interviewee, candidate cases with guiding characteristics have 
to go through the recommendation, scrutiny, and the final approval stages rank by rank, 
beginning with the courts that rendered the effective decisions of such candidate cases, 
until they reach the Case Guiding Work Office of the Court; see interview 
SPC20140826, August 26, 2014. 

137 Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court Concerning Work on Guiding Cases, art. 
2, Fa Fa no. 51 (2010). 
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(ii) concerns circumstances where related laws only provide principled 
provisions;  

(iii) is representative of similar cases;  
(iv) touches upon difficult, complicated legal issues or new types of 

cases; and  
(v) has other guiding characteristics. 

Regardless of how perfect the existing screening criteria look on paper, in 
practice, the general protection clause (v) as shown above provides the 
Court with considerable discretion to promote guiding cases in any 
categories without serious discourse. As an interviewed supreme court 
judge suggested, in practice, the Court leadership, and supreme court 
judges of the substantive divisions, have an overwhelming impact on 
steering the selection and promoting any legally effective decision to the 
rank of guiding cases on their own initiatives.138 Consequently, a lack of 
systematic consistency can be found between each batch of guiding cases, 
which reflect varying policy orientations of the Court and different 
priorities, although they apply a unified system from selection to approval 
and eventually are released under the name of the Adjudication 
Committee of the Court. More notably, according to another judicial 
official of the Court, controversial candidate guiding cases or politically 
sensitive cases are most likely to be discarded during case selection, as 
guiding cases should commonly be selected on the grounds that “the 
reasoning of the judgment is clear and the conclusion is correct, which is 
conducive to clarifying misunderstandings in practice.”139 

Regardless of the deficiencies, the newly established Guiding Cases 
System is undeniably an impressive and meaningful accomplishment of 
the Court in the reform era. As Zhang argues in his study on the Court, the 
pursuit of the Guiding Cases System reflects a deep-seated desire of the 

                                                             
138 Interview SPC20140826, August 26, 2014. 
139 See Hu, "Functions of the Supreme People’s Court.” 
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Court to strengthen its institutional competence and its control over lower 
courts. 140  However, the evidence presented in this section also 
demonstrates that the Guiding Cases System does not intend to develop 
toward, and has not yet become, the key to the Court’s judicial 
empowerment at this stage. Rather, for a limited but sustainable growing 
number of guiding cases published to date, their primary role is to 
supplement the adjudicating and interpretative power of the Court in 
specific types of cases rather than becoming a foundational ruling base for 
the adjudication work in an all-around manner. Arguably, a rather strict 
hierarchical approach regarding case selection and the reluctance of 
handling controversial or politically sensitive cases suggest that the Court 
acts with utmost caution in developing and promoting the Guiding Cases 
System while maintaining the right direction and the best interests of the 
ruling Party.  

3.5. Concluding Analysis 

Like many highest courts in other legal settings, the Court is meant to play 
a crucial role in safeguarding the unity of the law and shaping legal 
development in China. For an extended time, many foreign observers have 
overemphasized the institutional defects of the Chinese legal system 
instead of paying due attention to its legal development and meaningful 
advancements. In reform-era China, the Court has proven to push for a 
more active judicial role as the court of last resort, which challenges 
Western scholars’ prevailing perception of the exercise of judicial power 
in an authoritarian legal setting. Evidence presented in this chapter 
suggests that the Court has become an increasingly important adjudicator 
and developer of law based on its own pragmatic initiatives and 
institutional interests. Through the development of judicial interpretations 
and the Guiding Cases System, the Court has further strengthened its 

                                                             
140 Zhang, "The Pragmatic Court."  
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adjudicative authority by providing flexible alternatives and vital 
supplements in response to either incomplete or imperfect law. 

Although the Court’s efforts have been undertaken within enormous 
institutional constraints, as revealed in chapter 2, this does not necessarily 
suggest that the Court has no autonomy to achieve judicial empowerment 
or that there is no room for the Court to pursue its own version of legal 
development. Instead, the investigation into the Court’s advancing 
judicial practice in this chapter serves to illustrate that pragmatism is an 
important component when discussing and understanding the power of the 
Court from a practical perspective. From what has been discussed so far, 
the Court has strengthened its institutional competence and its control 
over lower courts largely through a series of procedural reforms and 
institutional restructuring in adjudication work. At the same time, it 
intensified efforts to promote its adjudicatory impact beyond individual 
cases through two crucial strategies that complement court functions: 
promulgating abstract judicial interpretations and regularly releasing a 
selection of guiding cases.  

Nevertheless, the Court’s approach of aggressively exploring innovative 
solutions to fulfill its own version of judicial empowerment have sparked 
new controversies in practice. In particular, the distinctive features of 
judicial interpretations and guiding cases have raised concerns about 
whether the quasi-legislative value reflected in these two judicial 
functions is consistent with the overall functional designs and 
adjudication work of the Court. After all, the exercise of adjudicative 
power is generally recognized as the most fundamental function that 
shapes the legitimacy of the courts in accordance with the separation of 
powers doctrine. To the contrary, the continuing emphasis on the Court’s 
normative interpretative power seems to suggest a distinctive approach of 
the Court in creating new legal norms and gradually expanding its legal 
landscape at the expense of the legislative power. But regardless of the 
controversy, the judicial practice of the Court to enrich and expand its 
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jurisdiction in accordance with its own pragmatic needs and institutional 
interests will continue to evolve within the tolerance zones of the ruling 
authorities. Because the current efforts and achievements of the Court to 
promote judicial empowerment can occur and be refined only under the 
umbrella of the Party’s leadership, they nevertheless reflect the modest 
but meaningful progress of the Court in consolidating its role as the 
highest adjudication organ and driving its most essential judicial functions 
that shape the legitimacy of the Chinese judiciary. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE NONJUDICIAL PRACTICE OF 
THE COURT 

 

 

4.1. Introduction 

WHILE CHAPTER 3 sheds light on the judicial power of the Supreme 
People’s Court with a view to seeking rational understanding of its judicial 
practice, this chapter lifts the veil from a different perspective by 
investigating some of the most distinctive nonjudicial practices of the 
Court in its daily operation. The nonjudicial practice of the Court is at 
least as important as its judicial practice. As discussed in chapter 2, unlike 
most Western highest courts that have a rather limited workload outside 
the sphere of adjudication, courts in authoritarian states tend have 
numerous profound nonjudicial functions to institutionalize authoritarian 
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rules and, especially, to serve the needs of the ruling authorities. Generally, 
the Court has engaged in a wide range of nonjudicial practices alongside 
its adjudication work since its establishment, including promoting the 
latest political ideologies for various periods, advancing administrative 
discipline in line with bureaucratic instructions, fighting corruption, and 
addressing legal grievances relating to petitions.  

In line with the public administration theory Wilson developed in 1989, 
courts are viewed as state organs and judges as government administrators 
or bureaucrats.1 A judiciary can serve different functions in accordance 
with the constitutional framework of the relevant system, and more 
importantly, in the context of the political and social settings in which the 
judiciary operates. Likewise, in the Chinese context, judges have more 
functions than simply those of adjudicators, and courts should not only be 
considered pure judicial organs but also crucial political actors. 
Nevertheless, what seems unique to China is that Chinese courts continue 
to be constrained by and embedded in the Party’s oversight. Therefore, 
nonjudicial functions have been ascribed considerable weight within the 
judicial system, especially from top to bottom, with the Court taking the 
lead. In fact, the Court in many respects operates in a manner consistent 
with how the rest of the bureaucracy is managed, as is reflected in the 
forms the Court takes to supervise and evaluate the performance of the 
lower-level courts, the policies it implements to fight judicial corruption, 
and the methods it employs to address litigation-related petitions. These 
efforts appear to be highly consistent with the core political agenda of the 
state, with an emphasis on the defining role of the Party-state in directing 
and infiltrating the nonjudicial practice of the Court.  

Since the Fourth Plenum of the 18th Party Congress in 2014, the ruling 
party has repeatedly stressed the deepening of legal reforms and law-
centered governance as part of its effort to create a Chinese model of a 

                                                             
1 Wilson, Bureaucracy, 279–282. 
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“socialist rule of law” country. Because the concept as promoted by the 
Party is different from that Western societies commonly recognize,2 this 
leads to a new set of questions: Does this trend suggest any meaningful 
changes regarding the nonjudicial functions of the Court? What is the 
nature of the Court’s relationship with its inferior courts concerning 
various nonjudicial practices? How does the Court implement its 
distinctly different powers and properly prioritize its judicial and 
nonjudicial functions?  

Nonjudicial practice is a significant component contributing to the power 
of the Court, yet it has generated significantly less academic discussion 
than judicial practice. Thus, this chapter provides a comprehensive 
understanding of the struggles and compromises the Court faces regarding 
its nonjudicial practice. Furthermore, it addresses the thorny question of 
how the Court could strike a balance between its political and legal roles 
in the exercise of judicial and nonjudicial power.  

4.2. Administrative Functions of the Court 

The relationship between higher- and lower-level courts typically is a 
division of function to ensure that a case can be appealed and reviewed by 
a higher-level court in the sphere of adjudication. However, observers of 
Chinese courts have argued that higher-level courts in China are 
responsible for guiding and supervising lower-level courts both in and 

                                                             
2 President Xi Jinping made it clear that the judiciary remains accountable to the Party 

under the rule of law campaign. Given that the rule of law in China actually means 
ruling the country according to law while under the leadership of the Party, some 
Western observers argue that “rule by law” is a more accurate translation in the Chinese 
context, which emphasizes that the Party authorities use the law as it sees fit to govern 
and maintain its control. See Josh Chin, "‘Rule of Law’ or ‘Rule by Law’? In China, a 
Preposition Makes All the Difference," The Wall Street Journal, October 20, 2014; 
Merriden Varral, "‘Rule by Law’? The Fourth Plenum of the 18th Party Congress," 
The Interpreter, October 22, 2014, https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/rule-
law-fourth-plenum-18th-party-congress. 
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outside the sphere of adjudication.3 As the head of the judicial organs in 
China, the Court has been assigned with extensive supervisory power over 
its subordinate courts through various judicial and nonjudicial channels. 
Whereas the Constitution has granted the Court the right to supervise the 
judicial work of the lower courts at various levels (Article 127), it remains 
silent on the Court’s role in terms of court administration within the 
judicial hierarchy. In practice, the ways in which the Court guides and 
supervises the lower courts goes further than ordinary adjudicatory 
supervision. Not only does its supervisory power cover the sphere of 
adjudication, including hearing appeals, conducting retrials, and 
reviewing death penalty cases, which have been specified in the relevant 
judicial documents,4 but it also extends beyond legitimate means to the 
longstanding practice of promulgating judicial interpretations and judicial 
policies, promoting the use of guiding cases and model cases, organizing 
legal training, and directing administration-related matters of the lower 
courts.  

Arguably, the supervisory power of the Court is unregulated and 
inconsistent in practice, as it may exert influence on lower-level courts in 
terms of trial work and court administrative matters, in both formal and 
informal forms, relating to issues of general application and to specific 
cases. As an essential component of the Court’s power over local courts, 
diversified practice is likely to raise concerns about the essence of the 
Court’s supervisory power, provoking inquiries into whether the 
relationship between higher- and lower-level courts differs significantly 
from the “leader-subordinate” relationship within Chinese bureaucratic 
administration. In this respect, the rest of this section reflects on the above 
concerns by investigating two distinct mechanisms of the Court—the 

                                                             
3 See Liebman, "China's Courts: Restricted Reform," 638; Peerenboom, China's Long 

March, 314. 
4 Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing the Several Opinions on Regulating 

the Trial Work Relations between the People’s Courts at Different Levels, art. 8, Fa Fa 
no. 61 (2010). 
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system of requests for instructions and court performance management—
to see how the Court’s supervisory power has actually been carried out in 
practice. 

4.2.1.   Requests for Instructions  

Generally, the system of “requests for instructions” (qingshi yu pifu 
) refers to a judicial mechanism whereby a lower-level court 

requests advice from its next-level superior court concerning difficult or 
complicated cases prior to deciding such cases. In response, its superior 
court may provide instructions, in either written or informal form, to the 
requested courts, with detailed opinions regarding specific issues or with 
general guidance on a set of similar issues (see Appendix IV for an 
example). Unlike the case approval system embedded within every court, 
which requires a collegial panel to submit controversial cases rank by rank 
to the adjudication committee of said court before reaching the verdict, 
the system of requests for instructions is a voluntarily consulting practice 
between lower- and higher-level courts. In some cases, lower-level courts 
request that higher-level courts provide guidance on a certain point of law, 
ambiguous legal procedures, or controversial legal issues regarding 
specific cases. In other circumstances, if the higher court finds that 
particular cases currently before its subordinate courts may have major 
social impact or touch upon important economic interests (e.g., 
environmental class-action cases with the potential for escalation), it is 
also allowed to take the initiative to direct the lower courts on how to deal 
with specific controversial or politically sensitive issues.5 

The practice of requests for instructions has been prevalent within the 
court system for decades, where judges of lower-level courts frequently 

                                                             
5 Weifang He, "Two Crucial Issues Concerning the Judicial Administrative System in 

China (zhongguo sifa guanli zhidu de liangge wenti),” Social Science in China 6 (1997): 
116-129. 
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resort to their superior courts for instructions prior to making their own 
rulings, especially when they cannot find readymade answers in existing 
law and regulations. One of the major contributors to this trend, as 
suggested by several judge interviewees, is that judges of lower courts 
rely heavily on “instructions from above” in the face of complicated and 
controversial cases, because these instructions have not only been proven 
to be a valuable source of reference but also insurance against future risks 
of decisiveness and accountability.6  

From the practical point of view, the extensive use of requests for 
instructions is an inevitable consequence of the rigid bureaucratization 
prevailing within the judicial hierarchy. On the one hand, the risk of 
making decisions inconsistent with the approach of their superior courts 
and the consequences associated with wrongly handled cases make judges 
less likely to take responsibility on their own in deciding cases. This is 
especially true when it comes to compensation for housing demolition and 
relocation disputes, environmental torts, bankruptcy disputes, and cross-
jurisdictional and foreign-related commercial disputes. On the other hand, 
instructions from the higher courts can also be used as a convenient excuse 
for lower courts to avoid direct conflicts with local protectionism in 
specific cases. As Minzner notes in his study on the judicial disciplinary 
system within Chinese courts, resorting to the higher courts’ instructions 
before issuing their own decisions helps local courts to “pass the buck” in 
the face of external pressure, especially when pressure originates at the 
grassroots level.7 Furthermore, because most lower-level courts heavily 
depend on local governments at the same levels for financial support, 
judges in local courts are reluctant to rule against local governments or 
influential local enterprises unless their decisions have been explicitly 

                                                             
6  Interviews SPC20140724, July 24, 2014; SPC20140813, August 13, 2014; and 

SPC20140829, August 29, 2014. 
7 Minzner, "Judicial Disciplinary System," 58. 
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endorsed by higher judicial authorities or put forward in the name of 
“instructions from above.”8  

Despite the practical need and the possibly satisfying outcomes generated 
by the system of requests for instructions, the end does not always justify 
the means. Instead, the harm caused by arbitrary requests in practice has 
often led scholars to question the legitimacy of the mechanism. For them, 
whereas the mechanism was designed as an advisory means for lower 
courts to seek advice and for higher court to provide guidance regarding 
adjudicative activities, it has been implemented mainly through strict 
bureaucratic management within the judicial hierarchy.9 The practice of 
requests for instructions has in many respects reinforced the judicial 
bureaucratization in a top-down direction and posed a real threat to the 
independent jurisdiction of the lower-level courts. First, the mechanism 
appears to create an alternative form of judicial decision-making, which 
makes lower-level courts increasingly rely on their superiors for solutions 
instead of making independent decisions while handling complicated and 
controversial cases. Consequently, higher-level courts have to spend 
considerable time and resources responding to each request, which in turn 
brings new burden and responsibility to them. Second, there is a 
considerable risk of a noticeable degradation in the quality of court 
decisions in the process of request submission rank by rank. Generally, a 
request submitted to the next-level higher court should be in written form 
and include contents of the basic facts of the case, the adjudication 
committee’s review opinions on controversial issues, reasons for the 
majority opinion if a difference of view existed, and so forth.10 However, 
because the higher courts primarily rely on written reports submitted by 
the lower courts as the basis of their instructions, this seems to call into 
question whether the highly refined case summary the lower courts 

                                                             
8 Interview SPC20140724, July 24, 2014. 
9 Hu, "Functions of the Supreme People’s Court,” 141. 
10  Notice on Strictly Implementing the System of Requests for instructions in 

Administrative Litigation, Fa Xing no. 44 (2000).  
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submitted is as accurate as it seems, and more importantly, whether the 
higher courts can provide proper instructions to the lower courts without 
meaningful participation in the process of case hearing or evidence 
collection. Third, given that the system of requests for instructions is an 
internal process means that within the judiciary, the parties involved in 
specific cases are completely excluded from the procedure without their 
knowledge or approval of such acts. As a result, it is nearly impossible for 
the parties to a case to fulfill their right of appeal and achieve a reversal 
through the regular appellate procedure, as the final outcome of a lower 
court’s case has actually been asserted by the higher court and the original 
judgment speaks for both courts.11 In this respect, it seems that the practice 
of requests for instructions is in direct violation of litigants’ right to fair 
trial, and even more alarmingly, it has become a serious obstacle to lower 
courts achieving independence and accountability.  

In response to the deficiencies of the system of requests for instructions 
in practice, the Court has implemented significant reforms in recent years 
to standardize the request procedure and gradually limit the scope of cases 
that qualify for filing requests. For instance, in a 2010 judicial document, 
the Administrative Division of the Court required the lower courts to 
submit their requests concerning administrative cases to the next-level 
higher court in written form. With respect to requests submitted to the 
Court, the high people’s courts should ensure that the cases concerned 
have been properly discussed by the adjudication committees of the said 
lower courts and that they have reasonable reason to believe that the 
administrative cases to be dealt with involve difficulties or provoke 
considerable legal controversy in the application of the law.12 In another 
judicial document the Court issued in 2010, it stipulated that for cases of 
universal significance in the application of the law, local courts may 

                                                             
11 Li, The Judicial System and Reform, 27. 
12 Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Strictly Implementing the System of Requests 

for Instructions in Administrative Litigation, art. 2 and 3, Fa Xing no. 44 (2000). 
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request that next-level courts handle the cases directly instead of seeking 
written instructions from their superiors. When necessary, the higher-level 
courts may decide to raise the level of jurisdiction and hear the cases 
themselves as the court of the first instance.13 Nevertheless, the ongoing 
reform has not yet touched upon the essence of the relationship between 
the higher- and lower-level courts, which suggests the need for the 
existence of requests for instructions as a bureaucratic rather than a 
judicial means for the Court to guide and supervise the adjudication work 
of lower courts. 

4.2.2.   Court Performance Management 

As briefly discussed in chapter 2, the widespread use of judicial 
disciplinary measures regarding adjudication work and court 
administration has decreased the job satisfaction of judges and even 
driven them away from the judicial system.14 Chinese courts have adopted 
a complex performance management system as a vital means of judicial 
administration to evaluate the performance of individual judges and 
monitor the daily operation of courts. Generally, the 1995 Judges Law, as 
amended in 2001, provides that each court shall employ a set of 
performance indicators to evaluate individual judges on various aspects 
ranging from their achievement in trial work, competence, and 
professional skills to their political integrity. 15  The results of the 
evaluation, according to the law, are commonly used as grounds for 
reward, sanctioning, training, removal from office and adjustments in 
ranks and salaries.16 In line with the Court’s guidance and reform targets 

                                                             
13 Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing the Several Opinions on Regulating 

the Trial Work Relations between the People’s Courts at Different Levels, art. 3 and 5, 
Fa Fa no. 61 (2010).  

14 For a detailed discussion on the career identity of supreme court judges, see chap. 3, 
sec. 2.3.  

15 Judges Law of 1995 (as amended in 2001), art. 19 and 21. 
16 Ibid., art. 22. 
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set out in the Second Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts 
(2004–2008), the quality and efficiency of trial work have been repeatedly 
stressed as the main aspect of the performance management system, which 
allows better assessment of the work of the lower-level courts by their 
superiors, especially the Court, and provides an overall picture of the 
operation of courts at all levels.  

Before 2008, the lack of uniform standards and procedures for evaluating 
court performance had allowed lower courts wide discretion in developing 
their own performance management systems. To cope with this 
discretionary practice, the Court established a systematic evaluation 
system in 2008,17 the Case Quality Assessment System, to measure the 
quality and efficiency of cases in the trial work. A revised version of the 
evaluation system was launched in 2011 with the amendment of the 
relevant judicial document, after three years of pilot projects in eleven 
selected high people’s courts.18 According to the Case Quality Assessment 
System, the Court has adopted 33 performance indicators, which were 
reduced to thirty-one in the subsequent amendment, to evaluate the 
performance of both individual judges and court divisions in three key 
aspects: the fairness, efficiency, and effect of the trial (see Figure 5). 

                                                             
17 The Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing the Guiding Opinion on Carrying 

Out the Case Quality Assessment Work (For Trial Implementation), Fa Fa no. 6 (2008). 
18Lin Wang, "Research on the Major Indicators of the Case Quality Assessment of the 

People's Courts (renmin fayuan anjian zhiliang pinggu zhuyao zhibiao yanjiu)," China 
Court, March 19, 2012,  

   http://gxfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2012/03/id/2449735.shtml. 
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Figure 5: Performance Indicators of the Case Quality Assessment System 

The Court makes it clear that courts at various levels may add or remove 
the listed performance indicators in accordance with their practical needs, 
and make considerable adjustments to the weight of different performance 
indicators based on their work priorities.19 Jiangsu High People’s Court, 
for instance, adopted more than sixty performance indicators to evaluate 
the daily operation of courts within its jurisdiction, with thirty-six 
indicators related to case quality assessment, 20  while Guangxi High 
People’s Court adopted only thirty indicators regarding case quality 
assessment.21 Regardless of the Court’s intensified efforts to make the 

                                                             
19 Judges Law of 1995 (as amended in 2001), art. 7 and 13. 
20  Yinsheng Lou, "Concentration on Handling Cases without Interference (meile 

jinguzhou, ban'an geng zhuanxin)," People's Court Daily, March 21, 2015.  
21 Wang, "Research on the Major Indicators." 
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assessment methods more scientific and reliable, the number-oriented 
evaluations have inevitably put undue pressure on judges and courts 
through superfluous and unnecessary ranking competitions, the results of 
which are often used as the basis of the career advancement and 
sanctioning of individual judges. As a judge interviewee pointed out: 

The superfluous performance indicators have forced court 
administrators to come up with even more complicated evaluation 
standards and ranking systems, which keep judges busy with 
statistics instead of law and facts while hearing cases at hand. 
Worse still, those unnecessary indicators and unreasonable targets 
have in many respects dampened judges’ enthusiasm for seeking 
innovative and flexible approaches to dispute resolutions in the 
trial work.22  

Indeed, the overreliance on quantity instead of quality to evaluate court 
performance seems to simplify what is a complex matter. Worse still, it 
overstates the importance of the results rather than judges’ decision-
making processes and methods. As Li points out in her study on China’s 
court mediation,23 the calculation of the mediation rate commonly adopts 
a “result-oriented” approach instead of a “means-oriented” approach in 
practice, which means that the calculation is based mainly on case 
conclusions rather than considering the substantive quality of the dispute 
resolution process. As one of the key indicators in evaluating the effect of 
the trial, the harmful effects of the result-oriented mediation rate cannot 
be overstated. Critics have noted that with the effort to pursue a high 
mediation rate, it has become a common practice for courts to encourage 
the parties to participate in court mediation even if their cases have little 
basis for mediation or do not apply to the mediation process. In these cases, 

                                                             
22 Interview SPC20140724, July 24, 2014. 
23 Yedan Li, Joris Kocken, and Benjamin Van Rooij, "Understanding China's Court 

Mediation Surge: Insights from a Local Court," Law and Social Inquiry 43, no. 1 
(2016): 58–81. 
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as Cai argues, it would be a radical departure from the original design of 
court mediation.24  

In essence, the system of court performance management is an 
administrative means of bureaucratic control that the Court adopts to 
regulate and supervise the adjudication work of lower courts. In line with 
Minzner’s observation, performance indicators are widely used by 
governmental institutions in China as a tool to control and manage lower-
level agencies. As part of the bureaucratic apparatus, the judiciary is no 
exception. 25  Given that higher courts are entitled to supervise the 
administration of justice of lower courts and keep judges in line, adopting 
easily quantifiable numerical measurements to evaluate the judicial work 
carried out by lower courts is administratively attractive to court 
administrators. Correspondingly, to reach the Court’s top-down reform 
targets and to achieve satisfying evaluation results, lower courts are 
trained to respond to higher-level authorities’ requirements and to focus 
on the primary concerns of court leadership. A telling example from the 
grassroots level shows that to achieve acceptable successful case closure 
rates, it is a common practice for local courts to reject cases filed at the 
end of the year or to seek rapid trials in accepted cases regardless of the 
degree of difficulty.26 According to a local court judge, it was always a 
challenge to achieve or even exceed the case closure ratios set in the case 
quality assessment system. To this end, most judges, including him, would 
put off any other work that would undermine or compromise the 
assessment results.27  

                                                             
24 Yanmin Cai, "An Analysis of the Chinese Civil Case Management System (zhongguo 

minshi sifa anjian guanli jizhi touxi)," China Legal Science 1 (2013): 131–143. 
25 Minzner, "Judicial Disciplinary System," 58.  
26 Ge Yan, "A Vital Judicial Principle of Seeking Closing Balance in Court Cases 

(junheng jie'an shi zhongyao de shenpan linian)," People's Court Daily, January 17, 
2012. 

27 Sheng Zhu, "The Inner Logic and Divergence of the Digital Survival of the People's 
Courts (fayuan: shuzihua shengcun de luoji yu yihua)," South Reviews no. 1 (2013): 
26–28. 
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Apart from those unreasonable constraints or technological defects 
imposed by judicial disciplinary measures, whether these artificial 
performance indicators can actually reflect the overall performance of a 
judge, a division, a court, or the judiciary as a whole remains questionable. 
In practice, it is conceivable that under enormous pressure of assessments 
and rankings initiated by courts of different levels, judges become 
increasingly reliant on their supervisors’ instructions in reaching verdicts 
and thus are being compelled to agree with their supervisors’ opinions. 
Only in this way are judges less likely to bear the consequences of 
incorrectly handled cases or cases sent back for retrial, which are closely 
related to key performance indicators such as rates of appeal, the 
percentage of cases reversed or remanded on appeal, retrial rates of legally 
effective judgments, and so forth.28 Nevertheless, superior ratios in the 
assessment results do not necessarily mean justice is served and due 
process is achieved in the best way. A supreme court judge criticized the 
system during an interview: 

As a basic requirement for legal professions, judges shall strictly 
adhere to the most crucial legal values including fairness and 
justice while conducting adjudication work. Conversely, the call 
for ‘improv[ing] judicial efficiency and conserv[ing] judicial 
resources’ is problematic in the sense that these principles are not 
consistent with the fundamental legal values at all. Instead, they 
are generally recognized as key evaluation standards in terms of 
government management and economic development. In this 
respect, a considerable number of performance indicators in court 
performance assessment will not stand up to detailed criticism.29  

Recognizing the existing problems and the need for further reform, the 
Court has made the reform of judicial disciplinary measures a key 

                                                             
28 Liang Quan, Comparative Study on Judicial Disciplinary System (faguan chengjie 

zhidu bijiao yanjiu) (Law Press China, 2011), 187–188. 
29 Interview SPC20140825, August 25, 2014. 
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component of its systematic reform plans30 and incorporated it in several 
judicial regulations. 31  In 2014, the Court abolished the national 
performance ranking system and urged all high people’s courts to put an 
end to various unhealthy competitions within their jurisdictions.32 In the 
following year, in response to a call from the Central Committee of 
Political and Legislative Affairs to manage court performance in a more 
progressive and rational manner, the Court abolished several 
unreasonable performance indicators that affected the safeguarding of 
justice, including arrest rates, conviction rates, and the number of 
convicted criminals sentenced to detention.33 The Court’s intention behind 
these bold moves is to eliminate the mechanical assessment of judges and 
provide lower courts with a certain degree of autonomy under the 
supervision of higher-level courts. After all, judicial reforms should 
always give greater weight and more space to the role of courts as 
impartial adjudicators rather than as administrative agencies, ensuring that 
fairness and justice are served in every case. Nevertheless, although the 
Court made it clear that under the new rules, evaluation results can serve 
only as reference data for higher courts to establish coping strategies 

                                                             
30 See The Second Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (2004–2008), The 

Third Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (2009–2013), and The Fourth 
Five-Year Reform Outline for the People’s Courts (2014–2018). 

31  See Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing Several Opinions on 
Strengthening the Administration of Trials by the People’s Court, Fa Fa no. 2 (2011); 
The Notice of the Supreme People’s Court on Issuing Opinions on Strengthening the 
Closing balance of Court Cases, Fa Fa no. 19 (2012). 

32 Weixin Hu, "Supreme People's Court's Decision on Canceling the Disciplinary and 
Ranking System among National High People's Courts (zuigao renmin fayuan jueding 
quxiao dui quanguo gaoji renmin fayuan kaohe paiming)," People's Court Daily, 
December 27, 2014. 

33  Fei Chen and Wei Zou, "The Political and Legal Institutions Conduct A Full 
Liquidation of Judicial Performance Indicators This Year (zhengfa jiguan jinnian 
quanmian qingli zhifa sifa kaohe zhibiao)," Xinhua Net, January 21, 2015, 
http://news.xinhuanet.com/legal/2015-01/21/c_1114079201.htm.  
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regarding judicial operations,34 to what extent lower courts can perform 
independently and without fear remains to be seen.  

4.2.3.   Adjudicative Guidance or Centralized 
Control? 

In light of the two diverse forms of the Court’s supervisory power 
discussed in this section, it is conceivable that the hierarchical control 
within the judiciary seriously affects the approaches the Court adopts to 
oversee the work of lower courts, which are not only restricted to normal 
channels of appeals and case reviews but extends to a broad scope of 
judicial and nonjudicial matters. In a highly centralized judicial system 
that has been managed as a part of state administration, it continues to be 
true that administrative ranking plays a role in the making of crucial 
decisions in and outside the courtroom. While the Court’s exercise of 
supervisory power involves diverse practices, two general trends are most 
noteworthy. First, unlike courts in many other judicial systems, the role of 
the Court vis-à-vis lower courts is unique and multifarious, and the 
hierarchical control embedded in the judicial structure makes it more 
difficult to distinguish between adjudicatory supervision and 
administrative guidance. Second, it has been proven that there is not 
always a clear-cut distinction between adjudicatory supervision and 
administrative guidance.  

As Hou observes, in practice, adjudicatory supervision could easily move 
beyond formal proceedings and result in undermining the independent 
exercise of judicial power of the lower courts.35 In fact, the adoption of 

                                                             
34 Yanming Zhang, "The Optimization Strategies on the Allocation of the Trial Time and 

Resource to Ensure an Efficient Implementation of the Trial and Execution Work 
(youhua peizhi shenpan ziyuan, heli fenpei shenpan shijian, quebao shenpan zhixing 
gongzuo heli gaoxiao yunxing)," People's Court Daily, October 31, 2012.  

35  Meng Hou, "The Administrative Relationship between Superior and Subordinate 
People's Courts (shangxiaji fayuan zhijian de sifa xingzheng guanxi)," Legal 
Information 5 (2009) 66-67. 
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mechanisms such as requests for instructions and court performance 
management can be regarded as essential bureaucratic means for the Court 
to strengthen control over local courts and keep judges in line in a more 
efficient way.36 As Hu insightfully points out, 

A fair amount of the non-judicial practice of the Court, including 
its supervision and guidance, instructions to requests, work 
deployment, etc., turns out to be promoted and implemented 
through the bureaucratized power of the Court instead of adhering 
to legal rules and their inherent value. In this respect, it is arguable 
that the realization of the centralized judicial authority is mainly 
achieved through non-judicial channels in accordance with strict 
hierarchical control. 37 

This argument addresses the previously identified concern that the 
supervisory relationship between higher- and lower-level courts is not 
fundamentally different from the leader-subordinate relationship within 
the administrative structure of other government institutions in China. 
Because the reliance on a top-down approach to administrative 
governance continues to be present in the system of a highly centralized 
judiciary, it in part explains why a wide range of nonlegal factors, such as 
political consciousness, social norms, and the pursuit of efficiency, still 
play a dominant role in influencing the decision-making processes of 
courts at various levels and in controlling their approaches. As for the 
Court, whether the attempts to strengthen centralized judicial authority 
through various judicial and nonjudicial mechanisms would harm its 
constitutionally endorsed supervisory power and strategies for ensuring a 
certain degree of institutional autonomy of the lower courts while using a 
number of judicial and nonjudicial mechanisms are worthy of further 
discussion.  

                                                             
36 Yu, "The Political Functions of the Supreme People's Court." 
37 Hu, "Functions of the Supreme People’s Court,” 142. 
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4.3. Political Functions of the Court 

Apart from the administrative role the Court plays within the judicial 
hierarchy, its full involvement in various political functions comprises 
another key aspect of the Court’s nonjudicial practice that observers 
cannot afford to overlook. As discussed in chapter 2, three major 
transformations of the Court’s key functions have occurred since its 
establishment, from dealing with political struggles in the 1960s to 
promoting judicial professionalism and leading judicial reform in the 
twenty-first century.38 As courts in authoritarian regimes have, by and 
large, to serve the needs of the single dominant party or the military to 
build consensus on its major initiatives under the dominant political force, 
it is conceivable that the Court has to assume certain nonjudicial functions 
to reflect and serve the nation’s primary strategies in addition to its 
numerous judicial functions. For instance, since the late 1980s, tasks 
related to combating judicial corruption and attending to legal grievances 
relating to petitions have consistently been addressed in the Court’s 
annual work reports submitted to the NPC.  

Following the discussion in chapter 2, however, it would be an 
oversimplification to conclude that the Court merely serves as a 
governance tool and is doomed to make judicial processes subservient to 
bureaucratic control in response to political interests. Instead, recognizing 
that Chinese courts remain subject to the Party’s ideological oversight and 
at times operate in the shadow of protest and violence39 may lead to 
reconsidering the rationales behind the Court’s political tasks instead of 
criticizing the legitimacy of its nonjudicial practice. Only in this way can 
we achieve a better understanding of why the Court attempts to be 
consistent with the ruling party’s primary concerns and institutional aims, 

                                                             
38 For a detailed discussion on the relationship between the Court and the Party, see chap. 

2, sec. 2.4. 
39  Benjamin Liebman, "Malpractice Mobs: Medical Dispute Resolution in China," 

Columbia Law Review 113, no. 1 (June 2013): 181–264. 
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what kind of struggles and compromises the Court faces in fulfilling its 
political roles, and to what extent the Court can achieve meaningful 
progress in the pursuit of its own version of legal development while 
adhering to the Party’s overall ideological oversight.  

Against this backdrop, this section examines these questions by 
investigating two notable political functions of the Court, the fight against 
judicial corruption and the redress of litigation-related petitions, with a 
focus on achieving a thorough mapping of the Court’s political role in the 
exercise of nonjudicial power.  

4.3.1.   The Need to Combat Judicial Corruption 

In China, an authoritarian regime that experiences a high level of 
corruption, corruption involving judicial officials40 is nothing new for the 
public and foreign observers of Chinese courts. Over the past several 
decades, numerous judicial corruption cases have been reported in the 
press and media, ranging from taking bribes to self-enrichment through 
excessive fees and charges. The most prominent judicial corruption cases 
include the downfall of Xi Xiaoming, the former vice president of the 
Court, in 2016; 41  Zhou Yongkang, the former chief of the Domestic 
Security Committee and the former general secretary of the Central 
Political-Legal Committee, in 2015;42 and Huang Songyou, the former 

                                                             
40 For the purpose of this section, the term judicial officials generally refers to judges, 

administrative officers, and marshals working in the courts.  
41 Xi Xiaoming was one of the most senior judicial officials ousted by President Xi’s 

anticorruption campaign that featured a sweeping crackdown on graft; see Reuters 
Staff, “China Jails Former Senior Judges for Life in Graft Case,” Reuters, February 16, 
2016, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-corruption-court/china-jails-former-
senior-judge-for-life-in-graft-case-idUSKBN15V10W. 

42 Zhou Yongkang was one of the most senior judicial officials and Party cadres ever to 
have faced corruption charges. He was convicted of abuse of power, accepting bribes, 
and revealing state secretes, and given a life sentence for corruption in 2015. See Tom 
Philips, “China’s Former Security Chief Given Life Sentence for Corruption,” The 
Guardian, June 11, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jun/11/chinas-
former-security-chief-given-life-sentence-for-corruption. 
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vice president of the Court, in 2008.43 These have been the most senior 
judicial officials subject to criminal charges to date. In the Court’s 1999 
annual work report to the NPC, the then president of the court, Chief 
Justice Xiao Yang, listed five categories of conduct as the most 
conspicuous ones in terms of judicial corruption in China: 

(i) accepting or demanding bribes, especially in cases relating to 
interpersonal relations or monetary concerns; 

(ii)  abusing judicial power in adjudication and enforcement, such as 
making judgments contradictory to law, distorting facts, or illegally 
seizing and distraining assets;  

(iii) applying local protectionism and issuing unfair judgments against 
nonlocal parties;  

(iv) violating judicial discipline and trading confidential judicial 
information to lawyers or litigants for private gain; and 

(v) embezzling court funding and extorting kickbacks or arbitrary 
charges from lawyers or litigants.44 

Although the Court consistently releases statistics regarding corrupt 
judicial officials in its annual work reports to the NPC, judicial corruption 
seems to be more complicated than it appears, and it is difficult to capture 
the full spectrum of judicial corruption in light of its sensitive nature and 
the lack of transparency in official statistics. To understand what actually 
occurs in instances of judicial corruption and how serious the situation is, 
a recent report (the 2013 Report) identifies four distinct features of judicial 
corruption on the basis of a sample of two hundred corrupt judges 
identified between 1995 and 2013.45 It appears that the high proportion of 
cases of collective corruption, the increasing involvement of high-ranking 
judicial officials, the vulnerability of judgment enforcement, and the 

                                                             
43 Huang’s case is further discussed in this section. 
44 The Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court (1999). 
45 Xiaolou Zheng, "Report on Judicial Corruption (Faguan Fubai Baogao)," Caijing 15 

(2013). 
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interference of litigation brokers are among the primary concerns related 
to judicial corruption. 

Collective corruption 

Numerous significant individual judicial corruption cases can serve to 
illustrate the rampant judicial corruption,46 but the upsurge in collective 
judicial corruption in recent years deserves more prompt attention because 
it tends to be obscure, has occurred for a considerable time, and has severe 
consequences. 47 As discussed in previous chapters,48 judicial decision-
making in China generally takes the collegiate form, which means in 
principle, a case is heard by a collegial panel of three judges and may be 
subject to a further review conducted by the court adjudicative committee 
if such case is deemed challenging, significant, or controversial.49 While 
the decentralization of decision-making power was designed to prevent 
the abuse of power or self-enrichment by individual judges, in practice, 
however, this arrangement has increased opportunities for collective 
corruption within the courts. As Li’s empirical study on judicial 
corruption suggests, the division of labor between superior and 
subordinate judges in decision-making not only intensifies senior judges’ 

                                                             
46 For instance, Guo Shenggui, the former President of Xicheng District People’s Court 

(Beijing), was accused of accepting bribes of more than RMB 7.9 million (USD 1.21 
million) from various construction units and manufacturers between 1998 and 2007, 
when he was in charge of a series of infrastructure projects of the court. In October 
2008, Guo was charged with receiving bribes, embezzlement, and abuse of power, and 
sentenced to death with a two-year reprieve. See Jie Huang, "The Former President of 
Beijing Xicheng People's Court was Sentenced to Death with Two-year Reprieve 
(xicheng fayuan yuan yuanzhang guo guisheng beipan sihuan)," Beijing Evening 
Paper, October 30, 2008. 

47 Li, The Judicial System and Reform, 79. 
48 For further discussion on court personnel and their roles, see chap. 2, sec. 2.2.  
49 The only exception is for cases that are subject to summary procedures, which applies 

to simple civil cases handled by basic courts involving clear facts, unambiguous rights 
and obligations, and minor disputes; these cases are tried by a sole judge. See Civil 
Procedure Law of 1991 (as amended in 2012), art. 157 and 160. 
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capability to engage in more corruption but also instigates front-line 
judges to incorporate their superiors into profit sharing.50  

High-level corruption 

Because the system of profit-sharing is typical of collective corruption 
within the courts, collegial judicial decision-making makes the 
involvement of high-ranking judicial officials unavoidable or even 
necessary. A telling example is a collective judicial corruption case that 
occurred in Wuhan Intermediate People’s Court in 2004, which brought 
down thirteen judges, including two vice presidents of the court and three 
deputy chiefs of two substantive divisions. These judges were accused of 
being members of a collusive network involved in adjudicative activities 
and accepting RMB 4 million (USD 612,200) in bribes between 1999 and 
2003.51 Another judicial corruption case exposed in 2014 was also related 
to a large network of corruption. In this case, ten judges of Qingyuan Basic 
People’s Court—three vice presidents, one director of the enforcement 
bureau, five division chiefs, and one deputy chief—were arrested on 
criminal charges of accepting bribes, embezzlement, and abuse of 
power.52 This corruption scandal was exposed because of intensifying 
power struggles between different interest groups over controversial profit 
sharing within the court.  

According to the 2013 Report, eighty-four of two hundred corrupt judges 
(42%) included in the study were former presidents and vice presidents of 
courts at various levels, and seventy-two were chiefs and deputy chiefs of 

                                                             
50 Li, "The ‘Production’ of Corruption." 
51 China Newsweek, "The Alliance for Judicial Corruption (faguan de fubai tongmeng)," 

China's Newsweek 14 (2004), http://www.chinanews.com/n/2004-04-
19/26/427157.html. 

52 Fang Huang, "The Investigation on A Collective Judicial Corruption Case involving 
10 Judges of Qingyuan People's Court (liaoning qingyuan fayuan 10 faguan wo'an 
diaocha)," The Paper, August 12, 2014, 
http://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_126106.  
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substantive divisions of the courts (36%).53 These statistics indicate that 
in an environment where the decision-making power is highly centralized 
in both adjudication and court administration, it allows corrupt judicial 
officials heading high-level offices enormous power to control the 
outcome of many cases and makes judges who handle specific cases 
submissively accommodate arbitrary instructions from above. With a 
shield of protection through the ranks, it is no surprise that the bribery of 
high-ranking judges became a widespread and typical reflection of 
ongoing judicial corruption.  

Corruption in judicial enforcement 

The characteristics of judicial decision-making further open enforcement 
bureaus to corruption, and these divisions are the most affected by 
corruption. Driven by enormous economic benefit and significant leeway 
in making enforcement rulings, enforcement judges have been 
increasingly exposed in corruption scandals and charged with the crimes 
of accepting bribes and abuse of power in the process of allocating, 
estimating, and auctioning enforcement assets. 54  The 2013 Report 
indicates that of the two hundred corrupt judges involved in the survey, 
sixty-three were accused of the crimes of abusing power, accepting bribes, 
and using public money for private gain while making enforcement 
decisions.55 In fact, the media exposed a number of high-ranking judges 
in enforcement bureaus as part of severe corruption scandals, which 
brought down judges such as Huang Songyou, the former vice president 
of the Court; Yang Xiancai, the former director of the Enforcement 
Bureau of Guangdong High People’s Court; and Wu Xiaoqing, the former 
director of the Enforcement Bureau of Chongqing High People’s Court. 
These senior judicial officials were accused of accepting bribes worth 

                                                             
53 Zheng, "Report on Judicial Corruption." 
54 Donald Clarke, "The Execution of Civil Judgments in China," The China Quarterly 

141 (1995): 65–81. 
55 Zheng, "Report on Judicial Corruption." 
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several million RMB from parties to the cases they handled, and in return, 
they made unjust rulings in favor of particular parties or instructed judges 
who were in charge of specific cases to make favorable rulings on their 
behalf. It is ironic that these judicial officials used to be the most 
influential figures in their fields of expertise, but eventually, they were set 
as negative examples and known for their crimes. 

Interference of litigation brokers 

Another emerging trend as reflected in judicial corruption cases is their 
inextricably and complex links with litigation brokers. Litigation brokers 
might be lawyers, former judges, or those close to high-ranking judicial 
officials (e.g., spouses, relatives, and college classmates) who exploit their 
personal or working connections with judges to obtain confidential 
judicial information and act as intermediaries between judges and litigants 
to trade inside information. Evidence suggests that to secure the benefits 
associated with corruption, it has become a common practice for corrupt 
judges to engage litigation brokers in their illegal business dealings and 
conduct criminal acts together.56 The interference of litigation brokers not 
only drives the courts away from impartiality and integrity, but more 
seriously, makes the bribery of judges a much easier, less risky endeavor 
within the courtrooms. Judicial corruption is likely to create a vicious 
circle in the legal profession in China and eventually affect the regular 
relationship between judges of different levels and between judges and 
other legal professionals.  

In a high-profile judicial corruption case, Huang Songyou, a senior judge 
of the Court, was convicted of accepting more than RMB 3.9 million 
(USD 597,000) in bribes from several lawyers in return for favorable 
enforcement rulings during his tenure as the vice president of the Court 
(2002–2008) and of embezzling RMB 1.2 million (USD 183,000) of 
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government funds in 1997 while serving as the president of Zhanjiang 
Intermediate People’s Court, Guangdong Province. 57  Associated with 
Huang’s case, the former director of the Enforcement Bureau of 
Guangdong High People’s Court, Yang Xiancai, along with a number of 
his subordinate judicial officials and senior lawyers from Guangdong 
Province, was brought down in the same period for colluding with 
Huang’s corrupt practice for years. According to media reports, Yang was 
convicted of receiving bribes of more than RMB 11.8 million (USD 1.81 
million) from auctioning enforcement assets involving real estate 
properties, colluding with government officials and lawyers for private 
gain, and illegally extending benefits to his friends and relatives through 
enforcement activities between 1996 and 2008.58  As one of the most 
notorious judicial corruption scandals since the establishment of the PRC, 
the downfalls of Huang and Yang have highlighted the severity of the 
aforementioned problems the judiciary has to face, and eventually urged 
the Court to devote itself to a strong wave of a nationwide anticorruption 
campaigns to fight judicial corruption.   

Recognizing that the harm caused by judicial corruption reaches far 
beyond particular cases and results in distrust over the judiciary, the Court 
has, snice the 1980s, intensified efforts to foster a clean judiciary and hold 
individual judges accountable for their misconduct. For instance, 
according to the Rules of Five Strict Prohibitions59 the Court issued in 
2009, the emphasis of five categories of the corrupt conduct of judicial 
officials demonstrated the Court’s promise of zero tolerance of judicial 
corruption at all levels. Activities viewed as corrupt include 
 

                                                             
57  Guanquan Wang, "Chinese Supreme Court Judge Gets Life Term," Xinhua Net, 

accessed February 22, 2016, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/indepth/2010-
01/20/c_13143957.htm. 

58 Ivan Zhai, "Senior Guangdong Judge Gets Life Sentence for Corruption," updated 
June 3, 2010, http://www.scmp.com/article/716050/senior-guangdong-judge-gets-life-
sentence-corruption. 

59 Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Five Prohibitions, Fa Fa no. 2 (2009). 
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(i) accepting gifts from parties to cases and other related parties;  
(ii) having an unlawful association with lawyers;  
(iii) interfering with or inquiring cases being handled by other fellow 

judges;  
(iv) participating in bribery and fraud during entrusted assessments, 

auctions and related activities; and  
(v) disclosing secret information involved in the trial work.  

Then President of the Court Wang Shengjun stressed that these rules are 
applicable to judicial officials and other judicial personnel of courts at all 
levels. Those who break the rules will be subject to corresponding 
disciplinary liability or even criminal liability and will be removed from 
their positions immediately if they hold a post in adjudication or 
enforcement divisions.60  

Similarly, in the newly revised Code of Professional Ethics for Judges, the 
Court reaffirmed the significance of judicial integrity by clarifying the 
duties and responsibilities of individual judges and establishing a set of 
guiding principles for impartial and clean judicial conduct. Misconduct of 
judges, such as engaging in profit-making business activities, offering off-
the-books consultation and opinions to the parties to cases and other 
relative parties in the judicial proceedings, and seeking personal or family 
gain by taking advantage of the authority and status of judges are all 
strictly prohibited by the Code.61 As President Xi Jinping took office in 
2012, a new round of nationwide anticorruption campaigns was launched, 
following the lead of the 18th Party Central Committee. It has proven to 
be a sound and far-reaching campaign against corruption, as it brought 
down more than 120 high-profile Party, military, judicial, and government 
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officials within four years.62 According to the latest annual work report of 
the Court released in 2017, 769 judicial officials were subject to 
disciplinary punishment, and eighty-six faced criminal charges in 2016.63 

Regardless of the Court’s significant efforts to promote its anticorruption 
campaign in the Xi era and its intensified crackdown on corrupt conduct, 
unlike the legislative design of enforcing judicial and disciplinary 
sanctions against corruption in many other systems, the Court is neither 
the exclusive judicial authority nor the primary actor in combating judicial 
corruption. In practice, the courts at various levels have all been assigned 
a role in containing corrupt conduct and bringing down judicial officials 
who engage in misconduct. Moreover, a form of extralegal detention, also 
known as Shuanggui ( ), has been widely adopted by the Party’s 
disciplinary organ while investigating corruption cases involving Party 
members. By using a set of in-house disciplinary measures that are not 
necessarily regulated by law, the Party can decide whether a case of 
corruption can be dropped, whether the accused will be punished with 
Party disciplinary sanctions, or whether the case will be referred to the 
procuratorate for prosecution. 64  Empirical evidence also suggests that 
during the investigation of corruption involving senior Party officials at 
the provincial or ministerial levels, the approval of the Party Committee 

                                                             
62 Notable ousted leaders include Zhou Yongkang, former chief of the Central Political 

and Legal Commission; Ling Jihua, former deputy chief of the Central Political 
Consultative Conference; Lyu Xiwen, former deputy Party chief of Beijing; and Xu 
Caihou and Guo Boxiong, former deputy chiefs of the Central Military Commission. 
See Shannon Tiezzi, "Can China Finally Solve Its Corruption Problem?" The Diplomat, 
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63 The Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court (2017). 
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content of confessions and the evidence handed over to the judiciary in the later trials, 
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at the respective levels and endorsement by more than one central 
authority are required.65 In a strict sense, most crucial decisions are made 
behind closed doors without referring to fundamental legal rights, 
including access to counsel, the presumption of innocence, right to 
defense, and open trials. Arguably, the structural dependence of the 
judiciary makes legal rights at times bend to political interests or social 
stability concerns, and this further weakens the judicial authority vis-à-vis 
Party organs and the role of the Court in anticorruption activities. 

Nevertheless, because corrupt officials and abuses of power are rampant 
throughout the Chinese bureaucratic system, it would be unrealistic to 
assume that it is an isolated problem exclusive to the judiciary that can be 
easily overcome by the Court on its own without referring to the broad 
political and social context. In fact, as Ting notes, the battle against 
judicial corruption is an extension of the overall anticorruption campaign 
led by the Party, which is destined to be a highly politicized process and 
serves the governmental need of consolidating political power. 66  In 
recognizing that courts in China do not yet possess the power and 
authority to challenge Party authorities, it is conceivable that the judiciary 
would continue being subordinate to the party state’s commands in 
carrying out political instructions instead of developing a sense of 
consciousness in fulfilling its political roles. As for the Court, regardless 
of its significant efforts to incorporate anticorruption measures into its 
legal framework,67 containing judicial corruption will remain a difficult 
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battle without establishing a judicial system based upon meaningful 
independence and judicial autonomy. 

4.3.2.   The Need to Redress Litigation-Related 
Petitions 

Unlike judicial corruption that can be recognized as a common failing of 
many other legal systems, the Court’s participation in resolving extralegal 
conflicts and legal grievances appears to be unique in its kind. The 
Chinese petition system, also widely recognized as the “letters and visits” 
(xinfang ) system, is a dispute resolution mechanism established for 
hearing citizens’ complaints and grievances. Technically, the petition 
system allows citizens to seek relief from injustice either through 
petitioning bureaus at various levels or through a variety of legal channels, 
including the judiciary, the procuracy, and public security organs.  

In practice, as petitioners rely heavily on courts at various levels to redress 
their legal grievances, the judiciary plays an inevitable role in receiving 
and processing a large number of litigation-related petitions relating to 
effective court decisions every year. In fact, addressing the grievances 
raised by petitioners has become a vital component of the daily work of 
the case-filing divisions of most courts, which are responsible for 
receiving and filing an enormous volume of litigation-related petitions in 
addition to their basic tasks of receiving and accepting litigation claims. 
In 1987, the Court established a special Accusation and Petition Division 
and incorporated the petitioning practice as part of its job description.68 In 
2000, the petitioning work was taken over by the Case-filing Division of 
the Court, which experienced an expansion in 2009 and had been divided 
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into two separate divisions to meet the practical need of tidal waves of 
petition cases.69  

According to a series of annual work reports of the Court published 
between 2005 and 2014, although the significance of “handl[ing] 
petitioning issues in a proper manner” was repeatedly stressed in reports 
during the period surveyed, it is evident that the judiciary had faced a 
slightly reduced but still serious burden of litigation-related petitions in 
the last decade (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Number of Litigation-related Petitions of Courts at All Levels (2004–
2013) 

Figure 6 shows a progressive decrease in litigation-related petitions in 
courts at all levels. Regardless of the overall decreasing tendency, judges 
and courts remain under enormous pressure handling petitioning, 
especially in the criminal, administrative, and enforcement fields. 70 

                                                             
69 According to reports, more than forty judges were employed to deal with litigation-

related petitions. In 2014, the Case-filing Divisions of the Court were merged into one 
again. See Long Bai, "The Supreme People’s Court Established A Second Case-filing 
Division," People's Daily, September 10, 2009; Long Bai, "Jiang Qibo: Appointed as 
the Division Chief of the Case-Filing Division of the Supreme People's Court (jiang 
qibo ren zuigao renmin fayuan lianting tingzhang)," China Daily, June 27, 2014. 

70 In line with Liebman’s observation, criminal cases, especially death penalty cases, 
frequently result in complaints from both the families of defendants and victims. 
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Moreover, whether the disclosed declines illustrate the progress made by 
the judiciary or reflect the real situation in terms of petitioning is 
questionable. For instance, Hou’s and Peng’s empirical studies on the 
general trend of litigation-related petitions both suggest that while courts 
at all levels underwent a general decline in litigation-related petitions, the 
Court’s number of petitions actually increased,71 as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Comparison on Number of Litigation-related Petitions Accepted by the 
Courts at Various Levels and the Supreme People’s Court (2003–2011)72 

	 COURTS	AT	VARIOUS	LEVELS	 SUPREME	PEOPLE’S	COURT	

2003	 3,033,725	 22,340	

2004	 3,290,513	 40,927	

2005	 3,105,081	 32,133	

2006	 2,801,644	 24,144	

2007	 –	 –	

2008	 –	 –	

2009	 1,054,848	 72,844	

2010	 821,516	 73,500	

2011	 575,802	 67,623	

These seemly conflicting findings—based on incomplete data—could be 
partly explained by the latest petitioning reform measures the Court 
promoted. In 2004, to share its daily petition processing load, the Court 

                                                             
Similarly, court decisions that have not been enforced properly are also likely to result 
in petitions. See Benjamin Liebman, "A Populist Threat to China's Court?" in Chinese 
Justice: Civil Dispute Resolution in Contemporary China, eds. Margaret Woo and 
Mary Gallagher (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2011), 269–313. 

71 Meng Hou, "The Mentality and Expression of the Petitioners at the Supreme People’s 
Court (zuigao fayuan fangmin de xintai yu biaoda)," Peking University Law Journal 3 
(2011): 648–659; Xiaolong Peng, "The Legitimacy and Legalization of Regulating the 
Litigation-related Petitions: Study on the basis of Legal Practice between 1978 and 
2015 (shesu xinfang zhili de zhengdangxing yu fazhihua: 1978-2015 nian shijian 
tansuo de fenxi)," Chinese Journal of Law 5 (2016): 86–107. 

72 Statistics cited in Peng’s research based on the Law Yearbooks of China and the Work 
Reports of the Supreme People’s Court between 2003 and 2011.  
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instituted temporary patrol groups to deflect a certain number of petition 
cases that fall within the jurisdiction of the local courts.73 Between 2015 
and 2016, the Court established six circuit tribunals to divert petitioners’ 
from its Beijing headquarters and reduce the workload of the Court. 
According to the official statistics, two circuit tribunals of the Court dealt 
with 11,000 and 33,000 petitioners respectively in 2015, within the first 
year of establishment.74  

Furthermore, because petitioning rate is a key performance indicator 
relating to the courts’ work of resolving social conflicts, which directly 
affects the public faith in the judicial authority, the Court has been found 
secretly adjusting the counting methodologies of petition cases during 
past years. As noted by a senior judge in the Case-filing Division of the 
Court, to obtain “satisfying” data regarding litigation-related petitions, the 
lower-level courts were required to count group petitions as a single case 
and have applied stricter standards on calculating repeated petitions.75 
He’s empirical study on the petition offices of Chinese courts also 
suggests that distinctions have been made between new petitioners and 
previous petitioners, between reasonable petitioners and unreasonable 
petitioners, single petitioners and group petitioners, with courts ascribing 
different priorities and weights to particular cases.76 These efforts in many 
respects reflect the Court’s strategies of providing different approaches to 
reducing litigation-related petitions and achieving attractive statistics and 
ratios on paper, although they may have limited effects on providing real 

                                                             
73 See the Work Reports of the Supreme People’s Court in 2005, 2011, and 2016. 
74 Shiwei Xing, "The Circuit Tribunals of the Supreme People's Court Accepted more 

than Forty Thousand Litigation-related Petitioners within the First Year of 
Establishment (zuigao fayuan xunhui fating yizhounian: jiedai shesu xinfang 4 wanyu 
Renci)," The Beijing News, January 31, 2016. 

75 Interview SPC20140829, August 29, 2014. 
76 Xin He and Yuging Feng, "Mismatched Discourse in the Petition Offices of Chinese 

Courts," Law and Social Inquiry 41, no. 1 (Winter 2016): 212–241; Hou, "The 
Mentality and Expression of the Petitioners.". 
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solutions to deep-rooted conflicts and preventing repeated petitions in 
practice.  

Regardless of the method of calculation used, the statistics presented in 
Figure 6 seem convincing in suggesting that numerous petitioners 
continue flocking to courts to address their complaints every year. The 
main reasons behind the high number of petitions lodged can be 
categorized into three groups. First, it is difficult for a case, especially a 
politically sensitive case, to be accepted and processed through the normal 
legal channels.77 The situation has, in turn, generated petitions and become 
a major incentive for petitioners. As discussed in chapter 2, politically 
sensitive cases may range from land, housing relocation, and 
compensation disputes to massive labor and environmental disputes. 
Because some disputes may partly reflect controversial social conflicts or 
involve broader public interests, courts are commonly reluctant and even 
incompetent in accepting and processing such disputes in a timely manner. 
For instance, in the process of conducting a comprehensive revision of the 
Administrative Litigation Law in 2013, judges and academics highlighted 
the existing problems in administrative litigation, noting that the generally 
low participation rate of administrative institutions appearing at trial and 
the reluctance of courts to accept administrative cases were two major 
contributors to the increased lodging of petitions rather than litigations in 
practice.78 Consequently, “Believ[ing] in petitioning rather than litigations; 
believ[ing] in the high-level authorities rather than the low-level 
authorities” (xinfang bu xinfa, xinshang bu xinxia 

) has become a prevalent slogan among petitioners nationwide.  

                                                             
77 For a more detailed discussion on how the Court adopts different approaches to dealing 

with political, politically sensitive, and regular cases in adjudication work, see chap. 3, 
sec. 3.2. 

78 The National People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China, “Instruction on 
Amending the Administrative Litigation Law (draft),” NPC, December 31, 2013, 
http://www.npc.gov.cn/npc/lfzt/2014/2013-12/31/content_1822189.htm. 
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Second, the low success rate for plaintiffs in administrative cases 79 
suggests that it would be extremely difficult for citizens to redress their 
grievances sufficiently and efficiently through legal channels on their own. 
Even if the plaintiff happens to win the case, there is a fair chance that he 
or she will encounter difficulties in the enforcement of judgment if such 
judgment needs to be enforced by one or multiple administrative 
institutions. Enforcing judgments in China has long been portrayed as 
“harder than reaching the sky,” 80  and it is more likely that the 
disadvantaged party in the case will resort to social media or petitioning 
channels as alternative means to seek remedies.  

Finally, the general absence of finality in court decisions has led to a low 
level of trust in formal legal channels, which has generated extreme and 
repeated petitions because of the slight chance of having effective court 
decisions reopened and reheard by courts. As for petitioners, the fast and 
relatively lower cost of launching repetitive appeals and the strong 
possibility of resorting to higher-level authorities have become the major 
reasons that drive them toward petitioning channels rather than relying on 
legal ones to redress their legal grievances.  

In the case of the Court, a relatively independent Visitor Reception Office 
and Appeal Registration Center (the petition office) was set up off-site in 
2009, 81  equipped with sufficient judicial officials and marshals in 

                                                             
79 According to the vice chief of the Administrative Division of the Supreme People’s 

Court, plaintiffs have won around 10% of administrative cases in recent years, 
compared to 30% a decade or so ago. See Zhang Yu, “Administrative Cases in China: 
Plaintiffs’ Success Rate from 30% to 10% within 10 Years (zhongguo mingaoguan an 
yuangao shengsulv),” Dahe Newspaper, November 5, 2014. 

80 Clarke, "The Execution of Civil Judgments"; Xin Xu and Lu Tian, "The Violent 
Confrontation against Laws in Judgment Enforcement: 1983–2009 (fayuan zhixing 
zhong de baoli kangfa: 1983–2009)," Law and Social Inquiry 1 (2011): 3–28. 

81  The petition office is located on the southeast outskirt of Beijing, which is 20 
kilometers away from the main office building of the Court. The site selection, 
according to judges and scholars, reflects the Court’s deep concerns about radical 
petitioners and their illegal actions of assembling at the office buildings of state organs, 
encircling and attacking government officials, and obstructing traffic; in extreme cases, 
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response to the severe petitioning situation. The then chief of the First 
Case-filing Division of the Court, Justice Liu Xuewen, disclosed in a 2010 
interview that the petition office dealt with approximately 350 petitioners 
a day on average, and on some peak days, more than two thousand 
petitioners approached the Court to file complaints in a single day. 82 
Judicial officials in charge of petitioning were selected from judges of the 
Case-filing Divisions and other substantive divisions of the Court. In 
particular, the Court required the court leadership and high-ranking judges 
of seventeen substantive divisions of the Court to regularly take shifts 
meeting petitioners and hearing their complaints in person. According to 
an experienced supreme court judge who has worked in the Case-filing 
Division of the Court for more than nine years, petitioners approaching 
the Court have two notable characteristics: (i) more than 70% of 
petitioners come repeatedly and in groups, and (ii) 50% of petitioners 
resort to skip-level appeals and count on the Court to pay special attention 
to their disputes instead of seeking remedy at the grassroots level. 83 
According to this interviewee,  

It is a common practice for us (i.e., judicial officials in charge of 
petition cases) to deal primarily with new petition cases, with an 
effort to providing some solutions or explanations for petitioners 
after a careful examination of such cases. Conversely, it makes 
little sense for us to spend a lot of time and energy on repeated 
petitions. Considering that the outcomes of their previous 
petitioning processing are considerably clear through the ranks, 

                                                             
petitioners would threaten to commit suicide in front of the office buildings of state 
organs. See Hou, "The Mentality and Expression of the Petitioners." 

82  Shuzhen Luo, "Unblocking the Petitioning Channels, Standardizing the Case 
Acceptance Procedures and Safeguarding the Citizens' Right of Action (changtong 
shensu qudao, guifan anjian banli, baozhang gongmin suquan)," People's Court Daily, 
November 19, 2010.  

83 Interview SPC20140829, August 29, 2014. 
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their blind adherence to repeated petitions would only increase our 
workload and waste our valuable time.84 

Likewise, as He points out in his empirical study on the petition offices of 
the local courts, it is likely for petitioners, especially those who have 
persistently filed repeated complaints and have strived for their own rights 
for years, to be trapped in a vicious circle where they did not achieve 
satisfying outcomes of original disputes but generated new grievances 
toward the petition system and petition officials. Consequently, 
petitioners would “start calling their petitioning experience as injurious, 
blaming officials and making new claims.”85   

The redress of particular grievances is but one part of the overall features 
of the petition system. In addition to that, as several scholars have noted, 
the petition system has assumed a crucial political role in the state’s 
legitimacy maintenance and social control.86 As one vital component of 
the ruling authority’s larger efforts to maintain social stability, directions 
on reducing petitions usually flow down from the top of the judiciary. 
From the Court perspective, the pressing need of reducing the petitioning 
rate has become one of the most challenging tasks faced by the Chinese 
judiciary in recent years. Since Wang Shengjun’s term as Court president 
(2008–2013), the increasing reference to the “mass-line” themes reflected 
a deep-rooted Party supremacism within the court system.87 In response to 

                                                             
84 Ibid. 
85 He, "Mismatched Discourse." 
86  Carl Minzner, "Xinfang: An Alternative to Formal Chinese Legal Institutions," 

Stanford Journal of International Law 42, no. 1 (2006): 179; Yongshun Cai, "Managed 
Participation in China," Political Science Quarterly 119, no. 3 (2004): 425–451. 

87 For instance, Wang’s particular emphasis on the “supreme” aspects of people’s rights 
and interests required the courts to “respond to the public concerns” (huiying qunzhong 
guanqie ) and to “serve the needs of the people” (luoshi sifa weimin 

). Wang further illustrated that model people’s judges must “drop the gavel, 
take off the gown, and go deep into the masses” (fangxia fachui, tuoxia fapao, shenru 
qunzhong ). See Sida Liu, "Discussion on the 
‘People’ in China’s Judicial Practice (lun zhongguo sifa shijianzhong de renmin)," 
Journal of Justice (2010): 355–360. 
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Party’s 2011 policy on controlling and clearing the contradictions 
reflected in petitioning, Wang stressed “four necessities” 88  within the 
judiciary and promulgated a series of crucial regulations governing 
litigation-related petitions. In 2014, the Court released another important 
judicial document, Several Opinions on Further Promoting the Reform of 
the Working Mechanism of Litigation-related Petitions, which has been 
regarded as a further step for the Court to win over the popular trust of the 
court system and further ease conflicts between courts and petitioners.89 
In this document, the Court’s reform measures regarding petitioning take 
a three-pronged approach. 

Separating petitions from litigation 

The total number of litigation-related petitions presented each year in 
front of Chinese judges suggests that petitioning has become an emerging 
trend that gradually encroached on formal legal channels. Despite that the 
increased use of petitions may reflect certain practical necessities, a 
common complaint among judges is that the excessive emphasis on 
petitions has largely distracted them from independently applying the law 
to cases that come before them.90 As previously discussed, lengthy debate 
has surrounded the jurisdictional and functional overlaps between 
litigation-related petitions and the adjudication work of courts, and the 
harm caused by the conflict is something observers cannot afford to 

                                                             
88 Wang emphasized that (i) it was necessary to bolster the thoughts of the masses, (ii) 

address the root cause of the petitions, (iii) establish a long-term mechanism of dispute 
resolution, and (iv) shift the focus to grassroots level. See State Council Information 
Office of the People’s Republic of China, “Supreme People’s Court Spokesperson’s 
Remark on Questions Concerning the Implementation of the ‘Four Necessities’ and 
‘Five Mechanisms,’” May 27, 2011, 
http://www.scio.gov.cn/xwfbh/qyxwfbh/document/918094/918094.htm. 

89 Jingyi Zhang, "In Further Promoting the Reform of Litigation-related Petitions: An 
Interview with the Head of the Petition Division of the Supreme People’s Court (yifa 
zhashi tuijin shesu xinfang gaige: zhuanfang zuigao fayuan shesu xinfang jigou 
fuzeren)," People's Court Daily, March 20, 2014. 

90 Interview SPC20140724, July 24, 2014. 
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overlook. 91  In view of this, the Court has urged the reform of trial 
procedures to help the courts to distinguish adjudication work from 
petition filing.  

For instance, changes made in revisions to the Civil Procedure Law in 
2008 and 2012 were directed against the ill-defined retrial procedures, and 
they reassigned responsibilities between judicial and nonjudicial 
authorities regarding hearing litigation-related complaints. According to 
the new rules, reasonable constraints are placed on rehearing petitions, 
renewing standards regarding the initiation of rehearing petitions, 
limitation of action, number of applications for rehearing, and so forth.92 
Complaints that do not meet the criteria must be handed over to related 
government institutions or petitioning bureaus for further review.93 In 
addition to these procedural reform measures, the Court also encourages 
the use of mediation rather than litigation in cases that are likely to result 
in petitions and instructs judges to provide sufficient explanations to 
parties after reaching verdicts.94 

Resolving complaints at the grassroots level 

Another key strategy of the Court to streamline petition cases at various 
levels is to resolve the problem at the origin. As argued above, one 
distinctive feature of petitioning practice is “believ[ing] in the high-level 
authorities rather than the low-level authorities,” which suggests that 
petitioners increasingly resort to higher authorities when they have 
grievances related to court judgments or the enforcement of judgments. 
As Minzner points out, aggrieved people resorting to higher-ranking 
officials for justice is rooted in ancient Chinese statecraft, and thus it is 

                                                             
91 Minzner, "Xinfang."  
92 Civil Procedure Law of 1991 (as amended in 2012), art. 200, 201, 205, and 207. 
93 Zhang, "In Further Promoting the Reform." 
94 Interview SPC20140829, August 29, 2014. 
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nothing remarkable in contemporary judicial practice.95 Nevertheless, the 
upswing in complaints that focus on the higher-level courts has generated 
growing tensions between the superior and the inferior courts, which 
eventually drove the Court to take necessary measures and urge the lower 
courts to resolve grievances at local levels.  

In particular, the Court established two Circuit Supervision Branches 
(xunhui dudao heyi ting ) in 2013 to ensure sufficient 
and effective communication between petitioners, the higher-level courts, 
and the lower-level courts in tailoring solutions to petitions,96 and more 
importantly, for the Court to be fully aware of the situation at the grassroot 
courts.97 In accordance with the Court’s annual work report released in 
2015, judges of the two Circuit Supervision Branches investigated 4,548 
petitions with assistance from local courts in 2014, striving to address 
complex and crucial issues of concern. Moreover, the literature suggests 
that approaches to addressing petitions at grassroots level may also 
include regularly holding “court-president reception days” (yuanzhang 
jiedai ri ) for higher court officials to personally receive 
petitions, accept and forward “letters to [the] court president” (yuanzhang 
xin ) through specific internal channels, block and eliminate 
petitions that bypass the normal channels of petition-filing and directly 
petition the highest-level hierarchy, link judicial disciplinary measures to 
cases that result in repeated and extreme petitions, and so forth.98  

Furthermore, the Court also has emphasized the need for courts at all 
levels to coordinate with local people’s congress, government, and Party 

                                                             
95 Minzner, "Xinfang." 
96 These temporary agencies of the Court are the embryonic form of the permanent 

establishment of the circuit tribunals of the Court. See the Work Reports of the Supreme 
People’s Court 2014, 2015, and 2017. 

97 Interview SPC20140829, August 29, 2014.  
98 Min Zhang, "Problems and Solutions: Research on Court-related Petitions in the 

Transformation Era (kunhuo yu chulu: zhuanxingqi fayuan shesu xinfang zhidu de 
lixing tanjiu)," Journal of Law Application 6 (2009): 71–74. 
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officials to head off social unrest, especially ensuring trial activities 
adhere to the Party-led construction of a “harmonious society.” 99  To 
provide proper solutions for petitioners, the courts may propose new 
agreements to relevant parties, advance enforcement methods, or even 
offer additional compensation outside legal remedies.100 After all, because 
the general enforcement power of the courts remains weak and local 
courts occasionally have to turn to Party organs and local government for 
assistance regarding the enforcement of judgments,101 it is rational and 
institutionally feasible for local courts to strengthen their coordination 
with local governments and institutions in response to the severe stress 
from petitioners. 

Working to close cases and resolve petitions 

Commentators have argued that a fundamental change to litigation-related 
petitioning requires the introduction of de facto finality to the judicial 
system. 102  For decades, “to seek truth from facts, to rectify mistakes 
whenever discovered” (shishi qiushi, youcuo bijiu ) 
has been regarded as the fundamental guiding principle in adjudicatory 
practice. Consistent with this principle, discontented parties are allowed 
and even encouraged to challenge effective decisions by applying for 
retrial reviews103 and petitioning for initiating adjudication supervision. 
However, the overemphasis on error correction inevitably comes at the 
expense of due process, which in turn spurs the increase in retrials and 
petitioning applications. Figure 6 indicates that the total number of 

                                                             
99 Liebman, "A Populist Threat to China's Court?" 
100 Zhang, "Problems and Solutions." 
101 Xin He, "Formal Contract Enforcement and Economic Development in Urban and 

Rural China" (Law, Commerce, and Development, New York University, April 11–12, 
2008). 

102 See Shiqiang He and Kai Zhang, "Discussion on the Judicial Closure of the Litigation-
related Petitions (lun shesu xinfang de sifa zhongjie)," Theory and Reform 4 (2015): 
137–140; Weidong Ji, "The Solutions of Petitions and the Finality of Judgments 
(xinfang zhongjiezhi yu shenpan zhongjuxing)," Caijing 21 (2009). 

103 For a detailed discussion on how the Court handle retrial cases, see chap. 3, sec. 3.2. 
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petitions presented to the court system was 539,000 in 2013, and among 
them, the courts at various levels concluded 116,000 petition requests and 
applications for retrial, retried 30,000 cases according to the law, and 
eventually changed 7,415 effective verdicts that were wrongly decided, 
accounting for only 0.01% of the total grievances.104 Thus, an extremely 
small number of cases were found to contain factual or procedural errors 
and were ultimately corrected, so evidence suggests that judges have to 
devote significant energy and resources to resolving petitions and 
initiating retrials without serving the stated purpose of the processes and 
instead contributing to stress on the overburdened judicial system.  

In 2015, in response to the pressure of reforming the petitioning system, 
the Court introduced a new set of standards regarding civil retrials,105 with 
a view to adding further restrictions on the courts’ discretion in initiating 
retrial procedures and placing certain closure on effective court judgments. 
Through strategic application of the law and gradually breaking down the 
current procedural barriers, it is evident that the Court has renewed its 
emphasis on procedural justice, at least in most cases, in resolving 
complaints relating to court cases, step-by-step moving closer to the ideal 
of closing cases and concluding petitions.  

4.3.3.   Is the Court a Rational Actor or Tool of 
Social Control? 

Recognizing that the Court operates as part of the bureaucratic apparatus 
in the state’s governmental structure and remains subject to the ruling 
party’s oversight, there seems to be limited room left for the Court to 
thrive while fulfilling its political functions. From what has been 
discussed in this section, the urgent need to fight judicial corruption and 

                                                             
104 See the 2014 Work Report of the Supreme People’s Court, sec. 3. 
105 Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues concerning Strictly 

Applying Ordered Retrial and Remanding of a Case for Retrial in the Civil Trial 
Supervision Procedures, Fa Shi no. 7 (2015).  
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to reduce litigation-related petitions in many respects reflect the struggles 
and compromises the Court has made to fit into the core political agenda 
of the ruling authorities. Although evidence presented in the previous 
chapters suggests that the Court is moving toward becoming a more 
rational actor in the reform era and has begun to devote significant 
attention to a wide range of legal and nonlegal factors in making crucial 
decisions,106 the discussion in this section so far highlighted two essential 
qualities that seem missing in the Court’s fulfilling of its political tasks in 
practice: institutional independence and functional autonomy. The 
prevalence of petitioning reflects the continued emphasis on power rather 
than the law in the Chinese legal system, which has come at the expense 
of the judicial authority and the consistency of court outcomes. Moreover, 
the Court’s efforts in fighting judicial corruption appear to be an extension 
of the overall anticorruption campaign led by the ruling authorities, which 
has been proven a highly politicized process concentrating on the contests 
of power and conflicts among different interest groups, yet without paying 
due attention to fundamental legal rights and principles.  

In a sense, the overall lack of a sound judicial system and the rather limited 
judicial authority can help to explain the Court’s prudent attitude toward 
its political role, and particular why the Court by and large performs a 
supporting role in fulfilling its political tasks and serving the needs of 
social and economic development, although such actions may at times 
conflict with legal norms or be exercised at the expense of substantive or 
procedural justice. As it stands, it would be too much to expect the Court 
to act as a rational actor that can to strike a meaningful balance between 
legal requirements and its bureaucratic compliance with the Party’s 
primary concerns while fulfilling its political tasks. However, the practical 
compromises of the Court do not diminish its meaningful efforts in search 
of feasible solutions to separate the judicial and political functions of 
courts, apportion power and tasks between higher- and lower-level courts, 

                                                             
106 For instance, see chap. 2, sec. 2.3, and chap. 3, sec. 3.2. 
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renew focus on procedural justice and due process, and so forth. Although 
the Court tends to emphasize solving specific problems in practice rather 
than detecting and challenging the institutional defects within the current 
political and legal system, one cannot deny the genuine attempts of the 
Court to shake off political bounds within limits.  

4.4. Concluding Analysis 

In light of the wide range of nonjudicial practices of the Court discussed 
in this chapter, a crucial observation is that judges have served more 
functions than simply that of adjudicators, and the Court has been linked 
to broader roles than being the court of last resort. Evidence presented in 
this chapter suggests a contrast between the Court’s nonjudicial and 
judicial practice. While some functions serve to strengthen the 
administrative management within the judicial hierarchy, others are 
emphasized as part of the political agenda of the ruling authorities. 
Despite that the Court has been increasingly characterized as a pragmatic 
actor with greater professionalization in the exercise of judicial power, its 
institutional independence and functional autonomy, as reflected in its 
nonjudicial practice, ultimately are rather limited. In fact, the institutional 
dependence of the judiciary has greatly increased the risk of the Court 
being beholden to the external political and economic pressures when 
confronted with conflicts between judicial and nonjudicial functions. 
Consequently, the administrativization and politicization of the judiciary 
have come as an inevitable result of the bureaucratic style of running 
judicial institutions and directing the courts’ nonjudicial practice.  

This chapter further highlights that the judicial and nonjudicial functions 
of the Court are not totally separate, standalone practices but rather 
intertwined with each other. For instance, the prevalence of requests for 
instructions among lower-level courts in judicial practice could be partly 
attributed to pressures the higher-level courts impose on them through 
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various performance evaluations and complex court ranking systems. 
Likewise, the flood of litigation-related petitions reaching courts every 
year illuminates crucial defects in the courts’ adjudication work, including 
loopholes in retrial procedures, discretion to reopen effective judgments, 
and an overemphasis on error correction over due process. Unsurprisingly, 
the nonjudicial functions of the Court, as discussed in this chapter, have 
in many respects complicated and even refined the relationship between 
the higher- and lower-level courts in and outside the sphere of 
adjudication. Worse still, the call for an impartial and authoritative 
judiciary has continued to be placed in jeopardy with the weight of the 
Court’s nonjudicial functions and their bureaucratic practice.  

Despite that the Chinese judiciary has experienced a significant expansion 
of capacity and authority with President Xi’s call for advancing 
adjudication reform “with the trial at the center,”107 the emphasis on the 
judicial functions of courts has been accompanied by a clear sign of 
intensified political functions and stringent bureaucratic control. 
Confronted with severe political challenges and the urgent need to strike 
a balance between judicial and nonjudicial functions in practice, the Court 
is expected to create innovative solutions to balance legal requirements 
with its responsiveness to the Party’s priority concerns, making its way 
out of the typical bureaucratic mode of rationalization and, eventually, 
achieving solid progress in pursuit of its own version of judicial 
empowerment while keeping in line with the Party’s ideological oversight. 

 
 

                                                             
107 Zhou, "Advancing the Establishment."  
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CHAPTER 5 

THE POWER OF THE SUPREME 
PEOPLE’S COURT 

Rethinking	and	Reinterpretation	

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

THE INSTITUTIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL power of the Court 
referenced in previous chapters is closely related to several important 
topics in constitutional discussions, including the exercise of mixed 
functions, judicial independence, judicial activism, and checks and 
balances. However, the observations and discussion in previous chapters 
have in many respects challenged the Western understanding of judicial 
power in liberal democratic legal systems, which requires a clear division 
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of responsibilities among different state actors in the exercise of power. 
Because the Court is subject to the supervision of the legislative power 
(i.e., the National People’s Congress, or NPC) and the Party authority’s 
oversight, one might be curious about what these key terms implicate 
when discussing and understanding the power of the Court in a 
comparative context and under what circumstances ample scope exists for 
legal development within the authoritarian legal setting. Efforts to 
articulate the nondemocratic forms of separation of powers are relatively 
limited and undeveloped in contrast to rich scholarship on Western 
democracies, 1  yet these concerns yield insight into the other central 
question of this research, which has been largely overlooked in the 
literature on China’s judicial system: how does the Court’s exercise of 
power contribute to the understanding of the highest courts’ power in a 
nondemocratic form of separation of powers? 

To answer this question, the rest of this chapter departs from the 
separation of powers doctrine and its diverse implementation in both West 
and East, identifying three core sets of elements that emerged from 
comparative study as the basis for reconceptualizing the power of the 
Court in a broader analytical context, that is, (1) normative versus 
functional analysis of the doctrine, (2) judicial independence versus 
judicial interdependence as manifested in the power distribution and 
power dynamics, and (3) political-centered versus legal-centered modes 
of operation for the highest court to fulfill its roles in a specific political 
and legal context. Drawing on the case of China and especially the rich 
experience of the Court, this chapter also broadens the empirical and 
theoretical base of the separation of powers doctrine, rethinking and 
reinterpreting the internal logic of a distinct category of judicial power 
beyond Western liberal democracies that has been largely overlooked and 
much misunderstood in the existing scholarship. The chapter closes with 
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a summary of the main findings of the study and the conclusion of this 
research.  

5.2. Highest Courts in a Separation of 
Powers Context: Comparative 
Analysis  

Despite that the functioning of the highest courts varies greatly in different 
legal settings, most appear to unfold similarly in terms of general theories 
of the distribution of power. Western literature on judicial power has 
largely focused on the proper role of courts in the separation of power 
context, which represents one of the cornerstones of modern 
constitutionalism and democratic political theory.2 Indeed, the separation 
of powers doctrine has been highlighted in a growing body of comparative 
literature for providing a critical analytical framework of assessing 
judicial power and serving as a benchmark to examine whether a legal 
system meets the inherent requirements of this doctrine and of rule of law 
ideas.3 However, existing literature on authoritarian courts has commonly 
classified these legal settings as without separation of power, assuming 
that judicial power is ineffective and lacking independence within a 
personal-, party-, or military-dominated authoritarian regime. 4  These 
observations provide an incomplete picture of courts in authoritarian 

                                                             
2 David Haljan, Separating Powers: International Law before National Courts (The 
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settings by taking for granted that the exercise of judicial power demands 
strict adherence to constitutional texts and a rigid form of power 
distribution that runs counter to the separation of powers doctrine. 
Because the separation of powers doctrine can hardly be defined as classic, 
exclusive, and fixed, 5  which reveals significant divergences among 
countries with different typologies and development patterns, it seems 
reasonable to proceed from the existing Western perspective and conclude 
that this critical doctrine may be possible to provide a point for wider 
application and inspiration even for authoritarian regimes.  

To keep the study within manageable proportions, the comparative study 
in this chapter is limited to a select number of legal systems in the West 
and East. The choice here presents a fair mixture of different 
constitutional traditions and institutional arrangements that can shed light 
on the separation of powers doctrine from both democratic and 
nondemocratic perspectives. Benefiting from the experience in and 
beyond the West, this section identifies general trends and particular 
features as the basis for reconceptualizing the power spectrum of the 
highest courts in a broader analytical context.  

5.2.1.   Separation of Powers: The Western 
Perspective 

In 1689, Locke, in his Two Treaties of Government, became the first 
modern ideologist in the West to discuss and distinguish state functions 
into legislative, executive, and federative powers, with the latter 
concerning foreign policy.6 Locke asserts that different powers should be 
placed in different hands to achieve balance, thus making a fundamental 
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contribution to the principle of the division of powers. 7  Montesquieu 
refined the division of power to the separation of power in his De l’esprit 
des lois, which highlights a separation of functions within the state 
between the legislative, the executive, and the judicial branches. 8  In 
accordance with Montesquieu’s definition, each branch of the government 
must be confined to the exercise of its own function and must not be 
allowed to encroach upon the functions of the other branches.9 For three 
centuries, the threefold classification of state powers has retained its 
influence as one of the most important guiding principles of modern 
power distribution, which has been and is still performing its value-
reinforcing role in the evaluation of constitutional governance in Western 
liberal democracies. Nevertheless, the original tripartite vision of 
separation of powers, also widely known as the “pure” vision of the 
doctrine, has been criticized by Vile as “unable to accurately reflect, 
explain, or legitimize the way in which the organs of the state exercise 
their power” because it calls for a strict delineation of function between 
the legislature, the executive, and the judicial branches.10 Recognizing that 
it is almost impossible to achieve the inherently distinguishable and 
absolute institutional independence of three branches in accordance with 
the traditional theory, it became a common practice for different countries 
to elaborate their own versions of separation of powers according to how 
different regimes divide government powers and encompass different 
constitutional traditions.  

Comparative studies have shown great diversity in terms of the 
implementation of the separation of powers doctrine by well-established 
democracies. Likewise, the scope of power exercised by the judiciary and 

                                                             
7 Ibid., 15. 
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the typologies of the highest courts in particular legal settings vary greatly 
in the different separation of powers contexts. For instance, the United 
States is widely accepted as the first modern state that consciously and 
expressly built the separation of powers doctrine into its constitutional 
framework.11  In brief, the Constitution allocates a certain and limited 
power to the legislature, the executive, and the judiciary in its first three 
articles. All three these branches may only exercise certain defined power 
within the boundaries prescribed by the Constitution. The significance of 
the US model of separation of powers can be highlighted in its 
concentration on the preservation of the crucial inter-institutional balance, 
with a view to ensuring that no single body assumes a disruptive position 
of excessive power. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that the US 
Constitution does not explicitly create a system of checks and balances 
between the three branches it identifies, but rather reserves enough room 
for officials to develop the details and interpret it in broad lines to suit 
modern conditions.12 The creation of remarkable judicial review power in 
the precedent-setting Marbury v. Madison in 1803 by the US Supreme 
Court proves the best illustration of this point. From then on, it became 
the responsibility of the courts, especially the Supreme Court at the top of 
the judicial hierarchy, to play a significant role in ensuring the 
separateness and interdependence, autonomy, and reciprocity of different 
branches. 13  As constitutional observers note, the application of the 
separation of powers doctrine in the United States is, to a great extent, 
driven by the Supreme Court.14  

Benefiting from its constitutional traditions with various revolutionary 
and evolutionary phases, the French system explicitly demonstrates a 
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strict form of separation of powers. Adhering to the principles set out by 
the 1958 Constitution, the role and relevant functions of each branch is 
clear and explicitly delimited: the government is charged with the 
administration of the state,15and Parliament with passing legislation and 
monitoring the actions of the government16 and an independent judiciary.17 
Furthermore, the French model of separation of powers reflects a good 
balance between rigidity and flexibility. The most distinctive feature of 
the French judiciary is the creation of two streams of court hierarchies in 
addition to ordinary courts. While administrative courts, led by the 
Conseil d’Etat as their supreme administrative court, have jurisdiction 
over administrative affairs and function as an important overseer on the 
exercise of executive power, the Conseil Constitutionnel is the highest 
constitutional authority to review the constitutionality of legislation 
before it is passed. However, only in 2008 did constitutional amendments 
finally introduce the procedure of the question prioritaire de 
constitutionnalité (the preliminary question of constitutionality, QPC) and 
empower the Conseil Constitutionnel to decide constitutional questions 
arising in ongoing litigation in front of the ordinary or administrative 
courts. 18  The application of posteriori constitutional review power 
highlights the role of the Conseil Constitutionnel as the guardian of the 
law and the explicit embracing of the constitutionalism of the courts. 
Compared to the United States, where courts claim a right to actively 
engage in reviewing legislation and executive acts for constitutional 
compliance, the power of the Conseil Constitutionnel demonstrates an 
alternative example of the empowerment of the highest court and its 
ability to adapt to changing democratic conditions and values.19 
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It is ironic that the United Kingdom, which furnished the initial blueprint 
and provided the inspiration for Montesquieu’s separation of powers 
doctrine by the eighteenth century, has shown a strong tendency of 
legislative supremacy rather than compliance with strict separation of 
powers. From the historical perspective, the apparent merger of the 
executive and the legislature resulted in an implicit form of separation of 
powers. For centuries, the balance of power in the UK system remained 
one between lawmaking and law-enforcing powers as originally perceived 
by Montesquieu, and judicial power was considered an extension of the 
executive branch.20 Unlike the highest courts of most other democratic 
regimes, the highest appellate court in England possesses no power of 
judicial review, which leaves with Parliament extensive power to interpret 
the law and set the boundaries of a series of fundamental rights. In recent 
years, however, the incorporation of a series of Europe-wide acts, 
including the European Communities Act 1972, the Human Right Act 
1998, and the European Union Act 2011, refined the boundaries of the UK 
system and altered the strong role played by the concept of parliamentary 
sovereignty.21  

More importantly, the establishment of the UK Supreme Court as the 
court of last resort in 2009 clearly represented a shift in the relationship 
between the judiciary and the legislature, and it has symbolically 
underlined the personal independence of the justices. 22  According to 
constitutional observers, despite that the UK Supreme Court has 
demonstrated growing activism in checking government acts since its 
establishment, the power of the courts to strike down a parliamentary 
statute remains absent.23 In practice, the Supreme Court possesses only the 
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power to overturn secondary legislation if it is found to be ultra vires of 
the powers in primary legislation or to make a declaration of 
incompatibility of the legislation in accordance with the Human Rights 
Act 1998, regarding either primary or secondary legislation.24 The UK 
model of separation of powers implies that a balance of powers among the 
various branches does not necessarily represent complete equality in the 
division. Rather, the measure of balance may rest upon a fair number of 
significant factors ranging from political compromise to the confluence of 
international law and national law in a domestic legal system. In line with 
Jennings’ observation, the English system prefers a more flexible and 
reflective manner in allocating different powers, rather than being strictly 
restricted to the notion of how, and to which organs, state powers should 
be assigned.25 

A brief comparative study on the separation of powers in three different 
democratic legal settings reveals the diverse implementation of the 
doctrine, especially as to how it shapes and affects the power of the highest 
court in the specific context. Drawing on these distinct models of 
separation of powers in the West, two core sets of elements have emerged 
as the key to understanding and assessing the major roles of the highest 
courts and how they exercise judicial power in distinctly different political 
and constitutional contexts.  

The first is the normative versus functional analysis of the specific context 
of separation of powers and the role of the highest court. The three 
Western models discussed above highlight the fact that although they all 
derived from the traditional separation of powers theories, the doctrine 
ultimately provides various reference points for countries to explore their 
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own functional boundaries and lay particular emphasis on power 
interactions. The well-known distinction between law in books and law in 
action suggests that paying exclusive attention to the normative 
framework is more likely to yield misleading conclusions or a partial 
understanding. 26  Likewise, as Van Leeuwen notes, although the 
constitution formally announces a strict separation of powers, a deeper 
analysis may show a clear divergence from the letter of the law.27 The 
evidence presented in the comparative study demonstrates that through 
the lens of the separation of powers doctrine, it is vital to use the legal 
framework as a starting point for examining the exercise of judicial power 
while at the same time fully considering the actual operation of the highest 
court. Because the highest court does not operate in an institutional 
vacuum, the exercise of judicial power cannot be understood separately 
from its environment or without referring to empirical evidence of how it 
develops in and interacts with its surroundings in practice. In a sense, the 
normative and functional analyses together provide us with rationales for 
systematically assessing the power of the highest courts, especially the 
efforts they have made to fit in with the evolving political conditions and 
pluralistic social demands in the specific context, such as the rise of the 
constitutional courts, the boom of various institutional agents, the 
proliferation of judicial review, and the increasing use of international law.  

The second core set of elements in understanding the role of the highest 
courts is judicial independence versus judicial interdependence, as 
manifested in the specific context of separation of powers. The 
comparative study underlines the fact that there is no particular ideal form 
of separation of powers that can be exclusively applied to all legal systems. 
Rather, from the ways different powers are merged and achieve their own 
equilibrium in the specific context of separation of powers, one may 
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recognize the importance of seeing the doctrine as a dynamic process of 
power engagement. In fact, the engagement between the legislative and 
executive powers has been a much-discussed theme in Western literature, 
with a focus on conflicts and power grabs in various legal settings.28 From 
a different perspective, although judicial power is an inevitable part of a 
specific political and legal system, what makes it stand out from the rest 
of the state powers is that it must be exercised with a certain degree of 
institutional independence and functional autonomy. In essence, the 
requirement of judicial independence ensures that courts and judges are 
strong enough to resist pressure from outside forces in decision-making, 
providing judges with adequate protection for performing impartially and 
discreetly.  

Moreover, the separation of powers doctrine also helps to remind us that 
the exercise of judicial power is found not only in the courts’ 
independence but also in their interdependence with other state powers. 
In light of Ginsburg’s comparative study, courts are considered rational 
actors and assumed to maximize their substantive values in their 
interactions with other state actors, while at the same time bearing in mind 
the policy preferences of other branches and the tolerance zones left for 
them to operate with autonomy.29 The exercise of judicial power and its 
significance in political governance are, by and large, determined by a set 
of institutional guarantees aimed at assuring judicial impartiality, and its 
capacity and competence to reinforce checks and balances or even 
challenge the core interests of political forces. To this end, the struggles 
and compromises of the highest courts in terms of the exercise of power 
would generally reflect their pragmatic approaches and actions in pursuit 
of a certain degree of independence while strategically interacting with 
the rest of the system over time.  
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Considering these two sets of elements goes some way to explaining cases 
in well-established Western democracies, allowing us to identify general 
trends and particular features that shape and affect the highest courts’ 
power in the specific context of separation of powers. Consequently, the 
separation of powers doctrine allows us to investigate the major roles and 
powers of the highest courts in a broader analytical context. But can this 
doctrine, which has largely been explored and developed in rich 
democracies, also refer to cases beyond the core Western democracies and 
provide a point for wider application in a broader analytical context based 
on the same evaluation criteria? Is this doctrine applicable to the case of 
China in assessing the judicial power in an authoritarian context, and if it 
is, to what extent? To provide some answers to these questions, it is 
equally necessary to shift the focus beyond the West to determine how 
newly transplanted democracies and authoritarian legal settings intertwine 
with the concepts and experiences of separation of powers.  

5.2.2.   Separation of Powers: Experience beyond 
the West 

Following the “third wave” of democratic transitions proceeding around 
the globe, the idea of democratization has expanded beyond liberal 
democracies and made extensive progress in systems where the separation 
of powers doctrine was previously alleged not to exist. However, the 
general limitation of research sources and the lack of transparency in some 
cases were likely to result in insufficient or unsatisfactory findings in 
terms of the exercise of state power, some of which simply classified the 
nondemocratic regimes as having no separation of powers.30 It was not 
until recently that law and courts in transplanted democracies and 
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authoritarian regimes have received considerable attention within the field 
of comparative judicial politics.31  

The comparative analysis here shifts its focus to Asia, primarily because 
the Asian experience can be highly valuable and relevant when discussing 
the case of China. Furthermore, Asia has been called the home of “illiberal 
democracy” and represents perhaps the most difficult regional context for 
establishing the rule of law. 32  While the transplantation of Western 
concepts and experiences of constitutionalism has been found to be 
successfully integrated with local circumstances and resulted in stable 
forms of rule in some cases (e.g., Japan), in other cases, nations are 
struggling to achieve liberal constitutional democracy when confronted 
with challenges posed by postcolonialism or postauthoritarianism (e.g., 
Indonesia and Taiwan). Furthermore, in authoritarian regimes (e.g., 
China), the current constitution reflects the influence of a mix of a Leninist 
approach to constitutionalism and the supreme authority of the single-
party state structure, representing an interesting variant of legal 
development with a distinctive political philosophy. In view of this, this 
section focuses on constitutional development in Japan, Indonesia, and 
Taiwan to determine whether the Western separation of powers doctrine 
is compatible with legal practice beyond the core Western democracies, 
and how the two core sets of elements identified above are reflected in 
assessing the power of the highest courts and their evolving roles in a 
broader analytical context.  

Japan was the first Asian country to adopt the Western-style liberal 
constitutionalism under the government of the Meiji emperor (1868–
1912). The hybrid constitutional practice in the first half of the twentieth 
century highlighted the supreme status and authority of the divine emperor 
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rather than the Western notion of popular sovereignty,33 which ultimately 
ended in the rise of the military government of authoritarian rule in the 
name of the emperor. With Japan’s defeat at the end of World War II, the 
Constitution of Japan came into effect in 1947 based on three fundamental 
principles—popular sovereignty, pacifism, and the advocacy of 
fundamental human rights. Although the Constitution retained the 
emperor system, perhaps the oldest continuing hereditary monarchy in the 
world,34 the emperor is now no more than “the symbol of the State and of 
the unity of the people.” 35  Within the British style of parliamentary 
government system the Constitution adopts, the activities of the national 
government are divided into the legislative, executive, and judicial organs, 
among which the legislative branch, the Diet, is the highest organ of state 
power.  

In terms of judicial power, Japan has a unified court system in which the 
Supreme Court acts as the final appellate court and the last resort for 
judicial review. Despite that the Constitution has entrusted Japanese 
courts with judicial review power, the Supreme Court is well known for 
its conservatism and judicial restraint in the sense that it only occasionally 
engages in judicial review. 36  Constitutional scholars note that the 
conservatism and the cautiousness of the judiciary is an inevitable result 
of a combination of political and institutional factors. On the one hand, 
courts have been and are continuously immersed in a conservative 
political environment, where the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), which 
is actually the conservative party, had held power almost without 
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interruption for more than fifty years until 2009. On the other hand, 
institutional arrangements such as the strategy and frequency of 
appointing justices and the bureaucratic nature of judicial administration 
play a role in determining which direction the Supreme Court will take in 
the decision-making process.37 Nevertheless, the situation has gradually 
changed since the beginning of the twenty-first century, with the Supreme 
Court assuming a more active role in judicial review, as reflected in a 
number of remarkable decisions.38 As observers note, it seems that the 
Japanese Supreme Court has assumed an increasingly active role in 
judicial review and has become more liberal in response to social and 
political changes.39 However, it is too early to conclude that the Japanese 
approach to judicial review is evolving toward affirmative constitutional 
interpretation like that of its Western counterparts and allows free 
expression of fundamental values for the democracy. 

Contrary to Japan’s story of the successful transplantation of Western 
democratic principles to domestic conditions, Indonesia is considered a 
newly liberal-democratic regime in Asia that has experienced a series of 
hurdles in the transformation from authoritarianism to democracy. In the 
course of modern history, the struggle for independence has been the 
defining characteristic of Indonesia, with its sense of shared identity, unity, 
and nationalism.40 After Dutch decolonization and the Japanese invasion 
during World War II, Indonesia experienced, due to the implementation 
of its 1945 Constitution, a turning point in the creation of an Indonesian 
identity41 and the establishment of a number of key institutions, including 
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a legislative body known as the People’s Consultative Assembly (Majelis 
Permusjawaratan Rakjat, or MPR), the executive branch led by the 
president, and the judiciary led by the Supreme Court. Although the 
separation of powers doctrine had been adopted by colonial Indonesia in 
the nineteenth century without raising serious doubts, whether to 
empower the Supreme Court with the authority to review the 
constitutionality of legislation sparked great controversy and was 
eventually rejected by the constitutional drafting committee. As observers 
point out, the lack of power of the Supreme Court to balance legislative 
and administrative powers in many respects restricted the role of the 
judiciary in the exercise of its functions, and at times made the judiciary 
subject to political control, with a limited degree of independence.42  

It was not until 1998 that Indonesia reconstructed its Constitution on 
Western-style liberal democratic principles after President Suharto’s 
fall.43 Suharto had dominated the country for more than three decades 
through authoritarian rule and military dictatorship in his New Order 
regime (1965–1998). Following constitutional amendments between 1999 
and 2002, 44  significant reforms that steer the country toward 
democratization eventually took place in Indonesia. In particular, state 
powers were redistributed horizontally through the creation of a strong 
Constitutional Court in accordance with the third constitutional 
amendment in 2001. Since then, it has functioned as an independent 
judicial body separate from the ordinary court system that actively 
engages in reviewing the constitutionality of laws, resolving disputes of 
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constitutional jurisdiction between different government branches, 
determining disputes on the results of general elections, and has the final 
say in any impeachment proceedings when necessary. 45  According to 
observers, the Constitutional Court has gradually emerged as a 
professional and determined guardian of the Constitution through a 
number of high-profile cases and consistently asserted its authority in the 
postauthoritarian government.46 Regardless of its positive role in striving 
for increased accountability and democracy in the post-Suharto era, what 
remains unsolved is the jurisdictional conflicts that emerged between the 
Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court,47 and more significantly, the 
struggle of the judiciary to better realize some of the prominent features 
of the separation of powers doctrine and demonstrate a considerable 
increase in the degree of judicialization in this postcolonial regime.48   

Like Indonesia, Taiwan was also subjected to Japanese colonial rule for 
half a century (1895–1945). In Taiwan’s case, the most distinctive feature 
of its constitutional development lies in its progressive transition into a 
liberal democracy, combined with modern Chinese constitutional thought 
and the Western constitutional experience. Taiwan is conventionally 
viewed as a Confucian society that is heavily influenced by Chinese 
cultural and legal traditions. The current Constitution of Taiwan (also 
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known as the 1947 Constitution of the Republic of China, or ROC) was 
drafted in Mainland China by the Kuomintang (the Chinese Nationalist 
Party, or KMT) government of the ROC in 1946 and went into effect in 
1947, at a time when the KMT still had nominal control of Mainland 
China.49 In response to the challenges of the West and the overlay of 
Leninist notions of tutelage, Sun Yat-sen, the founding father of the ROC, 
proposed a five-power scheme as the fundamental structure of the 1947 
Constitution. Instead of adopting a typical Western tri-power scheme 
based on the work of Montesquieu, the five-power Constitution stipulates 
that while the government powers are exercised through the traditional 
legislative, executive, and judicial branches, they are also manifested in 
the control and examination branches as fourth and fifth powers, inspired 
by the bureaucratic system of imperial China. In particular, the control 
branch, also known as the Control Yuan (  Jiancha Yuan), is 
responsible for monitoring the integrity and efficiency of government 
officials. The examination branch, also known as the Examination Yuan 
(  Kaoshi Yuan), is in charge of administering the selection of 
bureaucrats. 

Although the Constitution formally contained elaborate provisions on 
separation of powers and established a German-style constitutional court, 
known as the Council of Grand Justices (CGJ) of the Judicial Yuan, to 
interpret these provisions, the president remained at the center of 
government with concentrated and unrestricted authority over other 
powers.50 According to observers, the judicial authority of the CGJ was 

                                                             
49 After its defeat by the armed forces of the Chinese Communist Party in the civil war, 

the KMT government retreated from the mainland to the island of Taiwan in 1949. On 
the history of Taiwan, see Denny Roy, Taiwan: A Political History (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2003). 

50 As the dominant party in power for more than forty years, the KMT has combined 
characteristics of Leninism, personalism, and military rule. Judicial power was also 
considered an instrument of government control for a long time. The presidency 
remained in the hands of the Chiang Kai-shek family for decades, until 2000, when the 
leader of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), Chen Shui-bian, won the 
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rather fragile because it was capable of engaging only in abstract review 
and never had the opportunity to review any laws or regulations in 
practice. 51  It was not until the late 1980s, as the process of political 
liberalization and democratization began to germinate in Taiwan, that the 
CGJ became more actively engaged in constitutional review, and it has 
since slowly expanded its power spectrum by safeguarding constitutional 
rights and placing real constraints on the performance of the government.52 

In the course of its evolution, the CGJ appears to be prudently but 
systematically removing the barriers imposed by the old system and 
gradually contributing to a new constitutional scheme through a series of 
remarkable interpretations on questions of separation of powers.53 Yet the 
Taiwanese model of separation of powers presents a distinctive example 
of a pluralistic and complex legal setting that emerged under the direct 
influence of both Western liberal ideas and Chinese legal thinking. By 
drawing from a broader range of modern legal legacy in the spirit of the 
rule of law, Taiwan has experienced unprecedented transitions from 
authoritarianism to liberal democracy fully and peacefully. 
Unsurprisingly, Taiwan has been accepted as the first successful instance 

                                                             
presidential election of that year. See Ginsburg, Judicial Review in New Democracies, 
chap. 5.  

51 The only exception to this is Interpretation No. 86 of 1960, in which the CGJ declared 
unconstitutional the arrangement whereby the lower courts were administratively 
under the Ministry of Justice of the executive branch. However, this decision was later 
invalided by the government. See Albert H. Y. Chen, "A Tale of Two Islands: 
Comparative Reflections on Constitutionalism in Hong Kong and Taiwan," Hong 
Kong Law Journal 37 (2007), 647.  

52 Ginsburg, Judicial Review in New Democracies, 107. 
53  The most remarkable decision of the CGJ was made in 1990, as reflected in 

Interpretation No. 261, in which the CGJ overturned an earlier council case 
(Interpretation No. 31) and called for new elections for all seats in parliamentary 
institutions; see JY Interpretation No. 261 (1990/6/21), with an English translation 
available at 
http://www.judicial.gov.tw/constitutionalcourt/EN/p03_01.asp?expno=261, accessed 
November 6, 2016. For more significant interpretations of the CGJ (e.g., 
Interpretations No. 371 and 572), see the official website of the Judicial Yuan at 
http://www.judicial.gov.tw/constitutionalcourt, accessed November 6, 2016. 
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in the history of Chinese civilization that has brought modern 
constitutionalism into existence.54 

The examples of Japan, Indonesia, and Taiwan demonstrate sophisticated 
schemes of separation of powers beyond the core Western liberal 
democracies. Although there are institutional variations among these three 
Asian cases, the evidence presented so far suggests that one might expect 
the separation of powers doctrine that originated in the West to provide a 
source of inspiration and a selection of institutional designs for reference 
in a broader analytical context. What we saw in the three Asian cases is 
that there is not a distinctive “Asian model” of separation of powers that 
has universal adaptability for all Asian countries and regions, although 
some of the neighboring territories are likely to share similar legal 
traditions and constitutional norms. Rather, the investigation into the 
above cases suggests that the highest courts apply varying approaches to 
interpreting and developing the doctrine in accordance with their own 
institutional designs and political needs.  

Despite the disparity between Eastern and Western approaches to legal 
development, especially among well-established liberal democracies, new 
transformative democracies, and authoritarian regimes, the normative and 
functional analyses are nevertheless important to the Asian cases for 
providing a basis for understanding the roles and power of the highest 
courts in different contexts. This is particularly true in instances where 
courts function or previously struggled under the control of colonial and 
authoritarian rules. In the case of Indonesia, for instance, although the 
regime transplanted some Western-style democratic principles into its 
constitutional framework and established a powerful Constitutional Court 
in the postauthoritarian era, to what extent the judiciary can implement 
and realize the prominent features as reflected in the separation of powers 

                                                             
54 See Linda Chao and Ramon Myers, The First Chinese Democracy: Political Life in 

the Republic of China on Taiwan (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002); 
Chen, "A Tale of Two Islands."  
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doctrine is worth further discussing, as the power conflicts between the 
Supreme Court and the Constitutional Court remain severe and the 
judicial authority in Indonesia is rather weak compared to other powerful 
state actors in the postcolonial era.  

Moreover, the independence and interdependence of the judicial power 
can also be recognized as a distinguishing feature manifested in various 
Asian models of separation of powers. These three Asian cases, alongside 
the previous Western experience, reveal an increasingly convincing point: 
notwithstanding the political constraints and considerable institutional 
instability the highest courts have to face in different political and legal 
contexts, a dynamic approach is to be expected when assessing the power 
of the highest courts and their evolving relationship with other powerful 
state actors. In Taiwan’s case, for example, where the judiciary operated 
passively under dictatorship, numerous pressures existed against the 
independent exercise of judicial power, despite its Constitutional Court 
(i.e., the Council of Grand Justices of the Judicial Yuan) officially 
claiming the power to check the legislative branch. It was not until 1986 
that the ongoing process of democratization in Taiwan and the subsequent 
political liberalization refined the boundaries of judicial power and a new 
constitutional review scheme, placing some meaningful constraints on the 
legislative and administrative branches. In recognizing the possible 
limitations of judicial power and insufficient institutional guarantees of 
judicial independence, this may partly explain why the highest courts are 
generally prudent and self-restrained in the process of building judicial 
power step by step, with due diligence in expanding the power boundaries 
while considerable political and legal constraints prevent them from doing 
so.  

In addition, these three Asian cases highlight the third set of elements that 
can be incorporated into our analytical framework, namely, political-
centered versus legal-centered modes of operation for the highest courts. 
As Montesquieu argued more than two centuries ago, the role envisaged 
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for the separation of powers is a means of promoting political liberty and 
preventing the “enactment of tyrannical laws or the execution of them in 
a tyrannical manner.”55 This rationale has continued to be identified as the 
cornerstone of the doctrine to this day and has become an integral aspect 
of preventing the abuse of power in Western political thought. 56  In 
practice, it is evident that different systems embrace political liberty to 
varying degrees, with different levels of judicialization. While the 
political-centered mode of operation is characterized by a high level of 
involvement in political functions and relatively little room for the judicial 
power to maneuver, the legal-centered mode emphasizes the autonomy of 
the judiciary and its capability to facilitate the diffusion of power among 
different branches. For instance, the US understanding of the doctrine and 
its active exercise of judicial review power can be viewed as a typical 
example to illustrate the legal-centered mode of operation for the highest 
court. Conversely, the exercise of judicial power in Japan suggests a 
political-centered mode of operation, where the Supreme Court attempts 
to avoid any political conflicts and institutional risks in a conservative 
political environment, although it is formally entrusted with judicial 
review power and allowed to strike down the legislation as 
unconstitutional.  

This classification is inadequate and not clearly definable in the sense that 
the political factors could exert a profound influence on the legal-centered 
mode of operation for the highest courts, while the political-centered 
mode of operation could also tolerate or even encourage a certain degree 
of judicialization, within limits. The point is to place varying emphasis on 
the power and law in this core set of elements while investigating the 

                                                             
55 De Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, 6. 
56 See Vile, Constitutionalism and the Separation of Powers; Eric Barendt, "Separation 

of Powers and Constitutional Government," Public Law (Winter 1995): 599; Kate 
Malleson, "The Rehabilitation of Separation of Powers in the UK, Separation of 
Powers in Theory and Practice," Separation of Powers in Theory and Practice: An 
International Perspective, eds. in E. de Groot-van Leeuwen and Wannes Rombouts 
(Nijmegen: Wolf Legal Publishers, 2010). 
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operational modes of the highest courts, which in many respects 
contribute to the understanding of the degree of judicialization versus 
politicization in the specific context. Even though nondemocratic regimes 
are commonly recognized as negative examples where the ruling 
authorities are likely to place extremely unnecessary and unreasonable 
restraints on the exercise of judicial power, the key is not to question the 
legal basis of their operational modes but rather to rethink the rationales 
for such choices and the meaningful scope for the judicial power to 
maneuver within certain political and institutional restraints.  

Drawing from a variety of separation of powers models from both the 
Western and Eastern perspectives, the previous assumptions have been 
further supported by the fact that this critical doctrine that originated in 
the West can actually shed light on the Asian cases on the basis of some 
key features for reconceptualizing the power of the highest courts in a 
broader analytical context. These comparative findings can be particularly 
important for China, where the direction and pace of constitutional 
transitions are rather uncertain over time, and courts are likely to act with 
caution and prudence when facing an ambiguous but gradually evolving 
legal environment. Against this backdrop, the next section shifts its focus 
back to the case of the Court, relying on the three core sets of elements 
identified above to see how the previous theoretical and empirical findings 
of the Court contribute to the understanding of a distinctive form of 
separation of powers with Chinese characteristics. 

5.3. Separation of Powers with Chinese 
Characteristics 

The ways in which the judiciary exercises its power within either a 
democratic or an authoritarian regime highlight the openness and 
pluralism different highest courts present in a variety of separation of 
powers contexts. The aim of discussing these models above is not to 
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question or critique the legitimacy of particular models but rather to 
suggest that it is necessary, indeed vital, to place China within the same 
analytical framework to reconceptualize the internal logic of the judicial 
power in an authoritarian context. Despite that the Chinese judiciary has 
incorporated some elements of Western constitutionalism and acts in 
some ways similar to its Asian counterparts, most existing models of 
separation of powers seem to have limited applicability to China, where 
courts are continuously subordinate to the single party’s oversight and 
perform as a subset of the legislative power. Nevertheless, the three core 
sets of elements identified in the comparative study allow us to investigate 
the power of the Court in a broader analytical context, providing a more 
thorough mapping of how the highest court fulfills its primary roles in an 
authoritarian political and legal context. This section then discusses the 
details of the three core aspects in turn, specifically to determine how the 
key elements associated with each aspect are reflected in assessing the 
power of the Court and its evolving roles in an authoritarian separation of 
powers context. 

5.3.1.   Normative versus Functional Analysis 

The Constitution of China explicitly places the Court within the 
governmental structures as a subset of the NPC and its Standing 
Committee, unlike the highest courts in many other jurisdictions. The 
institutional arrangements of the Court, as discussed mainly in chapter 2, 
suggest that the exercise of judicial power is relatively restricted under the 
Party’s oversight and that the Court has not yet developed a meaningful 
approach to counterbalance the other powerful state actors. In fact, it is 
also one of the common impressions of the Chinese courts shared by most 
Western scholars until now. From the functional analytical perspective, 
however, one might place different emphasis on the analysis of the power 
of the Court and arrive at different conclusions on the same subject. In 
recognizing the distinct difference between the power arrangements of an 
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institution and pragmatic means it adopts for realizing them, this research 
has so far unfolded and developed its core arguments on the basis of both 
normative and functional analyses, especially drawing from empirical 
findings to determine how the Court has been organized and empowered 
in the era of transformation and to examine the efforts it has made in 
reality to fit in with the evolving political and legal environments. 

Before the mid-1980s, Chinese courts had little room to maneuver. The 
Court performed as merely a governmental instrument for political 
movements and anticriminality campaigns, with disturbing features such 
as a disregard for due process, arbitrariness of punishment, and the direct 
contravention of human rights.57 The situation began to change in the late 
1980s as economic reforms and opening up began to take off and China’s 
leadership advocated for building a “socialist nation ruled by law.” This 
became the turning point for the transition of the judicial system with 
respect to its primary functions, authorities, and the major tasks.58 In fact, 
the evidence presented in previous chapters, along with a growing volume 
of literature,59 suggests that the Court has made significant progress in the 
direction of a more effective, efficient, and predictable legal institution in 
the era of transformation. In particular, following the Fourth Plenum of 
the 18th Party Central Committee in 2014 and President Xi Jinping’s full 
endorsement of the socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics, clear 
signs emerged of the strengthening of the legal system and a significant 
expansion of judicial competence and authority. From the functional 
analytical perspective, it would no longer be accurate to assume the Court 
is an incompetent or unimportant state actor that merely performs as a 
governmental instrument. Rather, the evidence presented in chapters 2 and 

                                                             
57  Amnesty International, "China: The Death Penalty in China: Breaking Records, 

Breaking Rules," August 1, 1997, http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/45b84b772.pdf 
(accessed February 9, 2018). 

58  Pixiang Gong, The Modernization of China's Legal System (Beijing: The China 
University of Politics and Law Press, 2004), 627. 

59  For instance, see Liebman, "China's Courts: Restricted Reform," 638; Liebman, 
"Authoritarian Justice in China."  
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3 suggests that the Court has demonstrated an increased level of technical 
competence and judicial professionalization in pursuit of its own version 
of judicial empowerment by various means.  

First, as the highest authority at the top of the judicial hierarchy, the 
Court’s role in safeguarding consistency in the application of the law is 
by no means to be neglected. After all, adjudicative power is commonly 
accepted as one of the most fundamental functions that shape the 
legitimacy of the judiciary. In contrast to many other highest courts, 
however, the authority of the Court does not manifest itself through a list 
of milestone court decisions that have shaped the historical outlook and 
have an impact on developing the law. Rather, observations and 
discussions in chapter 3 indicate that cases of great significance would 
seldom reach the courtroom for trial before the supreme court judges 
because the Court lacks the discretion to review specific cases or impose 
powerful checks on legislation.60 In view of the limited impact of its own 
rulings, the Court has developed two other judicial mechanisms related to 
its adjudication work as vital functional supplements to expand impact 
beyond individual cases, that is, the promulgation of abstract judicial 
interpretations as mandatory instructions with general applicability, and 
the timely release of a selection of guiding cases as persuasive reference 
with case-based interpretations to guide trial practice.  

Although some critics question the quasi-legislative characteristics of the 
Court’s normative interpretative power and assert that it would encroach 
on the law-making power of the NPC,61 the Court’s normative power has 
proved to be of great practical importance in coping with dramatic social 
change and filling gaps left by the law. It has been proven that the Court 
has effectively become a law- and policymaking body and adopted 

                                                             
60 For further discussion on the jurisdiction of the Court, see chap. 3, sec. 3.2. 
61 See Keith and Lin, "Judicial Interpretation"; Wang, "Law-making Functions," 524. 
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judicial interpretation as its major form of policy output.62 The continuing 
emphasis on making judicial policies in many respects reflects a 
pragmatic approach of the Court in pursuit of greater authority and 
autonomy, which succeeds in expanding its legal landscape at the expense 
of other powerful actors. Moreover, a careful selection of guiding cases 
also serves as an important supplement to strengthen the role of the Court 
as the highest adjudicative institution. Although the Chinese judiciary 
does not adhere to the stare decisis doctrine, this does not prevent lower 
courts from heavily relying on guiding cases for solid and convincing 
reasons in their judgments, which in turn creates the de facto binding force 
of guiding cases and enables the Court to tighten its control over lower 
courts with respect to discretion in the decision-making process.  

As argued in chapter 3, the practice of providing judicial interpretations 
and guiding cases has largely reflected the Court’s intensified efforts to 
consolidate its judicial power as the highest adjudication organ with a 
certain degree of autonomy in the exercise of power. Regardless of the 
judiciary’s subordinate position to the legislative power and its 
dependency on executive support in various forms, a clear awareness of 
the need to enhance its own institutional competence within the current 
power separation structure seems to be the key motivation behind the 
Court’s ambitious policymaking power and the promotion of the Guiding 
Cases System, which allows the Court to prudently test power boundaries 
and expand its jurisprudence in accordance with its own institutional 
interests and pragmatic needs.  

As the head of the judicial system, the Court also plays a leading role in 
initiating judicial reform plans devoted to advancing long-term legal 
development and seeking constant judicial innovations. In light of a series 
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of five-year reform outlines for the people’s courts and the Court’s annual 
work reports to the NPC, the most noteworthy reform initiatives of the 
Court in recent years include promoting reforms on a broad range of 
public and private law topics to bring China into line with international 
practice; refining three major procedural laws concerning civil, criminal, 
and administrative cases; monopolizing the power of final review and 
approval of all death penalty cases; facilitating the creation of a number 
of specialized courts and circuit tribunals to achieve a proper allocation of 
resources and judicial personnel on demand; and the endorsement of the 
open trial system and a renewed focus on procedural justice with greater 
transparency and accessibility. In particular, the professionalization of 
courts and the increased competence of judges have been highlighted in 
chapter 2 as the most distinguished accomplishments of judicial reform 
over the past thirty years. Being keenly aware of the profound and 
unfavorable consequences that resulted from having unqualified judges in 
the 1980s,63 the Court had intensified efforts to improve the overall quality 
of the judiciary, including taking steps to reform judicial training and 
examination programs, distinguishing between judges and other judicial 
personnel, and upgrading judicial disciplinary methods to evaluate judges’ 
performance and the daily operation of courts. The evidence presented in 
chapter 2 suggests that the growing judicial competence has, on the one 
hand, boosted the capacity of individual judges in delivering impartial and 
fair outcomes in accordance with the law, and, on the other hand, served 
as a vital means of judicial empowerment for courts at various levels to 
fend off undesirable external interference.64  

                                                             
63 In the 1980s, it was widespread practice for demobilized military servicemen and 

former government officials without any legal background to up office in courts, with 
some being promoted to court leadership positions or put in charge of key court 
divisions. For further discussion, see chap. 2, sec 2.3; also see He, "Demobilized 
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64 For a detailed discussion on judicial competence and its impact on individual judges 
and the court system as a whole, see chap. 2, sec. 2.3. 
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Ironically, legal professionalism was not always in line with the ruling 
authority’s top national strategies in the era of transformation. Although 
the earlier judicial reforms in the 1980s and 1990s largely focused on 
developing judicial professionalism, a broad shift from professionalism to 
populism in dispute resolution patterns has been found since the late 1990s, 
with a general trend of de-emphasizing the function of courts as impartial 
adjudicative authorities by the Chinese top leadership. 65  A notable 
example is the Court’s commitment to “activist justice” (nengdong sifa 

 ) under President Wang Shengjun’s leadership (2008–2013) and 
his call for the judiciary to primarily “serve the need of the Party and 
popular demands,”66 which significantly rolled back the liberal tendency 
of the judiciary and his predecessor Xiao Yang’s efforts to advance 
judicial professionalism and trial independence.  

Nevertheless, the Court did not easily yield to populist pressures in a 
hostile yet politically conservative environment. Rather, in line with the 
global trend toward judicialization, a growing public demand for the rule 
of law in China created incentives for the Court to strengthen the 
institutional capacity of courts in accordance with its own professional 
ideologies and policy preferences. In fact, evidence presented in chapter 
2 demonstrates that with the Court’s unremitting efforts, the judiciary has 
become increasingly organized and staffed with better-qualified judicial 
personnel in the reform era, which has led to more consistent adjudication, 
well-reasoned judgments, and the embracing of professional identity, 
which help to distinguish courts from other government institutions. More 
significantly, the expansion of the judicial power that originated within 

                                                             
65 See Carl Minzner, "China's Turn against Law," The American Journal of Comparative 

Law 59, no. 4 (2011): 935–984; Björn Ahl, "Retaining Judicial Professionalism: The 
New Case Guiding Mechanism of the Supreme People’s Court," The China Quarterly 
217, no. 3 (2014): 121–139. 

66 The Wang Court adopted “Three Supremes” (sange zhishang ) as its official 
motto, which emphasized the need to address social stability concerns rather than 
adherence to the law. For a detailed discussion on the Party’s ideological control over 
the judiciary, see chap. 2, sec. 2.4.  
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courts also serves as a protection mechanism to shield against certain 
forms of extra-legal interference and as practical solutions to combat 
judicial corruption and prevent the loss of talent.67 In this respect, one can 
cogently argue that the exercise of judicial power in China has 
increasingly reflected the pragmatic interests and rational choices of the 
Court in pursuit of its own beliefs, preferences, and motivations toward 
greater capacity and authority.  

5.3.2.   Judicial Independence versus Judicial 
Interdependence 

The Court’s efforts to optimize the technical competence of the judiciary 
is no doubt extraordinary, but it tells only part of the story about the roles 
the Court actually plays under the Chinese model of separation of powers. 
From what has been discussed in the last section, the scope and impact of 
judicial power are, by and large, shaped by a set of institutional guarantees 
of judicial independence and the degree of power engagement between 
courts and other powerful state actors, especially in the evolving political 
and constitutional dynamics. A rational highest court must always 
recognize the strengths and limitations of its power, and more importantly, 
bear in mind the policy preferences of other state actors and how they may 
affect the independent exercise of judicial power. In the case of the Court, 
the institutional guarantees of the independent exercise of judicial power 
have proven to be a fragile illusion within the Chinese judiciary in 
consideration of insufficient financial support, intense workloads, and 
bureaucratic forms of judicial management. As argued in chapter 2, all 
these insufficiencies combined have caused a severe judicial syndrome 
that undermines the career identity of individual judges and affects their 
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job satisfaction and turnover rate. 68  Consequently, the independent 
exercise of judicial power in the Chinese political and legal context is 
often threatened by external interference from Party organs, people’s 
congresses, administrative agencies, the procuracy, and so forth, and 
judges are sometimes placed in the unenviable position of “fighting battles 
with one hand behind their backs.” 69  This is particularly true in the 
handling of politically sensitive cases, where courts have to struggle to 
fulfill the demands of different interest groups and search for a balance 
between legal requirements and political concerns before reaching 
verdicts.70 The authority of the judiciary is further weakened by its high 
dependence on the executive branch for financial support and personnel 
management, its vulnerability to strictly hierarchical control in both 
judicial and nonjudicial activities, and most seriously, its ideological 
commitment to the ruling authority in terms of fulfilling political 
functions. 71  Arguably, these key factors work together to limit the 
tolerance zones within which the Court can operate with autonomy and 
independence, resulting in severe harm to the impartiality, prestige, and 
identity of the judiciary as a whole. 

In the meantime, the degree and extent to which the Court is capable of 
challenging and limiting state conduct and Party authorities through the 
experience of its everyday justice are also worth stressing in this research, 
as it serves as a valuable indicator of assessing the power of the Court in 
the Chinese model of separation of powers. For most legal scholars in 
Western democracies, judicial review of primary legislation and 
administrative acts has been considered as a core element of judicial 
power that creates a key check on the powers of the other two branches of 
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the state.72 Despite that the formalist judicial review is not a necessity to 
ensure judicial empowerment, scholars have noted a spread of judicial 
review power in well-established liberal democracies and new 
democracies.73  

In contrast to the practice in and beyond the West, Chinese courts are 
notable for their limited power of judicial review and inability to develop 
significant constitutional jurisprudence. In line with the discussion in 
chapter 3 and a growing body of academic work, the Chinese judiciary 
has demonstrated only a narrow commitment to judicial review, and the 
Court has been largely ineffective in providing redress for individuals 
against the state power under the existing Administrative Procedure Law 
of 1989 (as amended in 2014).74 Thus, the lack of systematic checks and 
balances is likely to result in public discontent and the generally low level 
of trust in formal legal channels, driving the increase in legal grievances 
flooding petition channels in search of relief from injustice. In light of the 
empirical findings of chapter 4, this problem is particularly acute at the 
Court’s level, where the caseload of litigation-related petitions the Court 
accepted has soared over the years, while a progressive decrease in 
petitions has been witnessed as the general trend of courts at various 
levels.75  

Additionally, without any power of using the Constitutional Law as the 
basis of judicial decision-making, the Court has not yet begun to function 
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as significant in constructing constitutional rights and defending public 
interests.76 Although attempts at expanding constitutional jurisprudence 
have been vividly illustrated by a limited number of pioneer cases in 
grassroots courts, such as the Qi Yuling Case (2001)77 and the Luoyang 
Seed Case (2003),78 which had largely been endorsed and highlighted by 
the Court at the time, the Court has made little substantive progress in 
making breakthroughs in expanding judicial power to meet Western 
standards.  

Clearly, it would be unwise to expect a strong judiciary with an active 
form of judicial review power within China’s current political and 
constitutional structure. This can be achieved only through a set of 
fundamental institutional changes and a restructuring of power 
distribution among different state actors in future reforms. Nevertheless, 
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declaring a provincial regulation invalid in her ruling when facing a conflict between 
standards for seed pricing set out in local regulations and the National Seed Law. 
Although the Supreme People’s Court supported Judge Li’s decision in its reply 
concerning the Luoyang Seed Case, the Luoyang Intermediate People’s Court revoked 
the decision to punish Judge Li. This case provides a local-level example of the 
ongoing struggle to expand judicial power and its boundaries in China. However, this 
event also reflects the restricted court power that China’s judiciary faces. See Jim 
Yardley, "A Judge Tests China’s Courts, Making History," The New York Times, 
November 28, 2005; Zhe Han, "Establishing a Sound Adjudication Mechanism for 
Conflicts of Law (jianli falu chongto de liangxing jiejue jizhi)," 21st Century Economic 
Report, November 24, 2003; Xiangjun Kong, "The Choice for the Judges When Facing 
Conflicts of Law (faguan zai falu guifan chongtu zhongde xuanze shiyong quan)," 
Legal Daily, December 1, 2003. 
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this does not mean that there is no meaningful room left for the Court to 
maneuver or explore innovative approaches to judicial empowerment. 
Contemporary trends in judicial reform suggest that with the deepening of 
social transformation and the emergence of rule of law values in China, 
the Court has been more aware of the possible limitations of its power and 
has prudently pushed forward its influence in and beyond the legal fields 
in accordance with its own pragmatic needs and institutional interests. For 
instance, reform measures such as the unification of adjudication 
standards in the application of the law, the expansion of the scope of cases 
accepted by courts and the review scope of administrative cases, the 
emphasis on the finality of judgments and procedural justice, and the 
promotion of the Guiding Cases System79 have all been implemented by 
the Court as safeguard measures to ensure that courts are strong enough 
to resist pressure from outside forces and that judges are less likely to be 
swayed by nonlegal factors in the judicial decision-making process.  

In addition, evidence presented in this research suggests that the Court has 
intensified centralized control within the judicial hierarchy through 
various judicial and nonjudicial means, ranging from appeals and case 
reviews to adjudication supervision, personnel appointment, and court 
performance management,80 to build a more cohesive and unified judicial 
system without directly challenging the authority of the Party-state. 
Despite that the tension between the higher and lower-level courts 
continues to be present in the judicial system and that the Court strictly 
oversees lower courts’ diversity of practice, which remains within the 
ruling authority’s oversight, the Court still provides considerable 
incentives and flexibility for lower courts to consolidate their power in 
reaching impartial and fair outcomes in accordance with the law, and more 
importantly, to ensure their effective participation in facilitating judicial 

                                                             
79 For a detailed discussion on these aspects, see chap. 2, sec. 2.3, and chap. 3, sec. 3.2 

and 3.4. 
80 For a detailed discussion on the abovementioned judicial and nonjudicial functions of 

the Court, see chap. 2, sec. 2.3; chap. 3, sec. 3.2; and chap. 4, sec. 4.2. 
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reform and making integral contributions to a unified judicial system with 
greater competence and authority. In this respect, the constant silence 
regarding incorporating an active form of judicial review is 
understandable, as the Court, as a pragmatic political actor, is generally 
consciously in search of appropriate roles and strategically responding to 
other state powers in the process of building judicial power step by step, 
especially in the face of considerable risks and restraints in a 
nondemocratic form of separation of powers. 

5.3.3.   Political-Centered versus Legal-Centered 
Operation 

Through controversial debates on power distribution and interaction in 
different political and legal contexts, the separation of powers doctrine is 
frequently used as the basis for studying and explaining the level of 
judicialization and political significance of courts. In practice, the 
operational modes of the highest courts are largely shaped by institutional 
and political restraints as stipulated in the specific separation of powers 
context, and in turn, they may also exert a profound influence on a given 
system through various judicial and nonjudicial means. In the case of the 
Court, a continued commitment to the Party’s leadership and a political-
centered mode of operation can be found in terms of the Court’s judicial 
and nonjudicial practice, as fully discussed in chapters 3 and 4. For a 
single-party socialist state such as China, one cannot afford to overlook 
the relationship between the Party and courts while discussing the exercise 
of judicial power and the path to legal development in the Chinese context. 
Evidence presented in chapter 2 suggests that the Party’s impact on the 
judiciary is inevitably complex and profound, and it can be channeled 
through various judicial and nonjudicial means, including adjudication 
work, policymaking, ideological education, and personnel matters. 81 

                                                             
81 For a detailed discussion on the Party’s impact on these fronts, see chap. 2, sec. 2.4. 
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Although the Party’s role in day-to-day judicial practice has been 
substantively reduced and better standardized than in the past,82 it should 
come as no surprise to learn that the bottom line remains unchanged 
regarding courts’ subordinate status to the Party. As has been highlighted 
in the 2014 Plenum Decision of the 18th Party Central Committee, 
although the party-state has shown a full endorsement of a more 
authoritative judiciary and highlighted some meaningful achievements of 
separating judicial functions from other party-state functions,83 still, it is 
clear that the Party’s leadership has defined and will continue to set the 
tone of legal development in China, and courts in many respects have to 
reflect and serve the nation’s primary strategies of furthering economic 
development and ensuring social stability.  

In line with this notable trend, chapter 3 has demonstrated clear signs of 
the intensified political functions of the Court in complying with the 
political agenda of the ruling authorities, ranging from fighting judicial 
corruption to reducing legal grievances relating to petitions.84 Another 
notable trend associated with the highly centralized political power is the 
strict bureaucratic control within the judicial hierarchy. Empirical 
evidence from this study suggests that the Court in many respects operates 

                                                             
82 For instance, the direct interference of the Party organs and individual party members 

in the trial activities has been restricted as a result of improved judicial transparency, 
better record keeping, and strictly regulated trial procedures. See The Notice of the 
Supreme People’s Court on Issuing the Implementation Measures for People’s Courts 
Carrying out the “Provisions on Recording, Reporting and Pursuing Accountability 
of Leading Cadres Interference with Judicial Activities or Tampering with the 
Handling of Specific Cases,” Fa Fa no. 10 (2015). 

83 President Xi Jinping has fully endorsed a more authoritative judiciary in the ruling 
party’s governing structure since he took office in 2012 by, for example, calling for 
advancing court adjudication reform “with the trial at the center,” as stated in the 
Decision of the Fourth Plenum of the 18th Communist Party Central Committee in 
2014. This represented the Party-state’s revived emphasis on judicial 
professionalization and legal specialization after a shift away from judicial 
professionalism to Maoist-era ideals of judicial populism that began in 2005. For 
further discussion, see Carl Minzner, "Legal Reform in the Xi Jinping Era," Asia Policy 
20, no. 1 (2015): 4–9. 

84 For a detailed discussion on the political functions of the Court, see chap. 4, sec. 4.3. 
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in a manner consistent with how the rest of the bureaucracy is run, which 
can be seen in the forms it takes to issue judicial policies, how it is 
involved in judicial appointments and promotions, and the management 
methods it adopts to supervise and discipline the lower-level courts.85 
Although these efforts can be viewed as crucial steps toward judicial 
centralization, especially to facilitate judicial efficiency and to combat 
local protectionism, clearly they are not always consistent with the 
inherent requirements of the judicial profession or the independent 
exercise of judicial power. Even worse, they have further blurred the 
boundary between legal and nonlegal actors operating under the Party 
authorities’ ideological oversight and bureaucratic control. Admittedly, 
there is nothing unique about the judiciary serving more functions than 
simply adjudicating and about judges being regarded as government 
administrators or bureaucrats. 86  What is distinctive to China is the 
continuous overemphasis on political, economic, and social needs in a 
series of judicial and nonjudicial tasks without paying due respect to law 
and rights, especially imposing on courts intensive political tasks despite 
occasional conflicts with legal requirements. One telling example of this 
kind is the resurgence of court-annexed mediation and soaring mediation 
ratios between 2004 and 2011, which reflected a top-down authoritarian 
response motivated by social stability concerns rather than emphasizing 
the role of law, litigation, and courts as the center of resolving disputes.87 

The harm caused by a highly centralized and powerful dominant party to 
the judicial system cannot be underestimated, especially in an 
authoritarian legal setting. The political-centered mode of operation of the 
judiciary has placed greater weight on power than the law, which is 

                                                             
85 For a detailed discussion on these issues, see chap. 2, sec. 2.3; chap. 3, sec. 3.3; and 

chap. 4, sec. 4.2. 
86 Wilson, Bureaucracy, 279–282. 
87 Minzner, "China's Turn against Law"; Yedan Li, "In the Name of Mediation: An 

Empirical Inquiry into the Chinese Court Mediation Practice," (PhD diss., Universiteit 
van Amsterdam, 2015); Ginsburg, Judicial Review in New Democracies. 
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unlikely to promote tolerance of a powerful highest court and instead 
creates unnecessary or unreasonable political restraints on the 
independent exercise of judicial power. In line with observations and 
discussions in this research, the bureaucratic style of judicial operation 
and management carry a real risk for Chinese courts, and it has not only 
weakened the capacity of courts to respond to external pressures but also 
resulted in inconsistent trends in China’s legal development. In 
recognizing the Party authority’ supremacy over the judicial power, the 
central and most urgent issue is not to justify the legitimacy of the 
dictatorship but rather to make a serious inquiry into whether and under 
what circumstances there is considerable scope for legal development, 
especially for the Court to exercise power independently within certain 
political and institutional restraints.  

In view of this point, chapters 3 and 4 have identified the Court’s 
compromises on legal rationality when confronted with the ruling party’s 
core interests and institutional aims in terms of both judicial and 
nonjudicial practices, ranging from implementing Party-led judicial 
policies and refusing to docket specific types of politically sensitive cases 
to launching anticorruption campaigns and reducing legal grievances 
relating to petitions.88 In the meantime, however, the Court’s efforts to 
advance trial procedures, optimize the allocation of judicial personnel, 
abolish irrational performance indicators, and ensure judges have better 
status and financial support in recent years are remarkable, and they have 
largely reduced the application of a series of “hidden rules” in judicial 
practice.89 Admittedly, the Court is still far from completely eliminating 
the Party’s impact on the exercise of judicial power in the short term, and 
the depoliticization and deadministrativization of the judiciary reflect the 

                                                             
88 For a detailed discussion on these issues, see chap. 3, sec. 3.2 and 3.3, and chap. 4, sec. 

4.3. 
89 See White Paper on China’s Judicial Reform (2016), with an English translation 

available at http://english.court.gov.cn/2016-03/03/content_23724636.htm, accessed 
January 6, 2017. 
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long-term goal of improving Chinese courts’ methods of operating by 
introducing greater functional autonomy and institutional independence. 
Nevertheless, this again stresses the importance for the Chinese judiciary, 
especially for the Court, to base itself on the inherent nature of the judicial 
power and exploit the adjudicative power unique to judicial institutions 
while searching for the most suitable mode of operation.  

In summary, the investigation into the recent development of the Court in 
this book suggests that it has achieved considerable success in striving for 
technical competence and judicial professionalization while encouraging 
a certain degree of autonomy and flexibility in the exercise of judicial 
power. However, judicial independence in China has been undermined by 
deep-seated institutional and political constraints and the limited 
capability of the Court to counterbalance state conduct and even challenge 
Party authorities. Furthermore, the political-centered mode of operation 
implies that there is limited scope for the Court to evolve under the current 
strict hierarchical control and authoritarian leadership. By placing the 
Court in a broad comparative context and drawing from its rich experience 
within a distinctive form of separation of powers, it is evident that judicial 
empowerment in China is not a spontaneous process but rather the result 
of a conscious effort of the Court to break away from rigid power 
distribution to explore judicial innovation and all the possibilities for 
power expansion. In this respect, the lack of judicial review power in the 
Chinese judiciary should never overshadow the Court’s genuine 
achievements, especially its modest but meaningful steps toward judicial 
empowerment in the Chinese model of separation of powers.  
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5.4. Rethinking Separation of Powers 
from the Experience of the Supreme 
People’s Court  

Drawing on the Court’s institutional and functional practice, the 
exploration into the three core sets of elements indicates that the scope 
and impact of judicial power are largely determined by the political and 
institutional designs within the Chinese governance structure and in many 
respects influenced and restructured by the Court’s initiatives in 
developing the law and expanding the power boundaries. Although 
judicial empowerment in China is limited because the exercise of judicial 
power is part of the product of the power distribution and power dynamics 
within the Chinese political and legal context, one should never overlook 
or underestimate the Court’s efforts and continuous struggle toward 
greater competence, authority, and independence. Because the highest 
court is likely to function as an inseparable part of the specific political 
and legal system, its power evolvement is the result of, and in turn an 
operating condition that reacts to, the specific separation of powers 
context. Therefore, like the practice in and beyond the West, the exercise 
of judicial power in China is part of the product of interactions and 
counterbalances between the judiciary and other powerful state actors and 
political forces in a distinctive form of separation of powers. In this 
respect, efforts to rethink the inherent logic of the power of the Court 
reaffirmed the assumptions proposed in chapter 1 that the Western norm 
of separation of powers can actually provide a reference for wider 
application and inspiration even in an authoritarian legal setting. 
Regardless of the complexity of the subject under discussion, what seems 
more interesting is a departure from the experience of the Court to explore 
the possibility of broadening the empirical and theoretical base of the 
separation of powers doctrine, reconceptualizing a certain category of 
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judicial power in the nondemocratic context that has been largely 
overlooked and much misunderstood in the existing scholarship. 

First, when it comes to discussing the separation of powers can occur in a 
nondemocratic legal setting, the answer should not be a simple yes or no. 
As Liebman insightfully points out, placing China’s legal development in 
the comparative context highlights the fact that there is no single form of 
or path to legal development and that nonconvergence with Western 
modes of legality may be as likely as convergence. 90  In this study, 
significant effort has been devoted to identifying the uniqueness of the 
Court’s exercise of power under China’s political and institutional 
structures, especially its relation to Party authorities and how the latter 
affect the exercise of judicial power from both institutional and functional 
perspectives. Nevertheless, a continued commitment to the Party’s 
leadership and a political-centered approach to legal development in 
China, as manifested in the Court’s judicial and nonjudicial practice, 
cannot be used to deny the role of the judiciary as an essential political 
actor and the Court’s efforts toward greater competence and authority. 
Although the case of China falls short when measured against the “pure” 
mode of power separation that requires a complete and rigid division of 
powers among different state powers, the political and legal philosophy 
reflected in the separation of powers doctrine has undoubtedly affected 
the approaches the Court adopts to fulfill its judicial and nonjudicial 
functions, inform the ideological values it exports, and influence its 
responses to the preferences of other state actors and that of the ruling 
authorities.  

In fact, one of the first lessons learned from this comparative study is that 
the essence of the separation of powers doctrine relies on its pragmatic 
nature and its diversified adaptabilities to changing constitutional and 

                                                             
90 Benjamin Liebman, "Legal Reform: China's Law-Stability Paradox," Daedalus 143, 

no. 2 (2014): 96–109. 
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political needs. In recognizing the ruling authorities’ supremacy over the 
judicial power in most authoritarian regimes, the central and the most 
urgent matter is not to justify the legitimacy of the authoritarian approach 
to legal development but rather to investigate whether and under what 
circumstances there is considerable scope for the exercise of judicial 
power. After all, the roles and functions of courts in any particular legal 
setting are not solely governed by law and regulations but also are affected 
by a broad convergence of practical conditions, including the updating of 
constitutional values, political concerns, and social needs. Thus, the 
analysis can then move on to examine how the courts, especially the 
highest courts, use available approaches and strategies within the realm of 
their levels of capabilities in the nondemocratic form of separation of 
powers. With a clear understanding of their inherent limitations and 
institutional constraints, courts are more likely to avoid unnecessarily 
frustrating attempts and instead will focus on making solid progress on 
advancing legal development on their own initiative, seeking to operate 
with greater autonomy while strategically responding to political concerns 
and social needs. In recognizing that there is not a single or simple form 
of separation of powers that can prove to be universally applicable, the 
Chinese approach to the separation of powers as presented in this study is 
more likely to make a meaningful contribution to broadening the 
empirical and theoretical base of this crucial doctrine, especially by 
serving as a convincing reference for other nondemocratic regimes. 

Second, authoritarian regimes take varying approaches to the separation 
of powers, where the highest court can play a role in advancing legal 
development variously in the specific context. Existing scholarship 
suggests that courts in the nondemocratic legal settings are frequently 
portrayed as fragile and lacking independence, largely based on the 
assumption that they are incapable of exerting profound influence at the 
expense of other state actors.91 This argument is partly true, as it reveals 

                                                             
91 See Ginsburg and Moustafa, Rule by Law; Hirschl, "The Judicialization of Politics." 
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the major flaws of nondemocratic legal systems and rigid political and 
institutional constraints, yet it seems inadequate to categorize them as 
problem cases of the separation of powers doctrine. Instead of being 
viewed as problem cases, arguments made in this research suggest that a 
comprehensive understanding of the roles and power of the highest court 
from a nondemocratic perspective requires a thorough mapping of the 
normative and functional analyses, judicial independence, and judicial 
interdependence, and reforms and restraints as reflected in the exercise of 
judicial power in theory and in practice. Because judicial power lies in the 
power interplay and counterbalance on these fronts, the doctrine is more 
likely to provide a remarkable analytical framework and allow us to 
capture the essence of judicial power in a broader analytical context.  

More importantly, one should not dismiss the potential far-reaching 
impact the highest court can have on bringing about significant legal 
changes to a nondemocratic form of separation of powers. Despite that the 
Chinese judiciary does, undoubtedly, operate within severe institutional 
and political constraints, the evidence presented in this research in many 
respects illuminates how the ambitious highest court has at times taken 
pragmatic approaches toward judicial empowerment while facing barriers 
to judicial professionalism, opportunities and challenges related to 
judicial reforms, and struggles and compromises imposed by legal and 
nonlegal factors. In search of the appropriate roles and possible 
development path of Chinese courts in the reform era, the Court has been 
more aware of the possible limitations of its power and has become 
prudent in the process of building judicial power step by step. Most of the 
Court’s reform initiatives have been proven to be effectively boosting 
judicial competence and professionalization, and to be successfully 
fending off undesirable external interference and internal bureaucratic 
restrictions. These efforts in many respects reflect the long-term interests 
of the Court to develop a solid legal system rather than to demonstrate an 
ideological commitment to the ruling party’s political and social concerns.  
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Based on the experience of the Court and that of legal systems in Asia and 
elsewhere, the power and impact of the highest court in a nondemocratic 
setting should not be underestimated. Neither should they be denied the 
opportunity of careful examination in terms of their operational modes, 
capacity for counterbalancing other powerful state actors, willingness to 
challenge the ruling authorities, and so forth. After all, the power and 
authority of the highest courts are not manifested through a complete 
equality in the distribution of power between state actors, at least in most 
cases, but rather rest upon various internal and external conditions 
combined to shape and constrain the tolerance zones left for the judiciary 
to fulfill its role in the political governance. 

Third, the path to legal development in nondemocratic systems appears to 
be an issue in which political factors have the final say. The previous 
examples of the models of separation of powers in Japan, Taiwan, and 
Indonesia demonstrate that it is a common practice for emerging 
democracies and transformational legal systems to incorporate Western 
constitutional theories into their institutional designs to keep in step with 
international practice. Likewise, Chinese courts have at times borrowed 
from their foreign counterparts and selectively drawn on the experiences 
of Western democratic legal systems to add authority and legitimacy to 
Chinese judicial power in the reform era. Efforts of this kind include the 
adoption of the people’s assessors into the trial process as a vital input 
mechanism, the creation of the Guiding Cases System that serves similar 
functions as legal precedents in common law jurisdictions, attempts to 
expand the scope of judicial review, and efforts to gradually construct 
constitutional rights.  

Nevertheless, open-minded reformers must always keep in mind that 
Western constitutional theories are largely products of Western liberal 
democracies, which may lead to varying degrees of adaptability and have 
limited practical relevance for advancing the rule of law on foreign soil. 
This is particularly true in cases where courts operate or operated under 
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the control of colonial or authoritarian rules. In the case of Taiwan, for 
instance, judicial power under a distinct five-power separation pattern was 
fragile because it was reduced to an instruction of governmental control 
under the strict leadership of the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT), with 
highly centralized and unrestricted political control for decades, until the 
late 1990s.92 As for nondemocratic regimes such as China, the strong 
bureaucratic nature of the administration of justice, the highly politically 
driven functions to fulfill in courts’ everyday practice, and a continuous 
ideological commitment to the supremacy of the ruling authorities may all 
undermine the effectiveness of transplanted separation of powers concepts 
and their original value. Thus, it can be argued that legal development in 
most nondemocratic systems is primarily an issue in which political 
considerations play a decisive role.  

Moreover, the path to legal development in nondemocratic settings in 
many respects reflects a strong commitment to a political-centered rather 
than a law-centered approach, which ultimately proves to be the product 
of the concrete choices, institutional interests, and strategic considerations 
of political actors rather than the endeavors and wisdom of courts and 
judges. In the case of China, the deep-seated institutional and political 
constraints noted in chapter 2 imply that there is limited space for the 
judicial power to maneuver in the authoritarian legal setting within which 
courts continue their commitment to intensive political functions instead 
of posing a direct threat to the ruling authorities. The absence of an active 
and effective form of judicial review power further suggests that it is 
difficult for Chinese courts, especially the Court, to make meaningful 
breakthroughs in expanding judicial power without reference to 
institutional changes and serious political reforms. Because limitations 
always exist to what can and cannot be addressed by courts on their own, 
they must become increasingly cautious about the policy preferences of 

                                                             
92 For a detailed discussion on the Taiwanese model of separation of powers, see chap. 

5, sec. 5.2. 
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other state actors and carefully responsive to political concerns in the 
exercise of judicial power.  

Overall, however, the call for more serious political reforms is a necessity 
rather than a choice for pragmatic highest courts in search of greater 
authority and independence in the nondemocratic form of separation of 
powers, with a view to addressing chronic institutional defects facing the 
judiciary and eventually altering the major roles and functions of the 
judiciary in a reshuffled balance of power. Only by doing so can judicial 
power be expected to become a powerful counterweight to the other state 
powers and the ruling authorities, and the highest courts can then play 
greater and more meaningful roles in advancing rule-of-law values on 
their own initiative. Although it may take decades to compel the ruling 
authorities of nondemocratic regimes to subject their political power to 
constitutional supremacy—and especially for courts to achieve a rational 
equilibrium of power with greater authority and autonomy—it remains 
truly worthwhile for all highest courts to take steps to restrain the abuse 
of power on these fronts. 

5.5. Conclusion 

As an old proverb says, Rome was not built in one day. The evolution of 
judicial power is certainly not a linear process for any system in the world 
but rather a rocky path strewn with unexpected frustrations and challenges. 
As explored in detail in this book, China proposes a unique case for 
investigating a nondemocratic form of the highest court’s power and how 
it is exercised in a given context, which appears to be too chaotic to fully 
capture as can be done elsewhere in the world. Drawing on the experience 
and everyday practice of the Court, this research identifies the input and 
output factors that together contribute to the power spectrum of the Court, 
assessing its major roles and functions in an authoritarian context to 
provide answers to the main research questions set forth at the beginning 
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of this study: (1) How does the Supreme People’s Court exercise its power 
in theory and in practice in China’s present political and constitutional 
context? (2) How does the power of the Supreme People’s Court 
contribute to the understanding of the highest court’s power in a 
nondemocratic form of separation of powers?  

Based on the insights and implications of the study, it can be concluded 
that the Supreme People’s Court of China, which sits at the top of the 
Chinese judicial hierarchy, has made more remarkable progress in 
reconceptualizing judicial power in the era of transformation than Western 
scholars have generally recognized. Notwithstanding the political and 
institutional restraints facing legal development in China, the Court has 
demonstrated self-initiated and highly pragmatic interests in pushing 
forward its authority and impact on and beyond the legal fields through 
various judicial and nonjudicial means. To a substantial extent, the 
Court’s initiatives and actions increasingly reflect its preferences, 
strategies, and professional ideologies in driving core functions of the 
courts while at the same time integrating considerable diversity and 
flexibility into the legal system. In this respect, the Court should no longer 
be deemed a mere governance tool for the ruling authorities but should 
rather be viewed as a pragmatic actor in pursuit of greater institutional 
independence and functional autonomy in the era of transformation. 
Moreover, as long as legal development in China remains dependent on a 
strong commitment to a Party-centered rather than a law-centered 
approach, the call for an impartial and authoritative judiciary will continue 
to be in jeopardy in the face of inadequate institutional guarantees for 
justice and judicial independence.  

These findings could be especially beneficial for rethinking and 
reinterpreting the power of the highest courts in the nondemocratic 
separation of powers contexts, where judicial power is an inseparable part 
of the specific political and legal system within which its evolvement is 
the result of, and in turn an operating condition that reacts to, the specific 
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separation of powers context. Drawing on the case of China, and 
especially the rich experience of the Court, the observations and 
discussions in this book highlight the possibility of the highest courts to 
reach greater competence and authority in the nondemocratic form of 
separation of powers, and the underlying circumstances influencing this 
goal. To make meaningful breakthroughs in strengthening the judicial 
authority and separating the role of the courts from that of the other 
powerful state actors, it is important for the highest court to continually 
create innovative solutions to balance legal requirements with its 
responsiveness to political assignments, making its ways out of the typical 
bureaucratic quagmire of rationalization and steadily increasing the level 
of professionalization and judicialization to eventually achieve solid 
progress in pushing forward its own version of judicial empowerment in 
the specific context of separation of powers.  

As Professor Zhu Suli, a leading legal scholar in China, pointed out in his 
most ambitious work, Sending Law to the Countryside, 

Some institutional and practical designs in China’s judiciary exist 
for a reason, which may have its rationales and respond to a certain 
need. It thus has a prima facie legitimacy within its social context, 
and as such deserves to be studied, understood or even respected.93 

For those who are curious about how courts provide access to justice in 
an authoritarian legal setting or those who have shown an interest in 
tracing the transition roadmap of Chinese courts, this argument was 
indeed insightful. While this book reflects on the twists and turns facing 
legal development in present-day China and offers an up-to-date 
understanding of the power of the Court and its evolving meanings, it also 
reminds us that the struggle for justice in nondemocratic settings is no less 
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System (songfa xiaxiang: zhongguo jiceng sifa zhidu yanjiu) (Beijing: Chinese 
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important than any arduous undertakings in Western democracies. 
Despite that it may be difficult to finally provide a perfect solution for 
empowering the Court with greater authority and institutional 
independence, the reconceptualization of the Chinese judicial power in 
this book compels us to reconsider and redefine the rationale of the roles 
and functions of Chinese courts, and that of a certain category of judicial 
power that has been largely overlooked and much misunderstood in the 
existing scholarship.  

Nevertheless, this book is only a minor move toward unveiling the 
mystery of and shed light on some of the Court’s concrete choices, 
institutional interests, and strategic considerations in terms of the exercise 
of power, which deserve further study, exploration, and recognition in 
search of a workable, predictable, and rational process on the path to legal 
development in China. In future research, broader concerns should be 
placed on the series of judicial and nonjudicial mechanisms of the Court 
that ensure the realization of the core functions of the courts and 
contribute to judicial empowerment, serious endeavors of the Court that 
drive the separation of power and power dynamics in accordance with its 
own institutional interests and pragmatic needs, and the true progress of 
the Court in advancing legal development and judicial empowerment in 
an authoritarian legal system with greater competence, authority, and 
independence. 
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APPENDIX I   Interview Design for the Chinese Supreme Court 
Judges  

 
 
Time for Interviews: July 2014 – September 2014  
Location: The Supreme People’s Court of China, Beijing 
Number of Interviewees: 12 
Number of Departments of the Supreme People’s Court: 6 
 
 
 
 
BACKGROUND 

 
1.  

-  

-  

-  

-  
 
Could you give some details regarding your background? Information 
may include but is not limited to: 
 
- Education and training before working in the Supreme People’s 

Court (the Court);  
- Expertise and work experience in a specific field of law;  
- Other professional experiences in the government departments, 

academia, law firms, etc.  
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JUDGE’S DAILY PRACTICE 

 
2.  

-  

-  

-  

-  
 
What kinds of tasks/ activities do you participate in your daily work? For 
instance: 
 
- Handling cases  
- Conducting Research projects 
- Connecting with lower courts 
- Self-improving and professional education 

 
3.  

1) 
 

2) 
 

3) 
  

 
In terms of adjudication work,  
 
a. What types of cases do you usually handle on the daily basis? And 

what are the proceedings of handling these cases? 
 

b. Have you come across with the circumstances that some higher 
authorities (e.g. division chief/ vice-presidents who are in charge of 
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your division/ members of the adjudicative committee) step in your 
cases? How do you deal with it? 

 
c. To what extent do you make decisions based on your own conscience? 

And whether you are obliged to follow the instructions or comments 
of higher authorities? 

 
4.  

1) 
 

2) 
 

3) 
 

 
In terms of providing guidance to the lower level courts: 
 
a. Do you supervise the work of the lower courts or provide guidance 

to them from time to time? What does this guidance talk about? (e.g. 
concerning the application of law/ major cases or representative 
cases/ political-sensitive cases/ other social factors)  
 

b. How do you perceive the effect of such guidance? (Even if lower 
courts are not obligated by law to follow the Court’s guidance/ 
advisory opinions) Do the lower courts provide follow-up reports to 
the Court regarding the consulting cases? 

 
c. How do you perceive the judicial independence of lower courts under 

the Court’s close guidance and supervision? 
 

5.  

1)  

-  
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-  

-  

-  

2) 
 

3) 

 
 
In terms of work pressure, 
 
a. When you are doing your adjudication work, how do you perceive 

the pressure within the Court? For instance, work pressure comes 
from: 

- Discipline 
- Promotion opportunity and other benefits 
- Relation to the division chief and other court leaders 
- Own professional competence 

 
b. Do you also hear complaints from the lower level courts’ judges 

discussing their work pressure? What kind of complaints do they 
commonly mention to?  
 

c. I heard that the rate of attrition among judges from the courts at 
various levels has spiked during the past years. What kind of factors 
do you think have contributed to this phenomenon? 

 
COURT’S RELATION TO OTHER GOVERNMENT ACTORS  
 

6.  

1) 
 

-  
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-  

-  

-  

2) 
? 

3) 
 

 

4) 
 

5) 
 

 
a. Has it happened before when the other government actors (e.g. the 

Party organs, the other administrative institutions, the public security 
and the procuracy) engage in the ongoing cases? 
 

b. Have you encountered the circumstance when the deputies to the 
people’s congresses conduct trial supervision on individual cases? 
What have you done in this situation? 

 
c. How do you perceive the lawmaking/ policymaking power of the 

Court when it formulates abstract judicial interpretations and legal 
policies? Do you think the Court has become a norm-maker at the 
expense of the legislative power? 

 
d. How do you perceive some judges’ efforts in extending the 

constitutional jurisprudence in recent years? (e.g. Qi Yuling Case 
and Luoyang Seed Case) 

 
e. How do you perceive the relation between the Court and 

administrative entities? What efforts do you think the Court has made 
to push forward its influence on the executive power? 
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MANAGEMENT OF JUDGES 
 

7.  

1) 19 “

 ”

 

2) /

/  

3) 
“ ”

 

4) 
 

 
a. In your observation, what kinds of qualities have been highlighted or 

have been placed with great weight when appointing/ disciplining/ 
promoting judges? (e.g. actual working ability/ political integrity/ 
professional competence/ seniority)  
 

b. What do you think is the main reason for excluding some qualified 
judges from working in the substantive divisions and doing 
adjudication work? (e.g. judges from the administrative divisions of 
the Court such as Inspection Office, Political Office and Research 
Office)  

 
c. How do you perceive the “bureaucratic context” with regard to the 

Court’s internal management and its relation to the2 lower courts? 
(e.g. the case examination and approval system within the court; the 
function of judicial committee; the system of requests for 
instructions between the higher and lower courts) 
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d. How do you perceive the ongoing financial and personnel reforms 

within the judiciary in line with the Fourth Judicial Reform Plan of 
the People’s Court (2014-2018) and their impact on individual 
judges? 
 

ROLE OF THE COURT AND ITS REPOSITION  
 

8.  

1) 
/ / 

 

2) 
 

 

3) 

 
 

a. What kind of role of the Court do you perceive through its efforts in 
a series of judicial reforms regarding the improvement of 
institutional arrangements as well as trail practice? What do you 
think are the main functions of it? 
 

b. I heard some judges discussing the judicial reform progress. From 
their standpoint, the reforms of specific judicial mechanisms and trial 
methods have been placed with greater weight than institutional 
changes. How do you think of that? 

 
c. What kind of judicial reposition do you think best reflects the power 

of the Court in the evolving legal development and national 
governance? What kind of changes do you expect? 
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APPENDIX II   Sample of a Model Case 

 

Top 10 Intellectual Property Protection Model Cases of 
the People’s Courts (2010) 

 
[Model Case No. 5] 
 

Interfere with the Search Engine Service, 
An Unfair Competition Dispute1 

 
 

Beijing Baidu Technology Company Limited 
v. 

Qingdao Municipality Branch of China United Network 
Communications Corporation Limited; Qingdao Aoshang Network 

Technology Company Limited; Shandong Province Branch of China 
United Network Communications Corportation Limited and Qingdao 

Pengfei International Air Travel Service Company Limited 
An Unfair Competition Appellate Case 

 
[Civil Judgment of Shandong High People’s Court, Lu Min San 

Zhongzi No. 5-2 (2010)] 
 
 

(i) Case Summary 
 
Beijing Baidu Netcom Science and Technology Co., Ltd. (

) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Baidu Company’) is a well-known 

                                                             
1  The official Chinese version of this model case is available at 

http://old.chinacourt.org/public/detail.php?id=449078, accessed May 24, 2017. 
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Chinese search engine service provider. Qingdao Aoshang Network Technology 
Co., Ltd. ( ) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Aoshang 
Company’) cooperated with the Qingdao Municipality Branch of China United 
Network Communications Corporation Limited (

) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Unicom Qingdao Company’) to 
promote its ‘Network Express’ business. According to Aoshang Company, 
through the ‘Search Know-It-All’ service provided by the ‘Network Express’, 
network users within the network service provided by the Unicom Qingdao 
Company will forcibly see the advertising webpage of the Network Express 
(five-second display) when they enter keywords in the search engine dialogue 
box of Baidu Company. By clicking advertisements network users will directly 
enter a new window of the promotional website, while the original window will 
astronomically display the requested search results after five seconds.  

 
Baidu Company filed the suit to the Qingdao Intermediate People’s Court on 

the ground of the abovementioned unfair competition.  
 
The court of first instance found that within the network service provided by 

the Unicom Qingdao Company, Aushang Company together with Unicom 
Qingdao Company intervened with the search requests made by targets of these 
network services on the Baidu website, causing the advertising pages that the 
interveners wish to release to forcibly pop up before the normal search results 
page appeared. The interventions used the search service provided by Baidu 
Company to seek benefits for the companies themselves. These acts were not 
only contrary to the will of the network users, which caused them to mistakenly 
believe that the forcibly advertising pages were the products of Baidu Company; 
but also negatively impacted Baidu Company’s service quality and affected its 
legal rights and interests, which was a serious violation of the principles of good 
faith and fundamental business ethics. In accordance with the principles set forth 
in Article 2 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the acts shall be in general 
recognized as unfair competition. In this respect, the court rules that Aoshang 
Company and Unicom Qingdao Company should immediately cease their acts 
of unfair competition and jointly pay the plaintiff 200,000 yuan as compensation 
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for economic losses. As the appellate court of the case, Shandong High People’s 
Court decided to uphold the original judgment of the court of the first instance.  

 
(ii) Typical Significance 
 
As a new type of unfair competition disputes under the network environment, 
this case has aroused wide concern in the field of network industry. On the one 
hand, this case has involved complicated legal issues of the understanding of 
competition between companies in accordance with the Anti-Unfair Competition 
Law and the application of principled provisions; on the other hand, it also 
involved the difficulty of ascertaining the facts with regard to identify the subject 
that implemented the intervening acts. It turns out that the ruling of the case has 
deepened and enriched the understanding of the principles set forth in the Anti-
Unfair Competition Law by further identifying the competitive relationship, 
which does not necessarily subject to the same industry or service type. In the 
course of the trial, the court of the first instance made full use of the role of expert 
witnesses in the field of network technology to clarify the responsibilities as well 
as to clear the doubts concerning the technical facts, which served as a valuable 
reference for guiding subsequent adjudication work. The judgment of the case 
has also played a leading role in standardizing the norm and order of the network 
competition.  
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APPENDIX III   Sample of a Guiding Case 

 
[Guiding Case No. 45] 
 

Beijing Baidu Technology Company Limited 
v. 

Qingdao Aoshang Network Techonology Co., Ltd. Et al., 
An Unfair Competition Dispute1 

 
(Discussed and Passed by the Adjudication Committee of the Supreme 

People’s Court, Released on April 15, 2015) 
 
 
(i) Key Words 

 
Civil; Unfair Competition; Network Service; Principle of Good Faith 
 
(ii) Major Points of the Judgment 
 
An act by [any] business operator engaged in Internet services that forcibly 
causes advertisements to pop up on the search results pages of other business 
operators’ websites violates the principle of good faith and generally recognized 
business ethics, hinders the proper business operation of other business operators, 
and adversely affects their legal rights and interests. [Such an act] may, in 
accordance with the principles [set forth in] Article 2 of the Anti Unfair 

                                                             
1 The English translation of this guiding case originally comes from Stanford Law School 

China guiding Cases Project, available at https://cgc.law.stanford.edu/guiding-
cases/guiding-case-45/, accessed May 24, 2017. The official Chinese version of this 
guiding case is available at 
http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2015/04/id/1602323.shtml, accessed May 24, 
2017. 
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Competition Law of the People’s Republic of China, be determined to be unfair 
competition. 
 
(iii) Related Legal Provision 
 
Article 2 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the People’s Republic of China 
 
(iv) Basic Facts of the Case 
 
Plaintiff Beijing Baidu Netcom Science and Technology Co., Ltd. (

) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Baidu Company’) claimed: The 
www.baidu.com website (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Baidu website’) that it 
owned [featured] a Chinese search engine. The three defendant: i.e. Qingdao 
Aoshang Network Technology Co., Ltd. ( ) 
(hereinafter referred to as ‘Aoshang Network Company’), the Qingdao 
Municipality Branch of China United Network Communications Corporation 
Limited ( ) (hereinafter referred to 
as ‘Unicom Qingdao Company’), and the Shandong Province Branch of China 
United Network Communications Corporation Limited (

) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Unicom Shandong 

Company’)⎯used Netcom’s Internet access network services in the region of 
Qingdao, Shandong Province, to forcibly add advertisements to the search results 
pages of Baidu Company’s website. [These] acts adversely affected Baidu 
Company’s goodwill and economic performance and benefit, violated the 
principle of good faith, and [therefore] constituted unfair competition. [The 
plantiff] requested that [the court] hold that: 
 

1. The acts of Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao Company 
constituted unfair competition with the plaintiff and [thus, the companies 
must] cease those acts of unfair competition. The third party [to this case 
must] bear joint and several liabilities; 

 
2. The three defendants [must] publish a statement in the newspapers 

[apologizing for their acts] so as to eliminate the effects of [those acts]; 
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3. The three defendants [must] jointly pay the plaintiff 480,000 yuan as 

compensation for economic losses and 100,000 yuan [as compensation 
for] expenses reasonably incurred in this case. 

 
Defendant Aoshang Network Company defended its position, claiming: it did 

not [carry out] any act amounting to unfair competition and [therefore] should 
not apologize or pay 480,000 yuan as compensation. 
 

Defendant Unicom Qingdao Company defended its position, claiming: The 
plaintiff had no evidence to prove that [Unicom Qingdao Company] had carried 
out the alleged act, nor did [the plaintiff] submit evidence to prove the actual 
losses [the plaintiff alleged it] had suffered. The plaintiff had no competitive 
relationship with [Unicom Qingdao Company] and [the court] should reject all 
of the plaintiff’s litigation requests. 
 

Defendant Unicom Shandong Company defended its position, claiming: The 
plaintiff had no evidence to prove that [Unicom Shandong Company] had carried 
out the alleged act of unfair competition or the allegedly infringing act. 
[Therefore,] there was no legal basis for it to bear joint and several liabilities. 
 

Third-Party Qingdao Pengfei International Air Travel Service Co., Ltd. (

) (hereinafter referred to as ‘Pengfei Air 
Company’) stated: this case did not actually involve Third-Party [Pengfei Air 
Company]. 
 

The court handled the case and ascertained: The scope of Baidu Company’s 
business [included the provision of] Internet information services. The Baidu 
website, the address of which was examined and approved as www.baidu.com, 
primarily provided network users with Internet information search services. The 
scope of Aoshang Network Company’s business included network engineering 
and construction, [the provision of] network technology application services, and 
computer software design and development. Its website [domain name] was 
www.og.com.cn. The company stated in the ‘Corporate Overview’ [section] of 
the abovementioned website that it had four websites: China Aoshang Net 
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(www.og.com.cn), Ouge Network Marketing Partner (www.og.net.cn), Qingdao 
Telephone Real Name Net (www.0532114.org), and Peninsula Talent Net 
(www.job17.com). When the company introduced on its website its ‘Network 
Express’ business, it stated: no need to install any plugins, advertising webpages 
will forcibly appear. When [the company] introduced how the product ‘Search 
Know-It-All’ performed, graphics and text were used to list the following 
procedures: 
 

• Step One: enter keywords in the search engine dialogue box. 
 
• Step Two: the space for [displaying] Network Express advertisements 

first appears [on the screen] (five-second display). 
 
• Step Three: [While the advertisements appear on the screen] click the 

abovementioned space for [displaying] advertisements to directly enter 
a new window of the promotional website. 

 
• Step Four: after five seconds, the original window automatically 

displays the requested search results of Step 1. 
 

That website also used other formats to introduce the above-mentioned 
services. 
 

The scope of Unicom Qingdao Company’s business included [the provision 
of] Internet access and information services. The Qingdao Information Port 
([whose] domain name was qd.sd.cn) was a website owned by [Unicom Qingdao 
Company]. The ‘Telephone Real Name’ [registration system] was a voice search 
business jointly operated by Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang [Network] 
Company. The website of the ‘114 Telephone Real Name Voice Search’, whose 
address was www.0532114.org, indicated that the copyright owner of the 
website was Unicom Qingdao Company and the exclusive registration center 
was Aoshang Network Company. The scope of Unicom Shandong Company’s 
business included the provision of Internet access and information services. Its 
website (www.sdcnc.cn) showed that Unicom Qingdao Company was its 
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subordinate branch. The scope of Pengfei Air Company’s business included the 
provision of agency [services] for airline ticket sales. 

 
On April 14, 2009, [when] logging onto the Baidu website (www.baidu.com) 

by accessing the Internet through Netcom in Qingdao Municipality, Shandong 
Province, Baidu Company discovered [the following when entering content] into 
the dialogue box of the website: 

 
• When ‘Pengfei Air’ was entered [into the dialogue box] and ‘Baidu a bit’ 

was clicked, a page popped up displaying [the phrase] ‘To Snatch 
Discount Plane Tickets Before Others, Dial 114’. Quickly clicking that 
page opened a page displaying the address, http://air.qd.sd.cn. 

 
• When ‘Qingdao Talent Net’ was entered [into the dialogue box] and 

‘Baidu a bit’ was clicked, a page popped up displaying [the phrase] ‘To 
Find a Good Job, Go to Peninsula Talent Net www.job17.com’. Quickly 
clicking the ‘Click immediately’ [button] displayed on that page opened 
a page displaying the address http://www.job17.com. 

 
• When ‘Telephone Real Name’ was entered [into the dialogue box] and 

‘Baidu a bit’ was clicked, a page popped up displaying [the phrase] ‘Dial 
114 to Search Information, Voice Search is Even Better’. Soon after, this 
page directed to a corresponding page with ‘Telephone Real Name’ 
search results. 

 
Baidu Company entrusted an agent to use a computer at a notary office to 

notarize the operational processes of logging onto various websites, including 
Baidu Search. The notarial certificate documented the above-mentioned content. 
After expert discussion of the evidence, it was [revealed that] the linked website 
(http://air.qd.sd.cn/) and Unicom Shandong Company’s subordinate website 
Qingdao Information Port (www.qd.sd.cn) had the same domain [name] 
(qd.sd.cn). The website air.qd.sd.cn belonged to Unicom Shandong Company’s 
subordinate website, Qingdao [Information Port]. 
 
(v) Results of the Judgment 
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On September 2, 2009, the Intermediate People’s Court of Qingdao Municipality, 
Shandong Province, rendered the (2009) Qing Min San Chu Zi No. 110 Civil 
Judgment: 

 
1. [The court orders] Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao 

Company to cease their acts of unfair competition targeted at Baidu 
Company immediately from the day the judgment comes into effect;10 
that is, [they] cannot use technical means to cause advertising pages of 
Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao Company to pop up 
when network users log onto the Baidu website to conduct keyword 
searches through the Internet access service provided by Unicom 
Qingdao Company. 

 
2. [The court orders] Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao 

Company to pay Baidu Company 200,000 yuan as compensation for 
economic losses within ten days of the judgment’s coming into effect. 

 
3. [The court orders] Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao 

Company to publish a statement on the homepages of their respective 
websites to eliminate the effects [of their acts of unfair competition] 
within ten days of the judgment’s coming into effect. The period for 
publishing the statement should be 15 consecutive days. 

 
4. [The court] rejects Baidu Company’s other litigation requests. 

 
After the judgment was pronounced, Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang 

Network Company appealed. On March 20, 2010, the Higher People’s Court of 
Shandong Province rendered the (2010) Lu Min San Zhong Zi No. 5-2 Civil 
Judgment to reject the appeal and uphold the original judgment. 
 
(vi) Reasons for the Judgment 
 
In the effective judgment, the court opined: In this case, Baidu Company sued 
Aoshang Network Company, Unicom Qingdao Company, and Unicom 
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Shandong Company, demanding that they cease their acts of unfair competition 
and bear the corresponding civil liability. Based on this, the following steps 
should have been followed to determine whether the plaintiff’s claim could stand: 
(1) whether the defendants in this case carried out the alleged acts; (2) if [they] 
carried out the alleged acts, whether those acts constituted unfair competition; 
(3) if [those acts] constituted unfair competition, how [the defendants should] 
bear civil liability. 

 
1. On [the issue] of whether the defendants carried out the alleged acts 
 
Domain names are hierarchical character identifiers [used to] recognize and 

locate computers on the Internet. Based on the ascertained facts, 
www.job17.com was the website of Peninsula Talent Net which belonged to 
Aoshang Network Company, and ‘Telephone Real Name Voice Search’ was a 
business jointly operated by Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang Network 
Company. The domain name, qd.sd.cn, belonged to Unicom Qingdao Company, 
which actually used it as the domain name of ‘Qingdao Information Port’. As a 
subdomain of qd.sd.cn, air.qd.sd.cn was assigned and managed by its upper-level 
domain name, qd.sd.cn. As the holder of the domain name qd.sd.cn, Unicom 
Qingdao Company denied that it owned the domain name, air.qd.sd.cn, but did 
not provide evidence to prove this. [Therefore,] it should be determined that the 
user of the subdomain name was Unicom Qingdao Company at the time 
[evidence] was preserved by the notary’s [office]. 
 

When logging onto search engines on the Internet to conduct keyword 
searches, the search results page of the search engine should normally appear 
and other pages unrelated to the search engine should not pop up. However, in 
the network area of the network access service provided by Unicom Qingdao 
Company, a [strange] phenomenon occurred, which was that advertising pages 
unrelated to the search results forcibly popped up [on the screen]. This kind of 
popping-up of advertising pages was not caused by the programs installed on the 
notary office’s computer that was connected to the Internet. Unicom Qingdao 
Company neither had evidence to prove that the same situation would occur in 
the network areas of other network access service providers nor did it offer a 
reasonable explanation for the above-mentioned circumstances appearing in its 
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network access service area. [Therefore,] it could be determined that in the area 
of the Internet access service provided by Unicom Qingdao Company, [Unicom 
Qingdao Company] intervened with the search requests made by targets of these 
network services on the Baidu website, causing the advertising pages that the 
intervener wished to release to forcibly pop up before the normal search results 
page appeared. 

 
On the issue concerning [the identity of] the subject who implemented the 

abovementioned intervening act: The ascertained facts showed that Aoshang 
Network Company’s introduction to the forcible popping-up of advertisements, 
as stated in the introduction to the ‘Network Express’ business [available] on the 
main page [of the company website], was entirely consistent with the format 
preserved by the notary’s [office]. In addition, the ‘Peninsula Talent Net’ and 
‘114 Telephone [Real Name] Voice Search’ pop-up advertising pages that 
appeared while [evidence] was being preserved by the notary’s [office] both 
[were connected to] websites or business operated by [Aoshang Network 
Company]. Therefore, Aoshang Network Company was the beneficiary of that 
intervening act. Where [the company] did not provide evidence to prove that 
there was another subject implementing the above-mentioned act of [causing] 
advertisements [to forcibly pop up], it could be determined that Aoshang 
Network Company was the subject who implemented the above-mentioned 
intervening act. 

 
On the issue of whether Unicom Qingdao Company was a subject who 

implemented the allegedly infringing act: The type of intervening act 
implemented by Aoshang Network Company was not carried out through 
methods such as the installation of plug-ins or programs on clients’ computers, 
but could be carried out in specific network access service areas. Therefore, this 
type of act could not have been carried out without the cooperation of a network 
access service provider. Unicom Qingdao Company had no evidence to prove 
that Aoshang Network Company implemented the above-mentioned act through 
the intervention of its Internet access service by illegal means. At the same time, 
Unicom Qingdao Company was the owner of the domain name, air.qd.sd.cn. 
[Any] liability for infringing upon others’ legal rights and interests arising from 
the ownership or use of a domain name is borne by the owner of the domain 
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name. Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang Network Company jointly 
operated a telephone real name business, which meant that Unicom Qingdao 
Company was also a beneficiary of the above-mentioned act. Therefore, it could 
be determined that Unicom Qingdao Company was also a subject who 
implemented the above-mentioned intervening act. 

 
On the issue of whether Unicom Shandong Company implemented the 

intervening act: Because Unicom Shandong Company and Unicom Qingdao 
Company were both sub-branches of China United Network Communications 
Corporation Limited, there was no evidence to prove that the two companies had 
a relationship whereby one established or was established by [the other], nor was 
there evidence to prove that Unicom Shandong Company was involved in the 
implementation of the intervening act. As a subject in civil [law], Unicom 
Qingdao Company was eligible for bearing civil liability. Therefore, the 
litigation request of Unicom Shandong Company was not supported. Baidu 
Company listed Pengfei Air Company as Third-Party to this case. However, 
[Baidu Company] did not indicate in its complaint or during the trial process that 
Third-Party [Pengfei Air Company] had [implemented] any act of unfair 
competition, nor did it demand Third-Party to bear civil liability. Therefore, it 
was inappropriate [for Baidu Company] to list Pengfei Air Company as Third-
Party, and [any litigation request related to Pengfei Air Company] should not be 
supported. 

 
2. On [the issue] of whether the allegedly infringing acts constituted unfair 

competition 
 
Articles 5 to 15 of Chapter Two of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law of the 

People’s Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Anti-Unfair 
Competition Law’) use a listing method to regulate acts of unfair competition. 
With respect to an act that is not listed in the specific provisions, it can be 
determined to be an act of unfair competition [if and] only if [the act] can be 
determined, in accordance with generally recognized business ethics and 
common understanding, to be in violation of the principles set forth in Article 2 
of the [Anti-Unfair Competition] Law. In order to determine whether an act of a 
business operator constitutes unfair competition, the following aspects should be 
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considered: (1) [whether] the person who implements the act is a business 
operator as defined by the Anti-Unfair Competition Law; (2) [whether] the 
business operator, not following the principles of voluntariness, equality, 
fairness, and good faith when engaging in business activities, violates the 
provisions of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law and generally recognized 
business ethics; and (3) [whether] the business operator’s act of unfair 
competition adversely affects the legal rights and interests of a proper business 
operator. 

 
First, according to the provision concerning business operators as stated in 

Article 2 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, the confirmation of [a party] as a 
business operator does not require that [the concerned] plaintiff and defendant 
belong to the same industry or service type. As long as a market entity is engaged 
in the business operations of commodities or for-profit services, it can be a 
business operator. Unicom Qingdao Company, Aoshang Network Company, and 
Baidu Company were all market entities engaged in the Internet business and 
were business operators as defined by the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. 
Although Unicom Qingdao Company was an Internet access service business 
operator and Baidu Company was a search service business operator, and [thus 
their] service types were not entirely the same, the business act implemented by 
Unicom Qingdao Company that [caused] advertisements to [forcibly] pop up 
before the Baidu search results appeared had a competitive relationship with 
Baidu Company’s paid search model. 

 
Second, [if] any business operator with business relationships [involved] in 

market competition violates the principle of good faith and generally recognized 
business ethics, improperly hinders the proper business operation of other 
business operators, and adversely affects their legal rights and interests, [the 
business operator’s acts] may be determined to be unfair competition in 
accordance with the principles [set forth in] Article 2 of the Anti-Unfair 
Competition Law. Although releasing advertisements and conducting business 
activities on the Internet are quite different from the traditional business model, 
the competitive advantage of business operators engaged in the Internet business 
should still be obtained through good faith and fair competition. They cannot use 
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another’s services or market share to conduct business activities and thereby 
derive benefits without the other’s permission. 

 
The acts implemented by Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang Network 

Company took advantage of [the fact that] the search engine on the Baidu 
website had been widely used by Internet users in China. [Unicom Qingdao 
Company] used technical means to [cause] advertisement pages that were 
released by Aoshang [Network] Company and that were closely related to the 
search keywords and content to forcibly pop up before the display of the normal 
search results, when Internet users using the Internet access service provided by 
Unicom Qingdao Company logged onto the Baidu website to carry out keyword 
searches. These acts induced Internet users, who originally could search for 
corresponding information through the Baidu Company search results, to click 
on the advertisement pages, affecting the paid search service and promotional 
services provided to Internet users by Baidu Company. [These acts] used the 
search service provided by Baidu Company to seek benefits for [the companies] 
themselves. These acts not only were not consented to by Baidu Company, but 
were also contrary to the will of [the company’s] Internet access service users. 
[These acts] easily caused Internet users to mistakenly believe that [the act of] 
causing advertising pages to [forcibly] pop up was carried out by Baidu 
Company and caused Internet users’ assessments of Baidu Company’s provision 
of services to become less favorable, [thereby] negatively impacting Baidu 
Company’s goodwill and adversely affecting Baidu Company’s legal rights and 
interests. At the same time, [the acts] also violated the principles of good faith 
and generally recognized business ethics and constituted unfair competition. 

 
3. On [the issue of how the defendants should] bear civil liability 
 
Since Unicom Qingdao Company and Aoshang Network Company jointly 

implemented the acts of unfair competition, [they] should, in accordance with 
Article 130 of the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic 
of China, bear joint and severable liability [for these acts]. Pursuant to Article 
134 of the General Principles of the Civil Law of the People's Republic of China 
and Article 20 of the Anti-Unfair Competition Law, [they] should bear civil 
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liability for ceasing infringement, paying compensation for losses, and 
eliminating the effects [of their acts]. 

 
First, Aoshang Network Company and Unicom Qingdao Company should 

immediately cease [their] acts of unfair competition, meaning that [they] would 
no longer be able to use technical means to cause the two defendants’ advertising 
pages to [forcibly] pop up when Internet users using the Internet access service 
provided by Unicom Qingdao Company logged onto the Baidu website to carry 
out keyword searches. Second, based on [factors including] the reasonable 
expenses incurred by the plaintiff in this case and the circumstances and duration 
of the acts of unfair competition [implemented] by the defendants, [the court] 
decided after deliberation that the two defendants [should] jointly pay [the 
plaintiff] 200,000 yuan as compensation for economic losses. Finally, when 
Internet users logged onto the Baidu [website] to carry out searches and saw 
advertising pages forcibly pop up, [they] would usually consider [the acts] to 
have been carried out by Baidu Company. Therefore, the two defendants’ acts 
had certain negative effects on Baidu Company, and [they] should bear civil 
liability for eliminating [those] effects. Because those acts occurred on the 
Internet, and [because they] occurred in the Internet access service area provided 
by Unicom Qingdao Company, [the court] therefore determined that the two 
defendants should publish a statement eliminating the effects of [the acts of 
unfair competition] on the homepages of their respective websites. 
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APPENDIX IV   Sample of Requests for Instructions 

    

Reply of the Supreme People’s Court at the Request of the 
Shanghai and other High People’s Courts for Instructions 

on Cases Involving the Judicial Review of Arbitral 
Awards Made by the CIETAC and its Former Sub-

Commissions1 
 

(Adopted at the 1655th meeting of the Judicial Committee of the 
Supreme People’s Court on 23 June 2015, Fa Shi [2015] No.15) 

 
 
Shanghai High People’s Court, Jiangsu High People’s Court, and Guangdong 
High People’s Court: 
 
As the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission 
(hereinafter referred to as "CIETAC") implemented its revised Arbitration Rules 
on 1 May 2012 and the former CIETAC South China Sub-Commission (which 
has changed the name into the South China International Economic and Trade 
Arbitration Commission and uses concurrently the name of Shenzhen Court of 
International Arbitration, hereinafter referred to as "SCIA") and the former 
CIETAC Shanghai Sub-Commission (which has changed the name into the 
Shanghai International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission and uses 
concurrently the name of Shanghai International Arbitration Center, hereinafter 
referred to as "SHIAC") have changed their names and implemented new 
arbitration rules, some parties have disputed over issues such as the validity of 
the relevant arbitration agreements and the authority of each of the above 

                                                             
1  The English translation of this judicial document originally comes from China 

International Economic and Trade Arbitration Committee (CIETAC), available at 
http://bj.cietac.org/index/news/479712f7db9e057f001.cms, accessed April 3, 2018. 
The official Chinese version of this judicial document is available at 
http://www.court.gov.cn/zixun-xiangqing-15003.html, accessed April 3, 2018. 
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arbitration institutions to accept arbitration cases, their respective jurisdiction 
over arbitration cases and the enforcement of their arbitral awards, and have 
requested the people’s courts to confirm the validity of the arbitration agreements 
or to apply for the setting aside or non-enforcement of the relevant arbitral 
awards, hence giving rise to many judicial review cases. The Shanghai High 
People’s Court, the Jiangsu High People’s Court and the Guangdong High 
People’s Court have requested the Supreme People’s Court for instructions on 
the relevant issues. 
 
In order to protect the legal rights and interests of the arbitration parties in 
accordance with the law and fully respect the parties’ autonomy, taking into 
account the historical relationship between CIETAC and SCIA/SHIAC, and with 
the view of supporting and safeguarding the healthy development of arbitration 
as well as promoting the establishment of alternative dispute resolution system, 
the Supreme People’s Court hereby makes the following replies to the relevant 
issues after careful study: 
 
1. Where the parties signed an arbitration agreement agreeing to submit their 
disputes to the "China International Economic and Trade Arbitration 
Commission South China Sub-Commission" or the "China International 
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission Shanghai Sub-Commission" for 
arbitration before the SCIA changed its name into the South China International 
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission or the SHIAC into the Shanghai 
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, SICA or SHIAC 
shall have jurisdiction over the arbitration case. Where any of the parties requests 
a people’s court to confirm such arbitration agreement as invalid or applies for 
the setting aside or non-enforcement of the arbitral award on the ground that 
SICA or SHIAC has no jurisdiction to arbitrate, such a request or application 
shall not be affirmed by the people’s court. 
 
Where the parties signed an arbitration agreement agreeing to submit their 
disputes to the "China International Economic and Trade Arbitration 
Commission South China Sub-Commission" or the "China International 
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission Shanghai Sub-Commission" for 
arbitration after the SCIA changed its name into the South China International 
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Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission or the SHIAC into the Shanghai 
International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (including the date 
of the name change) but before this Reply takes effect, CIETAC shall have 
jurisdiction over such arbitration cases. However, where the claimant applies to 
SCIA or SHIAC for arbitration and the respondent raises no objection to the 
jurisdiction of SCIA or SHIAC, if any of the parties applies for the setting aside 
or non-enforcement of the arbitral award after it is made on the ground that SCIA 
or SHIAC has no jurisdiction to arbitrate, such an application shall not be 
affirmed by the people’s court. 
 
Where the parties sign an arbitration agreement agreeing to submit their disputes 
to the "China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission South 
China Sub-Commission" or the "China International Economic and Trade 
Arbitration Commission Shanghai Sub-Commission" for arbitration after this 
Reply takes effect (including the effective date), CIETAC shall have jurisdiction 
over such arbitration cases. 
 
2. Where the claimant in an arbitration case requests the arbitration institution to 
decide on its jurisdiction over the case at the same time of applying for arbitration, 
and the arbitration institution has made a decision that the arbitration agreement 
is valid and it has jurisdiction over the case, if later before the first hearing by 
the arbitral tribunal, the respondent files a lawsuit with a people’s court applying 
for confirmation of the validity of the arbitration agreement, the people’s court 
shall accept the lawsuit and make a ruling. Where the claimant or the arbitration 
institution pleads that the people’s court shall not accept the lawsuit pursuant to 
Article 3 of the Reply of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Involved 
in Confirming the Validity of Arbitration Agreements (Fa Shi [1998] No. 27) 
and the second paragraph of Article 13 of the Interpretation of the Supreme 
People’s Court on Certain Issues Relating to Application of the Arbitration Law 
of the People’s Republic of China (Fa Shi [2006] No. 7), such a pleading shall 
not be affirmed by the people’s court. 
 
3. Where, before this Reply takes effect, an arbitration case that should not have 
been accepted by CIETAC, SCIA or SHIAC according to Article 1 of this Reply 
but has been already accepted thereby, if any of the parties applies for the setting 
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aside or non-enforcement of the arbitral award after it is made on the ground that 
the arbitration institution has no jurisdiction to arbitrate, such an application shall 
not be affirmed by the people’s court. 
 
4. Where, before this Reply takes effect, the same arbitration case has been 
accepted by CIETAC and SCIA or SHIAC, if any of the parties to the case 
applies to a people’s court for confirmation of the validity of the arbitration 
agreement before the first oral hearing by the arbitral tribunal, the people’s court 
shall hear the lawsuit and make a ruling in accordance with Article 1 of this 
Reply. 
 
Where, before this Reply takes effect, the same arbitration case has been 
accepted by CIETAC and SCIA or SHIAC, if none of the parties to the case 
applies to a people’s court for confirmation of the validity of the arbitration 
agreement before the first oral hearing by the arbitral tribunal, the arbitration 
institution that first accepted the case shall have jurisdiction over the case. 
 
This Reply is hereby given. 
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SUMMARY 

Power of the Supreme People’s Court 

Reconceptualizing Judicial Power 
in Contemporary China 

DING QI 

 

IN THE CONTEXT of reform-era China, which is characterized by tremendous 
legal development and social advancement, the Chinese judiciary has been 
entrusted with more functions and greater autonomy in political governance than 
ever before. Despite Western scholars’ general skepticism regarding the 
possibility of the rule of law taking root in China, judicial power in China has 
actually experienced a significant expansion of capacity, professionalization, 
transparency, and accountability while faced with an ambiguous but generally 
evolving legal environment. What remains unclear, however, is in what ways the 
Supreme People’s Court (the Court) at the top of the judicial hierarchy has 
contributed to this positive trend, and to what extent the Court’s experience and 
practice are distinctive compared to the power of the highest courts in other legal 
settings. Recognizing that the Court’s exercise of power has to a great extent 
challenged the Western understanding of judicial power in both liberal 
democracies and nondemocratic systems, this book aims to provide insight into 
the world’s largest highest court, which has demonstrated unique wisdom but so 
far remained largely obscure, offering an up-to-date understanding of the power 
of the Supreme People’s Court and its evolving meanings in a context viewed as 
lacking separation of powers.  

To achieve this aim, the recent development of the Court is examined to explore 
two main research questions:  
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1. How does the Supreme People’s Court exercise its power in theory and in 
practice in China’s present political and constitutional context?  

2. How does the power of the Supreme People’s Court contribute to the 
understanding of the highest court’s power in a nondemocratic form of 
separation of powers? 

This explorative sociolegal study has been carried out through a combination of 
theoretical and qualitative empirical research. The relevant laws and regulations, 
academic work, and case studies are analyzed to present a comprehensive picture 
of the Court concerning its power arrangements within the nation’s political and 
legal structure. Furthermore, through two fieldwork studies conducted at the 
Court in 2012 and 2014, this book offers empirical insight and a reflection on the 
everyday operation of the Court, uniquely benefitting from the perceptions and 
experiences of supreme court judges. Ultimately, the arguments in this book have 
been formed and developed through the integration of both theoretical and 
empirical findings, which together shed light on the subject under discussion in 
a comparative context to achieving a rich understanding of the exercise of 
judicial power in a nondemocratic form of separation of powers. 

The book is structured into five main chapters. Chapter 1 summarizes the 
comparative scholarship on the power of the highest courts among various 
jurisdictions, highlighting the research gap between well-established 
democracies and nondemocratic legal settings and especially the misreading of 
the highest courts’ power in the context of the latter. Departing from the Western 
analytical lens of judicial power, this chapter then describes the analytical 
framework adopted to assess the power of the highest court, distinguishing the 
input and output factors that contribute to the legitimacy of the highest courts 
and that shape their primary roles and functions in theory and in practice. Input 
factors refer to the institutional choices embedded in the specific political and 
constitutional environment that initially shape the power of the highest courts, 
while output factors highlight the practical functions of the highest courts and 
their everyday operation that eventually determine the capacity of the specific 
highest court and how it fulfills its roles in practice. Based on the analytical 
framework and the research methodology applied in this research, the chapters 
that follow make further inquiries into the power of the Court, mainly from these 
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two respects, seeking to answer the main research questions and to achieve an 
up-to-date understanding of how the Court has been organized and empowered 
in a nondemocratic legal setting beyond the core Western jurisdictions.  

Chapter 2 investigates the power arrangements of the Court from an institutional 
perspective, introducing three layers of power allocation that help to explain how 
the Court has been organized: (1) the organizational framework concerning the 
Court structure and personnel; (2) the profile and management of individual 
judges from a micro-level perspective, particularly their recruitment and training, 
means of making decisions, and career identity; and, finally, (3) the political 
determinants of the Court’s exercise of power from a macro-level perspective, 
which in many respects reflects its relationship to the Chinese Communist Party 
(the Party). The theoretical and empirical evidence presented in this chapter 
suggest that the Court has made significant progress in the direction of a more 
effective, efficient, and predictable legal institution in the era of transformation. 
A noticeable trend to this end is the professionalization of the Court and the 
increased competence of supreme court judges over the past decades, which have 
been largely supported by Party authorities through their increased tolerance of 
the empowerment of the Court.  

Despite the Court’s strenuous efforts to promote its institutional capacities and 
judicial professionalization, the deep-seated institutional and political constraints 
facing the Court are nothing but extraordinary. In fact, the bureaucratic style of 
managing the judicial institution and its personnel carries a high risk for the 
Court in the exercise of power and inevitably makes it vulnerable to wide-
ranging external interference. Because judges are subject to both the leadership 
of the professional adjudicative body and to strict bureaucratic control within the 
court hierarchy, the long-term damage resulting from the limitation of self-
realization in adjudication work and individual judges’ frustration with their 
career identity should not be underestimated. Worse still, the investigation into 
the relationship between the Court and the Party in terms of judicial ideology 
and policymaking, court personnel management, and judicial decision-making 
further highlights the fact that as long as the Party’s supremacy over the judicial 
power remains the defining feature of the Chinese legal system, the Court is 
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likely to render results characterized by its institutional weakness and to enjoy 
limited autonomy within the current party-state structure. 

Chapter 3 explores the most significant judicial practices of the Court from a 
functionalist standpoint. The Court not only performs as the highest-level 
adjudicative organ and hears cases as the court of last resort but is also devoted 
to developing two judicial functions as vital functional supplements to the 
adjudicative authority: promulgating abstract judicial interpretations and 
regularly releasing a selection of guiding cases in response to either incomplete 
or imperfect law in practice. In light of the observations and arguments in this 
chapter, the Court has become an increasingly important adjudicator based on its 
own pragmatic initiatives and institutional interests in the era of transformation, 
and this is especially true as reflected in a series of substantive and procedural 
reforms the Court has promoted to safeguard the uniform application of the law 
and shape the development of the law.  

However, the continuing emphasis on the Court’s normative interpretative power 
has aroused concerns as to whether this quasi-legislative power is exercised at 
the expense of the legislative power or poses a real threat to the traditional 
understanding of the judicial power. In an authoritarian regime, where the 
Court’s limited power in judicial review and inability to develop significant 
constitutional jurisprudence are notable, it is important for the Court to explore 
innovative and meaningful approaches to fulfill its judicial functions and push 
for a more active judicial role in accordance with its own pragmatic needs. In 
this respect, the practices of the Court to enrich and develop its jurisdiction 
through judicial policymaking and adopting a case-based approach to unify the 
application of the law has already become a necessary, indeed crucial, part of the 
Court’s pragmatic choice for providing sound and detailed instructions to bridge 
gaps in existing law while awaiting further legislative development. 

Chapter 4 lifts the veil from a different angle and reveals some of the most 
distinctive nonjudicial practices of the Court in its everyday practice. It should 
come as no surprise to learn that the Court has been linked with broader roles 
than merely being the top judicial organ and that supreme court judges serve 
more functions in practice than simply being adjudicators. In fact, evidence 
presented in this chapter suggests that the Court in many respects operates in a 
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manner consistent with how the rest of the bureaucracy is run, which is reflected 
in its approaches to strengthening administrative management within the judicial 
hierarchy and its active engagement in complying with the political agenda of 
the ruling authorities. From what has been discussed in this chapter, shouldering 
the heavy responsibility of a vast number of extralegal functions reveals the 
bureaucratic nature of the Court within China’s current political and institutional 
structures, and more importantly, highlights its struggles and compromises with 
legal rationality when confronted with severe political challenges and conflicts 
among different interest groups.  

Most administrative and political functions the Court carries out in practice show 
that a political-centered rather than a legal-centered mode of bureaucratic 
operation prevails in the Chinese legal system, which has greatly undermined the 
judicial authority and the finality of court outcomes. Yet the discussion in this 
chapter also underscores the fact that there are always limitations to what can 
and cannot be addressed by courts on their own, and thus the Court must be 
carefully responsive to political concerns and increasingly cautious about the 
policy preferences of other state actors in the exercise of judicial power. In a 
sense, the Court’s inability and reluctance to challenge bureaucratism and 
politicization suggests that the call for an impartial and authoritative judicial 
power would continue to be placed in jeopardy as long as the Court remains 
operating in the shadow of the Party authority and lacking meaningful checks 
and balances at the institutional front. 

Drawing on the case of China and especially the rich experience of the Court, 
chapter 5 reflects on the decades-old debates and several deep-rooted 
misunderstandings regarding legal development in China, as mentioned at the 
beginning of this research, reconceptualizing judicial power in a nondemocratic 
separation of powers context with Chinese characteristics. More importantly, an 
up-to-date understanding of the power of the Court provides a source of 
inspiration for rethinking the internal logic of a distinct category of judicial 
power beyond core Western democracies.  

Through the lens of the separation of powers doctrine that originated in the West 
and its diverse implementation in and beyond the core Western democracies, 
three sets of elements have emerged as the key to understanding the role of the 
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highest court in the specific context of separation of powers: (1) normative 
versus functional analysis of the doctrine, (2) judicial independence versus 
judicial interdependence as manifested in the power distribution and power 
dynamics, and (3) political-centered versus legal-centered modes of operation 
for the highest court in the specific political and legal context.  

Drawing on existing comparative scholarship and especially on the basis of three 
core sets of elements identified in this chapter, it is evident that the scope and 
impact of judicial power in China are largely determined by the political and 
institutional designs within the Chinese governance structure, while in many 
respects being shaped and restructured by the Court’s initiatives in developing 
the law and expanding power boundaries. Although the exercise of judicial 
power is rather limited and restrained in accordance with the Chinese political 
and constitutional arrangements, one should never overlook or underestimate the 
Court’s solid efforts and continuous striving toward greater competence, 
authority, and independence. Therefore, it should come as no surprise to learn 
that like judicial bodies in and beyond the West, the Court is likely to function 
as an inseparable part of political governance in China. Thus, its exercise of 
power is the result of, and in turn an operating condition that contributes and 
brings changes to, the broad political and legal context within which it operates.  

Based on this study’s insights and implications, the researcher concludes that, 
first, the Court has made more remarkable progress in reconceptualizing judicial 
power in the era of transformation than Western scholars have generally 
recognized. Notwithstanding the political and institutional restraints facing legal 
development in China, the Court has demonstrated self-initiated and highly 
pragmatic interest in pushing forward its authority and impact on and beyond the 
legal fields through various judicial and nonjudicial means. The Court’s 
initiatives and actions have increasingly reflected its preferences, strategies, and 
professional ideologies in driving core functions of the courts while at the same 
time integrating considerable diversity and flexibility into the legal system. In 
this respect, the Court should no longer be deemed a mere governance tool for 
the ruling authorities but should rather be viewed as a pragmatic actor in pursuit 
of greater autonomy and self-interest in the era of transformation.  
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Second, the deep-seated institutional and political constraints noted in this study 
imply that there is limited space for the judiciary to act independently in the 
authoritarian legal setting, within which courts continue their commitment to 
intensive political functions instead of posing a direct threat to the ruling 
authorities. The absence of an active and effective form of judicial review power 
further suggests that it is difficult for Chinese courts, especially the Court, to 
make meaningful breakthroughs in expanding the power spectrum in the absence 
of institutional changes and serious political reforms. As long as the exercise of 
judicial power in China can only occur and be refined under the umbrella of the 
Party’s leadership, the call for an impartial and authoritative judiciary will 
continue to be placed in jeopardy in the face of inadequate institutional 
guarantees for justice and judicial independence. Therefore, it is conceivable that 
legal development in most nondemocratic systems is primarily an issue in which 
political considerations play a decisive role. The path to legal development in 
nondemocratic settings in many respects reflects a strong commitment to a 
political-centered rather than a law-centered approach, which ultimately is the 
product of the concrete choices, institutional interests, and strategic 
considerations of political actors rather than the endeavors and wisdom of courts 
and judges.  

Third, because there is no single or simple form of separation of powers that can 
be universally applicable in the West and East, the Chinese approach to 
separation of powers presented in this study is more likely to make a meaningful 
contribution to broadening the empirical and theoretical base of the separation 
of powers doctrine, especially by serving as a convincing reference for other 
nondemocratic regimes. Rather than viewing the cases discussed as problematic, 
the arguments made in this study suggest that a comprehensive understanding of 
the roles and power of the highest court from a nondemocratic perspective 
requires a thorough mapping of normative and functional analyses, judicial 
independence and interdependence, and reforms and restraints as reflected in the 
exercise of judicial power in theory and in practice. As it can be argued that 
judicial power lies in the power interplay and counterbalance on these fronts, the 
doctrine is more likely to provide a remarkable analytical framework and allow 
us to capture the essence of judicial power in a broader analytical context.  
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Finally, the observations and discussions in this book highlight the possibility 
for the highest courts to strive for greater competence and authority even in the 
nondemocratic context of separation of powers, and the underlying 
circumstances of doing so. In fact, one should not dismiss the highest court’s 
power and far-reaching influence in bringing about significant legal changes in 
a nondemocratic form of separation of powers. In recognizing the ruling 
authorities’ supremacy over the judicial power in authoritarian regimes, the 
central and the most urgent issue is not to justify the legitimacy of the 
dictatorship but rather to make a serious inquiry into whether and under what 
circumstances there is considerable scope for legal development. Thus, the 
analysis can then move on to examine the available approaches and strategies 
the courts, especially the highest courts, adopted within the realm of their levels 
of capabilities in nondemocratic legal settings. With a clear understanding of 
their inherent limitations and institutional constraints, courts are more likely to 
avoid unnecessarily frustrating attempts and to focus instead on making solid 
progress on advancing legal development on their own initiative, seeking to 
operate with greater autonomy while at the same time strategically responding 
to political concerns and social needs. To make meaningful breakthroughs in 
strengthening judicial authority and separating the role of the courts from that of 
other powerful state actors, it is important for the highest courts to continually 
create innovative solutions to balance legal requirements with their 
responsiveness to political assignments, creating meaningful escapes from the 
typical bureaucratic mode of rationalization and steadily increasing the level of 
judicialization, and eventually, achieving solid progress in driving judicial 
empowerment in the specific context of separation of powers.  

Overall, the key to this study is to place the highest court in its environment and 
to explore and expose how the highest court exercises its most important powers 
in a nondemocratic form of separation of powers. China presents us with a 
distinctive example in this regard, and the in-depth discussion of the Court’s 
exercise of power in this book offers an up-to-date understanding of the judicial 
power in China and its evolving meanings in an authoritarian legal setting. More 
significantly, on the basis of the Court’s practice and experience, this book 
eventually reflects on the twists and turns facing legal development in 
nondemocratic separation of powers contexts and highlights the possibility for 
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the highest courts to strive for greater competence and authority in such contexts, 
and on the underlying circumstances of these endeavors, which deserves to be 
comprehensively studied, thoroughly understood, and properly respected.  
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SAMENVATTING 

De macht van het Opperste Volksgerecht 

Herconceptualisering van de rechterlijke macht in 
hedendaags China 

DING QI 

 

IN DE CONTEXT van China in het hervormingstijdperk, dat gekenmerkt wordt 
door een enorme juridische ontwikkeling en sociale vooruitgang, heeft de 
Chinese rechterlijke macht meer functies en een grotere autonomie qua politiek 
bestuur toevertrouwd gekregen dan ooit tevoren. Ondanks het algemene 
scepticisme van westerse deskundigen over de mogelijke ontwikkeling van een 
rechtsstaat in China, heeft de Chinese rechterlijke macht een aanzienlijke 
uitbreiding van capaciteit, professionalisering, transparantie en 
aansprakelijkheid doorgemaakt, terwijl ze geconfronteerd werd met een 
meerduidige maar over het algemeen zich ontwikkelende juridische omgeving. 
Het blijft echter onduidelijk op welke manieren het Opperste Volksgerecht, aan 
de top van de juridische hiërarchie, heeft bijgedragen aan deze positieve trend en 
in hoeverre de ervaring en praktijk van dit Gerechtshof onderscheidend zijn ten 
opzichte van de macht van Opperste Gerechten (i.e. hooggerechtshoven) in 
andere jurisdicties. Terwijl erkend wordt dat de machtsuitoefening van het 
Opperste Volksgerecht niet goed past in de westerse opvattingen over de 
rechterlijke macht in zowel liberale democratieën als niet-democratische 
systemen, heeft dit boek tot doel om inzicht te verschaffen in 's werelds grootste 
hooggerechtshof, dat unieke wijsheid heeft getoond maar tot nu toe grotendeels 
buiten de schijnwerpers is gebleven. Het boek biedt een geactualiseerd begrip 
van de macht van het Opperste Volksgerecht en de constant veranderende 
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betekenis hiervan in een context die beschouwd wordt als een gebrek aan 
machtenscheiding.  

Om dit te bereiken, onderzoekt dit boek de recente ontwikkeling van het Chinese 
Opperste Volksgerecht (“het Gerechtshof”) waarbij twee onderzoeksvragen 
gesteld worden:  

1. Hoe oefent het Gerechtshof zijn macht uit in theorie en in de praktijk in 
de huidige politieke en constitutionele context van China?  

2. Hoe draagt de macht van het Gerechtshof bij aan het begrip van de macht 
van een hooggerechtshof in een niet-democratische vorm van 
machtenscheiding? 

Deze verkennende sociaaljuridische studie is uitgevoerd door een combinatie 
van theoretisch en kwalitatief empirisch onderzoek. De relevante wet- en 
regelgeving, academische literatuur en gevalstudies worden geanalyseerd om 
een volledig beeld te schetsen van het Gerechtshof wat betreft zijn macht binnen 
de politieke en juridische structuur van het land. Bovendien biedt dit boek 
empirisch inzicht en een reflectie op de dagelijkse werking van het 
hooggerechtshof middels twee veldwerkstudies uitgevoerd bij het Gerechtshof 
in 2012 en 2014. Hiermee profiteert de studie op unieke wijze van de percepties 
en ervaringen van de rechters van het Gerechtshof. De argumentatie in dit boek 
is gebaseerd op de integratie van zowel theoretische als empirische bevindingen, 
die samen licht werpen op het onderwerp dat ter discussie staat in een 
vergelijkende context met als doel tot een rijker begrip van de uitoefening van 
de rechterlijke macht in een niet-democratische machtenscheiding te komen. 

Het boek is ingedeeld in vijf hoofdstukken. Hoofdstuk 1 vat de vergelijkende 
literatuur over de macht van de hooggerechtshoven uit verschillende jurisdicties 
samen, waarbij de aandacht wordt gevestigd op de onderzoeksleemte wat betreft 
niet-democratische juridische contexten en met name de verkeerde interpretatie 
van de macht van de hooggerechtshoven daarin. Uitgaande van de westerse 
analytische lens van de rechterlijke macht, beschrijft dit hoofdstuk het analytisch 
kader dat in dit onderzoek wordt gebruikt om de macht van het Gerechtshof te 
beoordelen, waarbij onderscheid wordt gemaakt tussen input- en outputfactoren 
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die bijdragen aan de legitimiteit van de hooggerechtshoven en die hun primaire 
rollen en functies bepalen in theorie en in de praktijk. Input-factoren zijn de 
institutionele keuzes in de specifieke politieke en constitutionele context die de 
macht van de hooggerechtshoven bepalen, terwijl output-factoren de praktische 
functies en hun dagelijkse werking van de hooggerechtshoven benadrukken. 
Deze bepalen uiteindelijk de capaciteit van het specifieke hooggerechtshof en 
hoe deze zijn rollen in de praktijk vervult. Op basis van het analytisch kader en 
de onderzoeksmethode die in dit onderzoek worden toegepast, onderzoeken de 
hoofdstukken die volgen de macht van het Gerechtshof nader. Dit gebeurt 
hoofdzakelijk vanuit deze twee aspecten met als doel de onderzoeksvragen te 
beantwoorden en een geactualiseerd inzicht te krijgen in hoe het Gerechtshof is 
georganiseerd en wat zijn bevoegdheden zijn in een niet-democratisch juridisch 
kader dat anders is dan dat van de gevestigde westerse democratieën. 

Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoekt de structuur van het Gerechtshof vanuit een 
institutioneel perspectief en introduceert drie bevoegdheidsdimensies, die 
bijdragen aan een beter begrip van de organisatie van het Gerechtshof: (1) het 
organisatorische kader met betrekking tot de structuur en het personeel van het 
Gerechtshof; (2) het profiel en het management van individuele rechters vanuit 
een microperspectief, met name hun werving en opleiding, mogelijkheden voor 
besluitvorming en loopbaanidentiteit; en ten slotte, (3) de politieke factoren die 
bepalend zijn voor machtsuitoefening door het Gerechtshof vanuit een 
macroperspectief, die in veel opzichten de relatie met de Chinese 
Communistische Partij (“de Partij”) weerspiegelen. Het theoretische en 
empirische materiaal dat in dit hoofdstuk wordt gepresenteerd, suggereert dat het 
Gerechtshof aanzienlijke vooruitgang heeft geboekt in de richting van een meer 
effectieve, efficiënte en voorspelbare juridische instelling in het tijdperk van 
transformatie. Een opvallende trend wat dat betreft is de professionalisering van 
het Gerechtshof en de toegenomen bekwaamheid van de rechters in de afgelopen 
decennia. Deze trend werd grotendeels ondersteund door de partijautoriteiten 
door middel van grotere tolerantie voor de toegenomen macht van het 
Gerechtshof. 

Ondanks de inspanningen van het Gerechtshof om zijn institutionele capaciteiten 
en juridische professionalisering te bevorderen, zijn de diepgewortelde 
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institutionele en politieke beperkingen waarmee het Gerechtshof wordt 
geconfronteerd enorm. De bureaucratische managementstijl van de rechterlijke 
instantie en zijn personeel vormt een groot risico voor het Gerechtshof bij het 
uitoefenen van zijn bevoegdheid en maakt het onvermijdelijk kwetsbaar voor 
brede externe interventie. Omdat rechters onderworpen zijn aan zowel de leiding 
van het professionele beslissingsorgaan als aan strikte bureaucratische controle 
binnen de hiërarchie van het Gerechtshof, moet de langdurige schade als gevolg 
van de beperking van zelfrealisatie bij berechting en de frustratie van individuele 
rechters wat betreft hun loopbaanidentiteit niet worden onderschat. Erger nog, 
het onderzoek naar de relatie tussen het Gerechtshof en de partij op het gebied 
van rechterlijke ideologie en beleidsvorming, personeelsmanagement van de 
rechtbank en gerechtelijke besluitvorming benadrukt verder dat zolang de macht 
van de partij over het rechterlijk apparaat het bepalende kenmerk blijft van het 
Chinese rechtssysteem, het Gerechtshof waarschijnlijk resultaten zal halen die 
worden gekenmerkt door zijn institutionele zwakte en het beperkte autonomie 
zal genieten binnen de huidige partijstaatstructuur. 

Hoofdstuk 3 verkent de belangrijkste juridische praktijken van het Gerechtshof 
vanuit een functionalistisch oogpunt. Het Gerechtshof treedt niet alleen op als 
het hoogste rechterlijke orgaan en behandelt niet alleen zaken als laatste 
redmiddel, maar legt zich ook toe op het ontwikkelen van twee rechterlijke 
functies als essentiële functionele aanvullingen op het rechterlijke gezag: het 
uitvaardigen van abstracte juridische interpretaties en het regelmatig publiceren 
van een selectie van zogenaamde “leidende zaken” als reactie op onvolledige of 
onvolkomen rechtsregels in de praktijk. In dit hoofdstuk is vastgesteld dat het 
Gerechtshof een steeds belangrijker scheidsrechter is geworden, op basis van zijn 
eigen pragmatische initiatieven en institutionele belangen in het tijdperk van 
transformatie. Dit geldt met name voor een reeks van inhoudelijke en 
procedurele hervormingen die het Gerechtshof heeft gestimuleerd om de 
uniforme toepassing van de wet te waarborgen en de ontwikkeling van het recht 
vorm te geven. 

De aanhoudende nadruk op de normatieve interpretatiemacht van het 
Gerechtshof heeft echter de vraag doen rijzen of deze quasi-wetgevende macht 
wordt uitgeoefend ten koste van de wetgevende macht of een reële bedreiging 
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vormt voor het traditionele begrip van de rechterlijke macht. In een autoritair 
regime, waar de beperkte bevoegdheid van het Gerechtshof inzake rechterlijke 
toetsing en het onvermogen om belangrijke constitutionele jurisprudentie te 
ontwikkelen kenmerkend is, is het belangrijk voor het Gerechtshof om 
innovatieve en zinvolle benaderingen te verkennen om zijn rechterlijke taken te 
vervullen en te streven naar een actievere juridische rol in overeenstemming met 
zijn eigen pragmatische behoeften. In dit opzicht is de praktijk van het 
Gerechtshof om zijn rechtsbevoegdheid te verrijken en te ontwikkelen door 
middel van rechterlijke beleidsvorming en een casus-gebaseerde aanpak om 
eenheid in de rechtstoepassing te brengen, reeds een noodzakelijk en zelfs 
cruciaal onderdeel geworden van de pragmatische keuze van het Gerechtshof 
voor het verschaffen van degelijke en gedetailleerde aanwijzingen om lacunes in 
de bestaande wetgeving te overbruggen in afwachting van verdere ontwikkeling 
van de wetgeving. 

Hoofdstuk 4 benadert het Gerechtshof vanuit een andere invalshoek en toont 
enkele van de meest onderscheidende niet-rechterlijke praktijken van het 
Gerechtshof in de dagelijkse praktijk. Het is niet verrassend dat het Gerechtshof 
een bredere rol heeft te spelen dan alleen maar het belangrijkste gerechtelijk 
orgaan te zijn en dat de rechters van het Gerechtshof in praktijk meer functies 
hebben dan alleen die van scheidsrechter. Dit hoofdstuk maakt zichtbaar dat het 
Gerechtshof in veel opzichten werkt op een manier die overeenkomt met hoe de 
rest van de bureaucratie wordt bestuurd, wat tot uiting komt in de benadering 
voor het versterken van het bestuurlijk management binnen de rechterlijke 
hiërarchie en de actieve betrokkenheid bij het naleven van de politieke agenda 
van de heersende autoriteiten. Uit wat in dit hoofdstuk is besproken, blijkt dat de 
zware verantwoordelijkheid die het Gerechtshof draagt voor een groot aantal 
niet-rechtsprekende functies haar bureaucratische aard binnen de huidige 
politieke en institutionele structuren van China blootlegt, en nog belangrijker, de 
strijd en compromissen met juridische rationaliteit benadrukt wanneer het met 
zware politieke uitdagingen en conflicten tussen verschillende belangengroepen 
geconfronteerd wordt. 

De meeste administratieve en politieke taken die het Gerechtshof in de praktijk 
verricht, tonen aan dat er een politiek-georiënteerde in plaats van een juridisch-
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georiënteerde wijze van bureaucratie heerst in het Chinese rechtssysteem, wat de 
rechterlijke autoriteit en overtuigingskracht sterk ondermijnt. Toch onderstreept 
het in dit hoofdstuk besprokene ook het feit dat er altijd beperkingen zijn aan wat 
wel en niet door gerechten zelf kan worden aangepakt. Daarom moet het 
Gerechtshof zorgvuldig reageren op politieke belangen en steeds voorzichtiger 
worden met betrekking tot de beleidsvoorkeuren van andere statelijke actoren bij 
de uitoefening van de rechterlijke macht. In zekere zin suggereert het 
onvermogen en de terughoudendheid van het Gerechtshof om de 
bureaucratisering en politisering aan te pakken, dat de wens naar een onpartijdige 
en gezaghebbende rechterlijke macht in het gedrang blijft komen zolang het 
Gerechtshof in de schaduw van de partij blijft opereren en het blijft ontbreken 
aan checks-and-balances op het institutionele front. 

Zich baserende op de casus van China en met name de rijke ervaring van het 
Gerechtshof, reflecteert hoofdstuk 5 op de decennia oude debatten en 
verschillende diepgewortelde misverstanden met betrekking tot de juridische 
ontwikkelingen in China, zoals vermeld aan het begin van dit onderzoek, en biedt 
het een conceptuele heroverweging van de idee van rechterlijke macht in een 
niet-democratische machtenscheiding met Chinese kenmerken. Nog belangrijker 
is dat een actueel begrip van de macht van het Gerechtshof een bron van 
inspiratie biedt voor een heroverweging van de interne logica van een aparte 
categorie van rechterlijke macht buiten de gevestigde westerse democratieën. 

Kijkend door de lens van de doctrine van scheiding der machten die zijn 
oorsprong heeft in het Westen en de uiteenlopende implementatie ervan in 
westerse democratieën en daarbuiten, zijn drie reeksen elementen naar voren 
gekomen als de sleutel tot begrip van de rol van de hoogste rechter in de 
specifieke context van machtenscheiding: (1) normatieve versus functionele 
analyse van de doctrine, (2) juridische onafhankelijkheid versus juridische 
onderlinge afhankelijkheid zoals die tot uitdrukking komt in de 
bevoegdheidsverdeling en -dynamiek, en (3) politiek-georiënteerde versus 
juridisch-georiënteerde werkwijzen voor het hooggerechtshof in diens specifieke 
politieke en juridische context. 

Gebaseerd op bestaand vergelijkend onderzoek en met name op de besproken 
drie reeksen elementen is het duidelijk dat de reikwijdte en impact van de 
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rechterlijke macht in China grotendeels worden bepaald door de politieke en 
institutionele kenmerken binnen de Chinese bestuursstructuur, in veel opzichten 
vormgegeven en geherstructureerd door de initiatieven van het Gerechtshof bij 
het ontwikkelen van de wet en het uitbreiden van de machtsgrenzen. Hoewel de 
uitoefening van de rechterlijke macht tamelijk beperkt is en beteugeld wordt in 
overeenstemming met de Chinese politieke en constitutionele omstandigheden, 
moeten de inspanningen van het Gerechtshof en het voortdurende streven naar 
grotere professionele bekwaamheid, autoriteit en onafhankelijkheid niet 
genegeerd of onderschat worden. Daarom zou het geen verrassing moeten zijn 
dat het Gerechtshof, net als gerechtelijke instanties in het Westen en daar buiten, 
vooral zal fungeren als een onlosmakelijk onderdeel van politiek bestuur in 
China. De machtsuitoefening is dus tegelijkertijd het resultaat van, en een 
operationele conditie die bijdraagt en veranderingen teweegbrengt in, de brede 
politieke en juridische context waarin het opereert. 

Op basis van de inzichten en implicaties van deze studie wordt hier 
geconcludeerd dat het Gerechtshof meer vooruitgang heeft geboekt bij het 
opnieuw conceptualiseren van de rechterlijke macht in het tijdperk van 
transformatie dan westerse wetenschappers over het algemeen hebben erkend. 
Ondanks de politieke en institutionele beperkingen waarmee de juridische 
ontwikkeling in China gepaard gaat, heeft het Gerechtshof eigen geïnitieerde en 
zeer pragmatische belangen gearticuleerd om zijn gezag en invloed op juridisch 
gebied en daarbuiten te bevorderen door middel van verschillende 
rechtsprekende en niet-rechtsprekende middelen. De initiatieven en acties van 
het Gerechtshof weerspiegelen in toenemende mate de voorkeuren, strategieën 
en het professionele gedachtengoed van het Gerechtshof wat betreft het 
stimuleren van kernfuncties van rechtbanken, terwijl ze tegelijkertijd 
aanzienlijke diversiteit en flexibiliteit in het rechtssysteem integreert. In dit 
opzicht moet het Gerechtshof niet langer worden beschouwd als louter een 
bestuursinstrument voor de heersende autoriteiten, maar moet het eerder worden 
gezien als een pragmatische speler die streeft naar meer autonomie en 
eigenbelang in het tijdperk van transformatie. 

Ten tweede impliceren de diepgewortelde institutionele en politieke beperkingen 
die in deze studie worden gesignaleerd dat er beperkte ruimte is voor de 
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rechterlijke macht om onafhankelijk op te treden in het autoritaire juridische 
kader, waarbinnen de rechtbanken gehouden zijn zich in verregaande mate in 
dienst te stellen van de politiek in plaats van een directe bedreiging te vormen 
voor de heersende autoriteiten. Het ontbreken van een actieve en effectieve vorm 
van rechterlijke constitutionele toetsing suggereert verder dat het moeilijk is voor 
Chinese rechtbanken, met name het Gerechtshof, om zinvolle doorbraken te 
maken tot uitbreiding van het machtsspectrum bij afwezigheid van institutionele 
veranderingen en echte politieke hervormingen. Zolang de uitoefening van de 
rechterlijke macht in China alleen kan plaatsvinden en kan worden verfijnd onder 
de paraplu van het leiderschap van de partij, zal de wenselijkheid van een 
onpartijdige en gezaghebbende rechterlijke macht nog steeds in gevaar worden 
gebracht onder omstandigheden van ontoereikende institutionele garanties voor 
gerechtigheid en onafhankelijkheid. Daarom is het denkbaar dat de juridische 
ontwikkeling in de meeste niet-democratische systemen primair een kwestie is 
waarbij politieke overwegingen een beslissende rol spelen. Het pad naar 
juridische ontwikkeling in een niet-democratische context weerspiegelt in veel 
opzichten een sterke gehoudenheid aan een politiek-georiënteerde in plaats van 
juridisch georiënteerde benadering, die het product is van de concrete keuzes, 
institutionele belangen en strategische overwegingen van politieke actoren in 
plaats van de inspanningen en wijsheid van rechtbanken en rechters. 

Ten derde, omdat er geen enkelvoudige of eenvoudige vorm van scheiding der 
machten is die universeel toepasbaar kan zijn in het Westen en het Oosten, levert 
de Chinese benadering van machtenscheiding die in dit onderzoek wordt 
gepresenteerd, waarschijnlijk een betekenisvolle bijdrage aan het verbreden van 
de empirische en theoretische basis van de doctrine van de scheiding der machten, 
vooral door te dienen als een overtuigende referentie voor andere niet-
democratische regimes. In plaats van deze gevallen als problematisch te 
beschouwen, suggereert dit onderzoek dat een goed begrip van de rollen en 
macht van de hoogste rechtbank vanuit een niet-democratisch perspectief het in 
kaart brengen vereist van normatieve en functionele analyses, rechterlijke 
onafhankelijkheid en hervormingen, zoals weerspiegeld in de uitoefening van 
rechterlijke macht in theorie en praktijk. Zoals kan worden beargumenteerd dat 
de rechterlijke macht in het samenspel van macht en tegenwicht ligt, zal de 
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doctrine eerder bij uitstek een analytisch kader bieden om ons in staat stellen de 
essentie van de rechterlijke macht in een bredere analytische context te vatten. 

Ten slotte benadrukken de bevindingen en beschouwingen in dit boek de 
mogelijkheid om te streven naar grotere professionele competentie en gezag in 
de niet-democratische context van machtenscheiding, en de onderliggende 
omstandigheden om dit te doen. Sterker nog, men moet het vermogen van het 
hooggerechtshof om vergaande invloed uit te oefenen op significante juridische 
veranderingen in een niet-democratische vorm van machtenscheiding niet 
onderschatten. Door het erkennen van de superioriteit van de heersende 
autoriteiten over de rechterlijke macht in autoritaire regimes, is de centrale en 
meest urgente kwestie niet om de legitimiteit van de dictatuur te rechtvaardigen, 
maar veeleer om serieus te onderzoeken of en onder welke omstandigheden er 
aanzienlijke ruimte is voor rechtsontwikkelingen. Op die manier kan de analyse 
voortgezet worden met het onderzoeken van de mogelijke benaderingen en 
strategieën die rechters, met name de hooggerechtshoven, gebruiken binnen hun 
mogelijkheden in niet-democratische juridische kaders. Met een duidelijk begrip 
van hun inherente begrenzingen en institutionele beperkingen, zullen rechters 
eerder onnodig frustrerende pogingen vermijden en zich in plaats daarvan richten 
op het maken van solide vooruitgang bij het bevorderen van de 
rechtsontwikkeling op eigen initiatief, en proberen om met grotere autonomie te 
werken, terwijl ze tegelijkertijd strategisch inspelen op politieke zorgen en 
sociale behoeften. Om zinvolle doorbraken te bewerkstelligen in het versterken 
van de rechterlijke macht en het scheiden van de rol van de rechter van die van 
andere machtige statelijke actoren, is het belangrijk dat de hooggerechtshoven 
voortdurend innovatieve oplossingen scheppen om de juridische eisen in 
evenwicht te brengen met hun mate van respons op politieke opdrachten, om op 
zinvolle wijze te kunnen ontsnappen aan de typische bureaucratische rationaliteit 
en gestaag het niveau van juridisering te kunnen verhogen, en om uiteindelijk 
gestage vooruitgang te boeken als drijvende kracht van de rechterlijke macht 
(judicial empowerment) in de specifieke context van machtenscheiding. 

Al met al is de sleutel tot dit onderzoek het plaatsen van het hooggerechtshof in 
haar context en het onderzoeken en blootleggen van hoe de hoogste rechter zijn 
belangrijkste bevoegdheden uitoefent in een niet-democratische vorm van 
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machtenscheiding. China is een onderscheidend voorbeeld in dit opzicht, en de 
grondige bespreking van de machtsuitoefening van het Gerechtshof in dit boek 
biedt geactualiseerde kennis van de rechterlijke macht in China en begrip van de 
betekenis hiervan in een autoritaire juridische context. Op basis van de praktijk 
en ervaring van het Gerechtshof, reflecteert dit boek bovendien op de wendingen 
en ontwikkelingen met betrekking tot juridische ontwikkeling in contexten van 
niet-democratische machtenscheiding en benadrukt het de mogelijkheid voor 
hooggerechtshoven om te streven naar meer competentie en autoriteit in 
dergelijke contexten, en op de onderliggende omstandigheden daarvan. Deze 
ontwikkelingen verdienen het uitgebreid te worden bestudeerd, diepgaand te 
worden begrepen en op waarde te worden geschat. 
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